WIN! A £2000 DVD-A/SACD PLAYER
Own the superb Primare DVD30: see inside
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The Townhouse, 4Park Circus, Glasgow, G3 6AX, Scotland, UK

In arapidly changing world,
we look to the long term.
art audio
art loudspeakers
atc
audiosource
ayre acoustics
bcd
bow
custom design
e.a.r
gryphon audio
jps-labs
lyra
mark levinson
michell engineering
obelisk audio designs

True progress is evolutionary. In the audio world, this
applies to formats, to brands, and to the satisfaction in selling crafted products. Celebrating
our 25th Anniversary, we have become Britain's
leading consultancy thanks to you, our customers. We offer this service at no cost penalty
compared to our colleagues, yet the value of
awell-matched, well-connected system of
premium components is substantiaL You
will benefit from insight and inside information. It has been truly said that aHiFi system is only as good as its dealer,
and we are happy to demonstrate
our systems for your approvaL

The new Townhouse offers more
space, and free parking - 2minutes
from the M8 and 10 minutes from
Glasgow's Airport and Railway station. It is aworthwhile and enjoyable
experience. For those who know what
they want, we launch this month ano-frills
service in our spacious bargain basement:
the HiFi Shop Ltd is far more reliable than
gambling with mail order and internet; see our
separate ad.

origin live
parasound
pathos
primare
proac
shanling
simon yorke
sugden
sme
stands unique
stax
townshend
!annoy prestige
unison research
vac and zingali

If you seek musical hi-fi, look beyond the ordinary and you
will find value and satisfaction; we sell crafted products.
(tel) 0141 333 9700 (fax) 0141 333 9097
infogaudiosalon.co.uk www.audiosalon.co.uk
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Spring is here and with it our third and biggest-yet quarterly issue of
the hugely-successful AVTech, the thinking man's home cinema
guide. Paul Miller has crammed in more useful information and
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Editor • Steve Harris
Deputy Editor • Andrew Harrison
Art Editor • René Andrew
Production Editor • Patrick Fraser
Editorial Assistant • Natalie Thorne

exclusive, genuine test work than you'll find in any other AV mag.
Paul also contributes alandmark, exclusive test report to HiFi
News itself, on Sony's flagship 9000 series, atop-of-the- line multichannel SACD-playing combination which highlights the Sony

Editorial contacts
tel • 020 8774 0846
fax • 020 8774 0940
eniai • hi-finews@ipcmedia.corn
HiFi News, IPC Media, Focus House.
Dingwall Ave. Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2TA

S- Master digital amplifier technology [ page 18]. It's obvious that
the consumer electronics industry's move to digital amplification is
really driven by considerations of efficiency,
weight and cost-saving rather than anything so
secondary as sound quality. But Ipredict that

Technical Advisers
Martin Colloms
Malcolm Hawksford
Angus McKenzie MBE

digital amplification will ultimately win the day
even for ardent two-channel hi-fi enthusiasts.
And, as David Allcock reports from Bristol

Consultant Technical Editor
Keith Howard

[page 14] two-channel audio is still alive and
well, if undeniably now a ' niche'. Late last year,

Consulting Editor
John Crabbe

under the witty if depressing headline
'Goodbye amp and deck', the Independent on

Senior Contributing Editor
Ken Kessler

Sunday ran astory explaining that hi-fi had
already been consigned to the dustbin of
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consumer electronics history. Consumers no

Moves to digital
amplification are
really driven by
considerations of
efficiency, weight
and cost-saving

longer want yesterday's old-fashioned music systems, said the ioS:
today's market and tomorrow's is for integrated home entertainment
solutions, which can amaze and amuse in all media, and whose
ability to reproduce music is ittle more than asideline. Of course,

Publisher
,::.•.1,7ey, 0F.,•fill

the underlying premise— that the world has moved on — is quite true,
and readers within the industry nodded agreement with Ken

Group Art Editor
Patrick Morrissey

Kessler's ' writing on the wall' comments in his report from the Las
Vegas CES last month. And this year, The Hi- Fi Show & AV Expo will

Chief Photographer
Roger Phillips

look to the future in its special Wi-Fi Lounge feature.
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Yet it's agood bet that many of us will still be enjoying the miracle
of high quality music in the home — even in two- channel, and even
using turntables — when Ant and Dec are long forgotten.
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'another milestone in audio engineering' and asks ' how can the valve
possibly survive?'. Another milestone, too, was the Shure M44
cartridge reviewed by John Crabbe, who also reported on apress day at
the BBC, discussing the sonic limitations of the BBC's Maida Vale
(mono) broadcasting studio. Stereo FM was sti II apromise for the
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public, but the tide was turning. Mullard-based valve chassis were
steadily giving way to transistor amplifiers: this issue carried the
famous ad in which Harold Leak introduces his Leak Stereo 30 as

ipc
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May 1964, and hi-fi was still for the hobbyist rather than the general
—
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future, hence the evocative cover shot of the great Bernard Herrmann
•

conducting the NDO in an experimental BBC stereo recording session
at the Manchester Playhouse. Not aBeatle haircut in sight.
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Left and above: Helene Grimaud plays
Beethoven [p66]; Plinius 9200
integrated arep, abeefy 200W/ch [p54];
DAB on the move with PURE ( p361

ha edware

43

18 Definitive Test: Sony SCDXA9000ES and TA-DA9000ES

M-Audio Transit USB device

compute': review by Andrew Harrison

useless - especially those MLSSA waterfalls.._
Keith Howard exploce, i;ome testing myths

44

player and multichannel S- Master digital amp

Ken Kessler is surrounded by more petite Italian

24

Blue Pearl Audio JEM turntable

heavyweight, UK- made high- end turntable

28

Transfiguration Aria cartridge

Jimmy Hughes tries anew, relatively affordable
moving-mil from this respected cartridge brand

30

Shanling CDT-200 SACD player

This astonishing two- channel CD/SACD player
offers you the choice of tube or solid-state output
stage. David Allcock reports

34

Manley Steelhead phono stage

The Feature: AMatter of Time

Why most loudspeaker measurements are ( nearly)

Paul Millei' tests Sony's top of- the- line SACD

David Ailoock enjoys living with this stunning,

74

When affordable 24/96 audio meets the laptop

Zingali Colosseum loudspeaker

beauties: acomplete home cinema set this time

Win a £2000 Primare DVD30
universal disc player!
A unique chance to win aPrimare universa

47

Focal-JMIab Chorus 726S
loudspeaker

SACD/DVD-A player - tJrn to page 46 in
At/Tech (
free with :his magazine) tor full details

Tony Boton on asmooth new floorstander

49

Sennheiser NoiseGard
PXC 250 headphones

software

Noise cancellation can be aboon for headphone

66

users: Kan Kessler tries the atest implemention

Hélène Grimaud plays Beethoven, Bruckner's

50

Audio Physic Virgo 3
loudspeaker
David Berriman tests ast m but powerful des gn

Classical'

Symphony 9in anew I
ght, Scherchen's historic
Haydn, and stellar Schumann ano Brahms

70 Jazz
John McLaughlin, The Wrong Object and more

Ken Kessler discovers the joys of aphono stage

54

thes big, solid and feature- packed

Martin Colloms assesses acompact but very

71

powerful ntegrated amp from New Zealand

Eric Clapton's homage :oRobert Johnson

features

High- resolution remasters in various formats:

36 Cambridge Audio DAB500 and
PURE Digital PocketDAB 1000
Andrew Harrison investigates two of the latest
Digital Radio tuners. Has DAB improved lately?

38

Castle Acoustics CC3 speakers

Can acompact cinema speaker system like this

14

Plinius 9200 amplifier

Bristol show report

David Allcock reports from trie West Country

73

Rock
Audiophile: DVD-A, SACD

Rory Block, Robert Cray, Zappa, The Searchers

regulars

really do music too? Alvin Gold thinks it can

62 sweetspot:

41

Comfortable Classics

7Sources

You can have an exotic hi-fi system in acosy

News on the hottest TLA's: PMC, TCI, NAD, DTS,

domestic setting, as we find out this month

plus SACD, and Sony's last- roll-of-the-dice Hi- MD

Opera Mini Mk II loudspeaker

Ken Kessler on the Italian firm's new bambino

Get the latest info online www.hifinews.co.uk
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Blue Pearl's jaw-droppingly over-the- top turntable fp241;
Audic Physic's unusual slim + loorstander, the Virgo 3 [ p50]
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intellectual equivalent of tile pill in
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style
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:per-

Ken Kessler

Strictly for anoraks: the world of sound effects discs
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ABSOLUTE SOUNDS' commitment to Martin Logan
has been rewarded with a line of hybrid electrostatic
speakers so comprehensive that it now encomDasses
every permutation of home theatre and audiophile
performance, and a price band from entry-level to
cutting edge. Because of their sheer beauty - both
aural and visual - the Statement Evolution 2, Prodigy,
Odyssey, Ascent i, Aeon iand Clarity have established
hybrid electrostatic technology as the obvious choice
for those who want state-of-the-art sound without
suffering a profusion of ugly boxes.
All of the speakers are immediately recognisable
as Martin Logan products because of the peerless,
oft- imitated, room-friendly appearance, with the
captivating see-through panels and furniture grade
finish. Best of all, the sound is as clear as the panels
themselves.This year, in recognition of its astonishing
performance and sensible price, the Clarity - the
'baby' of the line - won the coveted EISA award,
proving that the Martin Logan look and the soLnd
are acknowledged across Europe.
For the new season, Martin Logan has applied its
years of experience to even smaller, room- friendlier
systems suitable for awider range of applications,
by launching asecond hybrid technology called ATE
Martin Logan had already demonstrated its ski Is
with home theatre applications with the Theater iand
Cinema icentre- channel models, the Script imain and
surround speakers, the awesome Descent selfpowered subwoofer and its baby sister, the Death.

absolutesounds
58 Durham Road, Lonccri SW20 DTV/
T 020 8971 3909 F020 8879 7962
www.absolutesoLnos.com info abso utesoumds.com

Thanks to ATF, an even wider audience can savor the
Martin Logan experience. The ultra- compact Fresco
hybrids can be used horizontally or vertically, wallor shelf- mounted above or to the sides of plasma
or other flat- screen display, while the Mosaic and
Montage floor- standing models have the look of a
'baby Clarity'. Even the subwoofer's size has been
addressed: the new ATF designs work wonderfully
with the Grotto, literally a miniature Depth!

What's happening in the world of hi-fi

Sources

Wilson Benesch
throws aCurve
The Curve floorstanding

sistem. Ppopmetary drivers use

loudspeakers is the latest product

neodymiunq eon boron motors and

f
om the Wilson Beinesch stable,

polymer claphragms, wi -ha1170m -n

flaking use of tecnnolog,y prey ous'y

bass, 170-rim bass/ midrange, anda

only seen in the company's flagship

25mm hani-paintec,.soft-dome

ACT speakers costing £ 3000.

tweeter. The curve has asensitivity

Hand-made in Sheffield, the

quotec at 3&IB, anda frequency

Curve is built from acarbon fibre

responseof S2Hz to 24k Hz, with a6

monocoque cabinet, welded me:al

ohm nomi la impedance.

internal architecture and a

Input connections are machined

steel- reinforced MDF baffle. Ametal

gold-pated, b-wireabie copper alloy

base and massive spikes a,e

terminals. The Curve is 91ciiri tall,

claimed :oprovide exceptional

23cm wide and 37crr at its deepest

stability. Wooden venee,3are by

point. Ea:n speaker has an internal

Rolls Royce dashboard craftsmen,

volume o.
"12..5 litresand weighs a

and come in achime of standard

hefty 418kg.. Maximum' powe ,

turrs and birds- eye wocro options,

handlingis said to be 2CC watts.

with the company happy to quote fo7

The Curve is available in-nediately

bespoke options.

and prices start at £4900.for

Voicing and drivers are designed

standard

fies, up £ 5200 for

to match the ARC. ACT and

wood veneers

CENTRE models to give the opbor

Wilson Benasch, 01142 852656,

of atop-of-the- line home cinena

www.wilson-benesch.co -n

It's DTS surround for Tartan's top DVD releases
Managing director of Tartan

Specialist video distributor Tartan

titles have already been

the high-quality

Video is making DTS Digital

released: Dark Water ( Hideo

surround experience

Video, Alan Partington, said: The

surround sound acore component

Nakata. 2003), Secretary

from DTS will be a

indusionof 5.1 DTS Digital

of its DVD releases. With its wide

(Steven Shainberg, 2003),

remastered four-

Svrouno is no larger ar option, but

catalogue of global and classic

an absolute must.'

the Oscarrom mated

disc box-set of the

cinema, : he

Belleville Rendezvous

successful

company

(Sylvain Ciamet, 2003), A

Asia Extreme

Finding Nemo, from

«RiESPIRO

Buena Vista Home
Entertainment, the

plans to

Snake of June (
Shinya

Ringtri logy,

release more

Tsukamoto, 2003), and

the gritty

than 40 DVD

Respiro (
Emanuele Cralese,

Wonderland

of 2003, is another film

titles with

2003). The Region 2release of

(starring Val Kilmer) and the

to be released with a5.1

DTS during

Secretary is the only version

stylish gambling thriller The

2004. Five

globally to carry DTS. Meanwhile,

Cooler(with William H Macy

Region 2DVD

among future releases to feature

arid Alec Baldwin).

zzem

blockbuster animation

DTS Digital Surround.
www.tartanvideo.com
www.dtsonline.com

Absolute PowerDrive: NAD expands 7.1 home cinema range
The 1973 is a rew seven- channel amp from

Discrete and Matrix, DIS NE0:6 decoding

NAD, and the 1163 is a 7.1 surround

along with 7.1 Matrix, Dolby ProLogic II and

tuner/preamp. each offering ahost of

the proprietary NAD EARS circuitry for creating

connectivity and custom integration options.

natural surround sound from 7.1, 6.1, 5.1 and

Tie 1973 uses NAD's proprietary PowerDrive
topology, automatically sensing speakers'

Inclusion of a FM/AM tuner offers ahigh

impedance and adjusting its power supply to

level of sonic performance and signal pulling

best cope with the load. It uses amonobloc

capability thanks to its MOS/FET front end,

construction to deliver 140wpc of continuous

PLL tuning, and accurate IF stage. This is

power with all seven channels driven

topped off with an easy-to- program 30 station-

simultaneously into 4 or 8 ohms. Dynamic

preset memory and RDS display.

power is 220 watts into 2 ohms.
The 1163 offers awide array of surround
formats inc:uding Dolby Digital EX, DTS ES

www.hifinews.r o . 1k

2.0 stereo, digital or analogue.

The 1973 power amp costs £ 1200, while
the 1163 AV tuner preamp costs £ 900.
www.nadelectronics.co

Hi Fi'
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Italian feel for
MartinLogan's latest trio
Renowned electrostatic

150mm ( hwd) model, suitable for

installations Martin Logan has

loudspeaker company

use as amain, centre or surTound

developed the $ 1000 (£ 999)

Martin Logan has unveiled three

speaker. It can be mounted

Grotto subwoofer, using a

new products, dubbed Mosaic,

horizontally or vertically, and an

300mm bass driver ( as used in

Fresco and Grotto, suitable for

'on-wall/off-wall' switch allows

the Descent sub). This low-

stereo or home cinema

you to tailor the sound for your

distortion, high-accuracy design

applications. The $ 2000 per pair

installation. The Fresco uses the

reaches down to frequencies as

(£1799 in the UK) Mosaic is

same ATF transducer and

low as 22Hz and is claimed to

based on the respected Clarity

crossover, with asimilar high-

possess intuitive controls for easy
and accurate setup.

model, but uses improved woofer

frequency driver and two 100mm

and cabinet design, alongside the

rigid aluminium bass units. It

Martin Logan, 020 8971 3909,

Advanced Thin Film ( ATF)

comes in silver, white bronze or

www.martinlogan.com

transducer tecnnoiogy and state-

black finishes, although the

of-the-art Vojtko crossover. The

speaker is supplied with a

1000 x240 x300mm ( hwd)

template allowing you to create

Mosaic allies its ATF midrange

your own custom speaker

with ahigh-frequency driver and a

faceplates.

conventional 20cm bass driver.
The $ 1000 ( each, £899 UK)
Fresco is acompact. 220 x610 x

To provide added bass weight
when the Mosaic or Fresco are
used in home cinema
1

41111111111111111M111111111111k

Tommy rocks on SACD
The Who's Tommy is now on
SACD — remixed into 5.1 sur-

fflimmumw

London's West End.
The European SACD release

round by Pete Townshend from

was launched at Ronnie Scott's

the 8-track studio masters

jazz club, because in 1969 ( to

recorded in 1968 and 1969.

the general disgust of beard-

Also included is the original

stroking jazzers) the band pre-

stereo mix that producer Kit

miered the piece there. No

Lambert had supposedly

members of The Who were pres-

destroyed — but which was

ent for the SACD event, but a

Denon cranks up Al SR

recently found in the record

number of excerpts were played

company's vaults.

through asurround sound sys-

With companies such as Yamaha

implementation of the :. 2GbitIs

some of the original stereo

provided by Dutch company

—its latest home cinema receiver is

Denon Link digital transfer. which

demos that Pete Townshend

Alcons.

the 9-channel Z9 — breathing down

handles any musical format,

recorded : n a home studio by

its neck, Denon has upgraded its

including SACD/DSD.

overdubbing ( in the technical

top-of-the- range AV amplifier,

The THX Ultra2-certified

The second disc also contains

tem using ribbon driver speakers

The playback at Ronnie
Scott's drew applause from the

style of Les Paul and Mary Ford)

music industry audience, espe-

AVC-Al SRA is all about impressive

between two Revox decks. He

cia ly for one out- take ( Track

years after the launch of the

numbers: not only does it kick out a

then used these to show the

Seven on Disc two) which looks

original 'Al SR, with no increase in

vast 1200 watt ( seven channels of

band what he wanted.

all set to become the new must-

bringing out the AVC-AlSR 'A', two

the existing £3000 price tag. But

170 watt) into 8ohm, but it

look out for these impressive

employs sixteen 24/194 Burr-

out-takes from the recording

technologies tricklingdown into a

Brown DACs ( two per audio

sessions at IBC Studios in

range of more affordable models.

channel), and uses twoof the

Equipped with all tie latest

'world's best' HammerHead

audio processing capabilities ( as of

SHARC 32- bit digital sound

the middle of February 2004), the

processors.

new model features Dolby Pro

The Denon is also des.gned for

Also included are several

play for hi-fi show demonstrations. The track is awidely separated surround mix of music
and banter around the studio

TOMMY
the who

which captures the band at the
height of its creative period, still
obviously having huge fun. The
musical and verbal exchanges

Logic I
lx surround sound, which

upgradability: it has empty

can synthesise seven channels of

equipment bays to allow for digital

Entwistle give listeners a unique

audio from any stereo or 5.1

expansion, and it provides external

chance to eavesdrop on asemi-

source, as well as DTS Enhanced

digital inputs that support

nal recording session in audio

Neo:6, designed for 24-bit/96kHz

multichannel ( 6/8 channel PCM)

quality not heard outside the

between Keith Moon and John

bandwidth musical excellence. It

inputs from an external unit.

studio for 35 years.

also features HDCD decoding and

Denon, 01753 888447,

Barry Fox

the latest (version 3)

www.denon.co.uk
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Sony Hi- MD players revealed

Chord strikes
with new cable
The Chord Company hasa new

In the wake of the runaway success
Sony MZ-NH1

of the Apple iPod, Sony is

high- end loudspeaker cable, the
Signature, matching its Signature

revamping its MiniDisc format in
the hope of reclaiming market share

RCA interconnect. It is ashielded

for personal audio. Introduced in

cable, with associated improved

1992, MiniDisc never reached the

performance, in a user-friendly

3 3

configuration.

level of popularity of Sony's earlier

The shielding configuration is

breakthrough, the cassette

similar to the tri shielding system

Walkman, especially in europe
where more versatile CD- R

used on the Signature RCA:

technology took hold in the 1990s.

conductors are of multi- strand

At apress briefing in February,

heavy-gauge copper, and two

Sony UK showed samples of new HiMD players, first announced at

cable are twisted together to

individually shielded lengths of

January's CES in Las Vegas
[Opinion, Barry Fox, April ' 04]. For

MagicGate digital rights

providing around 100 minutes of

produce arun. The twist has little

management ( DR M), through

uncompressed 16- bit music.

effect on performance but makes

Two flavours of Hi- MD are being

the cable simpler to manage. The

the first time, MiniDisc will be

SonicStage 2software. What is not

enabled for data storage, using the

clear at time of press is the level of

promoted, one based on

ends of the cable are held
together with specially developed

USB Mass Storage Class protocol

fair use restriction that will be

reformatting existing MDs to give

and FAT file system, which can be

embedded with Sony's mooted

300MB on a80min disc ( compared

non- compression aluminium

read by PCs or Macs. This will allow

music download service,

to 177MB for original 74min

clamps.

Hi- MD to carry files such as JPEGs

announced September last year. A

Min iDiscs); and atrue high-capacity

and text files, as well as audio files

press release from January notes

1GB version using Domain Wall

termination Signature Speaker

like MP3. Unfortunately, support for

only that ' Sony will launch, in

Displacement Detection

Cable is only available pre-

playingmusic files other than

selected counties in Europe during

technology. This relies on the laser's

terminated. The Signature

Sony's sanctioned ATRAC3plus has

Spring 2004, amusic download

heat expanding recording marks on

Speaker Cable is available in any

been deliberately withheld, until

service that will give consumers the

the disc surface to enable the

length specified: cost of athree

they have been transcoded into

opportunity to connect their Sony

reading of data normally too small to

metre terminated pair is £ 700.

ATRAC, potentially impinging upon

Network Audio devices to aworld of

be differentiated by the standard

The Chord Company, 01980

quality. The unworkable check-

music in the ATRAC format'.

780nm laser.

625700, www.chord.co.uk

Several new models are expected

Storing music in ATRAC3plus,

in/check-out system formerly

Due to the complexity of

at this year's CeBit, Hanover, in late

employed on Sony's NetMD players

Sony advertises amaximum

has been simplified, so that as with

recording time of 45 hours on a

March. The range will be headed by

Apple's iTunes/i Pod system, an

single 1GB Hi- MD; but only at the

the MZ-NH1, amagnesium- bodied

unlimited number of tracks can be

poorest quality ( 48kb/s bit-rate).

portable recorder that includes a

uploaded from computer to player

ATRAC3plus can also be set to a

Li Ion battery and charging cradle,

without disabling playback rights on

higher quality compression ratio, at

expected to sell for around £ 300,

the originating PC. However, ATRAC

256kb/s stereo yielding around 5

with 1GB Hi- MD media priced

music held on Hi- MD will be

hours; and Hi- MD is now able to

around £ 5per disc.

encrypted using OpenMG and

record in linear PCM audio,

Sony UK, 01932 816000

Audio Salon's smart move
Jack Lawson of the Audio Salon has

emphasised:

moved the business to its impressive

invited to be friends and to share in

new premises - aperiod townhouse in

the dying art of honest information

aquiet and leafy enclave of Glasgow's

and

city centre, at 4 Park Circus, G3 6AX.

possible. Not only do Icontinue to

The

oppose many over- priced, over- hyped

house

offers

up

to

eight

my

high- end

customers

as cost-effective

demonstration rooms on four floors.

icon

After 25 years as a hi-fi dealer, says

loudspeakers - as

Jack,

exercises,

his product portfolio is still

products but

from
mere

cables

are

as

to

branding

I strongly

advise

personal and consistent in approach,

customers to match families or types

with ' a knowledge and feeling for the

of components.' A new Audio Salon

products, acquired over decades' in

website is under construction, while

the case of brands like ATC, Bow,

mail

Gryphon,

normally

Mark

Levinson,

Michell,

order and

export orders are

processed

same- day.

SME, ProAc, and Sugden. Jack goes

Imminent developments

on: ' It is much harder to struggle

personal store credit card and acable

against

home- loan service.

publicised

and

popular

include a

brands, but hi-fi is still my personal

Audio Salon, 0141 333 9700

.assion. In the townhouse, the idea is

www.audiosalon.com

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Sources
Musicology

PMC GB1
The

Professional

promises marriage
made in heaven

Monitor

Company has devised a new
compact
transmission- line
floorstanding loudspeaker. The

Musicology has been appointed
exclusive UK distributor for Atma-

GB1

sphere amplification from the USA,

is styled as a domestic

audiophile product, in a choice

and

of wood veneers such as cherry,

electrostatic loudspeakers from
Holland. The combination promises

for

Audiostatic

full- range

oak and maple, with other
finishes to order.
It is a two-way design

output

employing the same 27mm soft
dome tweeter seen on the 081,

amplifier technology said to be a
perfect fit with electrostatic

with a 140mm mid/bass unit

loudspeakers.

featuring acast magnesium alloy
chassis. The cabinet stands

reputation in the States for its

870mm tall, and its internal
transmission- line labyrinth has

range of output OTL valve
amplifiers, which are unique in

remarkable sound quality, with
transformer- less ( OIL)

Atma-sphere

an effective length of 2.4m, with
custom foam lining said to

has

built

a

their use of the patented Circlotron
circuit design. All models in the

increase internal air density by

range

30%, thereby improving driver
control and aiding bass response.

are

fully

differentially

balanced and stable into any load,

Low frequency response is said

making them an effective choice
with awide variety of loudspeaker

to be identical at all listening
volumes, with good bass even at

types, not just electrostatics.

low playback volumes.
The crossover uses selected

experienced
a
chequered
distribution history in the UK but

Audiostatic loudspeakers have

tolerance-matched components,
with silver- loaded solder. Filter

that is now set for change, says
Musicology, since its appointment

slopes are high, to ensure higher
power handling and superior

and the launch of the latest model.
This utilises five transformers and a

phase characteristics'.

high performance membrane, and
claims outstanding transparency,

The £995 PMC GB1 claims a
sensitivity of 87dB and nominal
impedance of 8ohm.
PMC

Ltd,

0870

transient attack and sound-staging
whilst remaining abenign amplifier
load.

4441044

www.pmc-speakers.com

Musicology, 0870 264 6960

Events

True Colours unifies DVD-A/SACD connection
Until all DVD-A and SACD players
gain a ' secure' digital output, and
all amplifiers and processors
acquire the corresponding input

20-23 May 2004
High End 2004, MOC Munich,
call The High End Society,
+49 202 702022

connector, such as one of the DVI,
HDMI

or

FireWire

standards

currently being tried by a few

20-23 May 2004

manufacturers, the only way to
connect amulti-channel disc player
to its amo is to use six analogue

Home Entertainment 2004
polyethylene outer and a tough

cables

interconnects. Rather than suffer a

braid. The screen is connected at
one end only in a semi- balanced

ViperSix costs £ 180 for aone- metre
length, and extra length is available

spaghetti of cables, True Colours

configuration, which

for £30 per metre.

Industries has launched a six-way,
single- sleeve solution.

delivers rock-solid 3D imaging in a
neutral yet dynamic fashion. The

The one- metre ViperSix is made
from a balanced twisted- pair

twin-screened,
low- capacitance
design also features gold-plated,

construction using a foil screen

locking phono plugs.

covered
screen,

percent over buying six individual

with
all

a plated
wrapped

braided
in
a

it's claimed

ICI advertises acost- saving of 20

of

similar

quality.

TCI, based in Lisburn in Northern
Ireland, recently appointed Welsh

MAY 2004 Hi-FiNews

sponsored by Stereophile,
New York, USA
24-26 September 2004
The Hi Fi Show & AV Expo,
Le Meridien and Renaissance

subwoofer specialist REL as its UK

Hotels, Heathrow, London,

sales agent in order to expand, and
concentrate in-house efforts on

sponsored by HiFi News. Call
020 8774 0847 or visit

R&D and production.

www.avexpo.co.uk

REL Acoustics, 01656 768777

Guarantee yourself acopy of HiFi News every month
Call our subscriptions hotline now on 01622 778778
10

The

23-24 October 2004
Home Entertainment Show,
Renaissance Hotel, Manchester.
Call 01524 36991

www.hifinews.co.uk
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6 key elements to Contemporary Art
X- E16
Dimensions(w x d x h,cmj:65>35x29

mensions(w ,cd x h,cm):35x65x
e-

lo

cP-6371
Dimensions(w x d x h,cm):35x65x127

The Six:
• Top mounted tweeter avoiding diffraction for
more natural sound imaging.
• Elegantly sloped cabinet design to enhance
sound dispersion and time phase coherency.
. High-grade mirror- imaged finish on gloss black,
gloss sliver, gloss white.
. High-grade furniture-quality real wood tweeter
cover and wood side panel reinforcement.
• Base chamber design, to increase weight by
fill in leads or sand and better bass control.
• Design by Dr. Joseph D'appoliito

CP-6381
Dimensionstw x d x h,cmj:35x65x127

USHER AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
67 Kai- Fong Street Sec.1 Taipei 100 Taiwan Tel:886-2-23816299 Fax:886-2-23711053 E-mail:usher@ms11.hinet.net

Sources

Obituary — Kenneth Wilson
The recording engineer Kenneth

recording.

length and huge increase in sound

there were no sleeve credits for the

Wilkinson died in January at the

transformed the quality of the 78

quality

recording team but when Decca did

age of 91. Best known for his four

during its final years in the 1940s

potential, factors Decca quickly

introduce them Wilkinson's name

decades

also

and was marketed with the banner

exploited on its London label in the

was

applied his skills to many releases

'full frequency range recording'

US in

uncredited for Lyrita, engineering

in the Lyrita catalogue and in the

(ffrr).

1960s

with

Decca,

worked

with

he

producer

Their

system

Decca had various government

offered

tremendous

1949 and in Europe in

dominant.

He

worked

1950, three years ahead of EMI.

many of the finest recordings in its

Wilkinson was akey player in all of

superb catalogue of twentiethcentury British music.

Charles Gerhardt on a series of

contracts

and

this but it was following the advent

recordings for Reader's Digest.

Wilkinson was involved in projects

of commercial stereo recordings in

to help break Luftwaffe fighter

1958 that

was

favourite Decca achievements he

worked in publishing briefly before

codes

submarine

secured. His subtle deployment of

would usually name Britten's War

joining World

in

navigation. It is said that he worked

Decca's ' tree' microphone layout,

Requiem 0963,

Hatton Garden. He moved to the

on the Enigma project too, but that

which he had helped develop, was

under the composer's baton) and

Crystalate recording company in

was something he would neither

outstanding

Hampstead in 1931 where he met

confirm nor deny. He also recorded

naturalness of the results.

the engineer Arthur Haddy, later to

Vera Lynn and helped develop the

'Wilkie' was no purist, always

become aDecca luminary himself.

cascading strings sound which

trusting his ears, fine tuning the

Engineered Rec:ording, in the 1974

Decca

became the musical signature of

balance

Grammy Awards.

Mantovani.

microphones as

Wilkinson left school at 16 and
Echo records

acquired

Crystalate

in

1937. During the war years Haddy
and

his

team

developed

during the

and

on

war

Decca was quick to see the

his reputation

in

and

the

employing

(Chicago

potential of LP recording when it

worked

rpm

from the 78's four- minute side

conductors. In the early LP days

of

78

his

Kingsway Hall,

SO/Solti),

which

won

including Best
He retired

in

recording engineer. Born London

appeared in 1948. Its liberation

range

out

necessary. He made thousands of

considered

the

frequency

single

1980.
Kenneth

he

microphones and a moving- coil
extend

to

three categories,

spot

cutter

to

asked

Berlioz's Symphonie Fantastique

sheer

recordings and

head

If

with

is said to have
more

than

Ernest

Wilkinson,

28 July 1912. Died Norwich 13

150

January 2004.1H

Shorts
Densen has announced that all
its products carry alifetime
warranty. This has apparently
been asecret, ever since the
company started in 1992. The
lifetime warranty comes into
effect after the local warranty
expires ( 1-3 years). ' Lifetime
means as long as it is feasible
and/or possible to repair the
product.'
Densen + 45 75 18 12 14
THX Lucasfilrn is selling its
abstruse certification to cable
manufacturers. US wire brand

Arcam's purist music and
multi- channel audio amplifiers
Arcam has been investing in os AV
line-up for several years now, but

from

and 7.1 C30 is £ 1500.
The

pre- amplifier

uses

a

two new products added to the FMJ

sophisticated power seply section

range

to keep noise low and resolution

look

set

to

belief

in

show

the

Monster Cable has bought into
the marketing, and is selling
video cables bearing the THX
logo. The UltraSeries includes
the ULTV1000-SCRGB, a

DVD players with

built-in

decoders, negating the need for any

lengths, at £ 130, £ 180 and

additional AV processor.
The £ 1100 P1

SCART-to-SCART video-only
cable in lm, 2m and 4m

is the most

£250 respectively. An S- video
to SCART model, ULTV1000-

tradd onal

high, with user controls such as

powerful amplifier ever made by

music- playing hi-fi as well. The

volume setting and trout selection

Arcam. Specified at 185W into 8

SVSC, ccsts £ 70, £ 90 or £ 125

C30 and Pl were designed as more

overseen by software.

Balanced

phm, it takes the latest current

for lm, 2m or 4m. The SCARTto-SCART ULTV1000-SC is a

company's

purist audio amplifiers; the C30 a

outputs are included for long cable

drive amplifier technology seen in

stereo pre- amplifier and the P1 a

runs, as well as an m-rn/m-c phono

;he P7 multi- charnel amp, but with

combined audio and video

monoblock power amplifier. BLt the

stage. With the adcitipn of the

:he luxury of a truly independent

connector, costing £ 120, £ 170

C30 also has the capability to serve

multi- channel

5.1

power supply. The driver stage

and £ 250 for lm, 2m or 4m

as amulti- channel analogue control

outputs

SACD

takes its own power feed, said to

lenes respectively.

unit, thanks to a 7.1

channel

players can be routec tnrough the

•esult

module which can retro fitted for

C30 contol unit, as well as 5.1

mprovement in sound quality.

£350. The stereo C30 is £ 1200,

Dolby Digital and DTS soundtracks

4rcam, 01223 203200

www.hifinews.co.uk

from

upgrade,
DVD-A

or

in

a

considerable

Monster Europa, 01923
431634
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1Show resort

ristol

fashion

trek to the Marriott Hotel in
Bristol for the 2004 Sound and Vision

The techno-savvy David Allcock finds the worlds of IT
and hi-fi collide at the Bristol Sound and Vision show

Show, long established as a major
event in the UK hi-fi calendar.
This year's show was evenly split

and lix, DTS NE06 and DIS 96/24,
dual Firewire IEEE 1394 audio inputs
for digital connectior to universal

The audio and home cinema
community

made

its

annual

7.1 analogue pass through, the Arcam
is an audiophile take on the AN
receiver market.

transmission line cabinet. Partnering
Me GB1 was aTASCAM CD recorder
costing under £300 and a Bryston

between home cinema and hi-fi, with

players, upgraded DACs and an auto

Meanwhile, UK cable distributor

B60 integrated amplifier with a new

important product launches being
made in both categories. One of the

set up and calibration system. All that
for under agrand.

Bandridge announced the availability
of a new range of HDMI and DVI

Bryston DAC card (£3000 with DAC).
The resulting system had numerous

lowest profile, yet potentially most
significant, launches in home theater

Last but far from least, KEF gave
UK consumers their first chance to

and multi- channel was Onkyo's
£4000 TX-NR1000E NV amp. This

see and hear the KIT ( KEF Instant
Theatre System), launched at the Las

cables, due to be available in the UK
in May, with lengths, initially, running
from 1M to 5M.

visitors asking where the subwoofer
was and proved immune to the
difficult acoustic conditions ot the

Invision UK introduced the Turtle

Marriot Hotel's rooms, filling the lower

monster has aformidable feature set

Beach Audiotron. This unit has been
avaiable nthe USA for acouple of

third of the room with a convincing

every

Vegas CES, intended to create a5.1
soundstage from atwo-speaker setup.

surround sound mode known to man,

The design cleverly combines KEF

years, but until now has been without

THX Ultra 2 certification, a card-

Uni Q ' point-source' driver technology

UK distribution. The Audiotron is a

series at the show, with the new

mount system bearing a passing
resembalance to Theta's Casablanca
range and HDMI switching between

with a new application of NXT flat-

thin client device with an embedded

Talisman loudspeaker (£ 1500) being

panel

NXT

computer. Connecting to aserver via a

used with a Naim 51 CD player and

panels are mounted vertically behind

cabled ethernet connection or a

Nait 5 integrated amplifier. The two-

its two inputs.

the main array to create virtual rear-

wireless retwork, the Audiotron can
access music held on either Mac or

way Talisman

that

The

includes

seemingly

importance of these

last

speaker drivers.

The

facilities cannot be overstated, as this

effects speakers, using reflections
from the side wal sof the room. A

is the first product in the UK market

compact DVD/CD player/receiver head

with HDMI video switching and a
backplane-based chassis in an AV
receiver. All this sophistication

unit and 250mm-driver subwoofer

Remote
controlled,
with
both
analogue and Tostink digital outputs,

Talisman in the next three months will

complete the £ 1200 package.

and priced at just £ 229, it offers a

be the two-way Sabre (£900) and

low-cost

three-way Crusader (£2500).

HOME DELIGHTS
Arcam released its new entrant in the

Another significant home cinema

AV receiver marketplace, the AVR300
(£1299). The first seven-channel AV
receiver from Arcam, this comes is

release came from Denon in the form

equipped with numerous surround
sound modes includ ng Dolby Digital

of its AVR-3805 NV receiver. This
replaces the acclaimed AVR-3803,

EX, Pro Logic Ilx, DIS ES and DIS
96/24. With 100W/d1 into seven

featuring 7X 160W, Dolby Digital EX

channels and nine inputs, including a

14

has been given a

Windows platforms, or internet radio.

naturally requires an amplification

output the claimed 1.4kW.

Ruark launched its new Heritage

complete redesign and, based on
performance, is sure to be an many

stage, in this case 200W X 7, fed
from a reassuringly large power
supply, suggesting that it can actually

soundstage.

MAY 2004 Hi-FiNews

alternative

to

custom-

enthusiasts' shortlists. Joining the

installed multi room systems.
In

more

conventional

stereo

INNOVATION IN ACTION

territory, PMC amazed everyone with a

Further surprises were waiting in the

new floorstanding speaker. The GB1
is a compact, low cost (£995/pair)

O'Heocha room thanks to a pair of
truly wireless speakers. Using a

two-way speaker taking up less than 1

protocol derived from the Buetooth
standard, the O'Heocha system relies

square foot of floor space, but which
features the same tweeter as the OB1
speakers in tardem with the bass unit
from

the

company's

DB1

in

a

on ar amplifier module driven from a
high capacity rechargeable battery
hat it is claimed lasts for 14 hours of

www.hifinews.co.uk

Facing page, eft: Tube Technology's HB-70 integrated

This page ( clockwise fr)m top left): Ruark Talisman;

amp, Fusion £4 CD player, Genetix 150W/ch monoblocks.

PMC GB1; KEF's KIT Instant Cinema' package; WA

Facing page, right: TI-e £2200 VPI Scout Master turntable

speakers; Inca Design katana CD player; Isotek's Origin
mains regenerator; Towishend Glastonbury III speakers

with the company's 1MW Memorial arm

which is aMinisub tailored for use in
AN systems (£ 549), and the new

prototype Townshend preamp with

module has its signal supplied by trie

Audio CD/DAC. And even on the end
of these modest components, the

wireless module, which O'Heocha
says is virtually immune from

WAs sounded outstanding.
Great sound was also emanating

Isotek Origin (£ 1,795)— aregenerator
capable of supplying either 2isolated

power amplifier delivering a beefy
380W/ch of power via a Class 'T'

interference. The resulting system is
truly wireless and startles the

from trie two ProAc/Sugden rooms.

outlets with 1COW each or one with

Both rooms employed the Sugden
Master-class CD player feeding a
Masterclass pre/power combo, but

200W. The Origin was powering a

digital output stage.
All this power was brought to bear

system using Whest Audio's m-m/m-c

on apair of stunning Glastonbury Ill

two- box phonostage (£ 1,295) fed by
a Loricraft Garrard 501/SME IV

speakers, on integral Seismic Sink
platforms and finished in polished

the new D25 (£2995) in one room
and D38 (£4495) in the second. The

combination while CDs were being

imposing

aluminium. These three-way designs
use apair of spun aluminium 125mm
bass drivers allied to a14mmx9Omm

playback at normal

levels.

This

unsuspecting visitor who hears music
appearing from a pair of speakers
without wires. If this system can be
developed into a lower-cost system,
then Ican see a big future for it in
multi channe; audio, where the
notion of seven sets of heavy duty
speaker cables trailing across the
floor is enough to upset the most
tolerant of spouses.
CABINET RE-SHUFFLE
Staying with speakers, US company

differed in their speaker set-up, with

played on the new Inca Design

Masterclass

Katana CD player (£600), which

combination produced a sound that
was clean and smooth on material

looked stunning in a brushed
aluminium finish with both single-

ranging f-orn string quartet to AC/DC.
Botn VPI and Michell Engineering

ended and balanced outputs and the
kind of build associated with CD

had new products for the analogue

players double the price.

D38

and

phonostage and prototype digital

midrange ribbon and 5mmx3Omm
ribbon tweeter extending to 90 kHz.
These £ 12,500 speakers looked too
large for the room yet managed to
help the walls melt away. This trick
was not limited to analogue as the TA

community, with VPI showing the new

565 universal transport with integral

Gallo Acoustics was showing off its

VPI Scout Master (£2200) with JMW
Memorial arm. The Scout Master

LOOKING GOOD
TACT/Dali was showing the new TACT

new Refererce 3 speaker, aradicallooking design with aside-firing bass

features the HR-X motor, platter and
bearing in acompact chassis with a

2.2X loudspeaker (from £4500) and

isolation platform and rebuilt Dower
supplies proved just how far digital

driver. Using a Naim NAO 202 CD

standalone motor. This turntable

room correction system, along with
TACT WS201 (£ 1600/pair) subs and

replay has come, playing a mix of
SACD, DVD-Audio and CD at an

player and NAP 202 integrated amp
great

looks like it will make a big impact
when it appears on clearers shelves.

the Dali Helicon 400 loudspeakers
(£3395 a pair). This room sounded

exemplary standard.
Overall this show was once again a

promise, though it was suffering with
the bright- sounding rooms. WA

Also furthering the cause of analogue
was Michell engineering, with its new

excellent as things were, but was
utterly transformed when the TACT

that reports of two charmers demise

Loudspeakers exhibited its startling
range of speakers, which sport

power supply for the Orbe featuring

processing was activated: the sound

Never Connected technology. This will

was truly stunning.

cabinets carved from limestone.
These immensely heavy speakers

start shipping immediately with all

(they cost from £4200-£6995/pair)
were driven by a Pioneer AX5 1 AN

Isotek arrived at the show with a
raft of products, including the new G2

receiver hooked up to a Cambridge

MiniSub (£ 549), the Minisub Vision,

this

loudspeaker

showed

www.hifinews.co.uk

new Orbes, and can be retrofitted.

massive success, also demonstrating
have been greatly exaggerated. We
can now all catch our breath until the

Townshend Audio unveiled one the

UK's main international exhibition,

most striking systems at the event.
Starting with the Ode to Joy turntable,

the HiFi News-sponsored Hi Fi Show
& AV Expo, is held at London's

aversion of the new Rock Vturntable

Renaissance and Le Meridien Hotels,

due in early summer, this fed a

Heathrow on 24-26 September.
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The Chord DSP 8000
AV Processor.

ou've heard home cinema,
now listen to real cinema.
Capable of controlling the most
demanding formats including Dolby
Pro Logic II, DTS, DTS ES and CEQ, this
fully specified 7.1 channel processor
brings real cinema to your home as the
maker intended. After all, Skywalker
Sound use Chord amplification to score
their soundtracks — so what they hear,
you'll hear.
But it doesn't stop there. The DSP 8000
also provides auto-calibration, lipsync
adjustment and direct analogue pre-amp
control to provide the stunning audio
performance you expect from Chord.
To find out more about our hand-crafted
audiophile products, please contact
us on 01622 721444, email
sales@chordelectronics.co.uk, or visit
www.chordelectronics.co.uk

00 CHORD())
Chord Electronics Limited

Opinion

Barry

Fox

A

nonline hi-fi site recently sniped that many
uninformed industry commentators claimed DualDisc
would be impossible, the obstacles being disc thickness

and CD patents' and assured that ' both issues have been
overcome by aconsortium of five major record labels — BMG,
EMI, Warner Music Group, Sony Music and Universal'.
Not so. The five major labels are very gingerly test
marketing DualDiscs — or flipper discs — in just afew stores
in just two cities in the USA.
A flipper is adual-sided disc that plays as aDVD on one
side and aCD on the other. The appeal to the music and
movie industries is obvious. It competes head on with hybrid
SACD audio discs ( like the Stones' re- issues or surround
Tommy) that play either on a
Super Audio player or ordinary

The record
companies are
scared stiff of
compensation
claims if discs jam
inside players.
Hence the limited
market trial

label Rounder Records for its DVD/CD hybrio Kathleen
Edwards' Live From the Bowery Ballroom. The DualDiscs are
all claimed to be just under 1.5mm thick.
The majors have been selling the discs only in Boston and
Seattle. Representatives of the DualDisc labels have been

CD player. Both flippers and

conducting on-site consumer surveys and offering customers

SACDs make single- inventory

$5 in cash to talk to them.
DualDiscs were being sold for $ 18.99 — the top price for

releasing possible.
Says Warner, which sees

CDs in the USA. But they were in very short supply. Within

flipping as salvation for DVD-

hours Tower was rejecting mail orders, though discounter

Audio: 'The result is aproduct
that provides the consumer with

BestBuy immediately cut the price to $ 13.99.
The record companies are scared stiff of customer

an exciting new dimension to the
recorded music experience.'
Sony, hedge- betting on both

compensation claims if discs jam inside players. Hence the
limited market trial. Record companies stand to lose less on
claims from people with discs stuck in the.r cars or changers.

SACD and DualDisc, promises
that ' DualDisc offers dramatically

Hybrid SACDs are made in acompletely different way, with

expanded capabilities beyond

two recording layers in the single side of anormal thickness
CD. This is because the SACD standard was written before

those of the traditional CD (and)

SACD discs or players were launched — whereas the flipper is

will provide consumers enhanced
value and greater convenience.'

abolt-on to the DVD standard, and must be compatible with
the many millions of CD and DVD players already in use. The

The pitfalls are less obvious and less well- publicised.

only issue for SACD was whether the dual layer wou'd be

Already there is alegal dispute. Dieter Dierks, the German
inventor of the rival flipper called DVD Plus, was previously in

reliably read by existing CD players. Philips proved that it is.
SACD does not carry video. In theory it could, but it would

adeal with Warner and is up in arms over DualDisc.

then become aflakey bolt- on. Some DVD players would

Dierks' DVD Plus process is used by replicator Digital
Valley in France as well as BMG-owned Sonopress. The
DualDiscs are being made by Cinram, which acquired
Warner's replication business last year.
Meanwhile, Philips will not let either system carry the CD
logo and the DVD Forum is still debating whether to let them

ignore the video and others would ignore the audio.
The long term problem for DVD/CD flippers is that DVDs
and CDs are all supposed to be only 1.2mm thick. The
1.5mm limit is there to give pressing plants some leeway
when mass-producing DVDs and CDs.
If pressing plants aim for 1.5mm, they have no leeway

carry the DVD logo.
The standards for CD and DVD specify adisc that is less

when mass-producing. So even if the early test sales of

than 1.5mm thick. Bonding ahalf DVD to aCD creates adisc

market sales of mass-produced Flippers could cause trouble.
Flipping could breathe new life into the CD and DVD-A.

that's 1.8mm thick and which will jam in some players, like
car players with slot- loading and jukebox-type multichangers.
The thickness of adisc also affects the way the laser focuses.
Some early discs replicated by Sonopress were up to

carefully made Flippers cause no consumer problems, mass

But to state that ' disc thickness and CD patents issues have
been overcome' is just invoking the wrath of Sod's Law.
Indeed, hands-on tests by US industry newsletter Consumer

1.54mm thick. Prototype flippers supplied by Warner to the
DVD Forum for compliance testing were as much as 1.58mm.
Dieter Dierks claims to have got the thickness down to below

Electronics Daily found that one consumer DVD player shut
down while trying to play aDualDisc and then refused to

the 1.5 mm limit and the process was used by independent

were needed before aPC would play aDualDisc.

www.hifinews.co.uk

reject it, locking the disc inside. Meanwhile, several attempts
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S-Nlâter s tem
is digital amplificatio n
out of
thé woods?

Definitive Test

Sony SCD-XA9000ES/TA-DA9000ES
PRICE

£2400/£2600

SUPPLIER

Sony UK Ltd

CONTACT

01932 816000

WEBSITE

www.sony.co.uk

A

fter nearly adecade of waiting, 2004 looks like
finally being the 'year of the digital amplifier' as
Sony's kicks off with its monumental 7-channel

AV flagship. Replete with the facility to decode just
about every compressed format under the sun, the
£2600 TA-DA9000ES is also equipped with an LLINK
(FireWire) digital input to service, in this instance, the
encrypted DSD output of its companion £2400 SCDXA9000ES SACD player.
You might see the TA-DA9000ES described as a
'1-bit digital amplifier'. It's not. The only true 1-bit
digital amplifier ever to land on my desk was the Sharp
SM-SX100, and this was little more than a ' technology
demonstrator' for the brand, albeit ahighly intriguing
one. Instead, the ' 9000ES is more accurately likened to
amodern day `TacT Millennium' with both S/PDIF and
LLINK digital inputs. Much of Sony's core digital
amplifier technology bears comparison with the 8-bit
PWM architecture of the Millennium, but both
Toccatta (and latterly Texas Instruments) and Sony
have their own patents to demonstrate originality.
The heritage of Sony's £2400 SCD-XA9000ES player
is easier to trace — it's avery slightly modified version
of last season's SCD-XA777ES, graced with an LLINK
digital interface. This supports the direct streaming of
secure (encrypted) multichannel digital audio to
compatible receivers which, as Iexplain in the LLINK
boxout, should include any other kit that supports the
Audio & Music subset of the AV protocol for IEEE1394.
Along with Denon's DVD-Al 1 and Pioneer's DV868AVi universal players, this includes AV amps like
the Yamaha DSP-Z9, Pioneer's VSA-AX10i and VSAAX5i. (For more on these see the next issue of AVTech.)
DRIVING THE DUO
As Sony's SCD-XA9000ES is about as close to apurist
SACD player as exists it means that DVD software of
any description is spat unceremoniously from its overengineered CD/SACD transport. As there's no video
component to the player, this also means there's no
OSD. Instead, the player is driven off its own display
where basic bass management and channel level
functions are available. The LLLNIK output is selected

The SCD-XA9000ES SACD player and - •
TA-DA9000ES multichannel amplifie
get the Definitive treatment.
An exclusive by Paul Miller

from the front panel and not via the RM-SX700 remote,
which was held over from Sony's earlier SACD players.
It's also possible to drive the '9000ES amplifier via
its fluorescent display and a bank of rotary controls
labelled ' Main Menu', ' Menu' and '-/+' which step you
through its various Level, Surround Setup, Equaliser
and Speaker Setup pages. Ideally, the ' 9000ES is best
driven via its OSD which, for a product of this
complexity, is pretty straightforward.
There are numerous ' firsts' inside this amplifier, not
least the A-to-DSD conversion of all analogue inputs
and application of interchannel delays (as well as level

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Seeing eye-to-eye with the i.LINK
The IEEE1394A interface, familiar to computer users, was
formally ratified in 1995 from astandard already established
by Apple Computer Inc. Apple's trademark for IEEE1394 is
'FireWire' and Sony's is ' i.LINK' ( without Bus power and
special

connectors)

but,

as far as

us audiophiles are

concerned, they are one and the same thing. And a very
useful interface it is too, capable of streaming audio and
video data at up to 400Mbps

in either direction ( the

IEEE1394B interface extends this to 800Mbps).
In practice, the source and destination ( output and input)
of the i.LINK is determined by the data itself, permitting a
communication ' daisy- chain'
Asoc ket for every

across

numerous

AV

components.

occasion: Sony's

and bass management) to DSD data. There's also the
facility to emulate the LF phase response of a typical

AV behemoth

analogue amplifier, by way of weaning you onto the

DA9000ES use S200 ports. Either way, 200Mbps of capacity

offers seven

digital path. However, the moment you stray from the
'Direct' option and invoke some custom equalisation

channels x96kHz x24bit).

(or even twist the digital tone controls), your 1-bit DSD
data is converted te PCM to facilitate the process.

for the transmission efficiency and data rates demanded by

PERFORMANCE

from the link's alternative, isochronous mode of operation.

If the subjective virtues of SACD are inextricably
linked to its DSD bitstream then this probably explains

across the interface to minimise jitter, hence Pioneer's PQLS

optic2land five
coaxial digital
inputs ( plus the
i.LINK),
two component
and e.ght
composite and S-

S400- rated

Incidentally,
i.LINKs,

both

while Pioneer and
the

Denon

SCD-XA9000ES

use

and

TA-

is still overkill for the highest rate multichannel audio ( 6
While the 1EEE1394 interface was conceived with an eye
PC users, time- critical data ( such as streamed audio) benefits
Ideally, this ' real time' data transfer should be synchronised

video inputs,

why no DVD-A or universal player has ever quite

(Pioneer Quartz Lock System) and Sony's equivalent HATS

eight stereo audio

achieved the deliciously holographic, you-are-there
realism of the very best single inedia CD/SACD
players. And the one feature that distinguished the first

(High quality Audio Transfer System) which do just that.

and two
multichannel
audio inputs.
Multichannel preamplifier outputs
are ,' oined by a
total of seven
independent
speaker outlets

SACD players from Sony (and Marantz for that matter)
was the use of true one-bit ' bit-converter' DACs, unlike
subsequent DVD-A or universal players which have
typically used 3-5 bit 'Delta Sigma' converters. These
DACs may offer compatibility with DSD data but,
within the silicon, is ultimately converted to ashade of
PCM. At that point, SACD is no longer SACD. By

The gentle bite of guitar and shimmer
of percussion surround you in a

Importantly,

the

isochronous

mode

not only

supports

compressed audio data formats including ATRAC,

Dolby

Digital and DIS but also multichannel linear and packed PCM
(MLP) and DSD data. For security, the audio data is encrypted
using CPPM ( Content Protection for Pre-recorded Media) or,
more

specifically,

DTCP ( Data

Transmission

Content

Protection). The whole process is governed by the DTLA
(Digital

Transmission

Licensing

Administrator)

and

is

analogous to the HDCP regime used to restrict digital video
and audio transmitted across HDMI interfaces. Nevertheless
DTCP and HDCP are neither the same nor compatible.
IEEE1394

also

has

its

own

rules or

protocols

that

determine what data and how the data is transmitted across
the interface. Audio and video data fall under the remit of the

perfect example of Immersive audio'

as product names and preferred operating modes. Subsets of

this benchmark, Sony's SCD-XA3000ES and SCD-

format), MPEG-TS ( AV signals used by digital broadcasting)

XA9000ES possibly represent the last bastion of SACD
audio as it was originally intended.

and, finally, A&M. The latter stands for ' Audio & Music' and

'AV Protocol', which also encompasses basic device data such
this protocol include DVC-SD ( AV signals in the Digital Video

And you can hear it in the extended, transparent and
wholly unforced sound of the ' 9000ES whose music
takes on an almost organic quality. Driving an Arcam
AV8/P7 amplifier from the player's analogue outputs
allows the shape and scale of the soundfield to grow
with the performance at hand, while both macro and
micro dynamics are delivered in proportion and with
range to spare. The inherent ' easiness' of its music is

is the protocol to which domestic AV gear such as SACD/
DVD-A/Universal players and AV processors/amplifiers should
adhere if inter- brand compatibility is to be achieved.

1

tricky to convey, but the vast majority of both CD and
DVD- A players sound somehow ' artificial' when
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Definitive Test
compared with the way the Sony takes to its task. The
live mix of Sting's ' Shape of my Heart' from Sacred
Love places you at atable near the front of the stage in
what is clearly a fairly modestly proportioned venue.
Even the height of Sting's voice is apparent as the
gentle bite of the guitar and delicate shimmer of
percussion surround you in what is aperfect example
of ' immersive audio'.
Many multichannel systems either paper the walls
with audio or squirt it very obviously from the corners

PWM and aQuestion of Class
The complementary power transistors of every, conventional
audio amplifier remain wholly ( Class A) or partially ( Class AB
and B) conducting throughout the entire cycle of the musical
waveform. Applying abias current certainly linearises the
conduction of these devices and reduces distortion but it's an
inefficient process. And losses in efficiency mean more heat. A
Class D amplifier like the TA-DA9000ES is avery different
proposition because its output transistors act as switches,
which are either fully on or fully off. As switches dissipate little

of the room, but the best will fill the room itself with

or no heat, the whole process is exceedingly efficient, making

living, breathing music and place you at its centre.
With Sony's SCD-XA9000ES at the helm you are

Switch- mode power supplies assist in reducing bulk, but Sony

already halfway there. Even recordings with a very
subtle rear channel mix, including Willard White's
operatic arrangement of Paul Robeson's Legacy, still
move smartly into the room. The deep, extended bass
of the player deals with the kick of the drums as slickly
as the baritone rumble of his voice which, along with
the crisp, metallic edge of the trumpet contributes to a
powerful but deliberately understated performance.

for cool- running and potentially very lightweight amplifiers.
has opted for aheavier, bdt high quality, linear supply.
Either way, in order to Jtilise this Class Dtechnique, points
on the continuous ' curve' of the musical waveform are
represented by PWM ( Pulse Width Modulated) signals. Sony
calls this PLM or Pulse Length Modulation, but I'll not argue
the difference. For every 'point or sample, the ' width' or
'length' of the pulse describes the amplitude of the waveform.
In practice, aClass Damplifier represents this signal width by

Taking the Arcam AV8/P7 out from the system and

varying the length of time that its output switches are held on

using the SCD-XA9000ES's i.LINK to drive the TA-

and off. Sony's S- Master processing also provides advance
correction of any distortions inherent in its switching MOSFET

DA9000ES directly brings about avery distinct change
in presentation. Sure enough, the TA-DA9000ES has
that inky black quality that allows transient detail to

stages by manipulating the digital signal beforehand.
This whole process is also rather more elegant in adigital

rise from a vacuum of silence but, straight out of the

Class Damplifier because the PWM signal can be derived
directly from the digital source with no intermediate analogue

box, it does lack the easy-going fluidity that marks out
its partnering SACD player.
Initially, the amplifier sounds a little too ' up tight',
trading the native see-through transparency of the
player for an over- disciplined sound that lacks space to

conversion. It's only by filtering the very high frequency,
switched output of the MOSFETs that the low (audio)
frequency range is finally revealed.

Inside the TA-DA9000ES S- Master Digital Amplifier ( Note: Much of this information is independently derived and subject to copyright)
The heart of the machine is driven by four CXD9730 S- Master
processors, which are compatible with both DSD and PCM data
inputs. These oversample the incoming ( 48kHz) data by 16x,
truncating the 16-24bit wordlengths to 6bits and shifting the

The TA-DA9000ES features ahuge. linear power supply. The
amplifier's largest heatsinks are given over to its supply regulators
which, together with th ei massive toroidal transformer and
mounting bracket, accoimt for much of its - 30kg bulk

'error' to inaudible frequencies with 3rd- order noiseshaping
The truncated PWM datastreams are addressed to eight
individual MOSFET switching modules. 6 bits of resolution
gives amaximum of 64 different pulse widths available per
sample period, the finest of which means Sony's MOSFET

-

transistors are switching at amaster clock rate of 49.152MHz
(16 x48kHz x64)

_-

The rear of this board plays host to rows of filter networks that
reveal the high voltage analogue audio waveform from the high
frequency output of the MOSFET switches. They are also the
root cause of the amplifier's increasing output impedance
through the treble ( see Lab Report)
The digital input board is home to Sony's 32bit DSP engine for
Dolby Digital EX and DIS ES channel decoding ( the CXD9718)
and additional soundfield processing ( the CXD9782). Four
DSD1800 ADCs convert multichannel analogue inputs to DSD.
Volume is scaled in the digital domain from - 120dB to - 50dB
while - 50dB to OdB is adjusted via the regulated power
supply, altering the ' height' of the PWM signal
i.LINK data is intercepted by Sony's CXD3210 receiver. In
direct mode, this bypasses the DSP block but will still be
converted from DSD to PCM for tone or soundfield facilities
The multichannel audio and composite/S-video boards provide
switching but no immediate processing

www.hifinews.co.0 k

Four, two- channel CXD9725 DACs drive the 7.1 channel pre- amplifier
outputs Composite video may be upconverted to S- video here, while
S- video is upconverted to component video
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Developed for the music lover and cinema enthusiast
who wants to seek out the

most accurate and

involving sound.
The AKURATE loudspeaker system has four distinct,
acoustically matched loudspeakers. Three full range
and one for bass reinforcement. They can be simply

accurate adj. faithfully representing
the truth; precise.

configured to comprise pitch- accurate, multi- channel
sound systems for high performance music and cinema.
Featuring the unique 3-K Driver Array — aLinn designed
driver configuration that creates asingle point acoustic
source independent of cabinet type. Any combination
of loudspeakers with this technology ad/Wye aperfectly
balanced accurate result.
Designed to stand the test of time, Linn AKURATE
loudspeakers are built to take advantage of new
high- definition sound and vision formats.

The new Akurate Loudspeaker System. True.
Linn Products Limited.
For more information or ademonstration call 0500 888 909
or email helpline@linn.co.uk

www.linn.co.uk

Definitive Tes
breathe. But leave the amp on for a few
hours and it relaxes quite considerably, the
congestion heard earlier with Barb Jungr's
homage to Bob Dylan's High Water
dissipating to reveal athoroughly assured
performance. ' So what?' Ihear you ask. But
this is adigital amplifier, and so should not
need to 'warm up'. Either way, this amp
clearly does, after which time the bite of
plectrum on guitar strings flits easily from
front to surrounds while Jungr's unhurried
lilt is punctuated by the crisp, rhythmic
thud of drums.
Sure enough, the performance does not
quite fill the room as convincingly as the
player had with Arcam's (analogue)
amplification, but for such acomplex and
highly integrated design, the sound is still
remarkably unencumbered. Proof of this comes with
the deeply moving Stabat Mater and the haunting
quality of the vocal that readily escapes into the
listening room, even if that ultimate sense of
transparency and freedom is lacking. Perhaps it's the
amp's hint of softness, most obvious with demanding
and energetic material like Frankie's Rage Hard
collection, that prevents it from earning that final
encore. The competing (analogue) AV behemoths from
Denon and Pioneer possess aslightly meatier and more
immediate sound that, for many listeners, will tip the
balance in their favour.
CONCLUSION
Sony may well be transmitting SACD as a DSD
bitstream in isochronous mode across its i.LINK
interface and, equally, may retain it as DSD through

Sony TA-DA9000ES: 96kHz LPCM sweep, driving 1W/8ohm
Distortion
Sweep
Image

Noise

some of the TA-DA9000ES's internal processing.
Nevertheless, the analogue audio heard via either its

Aflap on the

line-level preamplifier or high-level speaker outputs is
ultimately derived from adownsampled, PCM code of
some description (my measurements suggest Sony's
S-Master amp is a6-bit PWM device).
This reflects the fact that high performance, 1-bit
amplifiers are still commercially impractical. So while
Sony's S-Master PWM approach is not entirely faithful

TA-DA9000ES

control knobs and
input sockets

experience, but that also represents the real jewel in
Sony's very heavyweight crown. If DVD leaves you
cold, and you ever buy one last CD player, then make
it the Sony

Connecting the Sony TA-DA9000ES

(see the graph below left). The amp's

amplifier to the PCM or bitstream

response

digital output of a CD, DVD(A) or

LPCM digital inputs and with SACD

universal player yields a 2V pre-amp

via the i.LINK. The latter, by the way,

is

extended

with

96kHz

output with a OdBEs digital input,

is downsampled to 88.2kHz LPCM

provided Sony's master volume is set

(-0.5dB/30kHz

to + 3.0dB. The notional OdB volume

40kHz). However, the response of the

and - 11.5dB/

position gives a 1.4V (+ 3dBV) line

Sony SCD-XA9000ES player stretch-

level output or full power into 8 ohm

es

via the speaker output(s).

-9.0dB/60kHz, - 21.5dB/80kHz and

Distortion

varies

between

and

0.045-0.5%

at

to - 1.0dB/40kHz

through

to

-34dB/100kHz with distortion as low
as 0.0003%.
The

2 x 195W/8 ohm output through the
midrange

practical

response

of

the

amplifier is determined by the rising

20kHz, depending on digital input

HF output impedance ( dotted trace)

level and volume setting.

of

Ultrasonic noise is well managed
for a digital

amplifier while jitter

increases only slightly from - 40psec

its

LC

filter

network,

and

is

optimised for 8-4ohm loads. In this
instance, the HF peak seen into 8
ohm falls away to a -0.8dB dip at

(SCD-XA9000ES) to 150psec ( SCD-

21kHz into a lower 4 ohm load ( red

XA9000ES/TA-DA9000ES)

trace). The blue and green traces

via

the

show the progressive modification of

i.LINK/HATS connection.
Line level outputs are limited to a
response

www.hifinews.co.uk

folds down to
reveal amyriad

to the ideals of DSD, it is an expedient and superbly
executed first attempt. Ilook forward to round two. In
the meantime, it's the SCD-XA9000ES SACD player
that not only benefits from more direct design

0.0025%-0.5% from 1W to its full
N'e›

fascia of the

of - 45kHz,

even

if

the

its response into lower 2 and 1 ohm
loads.

Thus,

the

overall

system

i.LINK input is running with DSD up

response of the TA-DA9000ES will

to 100kHz. Moreover, as all analogue

almost entirely depend

inputs to the S- Master processor are

choice of cables and loudspeakers.

upon

your

sample- rate- converted to 48kHz this

Reviews of the TA-DA9000ES will

restricts the bandwidth to - 22kHz

follow suit.
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Blue Pearl Audio
JEM turntable
It may cost £ 50,000, but
this record player is
possibly the finest in the
world right now. And best
of all, it's made in Britain
Blue Pearl Audio JEM turntable
PRICE

£49,000

SUPPLIER

Blue Pearl Audio

CONTACT

(
44) ( 0)1243 514284

WEBSITE

www.bluepearlaudio.com

In recent years the budget turntable arena has
seen the Project Debut, the RPM 4 and the new
Michell Tecnodeck making quality vinyl replay
ever more affordable. However, since the release
of the Rockport Sirius Ill turntable, competitors at
the ultra high-end have been few and far between.
Now anew contender has thrown its hat into the
ring, competing for the title of the finest turntable
in the world. The company is Blue Pearl Audio,
and the turntable is the JEM.
The JEM is the genesis of three years' work
and is very much the vision of one man, engineer
Martin Easton. The design is based around a
massive high- mass platter, a precision low- noise
bearing, and ahigh quality closed- loop feedback
motor. The deck also employs materials that have
an irregular grain structure to encourage the even
damping of resonances within the structure.
The turntable sits on its own granite tripod
platform to isolate further the critical stylus/vinyl
interface. In the base of the tripod is the motor's
power supply, which has three controls on the top
plate. These are an off/fixed-speed/variable-speed
switch, a fine-tuning control to set the speed
of the platter precisely, and an idle 33/45/78rpm
control. There's also acontrol on the rear of the
power supply to give awider variation from 60 to
10Orpm with 78rpm records, allowing any
variation in pressing and mastering speed to be
accommodated.

Meanwhile, the idle setting

rotates the platter twice aminute to prevent the
two round- section rubber belts developing flat
spots, which could cause minute changes in
platter speed. Within the power supply enclosure
is atoroidal transformer with associated rectifiers,
and the speed control electronics.
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Auditions
Tuntable

The JEM reviewed here was supplied with an
SME Varm, though armboards can be supplied to
accommodate any arm. Iused both aBenz Glide ,
L2 and Lyra Argo cartridge on the arm, feeding
my usual Klyne System 7PX 3.5 phonostage. My
Krell KRC-3 and Trilogy 902 shared preamplifier
duties while power amplification was provided by

Clockwise ( left to right): achrome record clamp

my Bryston 3B-SST and 14B-SST driving Martin

100Ibs and is made of brass and stainless steel;
..he motor's power supply with its control knobs

Logan SL-3s thrughout the review. Cabling was
by Chord Company and XL0 with all mains power

sits atop a cork record mat; the platter weighs

this recording - something that Iwould have
thought unbelievable until Iheard it on the JEM.
As the track drew to its conclusion the drum solo
kicked in — kick tieing the operative word — as the

near the fence at the bottom of my garden. As for

deck' macro-dynamic abilities, displayed in 'Take
Five', were again unleashed, showing just how
compressed is the sound on most CDs and how
incapable most sonrces are when it comes to

the somd, the strike of each drum was conveyed
with unwavering stability, a testament to the

reproducing these dynamic swings. You could tell,
even during the most powerful kick drum notes,

handed from top to bottom, and the Jem was, but

deck's speed regulation. On Take Five' the Joe
Morello arum solo carried more weight, power and

what shocked was the immediate improvement it

soeed than when heard on the Basis yet it flowed

just how much pressure was being applied to each
strike and subtfe variations in weight and power
were laid bare, as though you were sat right in

brought to the sound in terms of the size of the

in an entirely natural way.

front of the performance rather than detached

soundstage — both its depth and width — together

Having sailed through ' Time Out' Ioffered the
JEM Sting's Nothing Like The Sun [
A&M Records

from it in the control room. While the performance

delivered via an Isotek 2K Qube and Substation.
My trusty Basis Gold Debut/Graham 2.0/Glider L2
combination served as my vinyl reference
From the first note this turntable stamped its
superiority over my Basis. Spend nearly £50,000
on adeck and you expect it to sound utterly even

with the astonishing dynamic range it offered.
The next thing you notice is that the music is
louder, while e the same sounding completely

manner. Likewise :he drum kit, usually positioned
to the rear of the stage on the left, appeared to be

AMA6402]. Though an inferior pressing to the
Brubeck, once again surface roise melted away,

What shocked was the improvement the
deck brought to the size of the soundstage
— both its depth and width — together with
the astonishing dynamic range it offered
records, whether they were 1980s pressings on

the JEM painting amusical image across my
listening room tar removed from the

reground vinyl or virgin vinyl 200 gsm audiophile

mechanics of its reproduction.

effortless in its delivery. Surface noise on all my

pressings, was astonishingly low. It was as if the

A crucial

test on

this album

is

low-noise bearing coupled with the massive mass

'Englishman in New York', agentle jazz

of the platter was proving an effective damping

track for the most part, yet one which

system for this noise, allowing more dynamic

explodes at its climax with adrum solo.

rarge to be extracted from arecording.
Using a very familiar recording — Classic

The superiority of the JEM was evident
from the off with its reproduction of the
double bass. Here it picked up subtle cues

Records' reissue of The Dave Brubeck Quartet's
lime Out [
Classic Records CS 8192] — the piano
in ' Strange Meadow Lark' was reproduced in my
room with an authority and control Ihad never
encountered before, yet it still possessed a
naturalness that was superior to my Basis. The
piano seemed to playing from the middle of the
neighbour's garden, so wide was the stage, yet
the piano was scaled in an entirely believable
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regarding the boundaries in the recording
studio that had hitherto remained hidden to
me. The immediacy of the finger on the strings
was followed by the subtle aecay of the note
within the body of the instrument, again scaled
in a totally convincing manner. Meanwhile,
Sting's vocals conveyed more emotion and greater
expression than 1have ever heard when playing

of the JEM could never be considered analytical —
it communicates with the listener about the music
at an instinctive level lar too well for that — it has
an innate ability to seemingly deliver every scrap
of information buried within the
recording. The JEM is one of those
componerts you sit down to
listen to a few

PROVOnance
Vi)

THE WILSON AUDIO

,00

SYSTEM 7
HIGH-END PRODUCT OF THE YEAR

Provo.

hi-ti artisans, the speaker builders of Wilson Audio, have

now been at the top of the highend tree ha- three decades. Recent
recognition of their achievements tells us that complacency has yet to
affect David A. Wilson's enthusiasm. As if challenged by rave reviews
and countless awards, David has launched anew flagship to supplant
the legendary %YAM -- surely the longestrunning, true high end
speaker design of all time. The Alexandria has already been
acknowledged as the greatest cost-no-object speaker available todat.
Its sister speakers in the WATCH range achieve the ultimate in horn,
theatre sound playback.
As the Alexandria paves the way for new and exciting advances in
music reproduction, so, too, does the Wilson

wsrr Puppy System 7

remain the benchmark for consumers who desire compact speakers
that demonstrate zero compromise. It is with great pleasure we note
that the WATT Kipp); closing in on 20 years of production, was
awarded the honour of High End Product of thé Year 2003 by HiFi
News. Now that's what we call provenance.

absolutesounds ltd.
58 Durham Road, London SW20 OTW

T: + 44 ( 0)20 89 71 39 09
www.absolutesounds.com

F: + 44 ( 0)20 88 79 79 62
infoOabsolutesounds.com

Auditions
Turntable

An optical encoder in the motor checks the
motor's speed 500 times per rotation while the
crucial stylus/groove interface is protected from
unwanted vibrations by the granite platform

fleshed soundstage tells me that this is a very
special turntable. Iam happy to state that this is
the finest turntable I've ever heard in my system,
and it could certainly carry the British flag to the
USA to be compared with the Rockport Sirius Ill
as possibly the finest turntable in the world.
If, like me, owning one of these magnificent
machines is but adream, then Iurge you to track
the JEM down at its next show appearance and
spend some time listening to its musical abilities.
I'm sure you will be as amazed as Iwas at the
power and sheer flawlessness of its performance
and will come away with nothing but admiration
for the single-minded pursuit of excellence shown
by its designer. In short, this deck is nothing short
astunning achievement. 3
David Allcock

Technology
The JEM sits on agranite stand made up of atop and
bottom plate, also of granite, with triangular section
legs having gaskets top and bottom. These are held
in place by threaded rods running through he centre,
locked into place with nuts. The granite platform has

six Sounds of Silence feet, two per corner, on which
sits the turntable plinth, again made of granite.
Now comes the platter: this is a 100lb unit made
up of an 80Ib stainless- steel element and a25mmthick solid- brass plate, topped with a cork record
mat. The steel used for the platter is atype called

tracks on, or maybe one album, and ena up ib.)urs
later with records littered around your listening

effectively eradicating the circufts, wires and
engineering that are required to play a vinyl

room as you rediscover what's actually contained
within your favourite recordings.
Iam convinced the incredible accuracy of the

record. All that was left was the music and that
incredible voice. Ican say, categorically, that I
have never heard female vocals sound more alive

JEM's speed control, coupled with the deck's
isolation system and high- mass platter, empowers
this deck with an abili:y not only to erract more
information, but deliver it with less coloration
than any other design I've encountered to date.

or convincing than when Iheard them played on
the JEM turntable, and for many people tha;
would be reason enough to justify its purchase
myself included.
Make no doubt about it, the JEM carries a

Alison Krauss's Forget About It [
Diverse Vinyl DIV
0021 is an incredible recording, featuring a

staggering price-tag 'or a turntable, which is

female vocal of reference quality, but play the

quantities,

destined I'm sure to be made in very small
for the fortunate few with

the

We often talk about the lifting of veils, but
the JEM turntable doesn't just lift them, it
drives awrecking ball right through
haunting title trac. 'Forget About It' on the JEM
and Idefy you not to perform adouble-take as you
check that it really is arecording you are listening
to and that Alison Krauss has not snuck into the
room and stood acouple of feet in front of your
speakers. Both the midrange and high frequency
transparency was simply astounding. We often
talk about veils being lifted, but this deck doesn't
lift .
hem, it drives awrecking ball through them —
and the structure supporting them. Krauss's voice
simoly soared, filing the room effortlessly, and
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wherewithal to afford it arid the discriminating
taste to appreciate it. All Ican say is that Ienvy
those fortunate few. Recordings Ithought Iknew
intimately were revealea to possess more layers of
detail, were portrayed n a far more convincing

316 — one of the strongest available — which has a
high nickel and chromium content. The brass is cut
from asolid sheet and is the thickest that could be
obtained. This massive platter sits on aPTFE/bronze
`Glycodur bearing. While this bearing is certainly
exceptionally quiet and self lubricating, it is not
strong enough to handle so great a mass, so the
platter's vertical load is held by apair of Neodymium
rare-earth magnets. Utilising the principles of
magnetic repulsion the bearing only ' sees a vertical
load of just over 2Kg, with most of the weight being
taken by the magnets. The arm turret and the motor
housing are also machined from 316 stainless steel.
The motor is from Maxtron, acompany known in
the aerospace industry for its high- precision DC
motors. The motor used by JEM is equipped with an
optical encoder that checks the speed 500 times per
rotation. The spindle/platter ratio of 30:1 employed
here means the platter's speed is checked 15,000
times per rotation,

preventing the hunting and

resulting wow/flutter associated with this kind of
closed- loop monitoring system.

Features

manner, and were shown to have greater dynam c

3 No- expense-spared engineering

variation on both a macro and micro dynamic
scale, than Iwould have thought possible. The

II Incredible resolution and solidity of images

sheer stability of sonic images, astonishing
reduction in surface noise, coupled with the
deck's ability to deliver alarger, more solid, fully

• Acontender for the best deck money can buy
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Transfiguration

Transfiguration Aria cartridge
—PRICE

£690

SUPPLIER

Audio Reference

CONTACT

01252 702705

WEBS TE

www.audioreference.co.uk

In the crazy topsy-turvy world onligh-end audio,
terms like ' entry level' and ' affordable are more than
usually meaningless. Before sitting down to write
this review, Iasked acouple of non hi-fi friends

A

ria

Transfiguration's new baby is clean sounding, fuss
free, and will sing with all types of music. Oh, and it
just happens to redefine performance at the price
extremely well, sounding ciean, lucid and
impressively tactile and open. Tonal balance was
crisp and immediate, having plenty of brilliance
and attack. The MI turntableiSp.rit had been
notable for its extremely low surface noise; the

Given the generic physical similarity of past
Transfiguration cartridges, the new Aria marks
something of a departure. Its matt- black body
shell is both simpler and plainer. And that cutaway front leaves the cantilever looking somewhat

Aria seen-ed every bit as quiet, producing a
remarkably silent background.

exposed. The Aria has a low resonance ' open

consensus. Well, the Aria costs £690; relatively

This was certainly agood start.
nothing else
it indicated a quality diamond tip of optimum

totally enclosed — something that almost certainly

cheap by audiophile standards, but massively

shape and polish. Or agood LP pressi ng — and

for their take on affordable' ertry-level' pickup
cartridges. About £ 25 seemed to be the general

expensive given aworld of £ 39.95 DVD players
and £ 1return flights to Timbuctoo.
Considering the excellence of the other more
expensive Transfiguration cartridges, what exactly

I'm talking about ordinary records here, not
expensive 180g audiophile editions — the lack of
noise was at times uncanny. The music projected

body' construction whereby the coils are not
helps free- up the sound, reducing midrange
hardness and coloration.
Tonally, the Aria sounded comparably open to
the Spirit; both pickups struck me as wholly
natural and

unexaggerated, despite offering

should one expect from its budget m-c model?

into the room from a clean quiet almost inkyblack silent background.

excellent sharpness and bright vivid tone colours.

Inevitably, there must be compromises. But one

The M1 turntable deserves some of the credit

tracking. The Aria rarely sounds strained. It plays

point needs to be made right at the start: there
are no concessions made here on important basic
parameters, such as tracking abil,ty and overall
stability. The Aria sounds every bit as solid and
clean as its more expensive brothers.
Ifitted my review Aria to the Musical Fidelity
MI turntable/arm combination, where it replaced
aTransfiguration Spirit. This was atough act to
follow. But the cheaper cartridge acquitted itself
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here; it's also remarkably good when it comes to
minimising background noise. But partnering it

There's refinement too — aby-product of excellent
even quite tortuous LPs with grace and ease,
making you forget all about the nasty difficult

with Transfiguration's Aria prockiced a winning

business of a diamond tip skating around

combination: clarity, sharpness, a natural tonal
balance, and minimal surface noise. In many

undulating groove walls.

ways, LP reproduction doesn't get much better

Mutis 1979 EMI LP of Mussorgsky's Pictures at

One of the first discs Iplayed was Riccardo

than this. I
Twas only the ethereal imaging and

an Exhibition with the Philadelphia orchestra

incredible dimensionality of some really esoteric
combinations that was missing.

[ASO 36451: a bright vivid recording, prone to
slight thinness at the top. The Aria reproduced
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It's amoving-coil cartridge at well
under agrand, but Transfiguration's
Aria punches well above its weight
with asound that's secure and sweet
translating the undulations in your record grooves
back into music. Meanwhile, the cantilever is
made from boron, and this helps ensure crisp fast
transient performance. But there's no sense of
fast leading edges being artificially enhanced.
The sound is crisp and articulate, but natural and
relaxed. The music unfolds at its own pace.
There's no feeling of the stylus
being pressed or pushed beyond
its limits; consequently the music
sounds natural and effortless.
So, no criticisms then? Surely

the sound with weight, presence and excellent
refinement. Compared to the Spirit there was a
shade less richness ano sweetness at the top-end.
But that's about it; in nearly all other respects the
two pickups sounded virtually identical.
Put another way — if the Sprt produced a

there must be something wrong?
Not really; in essence the Aria

any weaknesses and shortcomings.

does exactly what it sets out to

Perhaps because of the fact that the
upper frequencies are a mite less
sweet and refined than the more
expensive Spirit 2, the Aria isn't quite as
free-flowing and mellifluous. It just lacks that

sparkling transparent s.lvery top-end, the Aria was
just ashade leaden; the once brilliant highlights
had flecks of grey in them. It's only something you

final ease and sense of refinement.
But such things are relative. Compared to even
the best CD players, the Aria sounds beautifully

notice given adirect A/B comparison; once you've
listened awhile the difference seems to recede.

sweet and lucidly transparent. There's an open
'see through' quality CD rarely if ever attains. -fhe

The Aria is very good at nearly everything it does;

music sounds focussed and precise, but free and
relaxed at the same time. CD (at best) has

so your ear tends not to notice the few areas
where it falls short of the very highest standards.
Some very exotic expensive cartridges are able
to produce almost uncanny ' 3D' effects, giving
the subjective impression of height, as well as

comparable precision, but is always atouch stiff
and stra tjacketed. The Aria is much more adept
at caressing your ears; it's delicate and refined
despite peing crisp and immediate. Indeed, the

With the M1 turntable the Aria produced
clarity, sharpness, anatural tonal balance,
and minimal surface noise. In many ways,
LP reproduction doesn't get much better
words, but it's almost as though voices and

Aria has agood sense of ' drive', being reasonably
powerful and dynamic. But it's not acommand.ng

instruments detach from the speakers, seem ng to
extend above and beyond the boundaries set by

powerhouse; it's subtle rather than sensational.
An Ogura PA 3umx3Oum diamond tip is fitted,

the enclosures. The Aria is certainly vivid and
dynamic. but it doesn't quite give you the ' 3D'

and the makers claim it possesses many of the
advantages of the tip used in Transfiguration's

out-of-the- boxes imaging some pickups manage.
Is that adrawback? Yes and no. Pickups that

flagship Temper cartridge. At the optimum 2g
pressure ( see Technology panel left) the Aria

create such vivid holographic dimensionality can

performs extremely well. Tracking is clean and
secure; only very difficult near impossible discs

width and depth. It's hard to explain in a few

be absolutely enthralling to listen to, revealing
magical detail barely hinted at with lesser forms
of reproduction. But it has adownside too. Having

catch it out. And even when the Aria does hit a

experienced such sonic wonderment, it can be a
bit of a let down to play recordings where this

seems to do so in aclean orderly manner!
It rarely sounds strained or on edge. And for

dimensionality is not so apparent. You can end up

me, that's very important. Ilike to relax when I
listen to music; Idon't want to feel anxious,
wondering if the next climax is going to fall apart.

listening to recordings for tneir dimensionality,
rather than the music or performance.
Something the Aria shares with the various

spot of turbulence and mistracks, it somehow

CD gives one a sense of security and

or

do, and does it near perfectly. If
looking for weaknesses, the only complaint
Imight raise is that it doesn't set its sights
even higher. But that's hardly fair. You can't
realistically criticise a £690 product because it's
not quite as good as something costing two or
three times as much. The important things is that
the Aria satisfies totally within its remit. You
listens; you feel absolutely content. ' Nuff said.
One small cosmetic point; some of the lettering
on the underside of the cartridge body may be
visible if the pickup is installed in an arm with a
smallish headshell. The SME arm fitted to the M1
fell into this category. Those particular about
details may feel it spoils the appearance slightly.
An excellent cartridge then, and one that
challenges more expensive pickups in nearly every
respect. It's clean-sounding, fuss-free and gives
superb results on all kinds of music. Think very
carefully before spending more. al
immy Hughes

Technology
The design features two silver coils with double ring
magnets. There are no yokes, and the makers claim
this eliminates magnetic irregularities, allowing the
coils to be placed at the crux of magnetic focus. The
use of aspecial alloy core for the coil assembly is
claimed to increase sensitivity by 20dB. Aspecially
developed compound ensures stability and accurate
alignment of the stylus assembly, improving tracking
ability. Meanwhile, optimum playing weight is given
as 2g — the weight used for this test — with aspread
of forces from 1.7g to 2.2g recommended.
Cutput is on the high side of low ( if that makes
sense) at 0.4mV ref IkHz 3.75cm/s, so you'll need a
quiet phonostage — though nothing too extraordinary.

Features
III Sounds wholly natural, lucid and sweet

that

Spirit cartridges is the ability to make most
records sound good. By 'good' mean pleasing,

single simple virtue one can forgive it much. The
Aria offers comparable dependability — as dose as

• Top-notch tracking ability

enjoyable, entertaining. It's apickup that plays to

one can expect from fallible vinyl records. It goes
about its business with neither fuss nor drama,

• Redefines performance at the price

a recording's strengths, rather than highlighting
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player
fling's latest spinner builds on the
ess of its stunning- sounding CD Tl 00,
adding two- channel SACO replay
Shanling SCD-T200 SACD/CD player
PRICE

£2295

SUPPLIER

Real

CONTACT

0870 9096777

WEBSITE

www.shanling.com

With its stunnning sound and looks to match,
the CD- T100 CD player from Shanling Ilan ' 03]

began as soon as Iopened the box: alongside an
SACD sampler and Herculean mains lead were a
pair of cotton gloves to prevent finger marks being
transferred to the player's brushed aluminium
finish, plus a cloth to keep this finish pristine.

DSD decoder chip for SACD material. Also
featured is a200-step volume control, adjustable
in 0.5dB steps, allowing you to dispense with a
pre-amp if this player is your only source.
To the rear of the player can be found twin pairs

Under afurther layer of packaging lay the SCD-

of 6N3 triodes, the left pair driving the line- level

T200 itself. It has aslightly higher main chassis
than the ' 100, which to these eyes improves the

outputs while the right pair power the headphone

casework's proportions — and in a world of

top plate house the power transformers and power
supply choke. Also on the top plate are the basic

output. The four cubes occupying the rear of the

So when Ilearned Iwas to take delivery of the

anonymous plain-Jane boxes, it was nice to have
the Versace-clad Liz Hurley of CD spinners back
in residence.

CDT-200, the firm's first foray into the stereo-only
SACD/CD player market, Icould hardly wait to

controls: Stop, Play, Next track, Preceding track;
and an SACD/CD layer-change switch. The

However, the Shanling is not all show. It uses a
Burr- Brown PCM1738 DAC, as used in the

that displays track number, elapsed time and the

Musical Fidelity Tri Vista 21 DAC, with aSony LSI

layer being played. Around the back of the player

was always going to be a hard act to follow.

beg .nclearing space for it on my rack. Yet the fun
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player's fascia houses ablue matrix LED display
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CD/SACD player

are two pairs of line- level outputs, one labelled
'tube', the other ' direct', allowing you to choose
whether to use the triode-driven extra output
stage or the just the conventional solid-state
stage, together with an S/PDIF coaxial digital
output and an IEC power inlet.
This is one player you won't want to turn off, if
only because Ifound the sound to deteriorate
seriously if it was not left on continually. Indeed,
after it had been turned on for only one hour it
sounded worse than the CDT- 100. While some
people may hesitate about leaving avalve device
permanently powered up, 6N3s are quite cheap
to replace — less than £40 for all four tubes — so
this should not be seen as abarrier to leaving it
powered up. This player also needed an initial
running in period of 150 hours to bring it fully on
song. Finally there is the issue of the power cable:

Anastacia's Not That Kind [
Epic 497412 2] you

do not even think of changing it. Itried several
other cables, including Nordost's El Dorado, and

hear asound which, 10 years ago, could have only

possessed speed and attack without sounding
forward or aggressive, which rather suggests that

been delivered by avinyl front end.

the subtle upper midrange contouring is cleverly

found none gave the all-round sonic balance of
the Shanling-supplied cable.
Iinstalled the SCD-T200 into my reference

With the valve outputs you hear more warmth in
the lower midrange and aslight recessing of the

working in the favour of the music rather than
slavishly following the master tape. Even with this
slight deviation from the truth, the resulting
sound connected the listener with the music in a

system, replacing the Musical Fidelity Tri Vista 21
DAC and A308 CR CD player, together with the
Perpetual Technologies P-1A/P-3A Signature
upsampler/DAC combination with Monolithic
PSU. These fed my Krell KRC-3 or Trilogy 902
pre- amp with Bryston 14B- SST and 3B-SST
amplifiers providing power to MartinLogan SL- 3
and ART Loudspeakers Skibos. All equipment was
supported on RDC Aspekt racks with power
provided by an Isotek SubStation and 2K Qube.
All mains cabling was lsotek Elite with XLO
Signature, Townshend DCT-100 and Chord
Chameleon Silver Plus interconnects with

upper midrange giving an overall presentation
that's very laid back though detailed and richly
textured nonetheless. This allows bass guitars to
still sound like astringed instrument with distinct

Fed a well recorded pop release like
Anastacia's Not That Kind you hear a
sound which, 10 years ago, could have
'
only been delivered by avinyl front end

Townshend lsolda and Chord Odyssey 4 bi-wired

notes, without the lowest notes turning into an

speaker cables.
After listening to the Shanling for acouple of
hours the sound was thin, lacking in presence and

amorphous runble.
However, it was with the direct output that this

had a narrow, constricted soundstage. However,
150 hours of continuous play later, Iwas greeted
with asound that astonished. Once again Ifound
the direct outputs to give the best results in my

player really shone in my system, opening out the
lower frequencies and delivering superior
delineation of the instruments in the bass line
while further improving on the textural detail.
Without the slight warmth of the valve outputs the

system. Through the direct output Iwas greeted

player was able to resolve further information in

with asound that was instantly superior to that of

the lower registers. Throughout the midrange the
vocals of Anastacia were excellent, riot only

the CD-T100, the player having superior dynamic
range and better imaging, with a slightly cooler

very direct and natural way.
Moving to an Australian release of Dido's Life

upper bass and lower midrange than its CD-only

proving to be transparent, richly textured and very
detailed, allowing the slightest vocal inflection in

stablemate. Fed awell recorded pop release like

her voice to be clearly heard. The lead guitars also

for Rent [
BMG 82876557422] — as opposed to
the sonically awful, copy- protected disaster
foisted on the UK market — really showed the
natural sound ot this player to its best. The closemiked vocals were brought a couple of feet in
front of the plane of the speakers, yet steadfastly
refused

to

turn

offensive,

with

her

accompaniment arrayed behind her to the rear
wall of the listening room and beyond the side
Two sets of analogue outputs are available
on the SCD-T200: direct, taken from the
main op- amp output stage; or via an extra
valvE triode section

wafts,

delivering a large,

solidly

portrayed

soundstage. The texturing of the acoustic guitar
in the opening of ' Sand in my Shoes' is excellent,
placing the instrument in the room and bringing
the musician and Dido into the listening room.
As soon as Iswitched to SACD, the sound took
astride forward, delivering what 1can safely say
is the best digital sound I've heard in my room to
date. With the Sony SCD-1, which I've had
resident for afew days in my listening room prior
to the ShanJing's arrival,

I heard a clear

improvement over CD replay, but the Shanling is
clearly superior to the Sony in every aspect at a
touch over half the price. With the Dave Brubeck
Quartet's Time Out [
Columbia CS651221 Iheard
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CD/SACD player

greater presence in my listening room from this
quartet than I've heard before with a digital
source. While still falling short of the Classic
Records vinyl re- issue in the area of image solidity
and the effortless sound that was captured on this
recording, the SACD is ahuge improvement over
anything I've heard digitally from this recording
before. The largest difference is in the rendition
of percussion instruments, where the transients
on both drum kit and piano sound far more
natural and organic; the CD version, conversely
sounds lumpy and awkward. Comparison between
this and the SCD-1 gives this player asignificant
advantage, with high frequency information
taking on aliquidity and ease which the big Sony
machine simply cannot match. The SCD-T200
still retains a subtle extra warmth in the lower
midrange on the direct outputs, but this doesn't
go so far as to seriously compromise transparency,
and it is only in comparison in the same system

Top badin mechanism uses puck under hinged
top to secu re disc in place

playback

with the same recordings that it is noticeable. In
the bass the SCD-T200 seems able to extract
more ambience and decay information from every
note than the SCD-1, making the drums sound
like they're in areal acoustic space rather than
canned in amachine or recorded in adead studio
—the drum kit takes on a life and scale simply
missed by the SCD-1.
Shanling hasn't let down the headphone user,

this would be to discount
the Shanling's SACD
Whilst

capability.
I am

uncertain about the
format's future, the

headphone output is an unqualified success, and
certainly the finest output I've found in asource

SCD-T200 is the
best SACD player

component so far.
As a CD player, tne SCD-T200 more than

£4000, where the Tri Vista

justifies its price premium over the original

with a pair of 6N3s dedicated to driving the

machine; as aCD player it is only eclipsed by the

headphone output. Once again the Sennheiser
HD-600s were pressed into service and, while not

Musical Fidelity A308 CR [ July 2003]. While the

I've

heard

into account its stunning looks, its ability to
playback SACD and tne versatility of its different
output stages, and the SCD-T200 is a winning

Musical Fidelity is sonically more truthful and
faithful to the original sound, the SCD-7200 is

headphone stage is astonishingly good. The X-Can

more interested in serving the music instead of

improves on the Shanling in the area of bass
dynamics, where weight and dynamics are clearly

loyalty to the master tape. Personally I'd probably

package. •

buy the A308 CR as aCD- only player, although

David Allcock

Fidelity's X- Can V3,

under

player sits. It is possible to
surpass the SCD-7200 sonically as a
CD player with the very best I've heard; but take

this

bettering Musical

still

superior, and in the high frequencies, which carry
more textural information, but overall the

Technology
The Shanling SCD-T200 is based around a Sony
transport, with some confusion as to its part number;

Four valves on conspicuous show with the
SCD-T200 — all are ultimately optional, as two
are employed for the headphone stage, and
two are available as an additional buffer for
the main analogue output

either KHM-234AAA, KHM-2344AAA or KHM290AAA, depending which Chinese datasheet you
read. This feeds a Burr- Brown PCM1738 hybrid
24/192 DAC, with a Sony CXD 2753 (... or 2752,
according to those conflicting specs) DSD decoder
chip, for SACO replay. The top- loading transport is
supplied with amagnetic puck that locks the disc
into place, the TOC (Table Of Contents) information is
then read as soon as toe clear acrylic lid is shut. The
valve output stage is unusual, being placed after the
OPA 2604 op- amp stage used for the direct output.
This has been done instead of using aseparate feed
directly to the 6N3. Clearly this is what gives the
Shanling valve output its richness in the lower
midrange. The 6N3 in this case can be replaced with
aWE396A or 6U3 if you want to tune the sound of
the player.

Features
• Switchable 6N3 dual triode output stage
• Stunning looks
II One of the finest SACD/CD players under £4000
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Manley

Steel head

It's fun, it's flexible and it'll icep tweakers happy for
hours, but can this big-ticket phono stage cut it
where it counts?

Manley Steelhead phono stage
PRICE

£5995

SUPPLIER

Raper & Wayman Ltd

CONTACT

020 8800 8288

WEBSITE

www.manleylabs.com

cartridges all ready to go. The EAR, though, is a
major bargain. The Steelhead, on the other hand,
is one of those Take No Prisoners phono stages
with high price tags and the ability to impart a
sense of finality to your purchases.
For openers, it has two m-c inputs - one via
phono sockets and one, oddly, through aDIN-type
socket ( but see the Technology box). They're

setting is illuminated by ablue LED so there's no
guesswork. Next to these is a big, illuminated
Manley logo, above the five rotaries that choose
the capacitance and impedance. To the right are
four buttons with LEDs indicating standby, mute
and mono ( DIM and SUM - Geddit? Dim- sum?)
Finally, there's a volume control, because the

Among the many products we in the UK have been
denied, or so Ithought, are the valve products from

blessed with selectable impedance loads of 25,
50, 100, 200 and 400 ohm through a dual-

Manley. The last time Iran into the captivating

Steelhead has both fixed and variable outputs,
the latter allowing you to drive apower amplifier
directly in avinyl-only system.

primary, bi-filar wound, multiple- shielded, nickel
core transformer/autoformer that's custom made.

variable outputs, are respectively, a 20dB level

For

and

cut, perfect for reducing volume when you change

selectable input impedances of 25, 50, 100, 200
ohms and 47k ohm. These auto- mute when you

LPs, while SUM is a mono switch. It combines
two channels into amono signal, but the manual

EveAnna Manley - hi-fis only biker chick - she
grabbed me by the lapels, shoved me against the
wall, pressed her forearm against my throat and
spat out, ' We debuted abad-ass, real frikkin' cool
phonostage at CES 2001. Time you reviewed it.'
Well, that's not quite how it happened, as she's
a Grade-A sweetheart, but it would have suited
the product. Named after aHarley-Davidson or a
shark or something equally butch, the Steelhead
is so bereft of weenie-ness that it ought to be sold
like T-shirts at aWWF match. The power supply

m- m users,

too,

there's variable

select them - so no nasty bangs. Better still, in an

recommends cutting the feed to one of your

era when vinyl diehards appear to be even more

speakers as well if you want to hear true mono.
Meanwhile, mute cuts the signal on both variable

finicky than in the pre-CD epoch, is selectable
capacitive loading for all three of the m-m and
m-c inputs. This is offered over a range of
0-1100 picofarads, in 10 picofarad steps.
Bear in mind that all this is available through

alone fills abox measuring 343 x318 x127mm

front-panel controls: no rummaging around inside

(wdh); the main unit is astaggering 483 x406 x

looking for dip switches or wire links or plug-in

102mm (wdh). It's aphonostage, remember, not
an amp!
Her point was simple: Manley's other main
business is pro audio, and although they didn't
have UK representation for domestic products,
their British pro importer just happened to have a
Steelhead sitting around. So, now would Icare to
have aplay with it? You bet. I'd just finished with
the magnificent EAR 324 and was revelling in its
full adjustability, so Iwas pre- primed with three
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DIM and SUM, which only work with the

and fixed outputs, while Standby switches the
Steelhead from normal operating state to anear
zero- power sleep mode. No operating voltages are
present when in sleep mode, except for some

module sockets. And it's acrowded front panel,

keep-alive CMOS system control logic that is
energized by aseparate small mains transformer
in the power supply.'

too, the sort that tells you that you're getting your
money's worth. Across that massive front panel is

with one curious omission: no balanced inputs or

a veritable light show and enough buttons and
knobs to suggest a pre-amp, not simply a mere
phono section. And EveAnna has her own ideas
about layouts.

At the back is an array of inputs and outputs
outputs, odd at this price point and with such a
truly professional pedigree. Dead-centre is the
DIN input for m-c2 and the massive connector for
the power supply feed. To the left ( looking at the
Manley from behind) are the right channel fixed

At the extreme left are two rotaries to select
gaii settings of 50, 55, 60 or 65dB and one to

and variable outputs, a pair of linked earthing

choose from the three inputs on offer. Each

terminals for the circuit and chassis and the right
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EveAnna Manley, President and CEO of
Manley Laboratories Inc — and daughter of
Albert 1Daulay, one of the owners of Ampeg,
the guitar amp company

twiddle for a specific result. Most obvious was
fine-tuning the cartridges for gain, balancing
noise levels and dynamic range, such that even
the whisper-quiet Ortofon SPU was sounding
more robust and dynamic than I've ever known it
to be: this unit has gain to spare. The Decca was
allowed to deliver all of its characteristic sparkle,
while its tendency to spit or misbehave was dealt
with through the judicious trimming of the
capacitance/impedance options. And it sure beats
tuning the sound by changing cables. As for the
Koetsu, wow...
Think 'Asia', and you might think 'silk'. ( I
usually think ' chicken satay', but that's just me.)
The Steelhead will demonstrate precisely why
Koetsus push certain buttons for certain listeners,
channel inputs for m-m and mcl. On the right

power amp, driving VVi'son WATT Puppy System

are the requisite inputs arid outputs, mirror-

7, wired entirely with assorted Transparent MM

imaged, plus aseparate chassis earth, which is

cables, tneedn't have worrieo.
Aside from atiny .
..race of hum that Icouldn't

the one Iused for my turntables.
The Steelhead encourages tweaking and is
accompanied by alucid owner's manual that tells

erad cate, the Steelhead demonstrated a selfassurance that reminded me of early Krell

you how to configure each setting, how to

amplifiers, mlitary Jeeps and Solingen cutlery:

compensate for cables, even how to change LEDs
and valves without incident. It's as complete a
package as you could want, right down to the

absolutely total fit-for-die- purpose suitability.
Whatever cartridge Ifed it, the Steelhead would
allow me to tweak it to degrees rarely achieved

Whatever cartridge Ichose to feed it, the
Steelhead would allow me to tweak it to
degrees rarely achieved even with other
well-specified, highly flexible phono stages

especially draping a silken texture over the
proceedings, including shimmering treble and a
warmth around vocals that begs for a pair of
LS3/5As, a mint Radford STA25 and aglass of
Maker's Mark. Particularly gorgeous are the lower
registers, taxed by Glass Onion, the recent
anthology of jazz and blues Beatles covers from
the Atlantic vaults. There's a mass to the sound
that CD just can't match; Iknow, because IA/B'd
the vinyl and CD. Tight when funky, warm when
acoustic — deep voices, too, benefited with a
depth the will make you tingle. It's as if digital
never happened.
Bearing in mind that I've only heard the
Boulder, FM Acoustics and Audio Research rivals
at shows, I'm prepared to say that the Steelhead
is the best-sounding phono stage I've ever
experienced. Let's qualify that with In My Own

pre-drilled holes tor 19in rack-mounting.
Ifed it the outputs of the mid-to-high-ish

even with other well-specified, highly-flexible

System. With aUK tariff of £ 5995, it's nut-case
money, but just you try letting go of it if you get a

phono stages; whoever chose the assorted

home demo. •

output Koetsu Urushi moving-coil in the SME 10

settings chose wise,y. Best of all, it allowed

Ken Kessler

turntable with Series V arm, the exceeding low-

tweaking ' on the fly', no opening of lids held by
16 tiny screws. You want more warmth, atouch

output Ortofon SPU m-cin a12in Ortofon arm on
aThorens TD- I24 and the London ( née Decca)
cartridge in aDecca arm on aGarrard 301. Aside
from the Koetsu, which seems to work under any
conditions, lthought that the otners would test
the mettle of the Steelhead. Auditioned through
the McIntosh 02200 pre-amp and MC2102

less sizzle, areduction ot grain, an opening of the
soundstage, there was an easy-to- reach control to
access it.
Of course, they're not labelled that way, and
experimentation is the rule for a day or two,
before you +eel that you know which knob to

Steelhead, with tie following changes and akick- ass
addition: aline- level input so you cap use it as a
complete pre- amp. The line input comes after RIAA
stage, but before the volume contro.. Anew button on

Inside the Steelhead, on amirror- image, dual- mono
board, can be found six valves, two 6922 and four
7044. EveAnna explains: It can drive an amplifier
direcctly if you don't " do" digital. It's all-tube, low Z
tube-buffered outputs. Like inherent 20 ohms plus
the little 47 ohm, "OK-drive-those-high-capacitanceaudiophile-cables-why-doncha" resistor, so its real
output impedance is 67 ohms. No wanky cathode
follower ( oh bor-ing) output here like the other guys.

Steelhead — The Sequel
Quietly slipped though is a new version of the

Technology

of phones added to the outuuts will allow users to biamp directly from the Vatiaie Outputs; the second set
of outints is wired in parallel to the Variable Outputs.
(Manley will wire them to the Direct Outputs on

We got your real low impedance all-tube outputs
right here!'

Features

request.) Badge illumination has changed to ' nice

selects line or RIAA, so Version 2has five buttons.
Also added are new anti-RFI grounding options tnat

'coking white LEDs which wi Inever burn out. The
Output Muting relays rave teen changed to short

• Flexibility, fine-tuning and ease of use

are user-seiEctable via dip switches on back panel.

outputs if power is tirnei off, and the STANDBY button
now called SUER Man'ey asured us that the audio

II All- valve design, with input transformers fo m- c

circuit!y remains the same as the original.

• Variable output volume

Wisely, the DIN mc2 connector has teen scrapped
for asecond pair of RCA sockets, wiile another palr
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Digital Radio

Twosome

DAB in the hand is worth two when its hushed:
Cambridge Audio DAB500 and PURE PocketDAB 1000

Cambridge Audio DAB500
PRICE

£ 150

designed operating range of the compression
system employed — see Technology panel.

SUPPLIER

Audio Partnership

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO DAB500

CONTACT

0870 900 1000

Based on the DAB300 reviewed last year [ July
'03], the DAB500 looks identical, but features a

WEBSITE

www.cambridge-audio.co.uk

couple of modifications inside to potentially lift

PURE Digital PocketDAB 1000
PRICE

£160

SUPPLIER

PURE digital

CONTACT

01923 260511

WEBSITE

www.puredigital.com

—
DAB digital radio looks like it's here to stay now

performance. First, in place of the Wolfson 24/96
D/A converter chip used in the ' 300, there's a
24/192 replacement, again with 4x upsampling.
High-grade polypropylene capacitors now appear
on the feature list, as does something Cambridge
Audio is calling Natural Contour Technology, or
NCT. Perhaps most influential for perceived sonic
performance, NCT is asubtle equalisation effect,

Within the tight constraints of fidelity available,

available in two flavours of ' Lo' and ' Hi/Lo'. The

the ' 500 was able to dredge some compelling
performances from Radio 3. A Late Junction

Lo setting lifts frequencies below 600Hz by

in its dumbed- down state, which is a shame

1.5dB, while Hi/Lo additionally raises from 3kHz

since on the whole it sounds worse than the FM

playing of Nadka Karadzhova, taken from LP,

by the same amount.

clearly showed the faint stylus tracing distortion

radio it is supposed to be replacing. That's been

The display appears to be the same type seen

our experience with the medium so far, but to find

around the Bulgarian folk singer's voice, giving an

on the ' 300 and PURE's tuners, an STN ( super

out how the latest tuners are Derforming, we took

unusually vinyl experience via digital radio! Even

twisted nematic) type with poor contrast that is

a look at two modern DAB tuners: a full-size

presenter Fiona Talkington's voice showed less

hard to read from more than a few feet away.

separates tuner from Cambiidge Audio and a
pocket portable from PURE Digital.

excess sibilance than is the norm for DAB.

Operation is straightforward, with a selection of

Moving briefly to other stations, such as BBC

10 preset stations available, although DAB does

London where astudio chat was nprogress, the
DAB500 simply revealed the heavy-handed

It would be nice to be able to say something

make even unstored stations easy to browse.

entirely complimentary about DAB digital radio,

Around the back are aselection of PCB- mounted

but continued exposure to it leaves me more

compression in use — in the form of both digital

ins/outs, including analogue output and input ( for

data compression and dynairft squashing. It
would seem that here digital radio is obliged to

ambivalent than ever about its worth. Test

use as an

transmissions from only two years ago [
1-/FN Jan

DAB500 is off); digital coaxial and TosLink; and

'02] showed the outstanding sound quality
available when programmes were broadcast at

an F-type antennae threaded socket. Also here is
the NCT switch, athree- position slider. The unit

high bit- rates ( 256kb/s), but DAB is now all about

comes in black or silver.

FM tuner passthrough when the

quantity instead of quality, with all UK broadcasts

Sound quality from the DAB500 was very good,

transmitted at bdrates that are well below the

equalling the best I've heard yet from DAB.
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use the very same ultra- compressed feed as the
FM broadcast. In practice, the NCT option was
found to certainly be asubtle one, with Lo setting
giving a marginally warmer presentation to
resemble FM.

In agreement with Cambridge

Audio, Ipreferred the sound witn NCT left off.
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line can be configured to show other details about
the station, such as the scrolling station/
programme information, genre, signal strength,

DAB could maintain an unsullied signal for most
of the time when used outdoors or on overland
trains; but indoor reception was more miss than

PocketDAB is using its supplied AC adaptor, the

hit. In Croydon, for example, Ihad diff culty in
finding an entire multiplex ( CE London: includes

display is continuously backlit in a cool blue

XFM and Capital) when used in the HiFi News

multiplex, date, frequency, or data- rate. When the

colour; on battery power it lights momentarily

high-rise office. However, given aclear signal and

only as buttons are pressed. Most of the radio's
controls are accessed through amini joystick- like

good headphones, the PocketDAB was little worse
at showing the fidelity of digital radio than a

thumb button, which must be pushed down to

regular DAB tuner.

give enter/OK confirmations.
Out of the box, it only needs batteries and

squeals, and space monkey gibberish that
intermittently blighted enjoyment, it performed

earphones to be inserted, menu button pressed,

faultlessly in system operation. When on form, the

then ' Autotune UK' to be selected on the thumb

clarity of Radio 3 presenters' voices and music

Excusing the squelches,

Broadcasters have elected to promote
DAB on the basis of choice and quantity
button. It was easy to operate, aided by the welldesigned display, superior to many full-size DAB
radios! The wobbly central thumb
button took asome skill, especially
when trying to click directly
downwards to confirm aselection, as
it's too easy for the thumb to rock to
one side as you press. A separate
'OK' button would make this more
positive, but other users may prefer
this multi-function button. The
positioning of the headphone
socket
halfway
down
the
PocketDAB's
side
proved
problematic too — the supplied

heard through the PocketDAB 1000 could be very
good, sounding particularly fine through higher
quality headphones.
CONCLUSION
When digital radio was first heralded it seemed
like the answer to all the problems of FM
reception — namely no more background hiss or
squashed dynamics; and for motorists, it would
solve the problem of having to retune every time
you crossed transmitter zones. Of course, this ' CD
quality' radio, as first promoted, was predicated
on the sensible use of MPEG Layer 2
compression. If today's UK DAB broadcasts used
the correct data-rates, it would indeed approach a
CD- like quality, but since broadcasters have
elected to promote DAB on the basis of choice

PURE POCKETDAB 1000
The Pocket DAB 1000 is awell made compact
unit, measuring just 65 x 110 x 21mm ( whd),

fine, but headphones with astraight plug made

and constructed from a satin-tnish anodised
alumnium. Anyone familiar with Apple's allconquering iPod will warm to the form, even if

the unit troublesome to pocket.
Actual reception proved disappointing. Aside
from the omnipresent low-fidelity issue of DAB, it

and quantity, rather than quality reception, sound

ergonomics are not quite as accomplished. Three
AA batteries load into the back, and asmall silver-

had trouble keeping asteady lock on any given
station, using the supplied earphone's lead as an

that better quality digital radio is now available
through Freeview terrestrial and Sky satellite [see

effect plastic switch on top turns the unit on. The
LCD display — the same pin-sharp type as fitted to

antenna. These in-ear ' phones are of average
quality: unfortunately my preferred headphones,

quality notwithstanding, both Cambridge Audio

the MOS DR011 [
HFN July '031 — shows three

Sennheiser PX 100 or Sony MDR- 51, proved even

and

lines of information. The top comprises graphical

accomplished products, which fulfill the hardware

icons to show volume, battery life, time, favourite

less successful as an aerial. A compromise was
found with Sony MDR-EX70 in-ear types.

selection, EQ, and signal strength. The second
line shows the selected station, and the bottom

On test in and around south London, only afew
miles from atransmitter in Norwood, the Pocket

to receive DAB radio.

earphone's right-angle plug works

quality remains below that which most qualityminded listeners will tolerate. It's worth noting

Sky's The Limit, March ' 04]. DAB broadcast
PURE Digital have made high quality,

manufacturers' role in supplying suitable tuners
Andrew Harrison

Technolo.4 — or Wh DAB sounds so terrible when it could be truly excellent
and 'Very Annoying' when sound quality is so atrocious

music and voices over the air. Transmission of audio

packing and unpacking) than Layer 3.
The BBC stations, 1-4, were broadcast at 192kb/s

in, say, 16- bit linear PCM audio form as found on CD

from 1998, but as new stations have been introduced

it becomes difficult to listen for any length of time. The
best quality digital radio currently available in this

would be unwieldy and take far too much precious
spectrum. So, in the late 1990s, when the UK DAB

on the same multiplex, such BBC 6Music and BBC 7,
this has now been lowered to 128kb/s, or less. Only

country is from BBC Radio 3, which at 192kb/s is still
classified as 'Slightly Annoying' [ Journal of AES,

system was finalised, MPEG Layer 2was specified as

Radio 3remains at 192kb/s and even this has been

the audio compression standard for DAB.

seen to drop to 160kb/s at certain times of the day.
Assuming asteady signal is available, sound quality

'Subjective Evaluation of State- of- the- Art Two-Channel
Audio Codecs', Soulodre et al, 19981, although it must

Digital radio uses lossy data compression to deliver

MPEG Layer 2is asimpler version of the ubiquitous
MPEG Layer 3 ( MP3) that started the ball rolling for

of digital radio is directly proportional to the data- rate
of the transmission. Lossy audio codecs have in the

be said that, on the whole, its quality will exceed its
FM counterpart, in part due to the reduced amount of

use at relatively low bit-rates ( around 96-192kb/s,
128kb/s typical), MPEG Layer 2was designed for use

past been evaluated on a simple five- point scale,

dynamic compression on R3 DAB.
Meanwhile, the rest of the BBC's, and the

where the best quality is counted as ' Imperceptible' in

commercial stations', broadcasts are typically at

at the higher rates of 192-320kb/s, 256kb/s typical).

comparison with an uncompressed reference. moving

It requires less processing power to encode and

down to ' Not annoying' and ' Slightly Annoying' when

128kb/s stereo, or 64-80kb/s mono, well below the
operating parameters for MPEG Layer 2. In audio

decode, and has less latency (time lag between

quality starts to audibly suffer; all the way to 'Annoying'

quality terms, DAB digital radio is, literally, annoying.

audio on the internet. Whereas Layer 3is optimised for
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as e ompact

3 loudspeaker
system

Castle CC3 loudspeaker system
PRICE

£1000

SUPPLIER

Castle Acoustics

CONTACT

01756 795333

WEBSITE

www.castle.uk.com

At last, aclassy looking sub/sat system that
manages to be compact without compromising on
sound — and that goes for music, as well as movies
many other brands The tweeter, used in all five

With the introduction of multichannel home cinema
and music, the drift away from large form factors

LCR, it can also used in avertical orientation as a

satellites, is a 19mm fabric-dome unit with a
neodymiLm magnet structure compact enough to

towards ultra-compact sub/sat systems has become
a flood. The conventional multichannel speaker

satellite speaker if a unit of slightly larger size,
arid greater power handling capacity, is required.

be placed close to the bass driver. The benefit O
asmall tweeter dome is low moving mass and a

system is now made up of five ultra-compact

bass-reflex design — it employs a double-flared

higher than usual maximum o:.
,
,erating frequency,
which according to Castle stretches to 40kHz.

satellites plus asubwoofer, which in reality is a
simple bass box designed to give arather boomy

e

That's the claim anyway,

Unlike the passive speakers, the subwoofer is a
downwards facing port construction — adecision
probably made because sealed-box loading would

but even highly

have necessitated a more power amplifier and

interpretation of the kind of bass balance you'd

optimised

ultra low- mass tweeter domes ( of

expect from atraditional compact speaker, rather
than anything that qualifies as sub- bass. The

beefier cabinet construction, which would have

standard size, admittedly) have difficulty carrying
off this trick, and my guess is that the output is
far from f:at in its last octave, and it would be

speaker level and there is aphase switch ( 0 and

satellites are often made from plastic mouldings
with a matt-silver surface finish designed to
match the TV, and the system is too often voiced
for home cinema first, and music adistant third.
Here's an alternative solution. Its gimmick is

surprising if the first HF resonance is as high at
20kHz. It's worth noting that Castle's figures
include no amplitude limits. The claims for wide
dispersion,

however, are more credible. The

that it consists of nothing more nor less than five

bass/midrange driver is an evidently high quality

ultra-compact high-fidelity speakers, essentially
indistinguishable from standard full-size speakers

unit with awoven 110mm glass fibre cone.
The centre speaker takes the satel'ite as a

increased cos: significantly. Input is at line or
180°), but no other cortrols, and no output
sockets as the satellites are designed to be used
filtered only by the system amplifier's low-pass
filter, or full range. The specified frequency
response extends to 33Hz-200Hz at the highest
available setting of the low-pass filter.
While the centre speaker and satellites can be
used free standing, wall mounting of the passive

in all respects other than size. The satellites are

starting point, and refashions it by stretching the

simply shrunken simulacra of conventional hi-fi

enclosure sideways, and adding asecond 110mm

speakers is certainly possible. Castle recommends
Btech BT33 wall brackets ( www.btech-usa.com),

speakers of the kind made by Castle itself and

bass/mid unit. Described as the Compact Centre

ard the enclosure cones pretapped for the fixing
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screws. The sub stands on tall cones ( supplied),
which are necessary to allow the downwards

attention. Even had they been identical, they

purity emerging from the diminutive Castle boxes

would not be perceived as such because the

facing port to breathe. The enclosures are strictly
rectangular on all faces — there is no rounding of

sound comes from a different direction, which

almost strained credibility, but the same can be
said of Suzannah McCorkle's ' The Waters of

affects the perception of timbre. The tweeters can
sound atad sharp and edgy when they are new,

was immaculate: open voiced yet disciplined.

edges or other elaborations — but the standard of
finish here is extremely fine, fully justifying the
overworked ' furniture standard' epithet.
As supplied, the system sells for £ 1000 less

and although this never completely disappears, it
quickly ceases to be an issue as the system beds

March' from her Bessie to Brazil album, which
But the Castle CC3 is a 5.1 channel system,
not astereo one, and using all satellites together
(using Dolby Pro Logic II for stereo sources for
example, or SACD or DVD-A, or aDVD-Video film

10p in one of nine standard finishes that range
from cherry to black oak. Non-standard finishes

in. A trace of boxiness noted with an earlier
sample system appears to have receded too,
perhaps a side effect of the change made to

are available for a£ 200 premium. Each speaker

cabinet wall thickness, which occurred very early

soundtrack), the system sprang to life. The lower
midband filled out well, and with it the system's

is also available individually or in pairs ( satellites
cost £229.90 pair, the centre £ 179.90 and the

in the CC3's life cycle.

sense of scale, power and envelopment.

I half expected the vented subwoofer to
misbehave in the way that many vented
subwoofers do, but it didn't. Unless pushed very

the money, and it doesn't deliver the deepest

hard, and as long as it is used on acarpet, which

filled film soundtracks like Fellowship of the Ring

helps baffle unwanted port noises and wind

it could be criticised for lacking balls, for not
sounding as tactile and as physical as the £ 1700
,Jamo THX system that it displaced in the test.

subwoofer £399.90), which allows non—standard
speaker combinations. Dual subs, which can give
a much more even spread of bass in aroom, or
7.1 channel systems, are just two possibilities

This is a system with real class, one that
does justice to the minutiae, that is tonally
neutral and in away only avanishing tiny
minority of subsat systems can aspire to

This isn't the loudest system you can buy for
bass, either. With large scale muscular incident-

Quel surprise! But sonically this is asystem with
class, one that does justice to the minutiae, that
is tonally neutral and seamless in away that only
avanishing tiny minority of sub/sat systems can
aspire to. It starts with strong musical properties
that can also make amore than fair stab at home
cinema, rather than the other way around, and it

here. Another possibility is to opt for dipole rear

effects, it is refined and clean almost to afault,

speakers, which Castle says will be available

which suggests that a lot of work has gone into

manages to minimise the theoretical disadvantage
of using aseparate sub instead of full-size, full-

shortly at £399.90 apair
The system was run in over an extended period.

optimising the variables involved.

bandwidth speakers all round. Pricing also counts

To an even greater degree than usual, this is not
asystem that sings sweetly from the box. It needs
something like a week of intermittent use at
moderate volume levels or higher before it really

system is not just free of obvious signs of
misbehaviour. It is genuinely musical. Although

settles in. During the initial period, the treble
performance becomes smoother, and the bass

At the end of the day, the Castle CC3 compact

never at its most comfortable in stereo plus sub
with large-scale very complex orchestral material,
where the power handling limitations are most
obvious as the load is not being shared across the

in its favour. This is asystem that won't dominate
your listening room, yet which has real musical
integrity. It's warmly recommended. •
Alvin Gold

Technology
Both the main satellite and the centre speaker use
sealed- box bass loading which means that the bass
starts to roll off slightly earlier than an equivalent
vented design, but with agentler rolloff and with no
danger of port- generated noise and distortion. The
enclosures are wood-veneered MDF with a wall
thickness of 15mm, and speaker connections are
single pair 4mm binding posts of good quality.
Power handling is stated as being 70W maximum
(programme presumably) for the satellites, rising to
100W for the centre speaker. System sensitivity is
given as 86dBAN/m, whicn seems rather optimistic
when checked against other known loudspeakers.
Sensitivity of 84dB may be nearer the mark I'd guess,
and agood 100W/ch is called for in most rooms for
full- bore listening. The sub is also acompact design,
but not so compact that bass response is thrown
away, as is the case with many sub/sat system subs.
It is fitted with a150W amp with the usual variable
level and low-pass filter controls near the amplifier

clearly extends and develops in stature, to the

whole system, the system sang. Rachmaninov

extent that the final settings of the sub's low-pass

and Beethoven symphonic recordings used for the

filter may well need amending.
Voicing of the system is by Karl- Heinz Fink,

test were reproduced with an unusual freedom

heatsinks on the hack.

Features

and sonority. However, the Castle really came into
its own with smaller scale dynamic recordings, for
example the Emersons playing Shostakovich

II Hi-fi sound from compact boxes

String Quartets, or perhaps most impressively of

al Genuinely musical; bags of scale and power

functional level, the system behaves consistently,
the centre and satellite speakers being voiced

all Li Jian playing Schubert's Wanderer Fantasia.
Hearing what, for all the world, sounded like afull

• Seamless cinema sound

closely enough for any disparity to avoid attracting

size concert grand in all its ripeness and bell- like

who has avery strong reputation for loudspeaker
design, and he has brought a touch of his
customary chemistry to the system. On a purely

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Amplifon WL25 (left): 28W/channel using 6P3, £795
Amplifon WT40 (centre): 40W/channel using 6C33, £ 1995
Amplifon WT30 11 (right): 31W/channel using 6H13, £ 1395

Amplifon is new to the UK, and you will be hearing alot more about them! These exceptional value for money amplifiers,
designed and manufactured in Poland, put to shame more expensive opposition in sound quality, build, and finish. All three
models have automatic biasing, so there's no fuss when it's time to change tubes, they all feature heavy toroidal output
transformers with awide bandwidth and 4and 8Ohm taps, and the WT30 Il and WT40 operate in Triode mode Push Pull, Class A.
They have classic valve amp attributes, sounding sweet and natural, but with enough power in reserve to rock when required!

The Trichord Dino (£ 299) outsells every other phono stage. Why? It
sounds clean and clear, it's fully adjustable to virtually any MM or
MC pickup, and when you fancy an upgrade, the Dino+ add-on
power supply fits the bill, for an extra £225 (or buy them together
from the start for £498).
If you prefer, the Tom Evans Microgroove (£450), suitable for MC
pickups, is aworthy alternative, giving alevel of detail retrieval
difficult to better unless you spend an awful lot more. The

The Michell Gyro SE (£895 + arm) remains
one of the most successful turntables of all
times, and for good reason. Sound is fast,

Microgroove Plus (pictured above) at £800 is even better, and the

neutral, and open. You have an upgrade
route via the HR power supply, and the Orbe
platter kit. Popular arms include the Regas,

it's standing, don't expect to walk away with one - it needs to be

the Tecnoarm, the Origin Live Silver, and of

famous Groove (£ 1900), below, has been described in various
reviews as being state-of-the-art of phono stages. Like all products of
configured by the manufacturer for your particular pickup!

course, the SME.
Compare the Gyro to the Spacedeck and the
new Roksan Radius in our studio.

Cawsey ( top) may not be
the best known cable
(others spend more on
advertising) but it's quite
possibly the best
sounding. We have been
selling these Australian
made silver interconnects
for several years and can
recommend them without
reservation. From £250
to £900 per metre set.

Slinkylinks
(bottom) are
solid silver air
dielectric
cables with the
latest bullet
plugs, fantastic
sound at an
amazingly low
price: £ 195 for
a1.2m set!

Duevel loudspeakers with their unique reflector
system may look strange at first sight - don't
let this worry you! Just put on your favourite
recording, close your eyes, and enter the
amazing three dimensional soundstage these
omnidirectional radiators recreate.
Starting from £ 1960/ pair for the Venus.

air tangent amazon amphion amplifon apollo furniture argento audible illusions audio physic audiovalve breuer
dynamic brinkmann cabasse cartridge man cawsey chord electronics clearaudio clearcover consonance decca
london dnm duevel dynavector ear yoshino ecosse final lab graham slee hadcock heart incognito infinity
isolda jadis jbl k2 klimo koetsu korato lavardin loricraft lyra michell engineering morch musical fidelity nordost
nottingham analogue opus 3 origin live ortofon papworth pro-ject rega revolver ringmat roksan shun mook
shanling shelter slinkylinks sme sonneteer spendor stax sugden sumiko tannoy tci cables tivoli audio tom
evans townshend audio transfiguration trichord trigon van den hul voodoo wireworld xlo

Auditions
Loudspeaker

channels of the 100Wx5 Theta Intrepid amp and
to the McIntosh MC2102 100W/ch valve amp.
The Mini shares something else with the UK
classics it emulates: asensitivity of 86dB, which
is low by today's standards. So the speaker likes a
bit of power, but it still worked perfectly well with
the least well-endowed of the amplifiers used.
What Idid to burn them in Irecommend only
to the most committed of blues fans: listening in
one go to all five CDs in the box set Martin
Scorsese Presents the Blues [
Hip-0 COL512578
2]. There was also aMamie Smith recording from
1920 and Keb' Mo' & Corey Harris, ca. 2003.
By the time the music reached this century, I
learned that the Mini has deceptively rich, but not
deep, bass that's musical rather than one- note. It
still manages to deliver weight and body, without
quite fooling you into thinking that someone
slipped in asub when you weren't looking. The
stereo imaging will impress the hell out of LS3/5A
users, who will note that the soundstage is wider,
but not quite as deep, as that of their BBC fave.
But where it shines is in resolving fine details,
especially vocal textures. Even with recordings of
so vintage an air as Son House's ' Preachin' the
Blues', the Mini handled the singing with
reverence and finesse.
What Ididn't hear was the ' more lively and
vibrant' character Iwas told to expect. This is one
smooth and refined little beauty, adding awarm
sheen to the guitar work on BB King's 'The Thrill
Is Gone', without sacrificing the bite and attack.
As for ol' BB himself, the voice moved from liquid
vibrant than the previous model but still sweet

Opera Mini

thanks to the new tweeter.' Additionally,

its

PRICE

£495/pair

SUPPLIER

UKD

CONTACT

01753 652669

this speaker is, a perception lost thanks to its

WEBSI TE

www.ukd.co.uk

prosaic looks. The grille has a nice, rigid frame
made from an MDF-like material, not injectionmoulded plastic. The wood — cherry for the review

None of which tells you quite how luxurious

And so Italy continues its attack on the mid- price
market, taking over the role 3rit manfacturers seem
to be relinquishing... willingly or not. With Audio
Analogue about to release half width components
with sub-£ 500 price
tags. and affordable
models from Charlo,
Pathos, and nearly

cabinet is 20mm taller and deeper — a change
said to ' take the bass response down afew Hz.'

samples, but walnut and other woods are also
offered — is of afurniture-grade standard, with a
magnificent semi- matt finish that reeks of

Opera buffs up the performance
of its compact musical Mini

every other Italian
manufacturer, it's like 1982 over again, but with
aLatin tang. And nothing exemplifies this better
than a revision of Opera's Mini, which you may
have missed first time around [
HN Sept 20001.
Odd, Iknow, for an Italian speaker made from
real wood, but the Mini is simply another small
box — shorter and nerower but deeper than an
LS3/5A — distinguished from boring dreck only by

We're talking refinement way beyond what's par
for modern speakers at £495 per pair.
Then again, they're Italian. And Italians can
turn three ingredients — pasta, olive oil and
chopped tomatoes — into a feast. If this little
beauty were apasta, it would be puttanesca: easy
and inexpensive. But with plenty of flavour. II
Ken Kessler

Technology
The Opera is atwo-way reflex, front- ported design
that features a 110mm woofer and 19mm tweeter.
Magnetic shielding around the main driver makes
the speaker suitable for use in an AV set-up.
Frequency response is given as 60Hz-20kHz while
crossover frequency is 2.5kHz.

the one-piece baffle has been finished right up to

Nominal impedance is 8ohms, though arelatively
high sensitivity of 86dB/w/m means the loudspeaker

the driver apertures.
Around the back are the best terminals I've

benefits from being on the end of an amp with abit
of muscle. Maximum power handling is given as 50

seen in years, multi-way and robust without the
nerve-wracking complexity of WBTs nor the
flimsiness that the EU prefers. You even get areal

watts and the speaker measures 260x160x190mm

hand-application. Meanwhile, beneath the grille,

its rounded edges. Oh, and an immediate sense
of quality. But this is no fashron statement, which

brass badge on the grille. Trust me: this product
is the antithesis of bling-bling, a return to the
kind of understatement that makes you look

is why it might have become lost amid a few

inside aman's jacket to learn of its provenance.

hundred other small monitors.
Among the main changes are a new 19mm

the same success as its automotive namesake. I

But it's the sound that makes the Mini deserve

silk-dome tweeter and an upgraded crossover. I strapped the pair to the venerable Marantz Pm4
integrated amp, 15W/ch in Class A mode, to two
was told that Ishould find it ' more lively and

www.hifinews.co.uk

to rasp with absolute fluidity, the string section
behind him soaring but never swamping his solos.

(hxwxd). Each cabinet weighs 4.5kg apiece.

Features
II Smooth, refined sound
II No shortage of fine detail
II Quality finish despite prosaic looks
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EAR/Yoshino 890 stereo amplifier
Ideal maten with be

Pathos Logos integrated hybrid

SME Model 20/2 turntable

8 34E

amplifier Apopular amplifier

One of Dur best sellers, this combi-

pre-amplifier.

with great looks.

nation produces atotally different
listening expesience in terms of toga'
ccuraey and transparency.

Resolution Audio Opus 21

CD

player The imptoveri sound will
the new drive is astonishing.

Ferguson Hill FHoot

Nottingham Analogue Space Deck

horn loudspeakers

With the new, thicker platter and

Very stylish with adynamic,

upgrade Kit it produces an even

immediate sound.

more neutral and sable image

Shanling CD Two valve CD player
Superb sound and appearance.

Finite Elemente Pagoae furniture
For

extracting die very je>t from

your equijxnent.

Amphion Xenon loudspeakers

Exposure New Classics

Fast anctar:.culate witn neutral

XXII CD player, XXII: pre- amplifier,

tonal balance. Slim floorstander

XXIV power amplifier, XXVI phono

which does not mind walls.

stage. Superbly controlled, dynamic
sound ano tonally cotrect.
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SME

MONO

SHANLING •

SHUN

MOOK

SUGDEN

Conveniently Latea between Reading and

7Comet House, Calleva Park, Aldemustor

Basingstoke, we are. approximately 15 minutes drive

Reading, Berkshire RG7 81A

from either junction 12 on the My or junction 6
on the M3. Free and easy park:ng, outside the
bailding. We have ahome evatuati3n scheme for
trose who might find this method more conveniem.

EARNOSHINO • EXPOSURE

PULSE • MOON • MIORDOST • NOTTING-IAN1 ANALOGUE • OPERA • PAGODE • PATHOS

T 0118 981 9891
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www.audioconsultarts.co.uk

TRANSFIGURATION •
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RESEARCH •

WADIA

Demonstrations bygppointrnent,
Mondays to Saturdays 10:00 ro 18:og.
ft is advisable to call us before visiting.
Part exchange welcome. Ex-clemonst ,ation and
previously owned equipment listed on our website.
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Auditions.
USB interface

M-Audio Transit

USP audio device
Pocket- sized USB interface for hi res audio on your laptop
M-Audio Transit USB

replay. This was unfortunate,
as the accessing of highergrade DTS soundtracks on

PRICE

£79

SUPPLIER

M- Audio

DVD could be reason enough

CONTACT

01442 416590

to use this product! Whether
this playback fault was with

WEBSITE

www.maudio.co.uk

M- Audio's driver or Apple's
DVD Player.app is unclear.

Following on from the Sonica IHN Dec 200V,

For the

M- Audio now has a new USB audio device to

VideoLAN Client 0.7.1a
(www.videolan.org), an open
source cross-platform media

upgrade the audio performance of most PCs
and Apple Mac computers. The Transit takes
a similar form to the Sonica, being acompact
pocket-sized unit that connects to acomputer via

moment though,

player, can now decode DTS
Coherent Acoustics audio, so
the future is looking brighter

its USB port. But unlike the Sonica, which only
provided an audio output, the Transit is atwo-way

for high-fidelity audio from
DVD on portable computers.

device, able to receive an audio input in either
analogue or digital form. This will be of principal

M- Audio is still developing

benefit for recording direct to hard disk — from an
analogue source such as LP record, for example.
Being so small, and powered from the USB

its DTS bit-stream audio for
the Apple OS X operating

data bus rather than an external transformer, the
Transit lends itself to use with laptops. Upgrading
the audio performance of a notebook computer
has traditionally been atricky task; the last usable

Windows drivers are fully
functioning already; but at a
low price of £ 79, the Transit

solution before USB devices like those from
M-Audio and Edirol came onto the market was a

system, though Iunderstand

used to connect to an external DAC. The internal
digital-to-analogue conversion was impressive for

PC card- based I/O adaptor from French pro-audio

asimple unit like the Transit, but adCS Delius
DIA converter showed adepth of soundstage and

specialist Digigram, whose VXpocket was an
effective, but very costly, means to bypass the

richness even closer to the original vinyl playback.
Of course, once arecord has been captured at

basic line-in/out offerings [
HN May ' 00].

24-bit/96kHz resolution it can be edited, and

is the ideal, affordable, way to get multichannel
soundtracks and 24/96 audio into and out of a
laptop, or any USB-equipped computer. •
Andrew Harrison

Technolo

even de-noised and de-clicked by various software

The Transit is designed to work with PCs running

USB socket to link to acomputer, while the real

applications — the subject of afuture review. Once

Windows 98SE, Me, 2000 ( SP4), and XP, as well as

business end has a 3.5mm Ilne out/headphone

it is cleaned up, it can then be dithered down to
16-bit at 44.1kHz for burning to CD, or even left

Macs running OS 9.2.2, or OS X 10.1 or above.

intact at 24/96 and then archived to DVD-R.

Digital) is said to require OS X10.3. M- Audio gives

One drawback of playing DVDs on anotebook
computer is that while the picture resolution on

input specifications as 100dB signal-to-noise ratio,

On one end of the Transit is a small Type B

jack socket, plus aTosLink optical output, and a
combined line-in/optical input socket — as often
seen on Sony's MiniDisc portables. Iused the
Transit with an Apple Macintosh PowerBook G4,
after loading M- Audio's software driver that allows

an LCD screen can outstrip that of aregular CRT

access to the operating system's 24/96-capable

television, especially with displays such as

Core Audio layer. This renders unnecessary
Steinberg's older cross- platform ASIO (Audio

Apple's 15in and 17in PowerBooks making a

Stream Input Output) driver, although this is still

compelling visual experience when viewed from a
few feet, audio remains resolutely two-channel.

available for Mac OS 9 and Windows users,

You can take the headphone output and connect

especially for 24/96 operation.

to an external stereo amplifier and speakers, but

To test the Transit's input operation, Imade

now with aUSB audio product like the Transit it's

some recordings from vinyl, using a demo of

possible to divert the original

bit-stream of

Multichannel bitstream output (
le, dts and Dolby

(-60dB input, A- weighted), and +6dBV maximum
input voltage. Output specs are 104dB S/N (-60dB
input, A- weighted) and OdBV maximum output. THD +
noise is given as 0.00316% typical, input and
output. It is compatible with ASIO 2, MME and
DirectX, and Mac OS X Core Audio, using the
supplied software drivers.

Features
• Portable in/out aud.o interface ideal for laptops

Sound Studio (www.felttip.com). With the latest

compressed multichannel audio from the DVD

Transit driver installed ( vi . 5.7f1), capturing

drive and feed to ahome cinema 5.1 processor.

audio was straightforward, and audio quality on

Ihad mixed success here: while Dolby Digital
5.1 feeds worked very well — once the Transit's

MI 24- bit 96kHz compatible

playback certainly bettered regular 16- bit CD- R
recordings taken from vinyl — especially when the

software preferences were set to ' Output AC- 3' —

III Lightweight, pocket- sized and affordable

optical output of the Transit was subsequently

DTS 5.1 audio always resulted in a stuttering

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Zingali

Colosseum
Abevy of petite Italian beauties gives Ken Kessler the horn

Zingali Colosseum speakers
rPRICE

£445/£265/£495

SUPPLIER

Audio Salon

CONTACT

0141 333 9700

WEBSITE

www.audiosalon.co.uk

L

Horns suck. That's what Imaintain, that's what
my ears tell me. Yet, I'm not so stupid as to rule
out the possibility that there are exceptions
to my generalisation, for instance the wonderfully
absurd- looking Beauhorn B2s. So, while it's the
case that Istudiously avoid horns associated with
Triodistas, Ihave no problem with something like
Zingali's offerings, if for no other reasons than
that they're a) gorgeous and b) Italian.
But the Zingalis before me are not the huge
models that visibly exploit the company's
trademark ' Omniray' technology, designs so
obviously horn- like that you don't need to be told.
I'm playing with the very tiny, cute and affordable
Colosseum models: two pairs of the two-driver Sat
S at £445 per pair, one Central S at £ 265 and
the smaller active subwoofer, dubbed the Active
S, at £495. This constitutes the company's least
expensive system ( although you can save even
more money by buying a passive subwoofer and
opting for ablack or silver finish.) All- in we have
a5.1 speaker system for £ 1650.
Now this isn't cheap by today's standards,
when famous makes will flog you asix-pack for
under £600. But look at this stuff: it's mouth-

Zingali offers two subwoofers, both in active or
passive form. The version Itried here contains two

watering. And the speakers are so small that you
simply won't believe the performance — let alone

140mm woofers and an 80W amp in ahandsome,

Clockwise ( left to right): The Cinema models
come in walnut and black and are aimed at those
who prefer the sleeker look of floorstanders; the

grey- sided, wooden-topped enclosure made from
MDF, which stands 385x200x440mm ( hwd). The

Sat Sand Central S; asub with matt black finish

the vanishing trick they undertake.
Maybe the use of the term ' horn' is amarketing
conceit here, but the drivers are recessed deeply

larger L model boasts 100W of power and two
170mm woofers. While the satellites and the

you without the accompanying subwoofer, and

into the cabinets, the horns sculpted into slabs of

centre speaker use nice multi-way terminals, the
subwoofer only has cheapo press-fit connectors

they're specified, quite unashamedly, as good
down to 180Hz. The centre speaker, meanwhile,
is specified at 150Hz.

for bare wire. It also has level and crossover
controls and line inputs, so it can be used with

sensitivity while the Central S enjoys an extra

other speakers, and it can be set for manual
power-on or auto power-on when sensing asignal.

ADV-M71 Micro DVD System that I've made this

solid walnut or cherry. These are miniaturised
versions of the Omniray horns, the name referring
to a shape of round horn throat with specially
calculated geometry. The Sat S measures amere
170x100x150mm ( hwd), and contains a 19mm
dome tweeter and a70mm woofer; the Central S

Rated at 8 ohms, the Sat S has 90dB/1W
2dB. Thus, they worked so well with the Denon

uses the same tweeter and two woofers, in an

You can either drive it from asubwoofer output,
as Idid, or from main speaker outputs running

a 'shared' review with that product. Iwas already

enclosure measuring 100x250x150mm ( hwd).

satellites off it. Iconnected the satellites to the

All the Colosseum models use combinations of

many months' use of the D- M31 on which it's

main amplifier outputs.

based, so please think of this as asystem review,

these two drivers; the Colosseum Cinema S, for
example, is a Sat S with integral floor stand,

The small Zingalis cross over at the upper limit
of the subwoofer's control, but Ipreferred the

considering remarks about the Zingali Sat S in

while the Cinema M uses two woofers and the

sound with it backed off to approximately 150Hz.

Cinema Luses four ( these are pictured top right).

Rest assured, the speakers simply will not satisfy
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totally familiar with the Denon's sound thanks to

context of the Denon. But Iused all six speakers
in my main AV system of Lexicon MC- 1processor
and Theta Intrepid amplifier.

www.hifinews.co.uk

Auditions
Loudspeaker

Two things to point out from the get-go. The
first is that these little speakers sound too sweet,
un-shouty, non- aggressive and euphonic to be

Sat S speakers, turn them on their sides and
stack them up. The three equal, almost to the

delivering music. And then this is only because it

millimetre, just one LS3/5a.

Mingus — let alone McCartney.

just lacks that final bit of finesse to comolement

horns. The second is that they offer such huge,

After no more than a half-hour or so fiddling

That aside, Ilistened to the whole system for

convincing, three-dimensional imaging that you

with the crossover and level controls, Ifelt Ihad

days on end without complaint, even using just

really have to go into Unreconstructed Audiophile

the sat/sub relationship tuned so as not to exhibit
anything in the way of asonic gap, as with the

two Sats plus the subwoofer, with the Denon in

Mode to fault them. And the complaints will all be
about refinement — not scale, not musicality, not
detail, not listenability.

very cool XHiFI system. The continuity between
subwoofer and satellites is so smooth that you'd

Dolby Virtual Speaker mode. They filled the
listening space, and they gave no clues as to their
whereabouts. Vocals and dialogue were clean and

Using both systems, Iplayed pure music DVDs

swear the Sat S was crossing over at 80Hz, not

in the form of The Concert For George — that
sublime homage to George Harrison — and Jimi

180Hz. But one inescapable criticism emerged —

warm, with no sibilance, while the music from live
DVDs — especially the Harrison gig — was open and

from the sub, not the sats. And this is despite me
falling in love with it. Although I've only used a

spacious; they handled the Shankar epic with
total grace, convincingly reproducing sitar in

Hendrix's Blue

Wild Angel. The latter was

every detail, and with substantial body. And they

Ilistened to the whole system for days on
end, even using just two Sats plus the
sub. They filled the listening space and
gave no clues as to their whereabouts
accessed as both aDVD and as conventional CDs.

few dozen subwoofers in my life, I've been lucky

Other CDs included the new edition of the Allman
Brothers' Live At The Fillmore East and abunch
of samplers from Uncut. Feature films consisted

enough to sample some of the best: models from
REL, Sonus Faber, Ruark, MartinLogan and so on.

of Akira, Pirates of the Caribbean and The Lord Of
The Rings: The Two Towers.
Remember: for this test Iwent from full height
MartinLogans and a subwoofer that alone costs
twice the price of the entire Zingali package.
Not only was Inot disappointed: Iwas blissfully
pleased. Here, at last, was amicroscopic system
Icould actually recommend unreservedly to Bitch
Wives From Hell who were about to force their
husbands to buy plastic mail-order dreck because

go loud enough to fill a14ft by 22ft room before
the onset of breakup.
Confession time: Iwas dreading writing about
these speakers because they embody two
philosophies Iloathe: horns and micro-satellites.
That crunching you hear is the sound of crows'
bones. This little system is utterly magnifico.
Ken Kessler

Iknow what agood subwoofer can do. And there's
there's no getting away from it, the Zingali has a
one-note-ness to it that can get alittle ponderous
if you don't have the levels set just so.
However, this is not to say that the Active S is
awrite off. On the contrary, it's so musical and
rich and solid sounding that Ikept doing double
takes; Ieven used it in place of the Descent in the
all-MartinLogan system without embarrassing it.
If anything, it's the star of the system, but it's
better when handling movies than it is when

of size alone. Don't believe me? Take three of the

Denon ADV-M11 Micro DVD system
signature essential for producing a convincing 5.1

It's no secret that Ithink Denon's D- M31 CD/Receiver is
currently one of audio's biggest bargains. So imagine

1c

my response when Denon announced that it had shoehorned all the fixings necessary to convert it into the
heart of a home theatre! No, it doesn't boast five

4111

•

C 7 8:5016

9,
1

channels' worth of amplification, but read on.

channel virtualised surround sound field. The result is
often an " enhanced stereo" listening environment.
'Dolby Virtual Speaker ensures the integrity of the
virtual 5.1 sound field by reproducing the entire sonic

0.

signature, and its multiple reflection tails. which can
often vary significantly in level and spectral balance

Using the same 210x95x367mm ( whd) chassis,
MiniDisc recorders, and the wee unit also has system

from the direct sound. The further addition of crosstalk

plays every disc except DVD-A and SACO. That means

connectors for integration with other components, as

cancellation maintains the integrity of each processed

Kodak/Fuji/WEG photo CDs and assorted recordable CD

well as optical digital input and output. And the tuner is

signal, thereby insuring a highly realistic and natural

types including Windows Media Player and MP3. Hell,

already there, as well as a61- button remote to handle

sounding 360° sonic environment.'

it even has a slide show feature so you can regale

everything. Let's put it another way: the unit is so

friends with your digital holiday snaps without going

comprehensive that there's not a word wasted in its

the centre and rear channels as you do with other ' mix -

anywhere near acomputer.

Denon has swapped the CD- only transport for one that

In other words, you don't lose the subtle effects of

half- inch thick, 116- page manual. Which Ineeded to

downs'. Of all the ' pseudo-seround .compromises and

For the rest of the conversion to AV, Denon added a turn to when Ilost the video output: page 112 tells you
Hammerhead SHARC DSP, for processing DTS and Dolby how to ' re- boot' it. Here's the key to the ADV-M71's

solutions I've tried, this technique was the most

Digital/Pro-Logic II, and line outputs to feed asub and

appeal, something called ' Dolby Virtual Speaker', which

did Ifeel the loss of going from 5.1 to 2.1. As for the

a three- channel amplifier for a centre and two rear

is not related to the previous, existing Dolby Virtual ( or

visuals? They were so damned close to the DVD-2900

channels; the unit itself only drives one pair of

Virtual Dolby). The baby Denon is the first to use this

universal player — which Iended up buying — that I'm

speakers, with 2x35W. ( This unit just screams for a new technology, described thusly:
matching three- channel add-on amp...)

'Dolby Virtual Speaker utilises aproprietary technique

satisfactory. Did Ihear 360° surround? No. But neither

almost aggrieved! Gorgeous colours, plenty of detail
and no set-up features missing. I'm impressed.

To feed amonitor, the ADV-M71 has only aSCART

that re-creates, in their entirety, the multiple, complex

Take all the wonderful things I've said about the

connector, but this unit doesn't aim to replace the

sonic signatures that the listener would ordinarily hear

D- M31, add movie enjoyment and up the price to £499.

functionality or flexibility of afull-blown AV receiver.

from aproperly positioned 5.1 channel speaker setup.

This little baby solves the home- cinema- in- cramped -

It's about size. Even so, you can add two line sources —

Most " virtualisers"...limit their processing to the direct

conditions dilemma — end of story.

input and output — such as the matching cassette and

sound, overlooking a significant portion of the sonic

See www.denon.co.uk or call ( 01234) 741200.
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"The [lest plasma TV ever"

PDP-434HDE Plasma Display
•
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XI Surround Speaker System

HOME CINEMA

-Amplifier

WORLD

(main speakers only shown)

of the Year"

AVC-AlSR AV Receiver

DVD-A1 DVD Player

We believe these products are the best in their class, and so do respected reviewers
around the world. ee put them all together to make what we consider to be one of
the best home entrertainment systems you can buy. But don't take our word for it:
•
come and audition our Star System at any of our branches.
Musical Images, the premier hi- end AV destination in London and the South East
BECKENHAM BRANCH
Founder Member
Intelligent Homes
in the Making

•
126 High Street,
Beckenham, Kent BR3 1ED

Tel: 020 8663 3777

COVENT GARDEN BRANCH

EDGWARE BRANCH

18 Monmouth Street,
173 Station Road, Edgware,
Covent Garden, London VVC2H 9HB •
Middlesex HA8 7JX

Tel: 020 7497 1346

Tel: 020 8952 5535

3 Ornes A.vard Winner
Home Cinema Choice
"Best Multiroorn Installation"

Audition the finest home entertainment at the UK's finest audio visual specialist
E8t0E. Please call your local branch for opening time details. Audio Visual Lifestyle Ltd Va Musical Images. E-mail: sales (, musical-images.co.uk

Auditions
Loudspeaker

Focal-JMIab

726S Chorus
loudspeaker

If you're after smooth sounds in amedium-sized room then
French company Focal's fulsome floorstander will deliver
Focal-MILab Chorus 726S
PRICE

£749/pair

SUPPLIER

Focal-JM Lab

CONTACT

0845 6602680

WEBSITE

www.focal-jrnlab.co.uk

The Chorus 726S is the top model in a new
range of loudspeakers from respected French
manufacturer Focal-JMLab. The series consists
of three floorstanding designs, atrio of bookshelf
models, plus two centre channel units. There's
also asubwoofer. Prices for the centre speakers
start at £ 159 each, the bookshelf units at £ 199
a pair, while the floorstanders cost £399 and
upwards, with £ 749 buying the 726S model
reviewed here. All speakers in the range are
supplied in achoice of three finishes: ' Classic',
which comes with Calvados sides, baffle and back
plate, ' Technic', which sports black ash sides with
black aluminium front and back panels, and the
'Style' option. This has side panels of clear Alder
in a matt finish with light brushed aluminium
panels at the front and back. Real wood veneers
are used throughout the range.
The Chorus 726S is relatively large, measuring
1000 x220 x320mm ( hwd), with each cabinet
weighing in at 20.3kg apiece. To the rear can be
found arow of bi-wirable speaker terminals, while
at the front the grille extends most of the way
down the baffle, covering two 6in polyglass

--

..,11111111111111,

The ' Classic', ' Style' and 'Technic' finishes
with ( left, and top right) the grille that

Audio's Stereo 40 valve amplifier it produced

extends down the baffle. That forward-firing

to solid-state amplification, via Roksan's new

reflex port is designed to reinforce bass

Caspian integrated, proved ahappier match. The

woofers, a6in polyglass mid- bass unii and a lin

that it's used in rooms of at least 20m 2 and I

TNC inverted- dome tweeter. At the bottom of this

wouldn't disagree. Iachieved the best balance of
sound with the speakers set up in awell furnished

sometimes overpowering levels of bass. A switch

speaker's accompanying literature recommends

selection of cones is aforward-firing reflex port.
This port is designed to reinforce bass output
and proved to be quite generous in this area. Set
up in amedium-sized room and powered by Icon

www.hifinews.co.uk

room measuring 5 x 6m, with the Roksan in
charge. Here the presentation was blended so
pleasantly that the vague imaging, even when
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MAIN BRANDS
STOCKED:

•

audio 1"
AUDIO EXCELLENCE and AUDIO T work together to bring you

the benefits of buying from alarge dealer: highly trained staff,
long guarantees, competitive prices and the security of 57 joint
years in business. But please don't think we're achain of clones each of our stores is run as an individual specialist shop with it's
own opinions and stock profile. You'll find us enthusiastic and
friendly because we think that buying hifi should be as much fun
as listening to it!
CUSTOM INSTALLATION If you want your Hi-Fi/Home Cinema
integrated seamlessly and/or invisibly into your home we have a
dedicated team who do this to the highest standards. Call us for
advice on how you can enjoy music and films all round your home.

• 57 YEARS JOINT EXPERIENCE

• PART EXCHANGES

www.music-at-home.co.uk

For the very latest information
please check our web sites:

BRISTOL 0117 926 4975
65 Park Street
bristol@audio-excellence.co.uk
CAMBERLEY 01276 685597
173-175 London Road
camberleyeaudio-t.co.uk
CARDIFF 029 2022 8565
134-136 Crwys Road
cardiff@audio-excellence.co.uk
CHELTENHAM 01242 583960
38 Winchcombe Street
cheltenham@audio-t.co.uk
CHESTER 01244 345576
88/90 Boughton
chester@audio-excellence.co.uk
EASTBOURNE 01323 731336
4 Albert Parade, Green Street
eastbourne@audio-t.co.uk

EPSOM 01372 748888
15 Upper High Street
epsornitaudio-t.co.uk

• 30 DAY NO COST PENALTY
UPGRADES

or vist our web site at

BRIGHTON 01273 609431
69 London Road
brighton@audio-t.co.uk

• FULL DEMONSTRATION
• PRICE PROMISE

(quote ref HFNO3a)

BRENTWOOD 01277 264730
30 Crown Street
brentwoodeaudio-t.co.uk

ENFIELD 020 8367 3132
159a Chase Side
enfield@audio-t.co.uk

• 10 DAY EXCHANGES

For your FREE copy of
MUSIC AT HOME,
The Ultimate Guide 2003
FREEPHONE 0500 101501

BASINGSTOKE 01256 324311
2 Feathers Lane
basingstoice@audio-t.co.uk

•3YEAR GUARANTEE ON HI-FI
SEPARATES
FACILITIES

• INTEREST FREE OPTION ON
SALES OVER f250*
•HOME LOANS AND HOME
DEMONSTRATIONS
•EVENING DEMONSTRATIONS
BY APPOINTMENT
*Subject to status. Written details
on request

J

EXETER 01392 491194
156 Sidwell Street
exeter@audio-excellence.co.uk
GLOUCESTER 01452 300046
58 Bristol Road
gloucester@audio-excellence.co.uk
HIGH WYCOMBE 01494 558585
30-32 Castle Street
wycombe@audio-t.co.uk
LONDON: W. HAMPSTEAD
020 7794 7848
190 West End Lane
hampstead@audio-t.co.uk
OXFORD 01865 765961
19 Old High Street, Headington
oxford@audio-t.co.uk
PORTSMOUTH 023 9266 3604
29 London Road, North End
portsmouth@audio-t.co.uk
READING 0118 958 5463
4 Queens Walk, Broad Street Mall
reading@audio-t.co.uk
SOUTHAMPTON 023 8025 2827
10-12 Hursley Road
Chandlers Ford
southampton@audio-t.co.uk
SWANSEA 01792 474608
9 High Street
swansea@audio-excellence.co.uk
SWINDON 01793 538222
60 Fleet Street
swindon@audio-t.co.uk

ACOUSTIC ENERGY
ALPI- LSON
ALFV:ORDAN
APOLO
ARCAIA
ASH C.,.SIGN
ATAC.:l MA
AUDIO TEC
.AUDIONET
AUDIOPHILE
FURNIEIURE
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B&W
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3RYSTON
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CHOR ELECTRONI
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CREEK
CURA
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DAVIS
DENON
DNM
DYNALIDIO
DYNAVFCTOR
ELAC
EPOS
COLORING
GRAD()
HIEYBR3OK
IXOS
JAMO
KEF
LEXICON'
LINN
LOEWE
M1 ACOUSTICS
MANA ACOUSTICS
MIARANTZ
ME RI DI
METZ
MICHEL.
ENGINE3RING
M.LLER & KRE SELL
MISSION:
MUSICAR FIOELIT"
NAD
NAIM
Ne,KAM":HI
NORDOST
OR KYO
OPTIMUM
ORTOFON
PANASONIC
PARASO_ND
PARTING- DN
PIONEER
PNTC
PRIMARE
PROAC
PRO-1ECT
OED
QUAD
QUADRASPIRE
lEGA
tEL
ROT EL
RUARK
SEL ECO
SENNHEISER
SHP0-11N1f,N
SONANCE
SCINUS SYS,TEMS
5orvy
SOUND SI YLE
SPENDOR
STAN DESI 5N
STANDS UNIQUE
STRAIGHTWIRE
SYSTIEMLINE
TAG NIcLAREN AUD
TALK ELEC— RON CS
TANNOY
TEAC
TLIORENS
T VOLI RADIO
TOM EVANS
TRICHORD
VAN DEN MISIL
V DEOLOGC
VVHARFEDALE
VLILSON BENESCH
YAMAHA
Not all brands are
stocked at all stoves.
Please check bet.cfe
traveling

TUNBRIDGE WELLS
01892 525666
6 High Street
tunbridge@audio-t.co.uk
WORCESTER 01905 619059
Independence House
The Trinity
worcester@audio-excellence.co.uk
All shops are closed on Mondays
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Auditions
Loudspeaker

instance, the slight fruitiness of the lower
registers seemed to cause a slight sensation of
clutter during the busier piano passages of Van

vinyl was used as asource, was forgivable thanks

Cliburn playing Rachmaninov's Piano Concerto

JM-Lab transducers, but if adetailed Naim-esque
spread of sound is more to your taste or you are
looking for asturdy and well-finished loudspeaker

No 2 in C Minor [
RCA Victor SB-6502], and this

for use in a larger room, then the 726s are

coloration became alittle more obvious with the

certainly recommended for audition. •

orchestra involved as well.

Tony Bolton

On the other hand, the simpler harmonics of
the electronic music created live for The Peel

to the slightiy lush, yet beautifully detailed, music

Sessions by The Orb [ Strange Fruit SFRLP138]

that flowed into the room. Playing a recently

were asheer joy, the slightly forward presentation

With The Beatles the sound tidied up the
rougher edges of a poor initial recording
allowing agood insight into what the band
were doing despite 17,000 screaming fans
acquired mint condition copy of The Beatles At
The Hollywood Bowl [
Parlophone EMTV4I the

of the 726S giving the impression both of
fullness and shape that Ifind normally comes

chaotic energy of the event was delivered with a

with pin- point imaging.

forward, open sound that seemed to tidy up the

Compared to the similarly priced Castle Stirling

rougher edges of what is a fairly poor initial

3, the 726s seemed to have a similarly good
sense of timing and an equally well balanced

recording (three-track mono, with no monitoring
facilities) while still allowing agood insight into
what the band were doing despite the screaming
of 17,000 hyper-excited fans.

and performers gives it the edge over the Focal-

Technology
The cabinets are made of reinforced MDF and
damped with the same high quality acoustic wadding
found in the Cobalt, Electra and Utopia Be models.
The frames for the drivers are made of Zamak, the
strength of which allows for thinner baskets to be
used behind the cones while the cones themselves
are made of cellulose pulp coated with thin layers of
glass. The INC tweeter is of similar design to the
Beryllium unit found in the Utopia range and features
apush-pull double neodymium magnet arrangement.
The crossover points are 350Hz and 2.4kHz.
Frequency response is quoted as 45Hz to 28kHz
(±3dB) with sensitivity being 91.5dB ( 2.83V/1m).
Impedance is aclaimed 8ohms dropping to 3ohms
at 110Hz. Power handling is recorded as 150 watts.

Features

sound, though it presents this in avery different
way. The Castle is both more room and amplifier

• Afull and seductive sound

tolerant, but can be a little out of its depth in

• Prefers larger rooms and solid-state amps

Classical music was aso portrayed in a
pleasant manner, though [ felt the speakers were

larger rooms, which is where the 726s is at its
best. To these ears, the Castle's ability to produce

111 Choice of traditional and contemporary finishes

happier when fed more contemporary sounds. For

solid three-dimensional images of instruments

Sennheiser NoiseGard
yet still allow you to hear in-flight staff asking if
you can stomach a BA cheese roll. Thus claims

Sennheiser NoiseGard PXC 250
PRICE

£89.95

SUPPLIER

Sennheiser

CONTACT

0800 652 5002

WEBSITE

www.sennheiser.c.o.uk

that speech will still be intelligible are true.
As expected, the PXC 250 also improves on the
headphones airlines supply for listening to the
in-flight entertainment. For the first time in years,
Iactually watched a couple of films on a long
flight, finding the dialogue clear enough to absorb
— so thanks, Sennheiser. The PXC 250 sounds

For some of you, the pitiful whinings of frequent
fliers fall on deaf ears ( if yofill pardon the

like a good £ 30 headphone; think of the other

expression). Why should you give ahoot about

£60 as the price of relief.
Halfway down the fitted 6ft cable is acylinder

the poor dears when they bitch about in-flight

holding two AAA cells, fitted with an on/off
button. Switch on, and the noise cancelling takes

noise as they make their way to the Seychelles?
In which case, skip this review, because the

place instantaneously. Hop on a plane and

product is of interest ONLY to audiophiles who fly
regularly. Frankly, Ican't imagine many other uses
for noise- cancelling heaaphones, when workers in

As with the PX100 portable headphones, the

Sennheiser reckons you can listen at lower levels
—so reducing the risk of hearing damage — suffer

noisy conditions — jackhammer operators, for

PXC 250 is an ultra-compact, fold-flat model

less in-flight stress, and still hear staff tell you to

example — wear government-mandated protection.

weighing only 65g. The kit' includes acarry case
with aspace for asmall portable player. The ' 250

grab your life jacket and kiss your ass goodbye.
As headphones go, the NoiseGards are suitable

employs the company's advanced

both for low- impedance portables as well as high-

Noise-cancelling headphones aren't new, but
Sennheiser's latest are interesting. Firstly, they're

Noisegard

not obscenely priced, at only £ 89.95 per pair.

active electronic noise reduction system in a

Secondly, they actually sound OK in headphone-

closed design for even more noise reduction; the
NoiseGard element consists of tiny microphones

only mode. Thirdly, they work at reducing
perceived noise so well that the specification — a

inside each earpiece that ' listen' to the ambient
noise. This noise is then reversed in phase and

impedance in-flight entertainment systems. The
noise-cancelling electronics module runs for 80
hours on the two cells, and if these run out, you
can use the NoiseGards as normal headphones.
Sorry to use acliché, but I'll never leave home
without these cans again. At least, not when

seemingly unimpressive — 10dB between 100 and
400Hz — is meaningless: you know the instant you

fed back into the earpieces, the out-of- phase

switch on the noise-cancelling circuitry that your

signal cancelling the real noise. The closed cups

leaving home means boarding aplane. U

trip will be that much less stressful.

also endow the headphone with acceptable bass

Ken Kessler

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Audio
Physic

Virgo 3

The 1988 vintage Virgo lives
on in its third incarnation,
by David Berriman

50
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Lab test
Loudspeaker

doped-cloth sections — one outside and the other within the
voice coil circumference (there's no outer 'surround', which is
effectively formed by the outer section of the ring 'diaphragm').
The central section is fixed at its inner diameter to asmall

Audio Physic Virgo 3
PRICE

from £ 3499/pair ( black)

SUPPLIER

Aanvil Audio

CONTACT

01359 240687

WEBSITE

www.audiophysic.de

bullet-shaped central 'nipple'.
The idea is that this arrangement has ashorter unsupported
span than acloth dome of the same overall diameter — with the
small and light 19mm voice-coil driving it mid-way. Compared

AudioPhysic certainly doesn't make products for the mass
market, and neither has it felt compelled to investigate the
'new' opportunities presented by multi- channel audio visual,

to conventional 25min dome tweeters, its smaller radiating
voice-coil ring offers the potential for wider dispersion at the

highest frequencies, so it has the potential to perform better than
atraditional dome. The tweeter is mounted on soft rubber
inserts to de-couple it from the main enclosure. Because it has
here isn't the most expensive the company makes yet costs a no rear chamber of its own, it's vented though the rear pole into
fairly serious three and a half grand) so it must be its own separate section of the cabinet.
Apart from using asmall midrange unit, the narrow baffle has
doingsomething right to be able to increase production and
move into alarger factory. It's probably down to the company's been made possible by placing the normally front-mounted bass
attention to detail, the superb build quality of its loudspeakers drivers round to the sides of the cabinet. In fact, there are two
and, of course, the fact that the products deliver the sonic goods. working 165mm moving-coil woofers, one placed on each side,
The Virgo model harks back to 1988. The latest version differs so that vibrations caused by Newtonian reaction (where the
as have so many other loudspeaker manufacturers. The
loudspeakers it makes are not inexpensive (the Virgo 3reviewed

from the original, of course, but represents the latest
refinement of abasically successful recipe. The drive
units are claimed to be configured to provide a
smooth output, not only on, but also off, axis. To
provide a wide dispersion across the midrange,
Audio Physic's designers have chosen avery small
110mm aluminium-coned midrange driver placed

The latest version differs from the
original, but represents the latest
refinement of asuccessful recipe

on anarrow solid wood baffle, sculpted to minimise
high-frequency diffraction. Its aluminium cone
incorporates what it calls 'active cone damping' (damping at the
cone's circumference) to control resonances often found in very
rigid diaphragms.
The tweeter is a small-voice-coil device based on Vifa's
patented ring-radiator drive principle. Instead of the normal
dome diaphragm, this tweeter has two semi-doughnut shaped

chassis moves in the opposite direction to the cone) are
diametrically opposed and thus cancel out in push-push
fashion. Any residual vibrations are pail isolated, part
dissipated by mounting them in asub-enclosure within the
main, outer solid wood cabinet. The small side firing close-up
woofers should also provide very wide, almost monopole,
dispersion through the low bass, upper
bass and lower midrange, to match the
wide dispersion from the mid-range unit
through the bass/mid crossover region. In
addition, there are another two 165mm
drivers, one each side, acting as passive
radiators.
Audio Physic does not quote crossover
frequencies in its literature, but from my
measurements it was clear that the woofer
to midrange crossover is quite gentle and
set low in frequency at around 230Hz. The
midrange driver is placed in a large
enough separate sub-enclosure to ensure a
low closed-box resonance at around
100Hz, sufficiently far away from the
Midrange driver uses aluminium
cone with active cone damping
(ACD) to reduce the nasty
resonances associated with stiff
metal cones

vvww.hifinews.co.uk
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Audio Physic Virgo actually
incorporates six drive units in each
cabinet: ring- radiator HF unit,
110mm ceramic- coated
aluminium mid driver, two
165mm Nomex-coned bass
drivers and two 165mm passive
radiators

Large, single- wire only, three-way passive crossover includes aircored inductors. Abi-wire version is available for an extra £ 190

acid test has to be the end result. I'm piedsed to be able to
report that the Virgo really does deliver the goods. Words such
as 'clarity', 'articulation', 'finely detailed' and 'well-separated'
are scattered though my listening notes. There really is very
little blurring of the musical message — and bass is clear, deep
and tuneful too.

crossover region to avoid audibility. The mid-to-tweeter
crossover frequency is around 3kliz, and appears to be based on
second-order networks. Audio Physic clearly doesn't believe in
bi-wiring or bi-amping (which Irarely use anyway) as they have
provided just one pair of inputs — nice quality matt chrome
finished WBT binding post/wire/4mm terminals. Overall build
quality is very high, with real wood front panels, avery solid
low-resonance cabinet and aspikeable base to improve stability.

For example, with Jamie Cullum's excellent debut CD
Tiventy Something Cullum's voice is naturally balanced —
husky but not nasal or sibilant, yet there's plenty of top-end
detail in, for example, the swish of brush on drum skin. The
double bass was really clear, solid and well defined — with
none of the overblown or over-rich sounds sometimes
contributed by resonant cabinets or poorly optimised bass
alignments. Cullum's piano had palpable clarity and one could
really hear the ringing of metal strings in awooden body.

SOUND QUALITY

Additionally, the Virgo 3seemed to extract every ounce of
reverberation and detail.
Shifting to the contrasting music of Shostakovich with the

Of course, it's all very well designers throwing in lots of ideas
that appear to be beneficial on paper — and indeed, that's what
some seem to do to make their product 'different' — but the

was reproduced with vigour and articulation. Marc-Andre
Hamelin's supercharged piano playing had all the pace and

Second Piano Concerto on Hyperion CDA67425, the Adagio

Lab report
The first graph is a composite showing the anechoic

Radiator loading operating at around 45Hz (-6dB),

(and insignificant),

axial frequency response above 400Hz merged with

rolling off below this frequency. The 1- watt, 1- metre

frequency.

the 0.5m sound pressure level ( measured mid- way

sensitivity was

between the mid and bass units).

marginally above average.

measured

at 88.5dB,

which

is

dip

close to the

crossover

Integration between drive units in this loudspeaker
is ajob very well done. There's some variation in the

This indicates a very smooth response overall.

The off- axis family of curves show a neat set of

bass/mid crossover region that might be due to the

There's a gentle lift of a dB or so towards higher

traces with not much divergence ( red, on- axis, blue

gentle crossover here, but Isuspect this has been done

frequencies. The rise and wiggles at low frequencies

10° above, green 10° below, mauve 15° horizontal

to blend the bass and woofer gently to make for amore

are more to do with the different measuring methods.

ands grey 30° horizontal. Only with the microphone at

coherent low- mid integration. I've included the trace at

However, this curve does show the Auxilliary Bass

10° below axis ( green) is there asmall, but noticeable

30° off- axis ( grey) horizontally, just to show how

110

100

dB

Fig 1 ( left): frequency
response, 20Hz-22kHz; a

SPL
100

dB
SP1.
90

composite of anechoic
(>400Hz) and bass driver
(0.5m) responses
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panache of alive performance. There's fire in the Virgo 3's
belly, but there's plenty of subtlety on tap too, as was
witnessed by the smooth yet finely textured strings. The mid
and tweeter are clearly well behaved, as there wasn't atrace of
peakiness or harshness in the sound.
So, aperfect loudspeaker? Well, nothing's perfect, but the
Virgo 3is definitely heading in the right direction. Its amazing
clarity really makes one sit up and take notice, but this can also
be adouble-edged sword. It is of course highly revealing of the
recording quality, accompanying amplification and signal
sources. Use bright and unforgiving electronics or a gritty
recording and that's exactly what you'll hear, with little or no
quarter given. It's a bit like combining the clarity of an
electrostatic, without the beaming, coupled with the kind of
bass that areally well-sorted moving-coil woofer can provide.
Isay well-sorted, because there's no boom or waffle down
there, yet there are two passive radiators augmenting the low
frequencies — in effect, aform of reflex loading — that do seem
to go down deep and clean at the same time.
A major benefit of stopping unwanted delayed output is a
palpable lack of temporal blurring — notes don't blend into one
another and this gives amazing pace and clarity. The
downside — if it is one — is that there's so little delayed lowfrequency energy in the low and upper bass, that there's little

Report) that is just audible as alittle extra brightness. There are
as many who will revel in the detail. The treble from the ring

Optional metal feet

radiator is widely dispersed too, which means greater total
energy in the room than with more directional devices.
Overall, though. the Audio Physic engineers have done a
pretty good job of
balancing the speakers
as overall the Virgo 3
seems to have very little
character of its own.
In summary, these

available for the

Words such as ' clarity', ' articulation',
'finely detailed' and 'well- separated' are
scattered though my listening notes

shown here,
Virgo 3for £ 395

slim smart looking and
very
well
built

loudspeakers seem to do exactly what the makers claim. I

or no added warmth either. One might predict sterility, but
that's not the case — perhaps because coloration has been dealt

enjoyed my time with them. Their articulate and responsive
nature allows them to reproduce music with finely textured
dynamism, clarity and tunefulness. Audio Physic may not be
very well known in the UK, but these speakers are well worth

with across the audible range. For instance, there's no
midrange peakiness or treble fizz to upset the balance in the
opposite direction. Having said that, some may think these
loudspeakers are atouch lacking in warmth and perhaps it's
that tiny lift from mid to treble measured on-axis (see Lab

seeking out for audition by anyone looking for clear,
uncluttered and enjoyable music reproduction.

excellently the frequency response holds up here. The

frequencies extend below the near- field roll off due to

The waterfall curves were equally impressive, with

small diameter midrange unit, narrow baffle woofer

room gain. The red curve is a 1000 sample average

avery rapid energy decay after the signal had stopped.

placement and crossover design have all contributed

around the listening position, which smooths out some

At Ims, small output peaks at 3.1 kHz, 7.1 kHz and

to these fine results.

of the room- mode effects and shows an even flatter

14kHz dropped by 18.6, 23. and 33dB respectively,

frequency response.

while aminor wriggle at 939Hz was down by 20dB in

The third- octave real-time analysis graphs show
(green) how excellently the drive units merge in the

Overall the in- room responses show avery gentle

1ms. By three milliseconds, output plummeted by

listening environment at about two metres. Due to the

downward tilt, which should sound much nicer than

35dB above 1.2kHz - all very impressive and certainly

two woofers low positioning there's very little of the

curves with an upward trend, or with broad dips

afactor which must contribute to the clean, clear fast-

usual ' floor

around the mid/treble crossover.

paced nature of this design.

bounce' dip

visible

here and

low

180
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Fig 3 ( left): Third- octave
real-time response, 2m,
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Plinius
9200
integrated amplifier
)1 ill Ill )

With striking looks, this 200W powerhouse integrated amp from New Zealand
looks like good value in terms of power per pound. Review by Martin Colloms
Plinius 9200 integrated amplifier
PRICE

£2500

SUPPLIER

Absolute Analogue

CONTACT

020 8459 8113

WEBSITE

www.pliniusaudio.com

N

ew Zealand is home to several established
amplifier companies, of which the more visible
on our side of the globe has been Perreaux, and
latterly Plinius. The compaii has long offered latgu
Class A power amplifiers, but at ashow last year my
attention was caught by a meaty-looking Plinius
integrated amplifier. The model Isaw underwent a
reincarnation as the current 9200, which became
available for this review at the end of 2003.

Physically, the Plinius is distinctive with its deeply
curved front plate of silver anodised alloy and the pale,
tough-coat enamelled asymmetric top and side cover,
precision formed from steel sheet. With the power
rocker switch on the rear panel, the only visible
controls are for source select, individually for record
and play, and volume.
On the rear panel we have two sets of exposed goldplated binding posts facilitating bi-wiring, astandard
LEG mains input socket, gold-plated phono sockets for
tuner, CD, Aux 1/Tape, Aux 2/Tape and Phono. There
are user-replaceable power rail fuses for each channel,
an external processor loop with a rear panel bypass
switch, plus aground lift switch. The phono input is
for moving-magnet and its gain may be adjusted by a

Falling into the luxury category this cleanly finished

factor of two by changing over a couple of jumper

design offers 200W/ch, asubstantial output for aone

connectors found under the top cover. Pre-out is
available, adding functionality.

box product, comparable with that from the much
bigger floor-standing Halcro towers. (There is also a
120W/ch version.) An obligatory remote control is
included, with ahandset that's one of the largest and
meanest Ihave yet encountered. Cut from astructural
54

alloy extrusion, this is weighty enough to stay put once
placed, but despite its size is truly minimalist,
providing volume and mute only.

MAY 2004 Hi-FiNews

While that 2ooW power specification is for 8ohms,
the amplifier does claim 300W into 4 ohms together
with a peak current of 40A, so it aims to cope with
some of the tougher speaker loads. However in view of
www.hifinews.co.uk

Lab test
amplifier

plus Audio Synthesis Passion passive controller, and
the new Orelle Evo series integrated. My top level
audiophile reference was the Krell FPB 700cx power
amplifier. The Naim CDS3 provided CD replay while
LP was sourced via atrusty Linn LP12/Lingo turntable,
Naim Aro tonearm and Audio Note lo II cartridge.
From the beginning Iwas aware that this was an
amplifier with adistinct character, one where for best
results certain combinations of equipment and cable
would work better than others. For example for cable,
the more neutral tonality of the vdH carbon series and
Wireworld Atlantis helped. Among the loudspeakers I
tried, the BBC LS3/5A was less
favoured than the Quad ESL-63
or the Spendor SP2/2. The
Avalon Eidolon did nothing to
accentuate the sonic features of
the
Plinius
and
usefully
demonstrated its ample power
reserve
and
big
speaker
capability, but on the other hand
did nothing to flatter this
aspiring amplifier,
Ifound many problems with
the sound judged when using the
established
references.
The
upper mid was in my view

The amplifier
does claim
300W into 4
ohm with apeak
current of 40A
to cope with
tougher loads

forward and wiry in an ' old
fashioned' manner while the lower mid showed a
thickened almost boxy quality together with alack of
clarity in this region. The treble showed a gritty
emphasis; metallic transients were exaggerated such
that that they jumped out of the mix while vocal
sibilants were distinctly slurred.
In the bass, Ifelt it lacked sufficient definition and
was considered soft and lacking in dynamics, this
clearly pointed up by the Naim warhorse.
Separate listen and record selector knobs sited on the front panel — the only way to
change input, as remote control is exclusively for volume and mute functions

its relatively compact size and finite internal heat
sinks, it seems that heavy duty drive into nominal 4
ohm speakers is not the designer's intention; but then,
this product is certainly aimed at home listening rather
than discotheque use.
Volume control is via the respected blue Alps unit,
and a big toroidal transformer is fitted, which runs
silently. Durable Sanken bipolar output transistors are
operated in a proprietary dynamic sliding Class A
mode designed to minimise crossover distortion. The
amplifier is of high quality construction using good
quality parts, a mix of ICs and bipolar devices, and
promises good reliability.
SOUND QUALITY
With an amplifier built to this high standard Iwas
eager to see whether the promise of high power from a
relatively small package could be realised. The phono
facility was also tried, in this case on the lower gain
setting with the Audio Note step-up transformer and
Audio Note moving-coil cartridge, a source of more
than sufficient quality for the task.
After a few days running-in the amplifier was
formally auditioned both alone and in comparison
with useful references including the Naim NAP250
www.hifinews.co.uk
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PINEWOOD 1
MUSIC

We believe the next big
topic in audio is energy
control — mechanical
energy which seriously
corrupts the music

of Winchester and Taunton

Kdkno

SONUS FABER STRADIVARI

Lhe noLse

Without soul, music is nothing. Without accuracy a
loudspeaker is nothing - yet soul and accuracy very
rarely meet. In the Sonus faber Stradivari Homage
they come together to form the finest design in Europe
and the culmination of the genius of Franco Serblin.

Unless you install good SUPPORTS
and MAINS SUPPLIES at the outset
you cannot make abalanced choice
of the main components.
Think of them as an INTEGRAL
PART OF YOUR SYSTEM — not an
accessory. That serious. Really??

UNISON RESEARCH S6

Edgy treble and boomy bass are just
two unpleasant effects that could
make you plump for aduller amp or
speakers lighter in the bass.

This pure valve Italian integrated amplifier possesses
the most extraordinary immediacy, presence and
naturalness as well as being the finest possible value
for money. To own one is to feel a sense of pride. To
hear one is to lose your heart completely.

VIBRATION from outside the boxes
destroys fine detail and can even
distort the sound.

PATHOS LOGOS

M ECHANICAL NOISE from motors —
including loudspeakers — and
transformers also travels along
cables between units, RATTLES THE
CIRCUITS, is turned into asignal and
then amplified through the system.

An Italian thing of beauty - and, like Unison Research,
awonderful match for Sonus fabers. This gorgeous
hybrid amplifier comes from Vicenza and epitomises
the country's love of music with its presentation of
space, depth and integrity.

RADIO FREQUENCY interference,
air- and mains- borne, is insidious,
everywhere and getting worse. It
reaches into every circuit and even
plug and socket junctions.
VERTEX AQ draws on the
company's specialised aerospace,
ultrasound and RF experience in
designing its SUPPORTS, MAINS
FILTERS AND CABLES. We find that
these items make major changes in
system performance. Customers
are amazed at the benefits.
You may find you don't need that
expensive upgrade once you hear
the benefits of these components!

COPLAND CDA822
The best value CO player around? We think so.
Refined, detailed and just so involving, this beautifully
constructed design will wring all the emotion from
your favourite CDs. And there are rave reviews, if
you need them.

The
Right
Note

Music in the hc,me

Customers say we make some of the BEST
SOUNDS they have ever heard, so you know
we can do the same in your home. Our
advice will take account of your best
components and guide you where change is

V.

needed, in stages you can afford.
You AVOID EXPENSIVE MISTAKES, enjoy
music along the way and save money in the
long run.

JUST LISTEN AND YOU'LL KNOW
CD:

13 1%01225 874728

ACCUPHASE, ACCUSTIC ARTS, AUDIO SYNTHESIS, Bel Canto. dCS (
ELGAR, DELIUS

PURCELL, VERDI), MERACUS, W ADIA. VINYL: BASIS, CLEARAUDIO, CROWN J
EWEL. DNM ,

Please contact Brian Rivas or Alison Holmes at

The PINEWOOD MUSIC
COMPANY
Winchester: 01962 776808
Taunton: 01460 54322
Mobile: 07860 351113
e-mail: brianriv@mac.com
Agents for. Krell, Sonus faber, Martin Logan, Copland,
Pathos, Unison Research, Transparent, Chord Cable,
finite-elemente, Futureglass, BCD

GRAHAM, THE GROOVE, LEHMANN, MICHELL, SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL.
TRANSFIGURATION. AMPLIFIERS: ACCUPHASE, ADVANTAGE, BEL CANTO, CAT.DNM ,
GAMUT, HALCRO, HOVLAND, NAGRA, SONNETEER, SPECTRAL. LOUDSPEAKERS: AUDIO
PHYSIC, BKS, ETHOS, NEAT.TOTEM, VERITY AUDIO. TUNERS: MAGNUM DYNALAB.
CABLES: ARGENTO, CHORD CO., DNM ,NORDOST, SILTECH, VERTEX AQ ETC.
SUPPORTS: ARCICI, KINABALU, STANDS UNIQUE, VERTEX AQ
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CALL US FOR DETAILS ON THE NEW
AND EXCITING KRELL RESOLUTION
LOUDSPEAKER RANGE!
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Lab test
amplifier

inseparable from the perceived frequency response,
but for the record, the amplifier sounded a tad light
and bright, lacking gravitas and aproper foundation for
bass balance. Resolution of detail rated just average.

1 Moving

on to the disc input, the presence of the
installed IEC rumble filter was audible as amild loss of
bass weight for this input. Some might argue that it
would help redress the traditional tonal balance shift
present between LP and CD sources. Interestingly,
despite the main amplifier's character, the treble heard
via LP was quite tidy and surface noise was handled
well; there was no ringing or exaggeration of noise or
clicks. That overall lack of vitality and listener
involvement remained but the well controlled disc
input performance was sufficient to hold the score at a
reasonable 18 points when rated on my usual
subjective listening-test scaling; Iwould rate the line
input at 20 points. With current mid-price (£3k to £6k)

Above: sturdy gold-plated output terminals for easy connection of 4mm
banana plugs, bare wire or spade terminals
Right: heatsinks are enclosed within wraparound chassis for cleaner lines

Image depth was plain average while a certain
dryness made the reproduced acoustic sound as if
lacking in richness and spaciousness. Focus was rated
below average, constrained partly by the out-of-image
quality to the treble. This latter effect Ibelieve was also
destructive to the sense of rhythm, where this amplifier
sounded noticeably downbeat. slower- paced and with

From the beginning Iwas aware
that this was an amplifier with a
distinct character, where certain
combinations of equipment and
cable worked better than others
significantly below average timing. As regards the
latter. here there was not so much the more usual vague
impression that the musicians were a bit lazy en
ensemble; the subjective effect was that that the treble
seemed out of beat compared with the midrange, while
the bass also lagged behind. The result was a sound
which in addition to the moderate coloration, did not
sufficiently hold the listener's attention.
Iwould say that the noted coloration is probably

audiophile amplifiers averaging 35 points for sound
quality, it would seem that this Plinius has some way
to go.
CONCLUSION
Here again is an amplifier which on lab testing proved
generally capable. Aside from distortion, which is
rather higher than average at high frequencies and
high powers, a result which Iam loath to directly
associate with the listening test result, the overall
technical performance is fine.
Moreover it is areal powerhouse, on typical music
duty capable of over 200W per channel, and it is not

The Plinius 9200 packs a lot of power into a relativ ly compact box 120 x450 x400mm ( hwd), weighing 14kg

www. hifinews.cc.uk
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'S' series
s3e

sse

s6e

S9e

SR5

C5e

C9e

ails without boundaries

a

unique concept.

Confidence C2
Don't be contained, be entertained
Prepare for deeper, wider, higher
Let the technology work, hear the MUSIC
Reset your definition of exceptional
Experience sound without limits

DVNAUDIO
vvvvw.clyna ucli o.com

Enjoy the Spendor magic
The Confidence is more than a consequent improvement
of the legendary Dynaudio driver technology.
The C2 is more than the innovative new Esotar 2 tweeter.
The Confidence series is in itself revolutionary: A unique
Dynaudio concept embodying a refined, functional
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Spendor Audio Systems Ltd

design. Uncompromised construction was formed from

Tel + 44 ( 0)1323 843474

clear-cut aesthetics to deliver state-of-the-art sonic

Fax + 44 (0)1323 442254

performance, offering visual beauty and audible perfection.

mfoeispendoraudio.com

The Confidence C2 by Dynaudio.

www.spendoraudio.com

Information: Dynaudio UK, 020 73781810
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Lab test
amplifier

shy when the more awkward 4 ohm speakers come
along. However ' disco' use into difficult speakers is not
recommended due to thermal issues. Well specified
with good input and output loading factors and good
versatility, the power output is undoubtedly high but

•• •

•

for me this was unfortunately not matched by the
observed sound quality.
When doing the internal examination Ileft the top
cover off while doing some more listening (do not try
this at home, as exposed power connections may be

' %111111111111111111111M11

accessible). The sound was significantly better and I
wonder what effect this ferromagnetic steel cover is
having on the signal currents inside; perhaps the
designer's attention to this finding would be something
for the future?

•

LAB REPORT
With its generous power transformer the Plinius

o

9200 gave 225W + 225W for an 8ohm load at

Fig 2. I
ntermod

midband, and comfortably met the power
specification throughout. Down at 20Hz it still

distortion, 19kHz

-2C

+20kHz, 1W

-40

gave 220W and while distortion showed an
increase with reducing frequency, 200W was

output. Note
product at
19.5kHz (-78dB)
is spurious artefact

possible for —47dB THD, about 0.4% and abit
worse than the 0.2% claim. Peak current
testing confirmed the 40A specification, thus
confirming an ability to drive the more difficult

of measurement
process

speakers.

dBr
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Single channel driven, it could give 372W
into 4ohm and 560W into 2ohm and this is a
strong result as compared with the physically
much larger Halcro dm 38, of similar 8ohm
rating but limited to 200W for such aload. The

impedance was comfortably high at 47k ohm,
also the standard figure for the disc input.
Via line input, the frequency response

accurate over the central band, ±0.1dB, 50Hz
to 9kHz, with tailored —0.5dB points at 19kHz
and 30Hz. There was asmall kink in the

extended from 10Hz to 22kHz for the —0.5dB

response at 11kHz, of untraceable origin. The

Plinius 9200 ran rather hot on continuous
power testing and such hard use into 4ohm

points with —3dB at better than 5Hz and
60kHz. The fairly rapid increase in distortion at

EQ rolls off steeply at higher frequencies while
the low range shows the included IEC rumble

loudspeaker loads is not recommended for
warmer climes.

high frequencies, while still at tolerable levels,
may also be acontra- indication for wider

Reducing power to 100W, the 20kHz
distortion improved only marginally and only
reached 0.15% by 1W [ Fig 1]. The high

bandwidth programme such as SACD, and atryout in this connection before purchase might be

(low frequency noise) filter, this generally an
option rather than afixture for high-end
designs. This heads towards —6dB at 9Hz and

worthwhile.

will be audible on wide-range speakers both for
the implied phase shift and the slight loss of

frequency IM result was okay at —66dB or
0.05% and was fine at 1W measuring —85dB

Channel separation via line was satisfactory,
93dB at 20Hz, 73dB midband and areduced

640pV on high gain and 1.3mV for low gain for

[Fig 2]. At full power the midband distortion

51dB by 20 kHz.

was fine at —73dB and these figures were
typical at lower powers and frequencies.
Output impedance was low, making it

Input overload via line was generous at better

low frequency weight. LP input sensitivity was
200W output.
Several of the higher output moving-coil

than 10V. Signal-to-noise ratio was —82.5dB

cartridges will drive this useful input.

(II-1F, 1W) which is fine; the unweighted result

Fortunately it also offers good overload

was —75dB, showing asmall hum content, but

margins, reinforcing its versatility. On high gain
the IHF overload margin was 14dB midband,

was fine at full- level, reading 0.02dB.

this this would only just be audible with the
most sensitive loudspeakers. Relative to full

Operating the volume control, the balance at

power the S/N ratio was 104dB. Line sensitivity

essentially load independent. DC offset was
negligible, less than 5mV and channel balance

16dB at 20Hz, and 10dB at 20kHz, aless

volume —20dB was 0.016dB, at —40dB,

is 28mV for 1W, 395mV for full power; enough

critical region. Add 6dB to these results for the
lower gain setting. For an IHF 5mV input the

0.47dB and at a —60dB setting 0.8dB; these
figures are to the required standard. Line input

for any source.
Via disc, the LP equalisation was very

disc input was nice and quiet, with aS/N
result of —76dB unweighted, —80dB excluding
hum, and 83.5dBA. Checking for amuch lower
0.5mV m- cequivalent input, the Aweighted

Fig 1.
Distortion,
lkHz test at
1W output:
3rd-order at
around

10

4

Overall, looking over the distortion spectra,
the waveforms were rather ' Class A' like with
no visible crossover discontinuity at any level
and with low-order third and fifth predominant.
The amplifier is unconditionally stable and

order about

will drive electrostatics if required. Unpleasant
overloads are dealt with by aprotector that

—90dB

disconnects the speakers via powerful relays.

—74dB, 5th-

2

result was still satisfactory at 63.2dB.

Mechanical noise was low.

frequency ( MO

www.hifinews.co.uk
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How many recommendations have you
read stating Xpower amp or Y
speakers to be the new must have?
How many times has your dealer
stocked anew item, extolled its virtues
only for it to be superceded or
discontinued six months later? This is
because most manufacturers and
dealers operate adesire to sell anything
as easily as possible policy, so they
stock whatever has been recently
recommended. But we love music for
its ability to move us emotionally, which

The new Gamut
D200 MkIII is now
available

understanding of your musical tastes,
which is ignored by the flavour of the
month syndrome.
GTAudio distributes and sells products
that are hand built by specialists that

the abso!ute sound: "... in some respects,
it's hard to beat for any amount of money",
...and... "
the GamuT D200 has the best
soundstaging I've yet heard from any amp
.. superb width, depth and layering ..."

have your musical enjoyment at heart.
Because of this some of our products
are not commonly seen, but will provide
the realism you never thought possible Pure Emotion.

in the UK HiFi Choice wrote: "The
Gamut digs all the way down and reveals
the full scope of low notes - harmonics as
well as fundamentals" ... and... "If you are
after the best power amp money can buy,
don't ignore it just because it doesn't cost
the earth."
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depends on system synergy and an
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Auantgarde Acoustic
DPS

•

Lindemann
Schroder
IRON
J.C. Verdier

the abso!ute sound says of the CD- 1:
"...what the Gamut does let you hear, on
disc after disc, is the music" ... and... " The
music lover says, this thing is ajoy and,
for the money, a dream."

For more information:
UK Distributor on

01252 702705

or email: info©audioreference.co.uk

Visit our new web site:

www.audioreference.co.uk

Q"U'à
GTAudio
5 Upper Roa
csi, High rDenham, Buckinghamshire. England U89 5EJ
Telephone:
895
3099 e-mail: sales@gtaudio.com
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Opinion

John
Crabbe
I

've attended many musical events at Manchester's
Bridgewater Hall over the years and sat in many different

seats there. But the most recent occasion found me with a

group of friends in the back row of the gallery, as far from the
orchestral platform as one can be, which didn't seem very
promising. The concert featured the BBC Philharmonic under
the baton of Vassily Sinaisky in aRachmaninov programme
that included the Paganini Rhapsody and Symphony 2. It had
generated apacked hall.
The remoteness was slightly offset in my case by being
situated at dead-centre, providing the equivalent of astereo
'hot seat'. Also, as the players assembled down below, the
orchestra didn't seem especially narrow, despite its distance.
Indeed, careful scrutiny revealed
that the soundstage subtended an

Were there lessons
for those who'd like
concert- hall spaces
via multi-channel
technology but
can't be bothered
with sounds from
rear speakers?

angle of about 50°, which nicely
equated with my loudspeaker
spacing at home. Yet we were still

established that lateral reverberation is vital to agreeable
concert-hall ambience, the notion that domestic side-wall
reflections can be employed to do asimilar job is suspect.
The more reflections there are in asmall room, the more
readily will our ears register that we are in such aroom, not in
aconcert hall with its much more distant boundaries. Iaccept

along way back from the

that with some locations and/or recordings the limited use of
room reflections can work satisfactory in straight stereo, but

orchestra, so Ididn't expect very

when one is attempting to recreate awhole separate acoustic,

much in the way of deep bass or

the local one can be acontradictory nuisance.
As readers will know from my evangalisings over the years,

loud climaxes.
But here came the next
surprise, as we had plenty of both,

none of the above is meant to imply that surround sound isn't
worth pursuing. But unless one has avery large well-damped

coupled with adequate detail in
orchestral texture and the support

room, what is achieved will' inevitably be acompromise — an

of asplendid reverberant frame.

following that revelatory Bridgewater evening, Ifeel that my
small purlieu would, ideally, demand that all five speakers be

Two of us in the group had

uncertain aural hinterland between hall and home And

attended countless concerts at

positioned at very close listening range to ensure the room's

London's Festival Hall, again in a

virtual banishment àla headphones.

wide range of seat positions, and

However, when it comes to unencumbered live music, those

from that experience we'd expected poor dynamics and weak

Manchester RaCwrianinov performances excelled beyond

bass at such adistant location. Yet we agreed that, with
large-scale orchestral music at least, Manchester's hall had

measure, displaying an intense devotion that brings to mind
John Culshaw, who in his youth nad felt impelled to write an

triumphantly avoided this particular problem.
As for the ambient aspect, it was intriguing to note that the

enthusiastic book about the composer. Oddly, Culshaw's
Russian hero never joined Wagner, Britten, et al, in his

gloriously spacious-sounding surroundings involved less than a

renowned recording oeuvre. But the Rachmaninov connection
somehow persists in my mind, perhaps because that 1949

half-sphere of immediate space, situated as we were against
the auditorium's rear wall, with an extensive stretch of
people-filled gallery sloping away beneath us to obscure all but
the front few rows of the audience occupying the stalls. Thus

study was agesture of defiance, appearing at atime when the

we were relying mainly on reflections from the hall's sides, the
roof, and from the far end beyond and around the orchestra.

of Grove's Dictionary declared that the success achieved by a

Bearing in mind that this nevertheless provided awide and
attractively embracing reverberant field, Iwondered whether
there are lessons here for those who'd like to recreate
concert-hall spaces via multi-channel technology but who can't
be bothered with sounds from the rear. It's certainly apoint to
consider, although even with speakers mounted in the ceiling
and rear sources moved to the sides, there'd still be the
problem of the listening room's own sonic imprint, which the
ear cannot help registering and whose effects are beyond the
most sophisticated correction strategies. And while it's well

www.hifinews.co.uk

composer tended to be dismissed by the British musical
establishment. Thus Rachmaninov% entry in the 1954 edition
few works in the composer's lifetime was ' not likely to last'.
Yet the popularity of his work has grown relentlessly ever
since, and now encompasses very much more of his music,
notwithstanding the disapproval still voiced in some quarters
because of its unashamed reliance on traditional tear-jerking
melody. This sniffy reaction, though, is simply one
manifestation of alingering faliout from the stifling reign of
serialism, whereby adiminishing rearguard of the avant-garde
feels obliged to treat consonance and melody as signs of
decadence rather than affirmations of music's life- blood.
But more on this next month.

•
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"ffleaîiffl's an esoteric system featuring classic
.womponents that fit comfortably into acosy
zr-/.. -domestic setting. Interview by Steve Harris,
110., petures by Roger Phillips

y
ou

might think that single-ended triodes, horn speakers and
vintage turntables are the preserve of the lone eccentric
tweaker. Not so! This month, we drop in on Mark, who has

put together his remarkably enjoyable enthusiast's
system while maintaining domestic harmony too. We
heard about Mark's system from a fellow enthusiast,
who told us Mark played nothing but Tony Bennett
records, which turned out to be untrue, and that Mark
was himself a singer. ' Yes, it's true. Ido sing! — have
done all my life,' says Mark. ' But only in the last 12
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months have Ibeen taking voice lessons and have done
a few small gigs with a guy on keyboard. We sing
mainly jazz standards from the ' 30s to the '60s.'
Although he'd owned hi-fi equipment as ateenager,
Mark's interest was rekindled in married life by the
almost accidental acquisition of a valve amplifier in
1997. But back to the beginning...
'I've got to mention my dad here, because he was a
very big part of it. He had asystem based around aMO
Beomaster 900 and Beogram 1000, listening to jazz,
www.hifinews.co.uk
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classical and vocal music. Especially Sinatra. So Iwas
always interested in music as aboy, listening to music
on that system. But my first serious system was aWC

listen to pop music, alot of the stuff that Iwas buying
was jazz and classical music, on vinyl.
'So it was system of that time, when solid-state ruled

'Then when CD came along, Igot aFisher CD player,
one of those where the disc played vertically. Iwas a

the roost. Ithen went on to apair of MS12s or 25s in
the mid-1980s, but the Carnival was agreat speaker.'
But hi-fi and music soon took aback seat, Mark says,
when he discovered girls and going to the pub...
'You can then almost fast-forward to around 1997.
We'd moved here by then and I'd inherited an ancient

fairly early convert to CD. At that time, although Idid

Akai system. Ijust started tinkering with it, took it to

set-up. In the late 1970s and early '80s WC still made
very good separates and rack systems. It was aWC AX1
amplifier, Dual turntable, Mordaunt-Short Carnival
speakers, QED 79-strand cable — agood little system!

www.hifinews.co.uk
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pieces and revived
this thing, and the

Clockwise from

process re-sparked
my interest. And at
around the same

SACO player, used
predominantly as a

time, aneighbour of my mother's had aRogers Cadet 3
amplifier that belonged to her son, and she was going
to chuck it in the bin!

two-channel CD
player - note the
Portugese granite
topping!

'This thing was immaculate, it had been in its box
since the late 1960s, and Igot hold of it! It had the
original valves in it and everything. And it worked. I
found aphone number for Rogers, called and spoke to
an engineer. He told me they still had brochures and

Right: Cary
integrated amp;
Thorens classic

reviews on the Cadet, and he actually photocopied
these and sent them to me! And then Idiscovered, from

TD124 turntable

making other enquiries, the name of an ex-Rogers
employee who was working as aservice engineer - and
you know what it's like these days, it's very difficult
track down an independent service engineer who will
service old equipment. Igot him to service the Cadet.
'And Ijust went on using that, with apair of Mission
700s, which the Rogers had no trouble driving.'
Hooked on valves by the Cadet, Mark soon become a
Leak enthusiast. 'Iwas just so fascinated with the work
that Stephen Spicer had done, and the web page he'd
set up - and also the Leak List, the correspondence
group that exists on the intemet - and Imet so many
people who were like-minded, Ijust became more and
more interested in the equipment, the sound of it, the
aesthetics of it.' Inevitably, Mark bought himself aLeak

'A neighbour of my mother's had a
Rogers Cadet 3 amplifier and she
was going to chuck it in the bin!'
Stereo 20, a nicely-restored one, and started looking
around at speakers to replace the Missions.
'I settled on a pair of conventional speakers - the
Rega Alya. These had a very simple crossover, and
were very easy to drive, and as time went by Iadded
further to the system.'
He added, for example, the well-known EAR 834P
phonostage. By this time, Mark had a B&O Beogram
3000 turntable, which he'd bought at one of the
Hertfordshire audio fairs.
'I wouldn't count myself as someone who can do
very extensive restoration work, but Ijust sat down
with it one day on the kitchen table, and Ithought this
MUSIC
Just to prove it's not all Tony Bennett, the

SSO/Yevgeny Svetlanov IHMV/Melodiya LP,

discs we listened to on Mark's system

ASD 25201

included the following:

Art Blakey: Jazz Messengers Ilmpulse!
stereo LP, AS- 7I

Cannonball Adderley/Miles Davis:

Frank Sinatra/Gordon Jenkins: When No

Soinethin' Else !
Blue Note/Classic mono LP,

One Cares ICapitol/EMI LP, H26014111

Blue Note 15951

Sammy Davis Jr: Live At The Cocoanut

Tony Bennett: At Carnegie Hall, Live

Grove !
Warner Archives/Rhino CD

ISony/Columbia Legacy 2C0 1997, 20- bit

8122-74277-21

remaster, COL 488281 21

Respighi: Fountains of Rome, CSO/Reiner

Ella Fitzgerald: Clap Hands Here Comes

IRCA Living Stereo/Classic 45rpm 12in,

Charlie IVerve/Classic Records LP,

LSC-24361

VN6-4053I

Ravel: Alborada Oel Graciosa, CSO/Reiner

Rimsky-Korsakov: Scheherazade, USSR

IRCA Living Stereo/Classic LP, LSC-2222I

thing runs, but Iknow it's not running as well as it
should. So Iliterally took the thing apart piece by
piece, cleaned everything and put it back together, and
lo and behold Ifound that it actually worked better
than it had done before.
'And then I started fiddling, putting on a better
phono cable and so on. But the one thing at this
particular time that made me think "Gosh!" was the
buying of the Quadraspire table. I wouldn't have
thought that a dedicated table would make such a
difference. And Ithought. if that thing makes so much
difference, what else can you do? Istarted looking at
the mains and ended up running new mains cables
throughout. At this time Iwas getting into buying more
and more vinyl. That was the point when Idecided to
invest in aserious deck.'
Then Mark saw an ad for Peter Soper's Slate Audio
operation (now apparently out of business). ' Iwent to
see him and this particular TD124 happened to be
there, serviced and ready to go, with the Ortofon arm
and SPU-GT cartridge. Icame away with it!'
Mark brought this incredibly heavy deck home on
the cramped back seat of his Alfa Romeo, then had to
get it through the front door.
'I was sweating desperately trying not to drop the
thing. Ihad to lie down for a couple of hours after
struggling back with it into the house.
'So at this point I've got the Thorens, the Stereo 20; I
had an Audio Synthesis passive pre, Istill had an older
Sony CD player, and Ididn't have an esoteric tuner at
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left:

Ventas H1 horns;
Beomaster radio
tuner; the Sony

www.hifinews.co.uk

Sweetspot
listening to the sort of music Ienjoy — classical, jazz,
vocals, acoustic music, whatever you call it — this is the
evolution of the system.
'So many times I've seen horns that are much bigger
than this demo'ed well away from the walls. Originally
most of these designs were intended to be used close to
awall or acorner to get as much bass out of the units
as possible. Which is why I've ended up putting these
very close to the wall. If you're listening to jazz or
classical they will will reproduce real-world bass.
'I was also in the right place at the right time for the
Sony '
555ES. That went end-of-line in late 2001 and I
got at a decent discount! Iwasn't really interested in
going multi-channel, so Ithought well, that's just fine.
'Even though I listened to SACD, Irealised that
because CD itself has improved so much, the gap
between very good standard CD and SACD was kind of
closing. So Iwanted to have something that was avery
good CD player that was compatible too.'
Another custom addition to the system is apair of
that time, just the WC. Then Ivisited my friend Jeff
Rabin in Toronto' — it was Jeff who put us in touch
with Mark — ' and came back with a 1962 H H Scott
350c Stereomaster. Itook that ta Graham Tricker and
had that restored. Ididn't have aproper antenna, so I
went the whole hog and got aRon Smith.
1 was listening to a lot of Radio 3 and 4, and I
realised that although the Scott was avery good tuner,

well-finished granite slabs, backed with cork, one on
top of the CD player, one under the Cary. ' Iwas driving

'Because CD itself has improved so
much, the gap between very good
standard CD and SACD was closing'

it was designed for US conditions rather than UK. And
Iwas always interested in B&°, especially the first
Beolab series, designed by Jakob Jensen in the mid
1960s. Ifound an ex-B&O guy, Fred Kristensen, in
Denmark, who restores them. He lives in Struer, next to
the factory. He's been very very helpful to me.
'I found the Cary through the guys at Living Voice;
they were advertising it secondhand and Ihappened to
be in the right place at the right time. It's very well
made and it's surprising what it will drive.'
Now he was quite happy with the Rega speakers, but
being so heavily into valves he was irresistibly drawn
to horn speakers.
'I talked to John Hullah at the Novotel show in 2000
and was smitten with these Ventas horns, because I
thought " Ah, wife acceptance factor!". Because they're
not too big, they look nice and Ithought they'd fit into
the domestic environment. True, if you're listening to
heavy rock, you wouldn't have this type of system. But

down acountry lane in Portugal when Ifound this guy
in the middle of nowhere knocking out kitchen tops.
So Iasked him to make these too.'
Originally Mark used these under the Rega speakers,
but they were too small for the Ventas cabinets — which
didn't need them anyway. In fact, the system benefits
from a combination of tweaks arrived at over a long
period. Mark has given careful attention to the mains
supply, using circuit-breakers instead of fuses in the
consumer unit, a dedicated system earth and a Russ
Andrews Purifier along with Silencers on various
unused sockets. As he says, 'A system like this acts as
amagnifying glass. Change something, or introduce a
component that's abit noisy, and you'll hear it.'
But for the moment at least he's happy. When Iasked
him 'what comes next?', Mark was very definite.
'I don't want to fiddle around with another damned
thing. I'd much rather spend my time listening.' •

THE SYSTEM
Thorens TD124 Mkl/Ortofon SMG 212 tonearm/Ortofon
SPU Classic and SPU-GT cartridges, Slate Audio plInth
Cary 3006 SEI integrated stereo amplifier
EAR 834P m-m/m-c phono amplifier
IMO Beomaster 5000 FM tuner ( 1969)
Sony SCD-555ES SACD/CD player
Ventas HI loudspeakers
Russ Andrews Super Purifier and Silencers
Olsen distribution block
Campaign Audio Design ( CAD) Conqueror —mi mains
cables
Chord Company Chorus interconnects and Cdyssey
speaker cable
TCI Viper tonearm cable
Quadraspire OAV rack
Ron Smith Galaxie 17 FM antenna
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_ Bruckner's Ninth in a new light Hélène Grimaud's Credo it
Scherchen's historic Haydn stellar lineup for Schumann and
Brahms McLaughlin, and Zappa revisited Clapton and The
Uncle Devil Show Audiophile: from Monheit to Megadeath

Classical
BRAHMS
Piano Sonata 3 •
Intermezzo Op.116:6 •
Romance Op.1 18:5
Arthur Rubinstein

CREDO
BEETHOVEN

Piano Sonata Op.31:2 ' Tempest' •
Choral Fantasy
CORIGLIANO Fantasia on an ostinato
PART Credo

JVC JM-XR24010
41m 39s (£special)
Veiled symphonies' was how

Hélène Grimaud, Swedish Radio Choir,
Swedish RSO/Esa-Pekka Salonen
DG 471 769-2 68m 31s (£££)

Schumann described the Brahms

For her first

piano sonatas. Now, you might feel
that Rubinstein didn't 'do' veiled
(he always liked aupfront sound,
as John Culshaw amusingly

recording for DG
(sadly, her last
Warner disc, the
Rachmaninov

recounts in Putting the Record
Straight ); even so, summing up

Second

his survey of recordings of the Third
Sonata from 1926-2002 for the

conducted by
Ashkenazy, was

Concerto

specialist magazine International
Piano [Jan/Feb '03], Calum
MacDonald concluded that this,
Rubinstein's 1959 remake for
RCA, would, 'with agun to my

j
EVia Lbi&s
I
fle.

head', be his first choice. If you
don't mind the pianist's outward
manner, notwithstanding
beautifully quiet playing where
required, you might agree ( my own
preferences would be Lupu,
Curzon or perhaps Ax).

lacklustre)
Hélène Grimaud
dresses in
Balenciaga, has makeup to suggest perhaps amore
mature figure - though the booklet photographs
make her look strangely lupine- and writes adeeply
personal philosophical foreword explaining her
search for aprogramme that worked as an entity.

prepared this Brahms recital adding the Op.10 Ballades from

recordings offer awide suundstage and the widest

A 12m test piece for the 1985 Van Cliburn
Competition, the Corigliano is based on music from
the Allegretto of Beethoven's Seventh Symphony
(heard in aghostly, disembodied way or hammered

dynamic range- in the ' Tempest' slow movement you
hear Grimaud's breathing, more like the sounds of a
cat spitting. Her energy in the opening allegros is
ferocious yet controlled. These two Beethoven

feverishly, only explicit some 9m into the piece). So
that connection makes sense- in principle- with the

think of others I
would rather listen to.

'Tempest' Sonata, placed second. But in Part's 15m
Credo ( 1968 - for piano, mixed chorus and

Whereas I
find the Corigliano both exhilarating and
disturbing - Ravel's Gaspard de la nuit makes an

orchestra) the soloist quotes Bach, not Beethoven his Cmajor Prelude. To my mind Credo follows on

obvious comparison - Part's Credo starts with an

badly from the joyous finale of the Choral Fantasy:
here cut off rather sharply. But then, I
would have

performances are quite outstanding; indeed, I
cannot

interval recalling Handel's Zadok the Priest, ablazing
ff suggestive of Haydn's Creation, then develops as a

loved to have heard applause ( the two performances
with Salonen are live).

polystylistic exercise that is progressively raucous. I
wish Grimaud had not seen this repellent piece as
suited to her purpose. CB

The balances towards the end of the Choral
Fantasy tend to favour voices; the solo piano

PERFORMANCES OUTSTANDING BEETHOVEN AND CORIGLIANO
RECORDINGS WIDE DYNAMIC RANGE

RCA wasted little time in the
States in digitally mastering a
Rubinstein Edition in 1987; the
original producer Max Wilcox

HELENE GRIMAUD

shorter original LP programme,
JVC has not improved the sound,
which suffers from ashallow treble

declared). Of these the songlike

BRAHMS

Romance is more persuasive - in

Piano Sonata 3 •

the Intermezzo the playing is so
daylight-clear as to suggest

1970. Apretty impressive sound

register, tiring at forte, but has

can be realised from that disc

introduced arather curious hollow
ringing to it.

someone who has ' heard it all'.

ERD856721. Although said to be
from the same master, the later
'Gold Seal' transfer [09026 61862

The sound is alittle more mellow
in the two late pieces ( Brahms's

2]was at amuch lower level and
also dulled in quality. Sticking to the

later piano solos were 'too intimate'
for public performance, Rubinstein

liner- notes since the text is almost
all in Japanese. CB
PERFORMANCE RUBISNTEIN AT HIS BEST
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We don't get Irving Kolodin's

RECORDING RCA'S TRANSFERS PREFERRED

Intermezzo Op.76:7 •
Capriccio Op.76:2 •
Five Hungarian Dances
Evgeny Kissin
BMG/RCA 82876 52737 2
56m 15s (£££)
With astring of bad notices of late,
Evgeny Kissin may be wondering

www.hifinews.co.uk

why he ever wanted to settle in
London. But this outstanding
Brahms disc should silence those
who had written him off.
At 30 he was perhaps one of the
youngest pianists to record ( in
2001) Bra hms's massive Op.5
Sonata, and with his extraordinary
technique he is to able to take all
the fences in the outer and middle
movements atempo - where other

BRUCKNER
Symphony 9 • Finale Workshop
VPO/Nikolaus Harnoncourt
BMG/RCA 82876 54332 2

the SACD Harnoncourt wisely eschews any

130m 34e. (£special)
two discs SACD hybrid/CD
'Most concert-goers are perfectly happy with 60

As to the Ninth itself, it is quite glorious.
Harnoncourt's thoughts on how apiece should go

minutes of Bruckner' says Benjamin-Gunnar Cohrs

stands as agreat interpreter of Bruckner- and a
moving one, as the work draws to its close. Not only
does he make greater sense of the dissonances in

Extraordinary. But that's not all: he
voices the music orchestrally,
distinguishing the parts, and has
the measure of Brahms's two
intimate Andantes; the sonata is

the dances were written for piano
duet, and these solo arrangements
are technically demanding; Kissin

the texture of the Ninth, by facing them squarely,
but his pacing is impeccable ( surprisingly flexible

recording) in his
provocative

and creating real intimacy as in places). The playing

essay. He's
thinking

enormous dynamic range from barely audible to
apocalyptic levels, is evidently inspired by the
occasion. And concidentally, it marks anew

claim that the
unfinished Ninth
Symphony

serve as afinale: nowadays acostly suggestion.
As Harnoncourt says ' nhis Workshop lecture doubly incomplete, in that many sheets were
dissipated on Bruckner's death and could still turn up.
However, as the playing of the Vienna Philharmonic

DVORAK
Piano Concerto • The
Golden Spinning Wheel

RECORDING EXCELLENT, OFFERS SURROUND OPTION

Guide for one). Bud this is not the case, and the
composer himself suggested his Te Deum might

German, repeated in English on the CD- the score is

RECORDINGS GOOD CLEAN QUALITY

Harnoncourt series on RCA's ' Red Seal' label! CB
PERFORMANCE NOT TO BE MISSED

(you'll find the suggestion in the recent Penguin

brings both asparkle and

engineer Mike Hatch. CB
PERFORMANCES PRETTY IMPRESSIVE!

of the Vienna Philharmonic, which has an

makes aperfect whole in its three- movement form

likes them as encores and he
robustness to his selection: 1-3,
6and 7. Good sound, courtesy of

have long been fascinating, but here, surely, he

in Harnoncourt's
première

specifically of the
widespread

seen as an organic whole. Then, in

More familiar in orchestral dress,

'performing edition' of afourth movement.

(responsible for the New Critical Edition of the Ninth
Symphony used

pianists slow for the jumps or
otherwise fudge the line.

the Capriccio and in some of the
Hungarian Dances, he shows a
perhaps unexpected sense of
humour and ability to charm.

incandescent and memorable music in these
sketches, although in the Salzburg performance on

brilliantly illustrates, what can be pieced together of
the drafts. some fully orchestrated, is enough for us to
understand that the planned composition would have
been entirely different in balance from what we have
in finished, albeit unreyised, form. There is some

'BRUCKNER AND THE DRAGON CRITIC',
CARTOON BY THEODORE ZASCHE

Pierre- Laurent Aimard,

butchered intended bride is

in EMI's ' Gemini' series they are

RCO/Nikolaus Harnoncourt

miraculously restored to life).

Teldec 8573 87630-2

'Vividly conceived.., superlatively
played... very well engineered' I

worth reconsidering along with
Handley's on CfP and, from more

67m 52s (£££)
Dvorak's ' Cinderella' concerto is

wrote last October. CB
PERFORMANCES DVORAK REAPPRAISED
RECORDINGS VERY GOOD

played here as Dvorak wrote it,
rather than in the well-intentioned
performing versions by Kurz and

recent live performances with the
LSO, Sir Colin Davis's - all budget
discs. ( Going anotch up in price:
Mark Elder's recordings show the
new face of the Hallé in Eiger and
are also worth hearing.) Ahighlight
of Tate's interpretations would be
the slow movement from the

altered. This live performance
shows, more persuasively than the
Richter/Kleiber studio recording on

ELGAR
Symphonies 1and 2 •
Overture Cockaigne •
Sospiri

EMI, that the composer knew what
he was doing, and is most

LSO/Jeffrey Tate
EMI 5 85512 2

the ' malign influence' episode in

remarkable for the sensitivity of

139m 19s (£) two discs

the Rondo, ( iii), which registers

both soloist and accompanying
players in the reflective Andante -

Although neither David Nice nor
Mark Lowther had much to say in

Firkusny where the piano part was

awonderful piece.
For those accepting of the
elaborated score, there's amore
outgoing Firkusny recording made
when he was 78 ( amidprice RCA
double- pack with Janacek and
other Dvorak works; 74321 886
832) which has the ' authenticity' of
the Czech Philharmonic under
Neumann- though I'd rather hear
the Concertgebouw horn sound

www.hifinews.co.uk

JEFFREY TATE

favour of Tate's Elgar Symphonies

Second Symphony, powerful and
moving- though oddly he fails with

rather crudely. I
also admired the
transition into the Adagio
movement in No.1, which DN

than the Czechs'. This version has
the piano much more to the fore of

(No.1: HFN March'93; No.2
Noy '91), in my view they are

things than the naturally balanced

worthy to stand in the company of

singled out for criticism! But one
misses the fluidity of Barbirolli's
wonderful 1956 Pye recording

Teldec voduction.
The tone poem coupFng has
been issued twice before; it is the
one reminiscent Mahler's

Barbirolli's, Boult's or the
composer's. Even if the younger

(Dutton CDSJB 1017).
There's real tenderness near the

conductor can have had less
practical experience of them he

Klagende Lied where - unlike the

was not afraid to present aboldly

other Erben settings - good
triumphs over evil (the king's

individual, spacious view; and the

start of Cockaigne. Generalising,
one might say that Tate's Elgar is
much as Klemperer might have
conducted it- asked by Legge in

LSO players did him proud. Paired

1951 to perform the Enigma

Hi-FiNews
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Variations at aFestival of Britain
concert, he refused, substituting
Mozart's 'Jupiter' Symphony!
Apossible snag is that the
St Augustine's Church, Kilburn,
productions haven't the
transparency of Faulkner's best
work there, in Sir Andrew Davis's
British music series for Teldec.
Here the big acoustic works less in
favour of Elgar's dense orchestral
scoring; perhaps the impression
that the second movement in the
A-flat is running out of control is
much to do with acoustic blurring.
Dover Music combines both
symphonies in full score at £ 18.95
[ISBN 0486408558]. CB
PERFORMANCES HEARTFELT CONDUCTING
RECORDINGS SOMETIMES TOO DENSE

HAYDN
Symphonies 44, 45, 49, 55, 80, 88,
92-104
Vienna SO, Vienna State Opera Orch/Hermann
Scherchen
DG 471 256-2
464m 05s (£) six discs part stereo
Along with Artur Rodzinski, the German conductor
Hermann Scherchen was responsible for the bulk of
the Westminster classical LP catalogue in the
1950s-60s, recording in both London and Vienna. He
clearly was unable to persuade the company to
venture into the modern repertoire with which he was
particularly associated, but as this budget set shows,
he did build up ahuge Haydn symphony portfolio
between 1950 and 1958 - the ' Farewell', aptly the last
in the series, was the only one produced in stereo. It
has the conceit of asking members of the orchestra,
as their parts finish in the finale, to call out 'Auf

SCHUMANN
Symphonies 1-4
Berlin Staatskapelle/Daniel
Barenboim
Teldec 2564 61179-2
139m 53s (£££) two discs
Recorded over three days,
following concert performances
last March, Daniel Barenboim's
Berlin cycle differs hardly at all in
—
=
=
=
=

specific details from the 1977 DG
f
orerunner with the Chicago
Orchestra (years before he became
its musical director - incidentally,
he's conductor for life with the
Staatskapelle) except that here the

—
=
—
—
—

finale repeat is made in Symphony
4 - not necessarily to the
advantage of dramatic flow. The
repeat was never made by the older
generation: Krips, Furtwüangler,

=
=
=
—
—
=

Karajan. You find it too in Giuseppe
Sinopoli's Dresden set ( DG).
Sinopoli shows an entirely different
set of priorities and I
enjoyed
reacquainting myself with his
performances - I
suspect, out of

—
=
=
=
—

the catalogue now.
Here and there Barenboim's
tempi have broadened and the
primary appeal of the ea lier set, the
keenness of the American players,

=
=
—
=

yields to something mellower ( more
Falstaffian?). The Staatskapelle
hasn't the finesse of the Berlin
Philharmonic or VPO, but there's

—
—
—
—
=

some unquestionably lovely
detailing by the various flute,
clarinet or horn principals. Less to
my own taste is the heft Barenboim
attributes to Schumann's

—

symphonic writing and the way he

—
=
—
—
=
=

overdoes changes of pulse, while
his tempo for the Romanza in 4is
surely too slow to support the
material. I
mind less his
comfortable pacing in the 'Spring'
Finale but these are both examples
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wiedersehen' and clump off stage ( not always
convincingly in terms of stereo positioning).
This is just one example of Scherchen having
'ideas', some of them not alittle cranky. His crawling
tempo in the Adagio of the Trauersymphonie is
another; and while that for the lovable Symphony 88
is some 4m longer than in Furtwangler's classic DG
reading, Scherchen juxtaposes awilfully fast
Men uetto. His solution to the keyboard part in the
finale of 98 is to
use solo violin.
In general
terms, though,
these are
versions to
explore then
treasure for the
phrasing- the
slow movement
of the'Clock' is a
prime example which is so musical. The set has readings to rank
with the most memorable Haydn by his
contemporaries: Furtwangler in 88, 94; Jochum's
Berlin 88/98, now boxed with his sadly
disappointing LPO ' London' series; Monteux's
'Clock' with the VPO; some Beecham; van
Beinum's ' Miracle' ( indeed!). It is even impressive
as mono sound in many cases- in the context of a
very thorough examination of the conductor's
approach, the booklet essay notes the techniques
favoured by Westminster.
Perhaps Universal will let us have acomparable
Beethoven anthology: we've yet to hear on CD all
Scherchen's London recordings of symphonies, the
piano concertos with Badura-Skoda or Egmont. CB
PERFORMANCES SOME ECCENTRICITIES
RECORDINGS NO RESERVATIONS HERE

HERMANN SCHERCHEN

where Sinopoli, for one, chooses
speeds that sound less contrived.
Szell and Ka rajan of course,
brought aleaner sound to these
works (as before, Barenboim's has
his violins divided), and their cycles
would be easier to live with. CB
PERFORMANCES OVERVVEIGHTED
RECORDINGS

NEXCEPTIONABLE

SCHUMANN
Fantasiestücke Op.88
BRAHMS
Piano Quartet Op.25
Martha Argerich, Gidon
Kremer, Yuri Bash met,
Mischa Maisky
DG 463 700-2
58m 17s (£££)
'A five star recording from four
stars' says the shrinkwrap sticker.
Well, maybe. Three stars, of course,
in the Schumann, this being the
first piano trio of 1842 ( Maisky and
Argerich have already recorded the
Fantasiestücke Op.73 on DG 469
524-2). Brahms's First Piano

Quartet is the most popular of the
three with its 'gypsy rondo'; it was
the principal work by which the
composer introduced himself to a
Viennese audience and the one
which Schoenberg orchestrated in
1937 to bizarre effect.
Argerich and her Russian friends
made this recording six months
after an
acclaimed
2001 Verbier
Festival
performance; but
whereas most
memorable
versions
come from
augmented
groups
intimately
connected the Beaux
Arts Trio with
Trampler;
Serkin and

the Busch Quartet - here we have,
it seems to me, players less
successful in subordinating their
individualism to the music to hand.
The Schumann is much better in
this respect and the slow
movement, Duett, and marchfinale are irresistible; this is not a
work widely represented in the

YURI BASHMET, MISCHA MAISKY, MARTHA ARGERICh AND GIDON KREMER

www.hifinews.co.uk

Music Choice

That Bruckner's Te Deum, from
the same 1972 concert, is a

catalogue. The Teldex studio
production is rather busier in the
Brahms, as if each player had a

success is less surprising; there's a
taut Fifth Symphony too. And an

microphone of his/her own; thus

of the Dvorak symphony. Overall,
these are readings of such
individuality that you either shun
them or surrender and allow

we don't get awell blended sound.
Fortunately, the wholly admirable

engaging Haydn 104, afavourite

Argerich is never obscured by the
strings. This is ahigh-octane

Beethoven's No.1 he brought
comparatively little of interest,

account, an over-worked account,

though the Vienna Philharmonic's
playing is fine. In the Dvorak we

The sound here is clean with
decent stereo, but seems to have
added reverb to counter the dry

encounter Karajan at his showiest,
pulling this lovely music apart and

RFH acoustic.CB
PERFORMANCES SOMEWHAT SHAKY

treating the Eighth asa virtuoso
piece for himself and his orchestra.

RECORDING QUITE DECENT

with Karajan ( three recordings). To

whatever the attractions of the
line;4; here. CB
PERFORMANCES TOO MANY COOKS...'
RECORDINGS NOT ENTIRELY SATISFACTORY

HERBERT VON MRAIAN

OBOE CONCERTOS

KARAJAN AND
THE VP0

by Goossens, Martinu,
Mozart and Vaughan
Williams

Symphonies by
Beethoven, Bruckner,
Dvorak, Haydn and
Schubert e Choral and
orchestral works by
Bruckner, Mozart and
R Strauss

Nancy Ambrose King, Janacek
PO/Jeremy Swerling

Cala CACD 1035
68m 31s (££)
This, I
think, boils down to a
recommendation for the Goossens

Slightly dim and distant
recordings but apackage, as Ihave
suggested, to counterweight, in
particular, the Berlin/DG studio
alternatives. CB
PERFORMANCES HvK AS HE REALLY SOUNDED
RECORDINGS MIXED IN QUALITY

KLAUS TENNSTEDT
SMETANA Overture
The Bartered Bride
DVORAK Symphony 8
JANACEK Sinfonietta

yourself to be drawn into them. Like
entering adilapidated, fascinating,
possibly dangerous old structure...

THE SMETANA
QUARTET
BEETHOVEN
Quartet in F, Op.18:1
MOZART
Quartet in D, K499
SMETANA
Quartet in E minor
Smetana Quartet
BBC Legends BBCL 4137 2
77m 40s (££) mono
These BBC recordings— the

Concerto: not by Leon, but written
for him (as was the Vaughan

Edith Mathis, Joanra Simon,
Horst Laubentha;, José van
Dam, Vienna State Opera

Williams) by his brother Eugene in
1927. It's acolourful piece in one

Choir, VPO/Herbert von
Ka ra jan

movement lasting 12 minutes, and

Andante AND2060

BBC Legends BBCL 4139 -2

'Hoffmeister' and Smetana's

thoroughly enjoyable in the hands
of the American soloist Nancy

274m 30s (££) tour discs

72m 23s (££)
Tennstedt's late career was like the

Quartet ' From my Life' from the
RFH in 1965 — typify the

trajectory of acomet; emerging
from East Gernany in 1971 he won

performances of amarvellous
group, no strangers to Britain, who

international acclaim then illness
(throat cancer) led to early
retirement. When Solti left the LPO,

from 1949 exercised the discipline

Tennstedt became its musical
director until 1987; this late
Festival Hall concert from April

labels, not least Su praphon, whose

part mono
In the television film on conductors,

King, an oboe player able to sieze

but cut on editing for the Warner
DVD, was asequence of Karajan

the idiom necessary for each of
these four contrasted works. The
Mozart, though, is what older radio
listeners might term of ' lunch time

conducting the ' New World'

concert' standard and hardly worth
perpetuating on records, clean and

phenomenal energy ata certain

Symphony that showed his

tidy though the solo phrasing might
be. The sound is odd at the
beginning: distant and foggy, it put

age ( inevitably lessened by
crippling back pail in his later
years). As these Salzburg Festival
recordings from 1964-79 show,
Karajan live could be far more

me in mind of the sound of
electronic stereo Heliodor LPs.
The balance is improved
elsewhere but textures are

exciting than in the polished studio
versions— eg, Also sprach

insufficiently clear for Martinu,
whose 1955 Concerto is performed

Haydn's ' London' symphonies with
the same orchestra on Decca.

here with the original second finale
cadenza, cut from the published

Although represe-ited only in mono
(asare Beethoven's First

score, reinstated. The small
orchestra score contains an
important part for pianoforte, while
the Andante features solo horn, as

Zarathustra. Dvorak's Eighth and

Philharmonic seems to comprise
mostly young musicians; it is one of
the Czech Radio orchestras. They

AUDIOPHILE
4
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no bad thing in the symphony,
since Dvorak himself had been an

1756d LPs were aboon to
collectors in the early 1960s
(memorable Beethoven couplings
of Opp.18:1/95; 59:3; 127/133;
works by Haydn, Schubert,
Dvorak, anumber of modern
composers and, inevitably, the two
Smetana Quartets).
The Manchester recording is
restricted in range, sounding more
dim and flat than the RFH pairing,
and perhaps this colours reactions

'Unfinished) the Strauss tone-

time, and which EMI was hoping it
might secure for release. Thirteen

to the Beethoven, which emerges
as wholly lyrical and rather
comfortable. In spite of this

years later it strikes me less

impression it is wonderful playing,

must have been thrilling in the hall.

favourably at first rehearing: the
insistent balance of the timpani

with every part clear — stereo would
have added little other than spatial

Nonetheless, it is Mozart's
'Coronation' Mass that stands out
in this collection — principally

part in the trio section of the
scherzo is just one example of
Tennstedt's 'wood for the trees'

definition — pure intonation and
singing lines. The Mozart is robust

because the chorus is more

approach, threatening some
instability. This is more apparent in
the Janacek: good in the wilder
aspects but obscuring the care for

BEN WATSON

JOHNKY BLACK

ESSLER • ALL DISCS MW BE OBTAINED FROM THE HiFI JIEWS CD SERVICE
i52 111

somewhat Wagnerian tenor toit —

to be found on various record

Eighth, which gripped me at the

Singverein, which Karajan
invariably used for recordings.
Edith Mathis is outstanding here.

ER BREUKG

CLASSICAL REVIEWS

unstintingly to this nervy, rather
erratic, musician.
The programme was all of Czech
music yet Tennstedt brought a

of playing from memory. They were

Symphony and Schubert's

dynamic than the Venna

don't really discover the Vaughan
Williams sound. CB
PERFORMANCES GOOSSENS RECOMMENDED
RECORDINGS POOR TO MODERATE

1991, as conouctor laureate, gives
an idea of how the players gave

Beethoven from its Manchester
studios ( 1963), Mozart's

admirer. I
well remember this

poem, amixture as black in parts
as Wagner's Ring, elsewhere with
the light touch of Rosenkavalier,

it were ' introducing' the oboe to an
aural fairy tale setting. From the
liner photograph, the Janacek

LPO/Kla us Tennstedt

II vice, ££ midprice:

budget, Especial POA

rather than pastel-coloured: again,
rhythmic, beautifully separated.
I
calculate that I
cannot have
heard the Smetana in over 20
years: odd how, just like

Legends transfer, the BBC SO/

encountering an old family
photograph, the music comes

Kempe live performance.
The Smetana overture ( another

back to one in every detail. This
'signature' piece sets the seal on a

form so apparent in another BBC

piece memorably characterised in
aKempe RPO studio alternative) is
hard driven, exciting like the close

rewarding archive programme. CB
PERFORMANCES BBC ARCHIVE TREASURE!
RECORDINGS INCONSISTENT MONO SOUND
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Jazz
JOHN MCLAUGHLIN
THIEVES AND POETS
UNIVERSAL JAZZ
0602498010754 ( 44m 23s)
Thieves and Poets is a25- minute
piece for orchestra and acoustic
guitar that was first written for
performance with the Deutsche
Kammerphilharmonie. It has gone
through several incarnations, the
most recent being one for the
Monte Carlo Ballet. This version
brought on board soloists Viktoria
Mullovia (violin), Matt Haimovitz
(cello), Paul Meyer (clarinet),
Philippe Loli (guitar) and Bruno
Frumento (tympani). That
description, however, makes the
music sound more exciting than it
is. This record reveals the light
music core that always beat at the
heart of Ma havishnu Orchestra:
'Sketches of Spain' without even
the strange rattle of Miles' trumpet.
Instead, the kind of level 'goodtoned' guitar which spells dinner
jazz. The CD is filled out with four
standards played by five guitars
and one bass, dedicated to
McLaughlin's first love, the piano.
Those who like guitars for what they
are, rather than what they can be
made todo, should steer clear. BW

real thing: an intelligent handling of
the Zappa/King Crimson legacy, a
tradition that questions the power
of rock with musical, rather than
moral, means. The clever title
'Cunnimingus' indicates where this
group is coming from, as does
Andrew Norris's surreal, warped
curses versus George W Bush on
'King Kong'. A' Zappa covers band'
that reflects on the material. BW
PERFORMANCE NERVY, NEARLY THERE
RECORDING APTLY LUSH AND PROCESSED

ABSOLUTE ZERO
CRASHING ICONS
ReR MEGACORP m.r.2
(63m 11s)
The name here that'll ring abell
with English audiences is Pip Pyle,

Jardines' atonal anthems to shine.
The bass guitar deliver aggressive
solos, the synths are alien and funly
and Pyle's flurryesque drumming is
better than ever. There's also some
excellent trumpet from Keith
Hedger. Nice. BW
PERFORMANCE STORMING
RECORDING DENSE, TOUGH, CLEAR

BOHJASS UPAS
MILITIA
DERRIERE...
POURQUOI?
TIMOTHY PLEDGER 2
(66m 31s)
Melbourne- based composer and
saxophonist -timothy Pledger has
been leading Bohjass for several
years. It's to his credit that he's

I
ITANT COLLECTIVE

SUSIE IBARRA &
MARK DRESSER
TONE TIME
WOBBLY RAIL WOB014

(57m 26s)

THE WRONG OBJECT
PLAY ZAPPA AND A
FEW TUNES OF THEIR

Paul Bley that weighs on so much
ECM and Berklee School jazz, and
confuses resignation with
sophistication) and Delville's guitar
attempts to wake it up too
suddenly. Perhaps saxophonist
Yves Dellicour sounds alittle
undecided whether he wants to be
Jan Garbarek or Motorhead
Sherwood on ' King Kong'. Yet, in a
modern music scene that regularly
trundles out all the paraphernalia of
intelligence ( laptops, bald heads,
performers' desk-tops like mad
electronic laboratories), this is the
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parts knock the Ecstatic Jazz shtik
being touted in the States into a
cocked hat. Bohjass's aesthetic is
third-worldist, emotional, heavy: as
Jerry Dammers proved with the
Specials,this is something you can
only bring off if you've got awill to
wield exoticism like arevolutionary
weapon— and have akeen
arranger's ear. WB

RECORDING SYMPATHETIC, WARM, ROBUST

RECORDING PREDICTABLY PERFECT

The title is no idle boast: leader and
guitarist of The Wrong Object from
Liège, Belgium, is writing tunes
which emulate Zappas for
succinct idiosyncrasy and melodic
lilt. Perhaps ' Malign Siesta' drags a
little too much Eurojazz baggage
(that soporific inheritance from

alienation. 'Where's Tyrone' adds
urgent, sarcastic poetry to languid
dub funk, and for some reason it's
completely convincing, Aussie
accent and all. The multiple horn

PERFORMANCE THE CHOPS OF A

PERFORMANCE NOT AWRONG NOTE

OWN
TWO RECORDS GAL 2016
(57m 17s)

Dam ba la released their terrifying
anti-apartheid 12in 'Zimbabwe'
('crucifyVorster ...') has anyone
managed to make the atmosphere
of the Doors' Riders On The Storm'
sound so like acall to arms. ' My
Elder Brother' is the kind of militant
stomp they used to be able to play
in Bristol before Massive Attack
froze everything in Tech no

drummer with Miller/Coxhill,
Hatfield & the North and National
Health. Here he was brought in as
replacement for Paul Roger, the
inspiration behind Absolute Zero's
heroic 20-year existence in France.
Enrique Jardines ( bass) and
Aislinn Quinn (synth, organ,
vocals) write ambitious Prog Rock
which initially baffled Pyle. In 1999,
the trio toured the States and
recorded an album in adigital
studio in Tampa, Florida. Returning
the next year, they found the
studio's hard disk was corrupted.
The band went on adrinking spree.
Then they borrowed drums and
're-recorded the whole bloody
thing again ... more improvised but
somehow sounding tighter for it.
This is agreat record, aLast Exitstyle fury burning off bad memories
of Genesis and Yes ripping off the
Canterbury scene. Quinn's
wonderfully strident vocals make

managed to retain the excellent
musicians on his first release:
Michael Portley (drums), Ali Watts
(bass), Ned Colette (guitar) and
Cam McAllister (trumpet). These
players, evidently committed to
Pledger's demanding concept,
provide the scaffolding for a17piece big band: six reeds, four
brass, two electric guitars, bass,
percussion and two drummers.
This was recorded live at the Planet
Cafe, and engineer Dave Nelson's
sound is gorgeous, allowing both
the push of the ensemble and the
specificity of each instrument to
register. At first the music recalls
the kind of thing Don Cherry did
with the Jazz Composer's Orchesta
(Relativity Suite, 1973), but
Pledger has away of writing
ritualistic dirges for electric
instruments which creates a
distinctly Bohjass' atmosphere.
Not since the reggae band

As afine bass player on the New
York scene, Mark Dresser seems to
have been around forever.
Drummer Susie Ibarra has
gradually made her name known,
first as drummer in the David S.
Ware Quartet when they signed for
Sony in 1998 (she split amongst a
storm of accusations), and then in
notable duets with guitarist Derek
Bailey, who admires her open
rhythms and timbrai variety.
Beautifully recorded by Andy Taub
at Brooklyn Studio on 15 July
2003, this is an umnannered
exploration of the pleasures to be
had from musical dialogue and
instant invention. The exhilarating
aspect of the playing is that both
players are aware that any sound
may be heard as either pitch or
rhythm, and the instruments
weave, swap roles and respond in a
continual scintillating dance. There
are more obvious grooves here
than in Free Improvisation, but they
stem from the physical energy of
the players, they're not imposed as
astraitjacket or uniform. Lovely to
hear musicians who make such
gorgeous sounds with their
instruments revel in keeping
everything in the air. WB
PERFORMANCE SPRITELY, FRESH
RECORDING INTIMATE, REALISTIC
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Rock
ERIC CLAPTON

Me & Mr Johnson

alimited edition of 1000, sold for

point I
received afollow-up letter

the prism of adiamond. His ability

$10 atime to customers of the
Crocodile, afavourite Minus Five

from the band's PR company
revealing that Uncle Devil frontman

to write songs that cut to the core of
what really matters to grown-up

hangout in Seattle. It wonderfully
distils the essence of '60s US
garage rock, with broad splashes of

Jason Barr is actually Justin Currie
of Del Amitri, in akind of celtic

folks — love, lasting happiness and
relationships — is quite

super-trio along with singersongwriter Kevin McDermott of the

extraordinary, because he does it
almost entirely without pretension

Kevin McDermott Orchestra plus
drummer Jim McDermott of

(49M 32S)

The Seeds, The Outsiders, The
Barbarians, The Standells ( and of

Clapton's love affair with 1930s'
blues pioneer Robert Johnson runs

course The Byrds) all over the
place. The thunderous opening

Simple Minds and The Silencers.

or cynicism. Songs as affectingly
honest as ' The Girl You Used To Be'
don't come along every day, and his

back to his earliest years as a
musician, to the days of his tenure

surfadelic instrumental ' Bambi

The combination is pleasant

good advice in the easy-grooving

Molester', starts just as it should
with acry of ' 1, 2, 3, 4...' before the

enough but, unLke ' Gilbert
O'Sullivan' most of the songs don't

vocals and wheezy keyboards, may

distorted guitars kick in; ' The Girl I
Never Met' is amid-tempo

quite come off as well as the band's

be simple but it's also true. On a

pedigree would seem to promise.

purely musical level, there's a

smoothie that should have been
written by Chris Hillman of The

Instead, the feeling is of

gorgeous little guitar figure running
through the haunting As Beautiful
As You', atasty Steve Stills

REPRISE 9362 48730 2

as lead guitarist (aka ' God') in John
Mayall's Bluesbreakers. Over the
years he has continued to record
Johnson's songs, so it was almost
inevitable that this tribute would
eventually appear. The differences
are immediately apparent. Where
Johnson was arough and ready
acoustic solo innovator in anewly
developing style who almost never
played aguitar solo, Clapton is a
sophisticated electric bluesman
working in agenre whose
conventions are long-established.
Obviously, the thrill of hearing
Johnson's raw and impassioned
pleas for love and understanding

Byrds; and anyone who doesn't
love that cheesy organ in ' Lies Of
The Living Dead' and ' Dr Evil:
Doctor Of Evil' should be taken out
immediately and shot for crimes
against disputable taste. No
surprises then, because this is
essentially ahomage to former
glories, but it's alot of fun,
especially when you run it through
an amp that's too powerful for your
speakers and crank it to overdrive.

professional musos indulging
themselves. There's nothing with
the jangly joie-de-vivre that Currie
can whisk up WM Del Amitri, and
'The Sidelong Glances Of APigeon
Kicker' is asong so desperate to
impress listeners with its
cleverness that the urge to move on
to the next track is irresistible. For
added credibility they've included
the f-word and the c-word on a
couple of tracks, but I
suspect that
the 10% sales boost usually
guaranteed by having aParental

'Hold On', with its gospelly backing

fingerpicking vibe to ' After The
Party' and Dawson's harmonica
duetting with Dave Andrews'
trombone on the Jamie O'Hara
composition ' Cold Hard Truth' is an
unalloyed delight. Watch out too for
the hidden extra track at the end.
You have to wait for it, but it's well
worthwhile. JB
PERFORMANCE ARARE FIND
RECORDING SIMPLE BUT CRYSTAL CLEAR

can never be replicated, so Clapton

But you'd never do that, would you?

wisely goes for the other option,
making the songs breathe again for

JB
PERFORMANCE KICKIN'

Advisory sticker on the front won't

THE ZOMBIES

do the Uncle Devil Show much

AS FAR AS ICAN SEE

anew audience. For me, although
his guitar remains apotent
weapon, Clapton's voice has
become his strongest instrument,

RECORDING

good in the long run. JB

REDHOUSE

PERFORMANCE FAILS TO MATCH PEDIGREE
RECORDING VARIABLE

(16m 23s)
For this album, Rod Argent and

JULIAN DAWSON

vocalist Colin Blunstone are the
only original Zombies involved,

MS USUAL GARAGE FARE

THE UNCLE DEVIL
SHOW

REDHCD3

sounding remarkably gritty and
soulful for amulti- millionaire, and

A TERRIBLE BEAUTY
P3 MUSIC P3M009 ( 43m

BEDROOM SUITE

the best solos on the album
certainly come from his
accompanists, particularly Billy

38s)
It takes guts to write asong in praise
of Gilbert O'Sullivan, and that's

BLUE ROSE

Preston on keyboards and Jerry
Portnoy on harmonica. JB

what Glasgow's Uncle Devil Show

instrumentalist singer-songwriter

in 1961. Anyone expecting a

have done on their debut album.

who writes songs in which his

successor to their timeless classic

PERFORMANCE BEGUILING YET GRITTY

It's anice little song, one that I
was
still thoroughly enjoying two days

humanity shines through his

Odyssey And Oracle should think

craftsmanship like invisible light

again though because, despite

after Ireceived this CD, at which

transformed into arainbow through

Rod's ever- impressive keyboards,
Colins still lovely voice and those

RECORDING POLISHED

MINUS FIVE
IN ROCK
YEP ROCK YEP 2064 ( 35m
30s
Most of the folks who've ever heard
of The Minus Five seem to think
they're aside project of Peter Buck
from REM. In fact, they're aside
project of Scott McCaughey of
Seattle band The Young Fresh
Fellows, and the very wonderful Mr
Buck just happens to be one of the
guys who plays with them most of
the time. McCaughey, however, is
the band's frontman and also a
frighteningly prolific songwriter,

BLUCD0325

(44m 17s)
JD is arare find — amulti-

Clapton slatest includes never-covered- before Robert Johnson songs

although bassistJim Rodford, who
played in Rod's '70s band Argent,
was also the man who enabled the
Zombies' first rehearsal, way back

distinctive vocal harmonies, this
album is an entirely different kettle
of fish — which is exactly as it should
be. 'Wings Against The Sun' does
have baroque echoes of ' ARose
For Emily', but that's about as far as
it goes. Otherwise, this is an album
whose virtues lie in the maturity of
the men involved, rather than in the
restless spirit of youthful adventure
that inspired Odyssey And Oracle.
The delicately Latin-tinged
'Together' is ahighlight, although it
recalls Blunstone's solo career
more than The Zombies, and the

who seems to knock out

use of astring orchestra throughout

memorable little songs on adaily

the album adds alustre and
lushness to the songs. It's avery

basis and who definitely needs at
least two bands just to be able to
record them all. This wonderfully
uncomplicated album, recorded in

welcome return indeed but, no, it's
not really The Zombies.
PERFORMANCE MATURE

two days, first appeared in 2000 as

RECORDING LUSH
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Oxford
Audio

Oxford Audio Consultants are devoted entirely to
your listening and viewing pleasure.

Consultants
Ltd
Opening Hours:
10am-6pm,
Monday-Saturday.
Oxford Audio
Consultants,
Cantay House,

C ince Oxford Audio Consultants

awere established in 1988, we have
built a reputation as one of the
leading specialists in audio, home
cinema, audio-visual
rnedia installations.

and

multi-

We arc constantly striving to find and
stock
the
best equipment
in
established and new technologies
ranging from record-decks and valve
amplifiers to digital radio tuners,
intemet-connected
multi-room
systems,
state-of-the-art
home
cinemas and fully computerised
lighting and ' smart-home' controls.
Our

equipment

and

installations

range from the modest' to the
'magnificent but no matter what

and conunercial premises, we cm
even provide outdoor loudspeakers

Park End Street,

kir your garden that look like stones

Oxford OX1 1JD

and sound magical' We are happy to
your purchase is, we provide awide

m, Ile,

range of solutions that are both
imaginative and of the highest
quality.

the best grojector, plasma and TV
based systems. We have awide range

will be able to experience

of decor and invisible loudspeakers

Ow staff arc knowledgeable, frank

throughout our stege.
Oxford Audio Consultants provide a

and friendly and will assist you
with your purchase; they will be
able to advise you on everything

full range of custom installation
services for the home as well as hotel

arrange site visits and surveys and
quote for most domestic and
commercial
applications.
Our
installations range from the invisib,e
to the dramatic, but no matter what
you choose we aim to provide
something that is beautiful for both
the eye and the ear!

Tek 01865 790879
Fax: 01865 791665
Email: oxford.audio@
btconnect.com

from the replacement stylus for
your turntable to the installation of
a multi-room audio and lighting
system. We can demonstrate a

Website:

wide range of equipment in one of
our three listening rooms, one for
small ' lifestyle'
audio
and

pg

www.oxfordaudio.co.uk

surround sound systems, one for
audio, and one tOr hot,, ,
Inema

en)
z

=
9Holywell Hill, St. Albans,
Hertfordshire, All lEU

tr-01727 855577

EST. 1978

Now the home cinema bubble has burst
-let's get back to the music

FAX: 01727 858 72
We stock fine equipment from:AE * ASH * ATC * AUDIO ANALOGUE
AVANTGARDE * AYRE * BRYSTON
CABLE TALK * CHORD CO
COPLAND * DENON * DIAPASON * EAR
HARBETH * ISOTEK * JBL * JM LAB
KEF * LEXICON * LYRA * MARTIN LOGAN
MADRIGAL * MARANTZ
MARK LEVINSON * MICHELL
NAIM AUDIO * NORDOST
NOTTS ANALOGUE * OPERA * ORTOFON
PMC * PROAC * PROCEED * PROJECT
REGA RESEARCH * ¡(EL
REVEL * RUARK * ROKSAN
SME * SONUS FABER * SPENDOR * STAX
SUMIKO * TANNOY * TEAC
TUBE TECHNOLOGY * UNISON
\\ \ DI \ * VERDII R
MOST ITEMS AVAILABLE
MAIL ORDER CARRIAGE FREE
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Music Choice

Audiophile
RORY BLOCK
LAST FAIR DEAL
Telarc SACD-63593
(50m 47s) SACD
Sensitive handling of this blues
gem means you won't be tempted
to switch to stereo. It's as good as it
gets, awholly modern recording
showcasing awoman who does
more to keep acoustic blues alive
than just about any other current
practitioner; her interpretations of
classic Robert Johnson material
rank with the best, while her
originals ooze authenticity. Think
Keb' Mo' meets Bonnie Raitt, and
you'll come away from this with a
warm glow. Truly sublime.
PERFORMANCE EARTHY

MEGADEATH
PEACE SELLS...BUT
WHO'S BUYING?
DTS Entertainment 6928601106-9-4 ( 36m 12s)
DV D- A
17 years on, and the band's second
-and arguably finest - album
reinforces the notion that heavy
metal hasn't evolved abit; it could
have been recorded this week. But
the playing still impresses, in a
speed-freak- pleasing way, and you
have to wonder why the band
always seemed overshadowed by
Metallica. An all-enveloping slice of
intelligent thrash, augmented by a
brace of videos.

RECORDINGS ,VELCCME TO 1957

THE PERSUASIONS
A CAPPELLA DREAMS

Chesky JD251 ( 55m 04s) CD
96/24 recording
Their second for Chesky contains
the usual mix of choice covers, but
why didn't they go all the way with a
tribute to Elvis? This set contains ' In
The Ghetto', ' Don't', ' Peace In The
Valley', ' Good Luck Charm' - why
not just add ' Don't Be Cruel',

JANE MONHEIT

NEVER NEVER LAND

ROBERT CRAY
TIME WILL TELL

COME DREAM WITH ME

Silverline 288210-8
(48m 52s) DVD-A
With so many other young,
revivalist bluesmen around, it's
easy to forget that Cray was a
one-man crusade acouple of
decades back. Laidback without
being soporific, slick without
sounding show-bizzy, he's become
-with no loss of irony - an AfricanAmerican Eric Clapton. Here he
sounds like what afew more
decades might actually make him
in the public's esteem: ablues
institution. As the title says....

Silverline 288219-9 ( 52m
28s) DVD-A
Interesting: retro- retro. Not only is
jazz vocalist Monheit covering
standards - as have Cyndi Lauper,
Rod Stewart and athousand others
done recently - she's opted for their
original stylings. Adeceptively
young woman more Clooney-PageLee than post- Dianne Reeves, she
infuriates hipsters', but this whiff of
vintage air is all the more refreshing
for it. Neither does it hurt that she
sings like an angel, and has
attracted backing from giants such
as Kenny Barron, Hank Crawford,
David ' Fathead' Newman and Ron
'Teddy Bear' and afew more to add
it to their earlier run of tributes?
That aside, it's classic acappella
performed by the masters. Roll on
the SACD version.
PERFORMANCE PURELY VOCAL
RECORDING 4RM, FUZZY - IN AGOOD WAY

THE SEARCHERS
THE COLLECTION
Audio Fidelity AFZ018 ( 41m
05s) SACD
Hands down, the finest-ever
sounding transfer of the Pye-era
Searchers, Steve Hoffman making
the most of access to the genuine
40-year-old master tapes. Sublime
British Invasion pop- this band
were No 2band to the Beatles in
Liverpool - with more air and
punch than even the original
singles. ' Sweets For My Sweet',
'Needles & Pins' - 17tracks with
only one possible area for
complaint: someone is gonna

www.hifinews.co.uk

RECORDINGS

T¡

FR THAN YOU CAN IMAGINE

TIERNEY SUTTON

DANCING IN THE DARK

Telarc SACD-63592 ( 55m 04s)
SACD
With acover line of ' Inspired By the Music
of Frank Sinatra', you know you're in for a
session of standards. But unlike Monheit
here, Sutton's approach is darker and
moodier. Also, Sutton eschews fireworks,
and the disc reeks of smoke-filled night
clubs and the kind of dresses onlyJulie
London could fill. Damn, is this disc sexy.
PERFORMANCE SULTRY
RECORDING SILKY

SWAG

RECORDING CONE- RIPPING

Silverline 288218-9 ( 46m
10s) DVD-A

RECORDING CONTROLLED FUNK

PERFORMANCES REVERENT BUT FRESH

prefer the mono mixes.
PERFORMANCES PERFECT ' 60S POP

PERFORMANCE EDGY AND ENERGETIC

RECORDING FAULTLESS

PERFORMANCE SOULFUL AND SINCERE

Carter. She even managed to
survive ' Over the Rainbow', asong
now clearly owned by the late and
great Eva Cassidy.

CATCH ALL
Hi- Res
HRM2016
(36m 04s)
DVD-A
Hot-damn!!!
Imagine a
supergroup with
elements of Wilco,
Cheap Trick, the
Mavericks and
others joining
forces to honour
the 1960s pop
ethic, with askill
worthy of the
Wondermints.
Then, create a
compilation of eigh
fresh tracks and
four from arare EP,
prepared by the
sonic wizards at
Hi- Res. You'll hear
traces of the Left Banke, the Raspberries,
the Searchers and more Beatles influenc
than anyone should dare. Apowerpop
gem that just happens to sound fantastic.
PERFORMANCES THAT THING YOU DO REDUX
RECORDINGS TOO GOOD FOR 7IN SINGLES

FRANK ZAPPA
HALLOWEEN
DTS Entertainment 6928601101-9-9 ( 70m 24s)
DVD-A 5.1; DTS 5.1
Perfect Zappa archive fodder for DVD-A in
the form of alive gig filmed in New York
City, in 1978. Zappaphiles have their
preferred periods in the FZ timeline, but
few can fault the performances, sound
quality or choice of material here, which
includes ' Dancin' Fool', ' Don't Eat The
Yellow Snow' and ' Muffin Man'. Deftly
transferred to multi-channel, it's just a
shame Uncle Frank isn't around to pass
verdict on this disc.
PERFORMANCE MOTHER-LY
RECORDING LIKE HE NEVER LEFT US
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Or why most speaker measurements are ( almost) useless. Keith Howard
investigates room reflections, resonances and the effects of time

y

es, the provocative intro is deliberate, calculated
hyperbole, contrived to catch your eye. But decide

for yourself, having read this article through,
whether it is justified by the evidence. My contention,
to couch it in more measured tones, is that the
measurements that accompany modern loudspeaker
reviews — if there are any measurements included at all,
that is — tell the reviewer and reader frustratingly little
about what for the past half-century has been
acknowledged to be one of the principal determinants
of speaker sound quality. The reason for this, in aword,
is time — or rather alack of it — and what this means for
the measurement tools now in widespread use.
Most readers ' of this magazine will have heard of
MLSSA or seen its initials attached to loudspeaker
measurements. MLSSA is the system I use for
measuring speakers, as do many other reviewers and
manufacturers. It was the original MLS (maximum
length sequence) measurement system and has become
a de facto industry standard as aresult. But there are
numerous other broadly equivalent measurement
packages now on offer, many of which exploit the ready
availability of sound cards with a sufficiently high
standard of audio performance to allow them to double
as measurement hardware. (MLSSA, by contrast, uses
its own card to generate and receive signals.) All these
systems operate in fundamentally the same way: they

Figure 1. Tyical frequency response of a loudspeaker

use MLS pseudo-random noise as the test signal, which
can be deconvolved to generate the impulse response of
the speaker under test. Fourier analysis of the impulse
response is then used to generate familiar outcomes
such as graphs of frequency response and cumulative
decay spectra (colloquially termed ' waterfalls'), like the
examples shown in Figures 1and 2.
An alternative approach called Time Delay
Spectrometry (TDS) can be used to generate similar
results and is subject to the same restrictions Iam about
to describe (as would any other methodology be
because the issues are fundamental to the process of
measurement, not the method by which it is achieved).
But as TDS is less widely used than MLS-based
techniques, Iwill refer to the latter in general, and
MLSSA in particular, in what follows.
When MLSSA was first introduced it represented a
breakthrough in speaker measurement because it
allows speakers to be assessed in normal, reverberant
rooms rather than in the traditional anechoic chamber.
Previously speaker measurements had relied on using
sine waves as the test signal, which demanded socalled ' free field' test conditions, ie afreedom from the
reflections and resonances that occur in areverberant
space. Some people approximated this ideal by hoisting
the speaker to be measured atop atall pole (ahydraulic
platform that could be raised or lowered at will was

Figure 2. Typical culmulative delay spectra (' waterfall')
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normally used), others by using an anechoic chamber in
which reflections and resonances are suppressed by the
application of a thick absorbent lining to all internal
surfaces. Both approaches were inherently expensive
and hence not widely available. The former was also

measurements that were previously the preserve of

hampered by prevailing climatic conditions — not just
rain but also wind, which if sufficiently strong would
generate
unacceptable wind
noise
from
the
measurement microphone (and perhaps threaten to
topple the speaker from its lofty perch).
The MLSSA approach freed would-be speaker testers
from these restrictions by using a different form of

measurement window.
Time and frequency are inextricably linked in audio
measurement. More exactly, time resolution and
frequency resolution are inextricably linked, for
reasons which you don't need mathematics to
understand. All you have to accept is that some fraction
of acycle of aparticular frequency must exist before it

excitation coupled with a time windowing process.

can be identified as such. Let's say, for the purpose of
illustration, that a whole cycle is required before the

large institutions (Ishould say relatively impecunious
since MLSSA was never cheap), there was a price to
pay. A price, as I've already alluded to, that was paid in
units of time. Specifically, the time period of the

This approach had previously been applied, by KEF
and others, using impulses as the test signal, but this

presence of that particular frequency can be identified.
If we are considering a 10kHz signal component, that

method requires unusually quiet measurement
conditions and/or alarge number of repetitions to quell
background noise through averaging. The MLS

corresponds to aminimum measurement period of just
0.1ms (milliseconds), whereas to identify a 100Hz
component would require 100 times longer ( 10ms).
The expression that governs the co-dependence of
time and frequency resolution is a little more

approach was far better in this respect because the
energy in an MLS signal can be made far higher than in
a practically achievable impulse, thereby rendering
background noise much less of aproblem.

favourable:

Reflections from the walls and floor of the test
environment, which would distort the measurements if
included in the analysis, are removed by the simple
expedient of applying a time window to the

At x ef≥ 0.5

where the delta symbol (A) represents ' a slice of', t
represents time, frepresents frequency, and ≥ stands for
'greater than or equal to'. What this means is that if we

deconvolved impulse response. The start of the
window is placed just before the start of the impulse
response of the speaker, thereby removing the ' time of
flight' delay from speaker to measurement microphone,
and its end put just before the arrival of the first
reflection, from whatever surface is closest. In this way

Ican imagine what a revolution
MLSSA represented. It was an
intellectual equivalent of the pill in
the freedom it suddenly offered

the unwanted effects of the measurement environment
are excluded from the results.
Ican imagine what arevolution MLSSA represented.
It was an intellectual equivalent of the contraceptive
pill in the freedom it suddenly offered. Now you didn't
need an expensive anechoic chamber or telescopic pole
to make accurate loudspeaker measurements: you

measure with a time window of 5ms then the best
frequency resolution we can possibly achieve is 100Hz.
Our frequency response graph or waterfall will, at best,
be divided up into frequency slices 100Hz wide. At
10kHz that resolution is adequate but at lower
frequencies — below, say, lkHz — it certainly is not.

could make them in any domestic or other room
available to you. (And you could measure the acoustics
of that room as well — another important application of
MLS techniques — simply by widening the
measurement window to include the room's

And yet this is just the order of time window
commonly used in MLS measurements. Before I'm
accused of being holier than thou, Ishould say that it is
typical of the time windows I've used to date as well,
and for precisely the same reason: it is dictated by the
size (actually the smallest dimension) of the room in

contribution rather than exclude it.)
HITCH
But for all the liberation MLS-based measurement
brought, there is no free lunch. While MLSSA and its
clones opened up the possibility for impecunious
reviewers and other audio professionals to make

which the measurement is made. In my case Iuse my
listening room whose floor to ceiling height is just
under 3m. So aspeaker positioned optimally, with its

Figure 4. Wide window ( 217ms) response of notional speaker

Figure 3. Delayed resonance test
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Figure 5. Cumulative spectra of notional speaker ( 217ms)
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restrictions of this order, let's construct an imaginary
loudspeaker, or rather its impulse response. To make

0

the overall shape of the impulse response more
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speaker-like, first we'll apply a low frequency roll-off
equivalent to aclosed box loudspeaker with a system
resonant frequency of 60Hz and a total system Q of
0.707 (
je a maximally flat frequency response). Now
let's add some resonances of afrequency, relative level

0000

Figure 6. Equivalent response as Fig 4, 6ms window

and Q (sharpness) which might be added by aspeaker
cabinet. Together with diaphragm breakup resonances

6

(which generally occur higher in frequency and
therefore are better resolved for any given time
window), cabinet modes constitute the so-called

12
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BBC, first identified shortly after WW2'. Figure 3 shows
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drivers 1.5m above floor level, can be measured at 1m
distance with amaximum time window of about 6ms if
the first reflection (floor/ceiling) is to be excluded. To
achieve significantly better than this requires a much
larger room in which to perform the measurement. A

Cabinet modes constitute the
so-called delayed resonances which
D E LShorter, working at the BBC,
first identified shortly after WW2

an example of an early delayed resonance test
performed by British Thomson Houston Co Ltd and
published in Gilbert Briggs' Sound Reproduction in
1949. Numerous studies since (
eg, Peter Fryer's2) have
shown delayed resonances to be amajor (probably the

major) contributor to speaker sound, so they are clearly
something we would wish to be able to identify in
review measurements.
In-depth studies of the resonant behaviour of speaker
cabinets have been published only rarely but in 1976,
in the pages of this very magazine, an article by William
Stevens gave details of an impressive experiment
(involving a large, brick-constructed test enclosure)
designed to achieve precisely that. The measured
resonances of the cabinet assessed in this work had the
frequencies and Qs detailed in Table 1, to which

I've added relative levels gleaned from Stevens'
accompanying graphs. Let's add these resonances to the
short walk down the road from me is the largest place I impulse response of our notional loudspeaker, import
could practically consider using, a community centre
this impulse response into MLSSA (atask made easy by
that, because it is dimensioned to meet some
Angelo Farina's Cool Edit plug-in 4that allows a . wav
badminton regulation, has aceiling height of about 9m.
file to be exported in MLSSA's native TIM file format)

With the speaker lifted 4.5m off the floor (something of
an achievement in itself) the maximum time window
there for a 1m measurement would be a little over
23ms, equivalent to a best time resolution of 22Hz —
better but still far from ideal.
CABINET MODES
"I'() Illustrate the practical ramifications of time window
Figure 7. Equivalent waterfall as Fig 5, 6ms window

and see what results we get using the time window
lengths discussed above.
To begin with, though, let's establish what we'd
ideally like the results to look like by using what is, in
this context, a very long time window indeed: about
217ms (the maximum MLSSA will allow at this
sampling rate for its waterfalls). Figure 4 shows the
frequency response and Figure 5 the cumulative
Figure 8. Equivalent response as Fig 4, 23ms window
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Feature
spectral decay plot obtained using this wide window.
Note how the bass roll-off is clearly delineated in the
frequency response curve (with the correct 3dB
attenuation at 60Hz), as are the little blips where the
resonances occur. In the waterfall, all the resonances
are clearly separated and their rates of decay, related to
the Q value, can be easily determined.

How the example impulse response was generated
To create the impulse response for MLSSA analysis Ibegan by generating one second of silence
in a 16-biti15.5kHz . way file using Cool Edit Pro. The unusual sampling rate was chosen
because this is the value used by MLSSA on its 25kHz bandwidth setting. One sample 0.01s into
the file was adjusted to full scale ( 32,767) to create the initial impulse and the file converted
to ASCII (. txt) format for processing. IIR digital filters were then designed, in software, to apply

Now look at the equivalent results using a time
window of 6ms (Figures 6 and 7). The degradation of

each of the required filter actions: second- order high pass to simulate the bass roll- off and a

frequency resolution is such that the frequency
response below 1kHz now bears little relation to reality.

turn to the initial impulse file, the latter six times with different coefficients each time to

The waterfall is atravesty also, with none of the cabinet
resonances resolved from the hummock associated
with the bass roll-off. We can make a huge
improvement to the frequency response result by using
anear-field measurement to clarify the bass roll-off and

double- precision floating point arithmetic to minimise rounding errors. Lastly the file was

stitching this to the remainder of the spectrum of Figure
6 (atechnique invented by Don Keele') but that can't
help us with the waterfall problem because a
microphone positioned within millimetres of the bass
cone (to suppress the effects of the room) tells us little
about structural vibrations within the cabinet.
Increasing the time window to 23ms — representative
of my nearby community hall — generates the results
shown in Figures 8 and 9. Clearly these are better: the
resonance-related blips in the frequency response are
better resolved and the highest-frequency resonance
(691Hz) is now clearly visible in the decay spectra. But
the other five remain jumbled together and indistinct.
So even if Iwere to schlep test speakers down the road
to the community hall and contrive ameans to lift them
4.5m off the floor, my MLSSA measurements still
wouldn't resolve resonances below 400Hz or so.
SALVATION?
Ineed hardly tell you that this is bad news for all of us
who measure loudspeakers as part of the review
process. Can anything be done about it? Well, perhaps.
If we were able to identify room reflections and remove
them from the measured impulse response, we could
potentially open the measurement time window wide
enough to get good results. There are two ways this
might be done: by applying complex cepstral analysis
to the captured signalB or by using apattern recognition
method which searches the extended impulse
response for delayed and attenuated repeats of the main
impulse. Both methods have shown promise in
research conditions, though neither has been
incorporated into apiece of commercial software that
might get loudspeaker reviewers, and many others
besides, off the hook.
None of what's contained in this article will come as
news to audio professionals whose lives are devoted to

'resonance added' filter to mimic the effect of cabinet resonance. These filters were applied in
simulate the six Stevens cabinet resonances. All these calculations were performed using
normalised and re-quantised to 16- bit accuracy using TPDF dither, imported back into CEP and
exported as aTIM file for opening in MLSSA.

designing and assessing loudspeakers — they know well
enough the penalty paid for using ashort measurement
window. But readers less au fait with the underlying
physics may be surprised at the practical outcome: that
assessments of speaker cabinet resonance performance
are so badly hampered by the time windows typically
applied in speaker review measurements that this
vital aspect of performance, so well correlated with
subjective responses, is routinely untested (although in

Unless reflection elimination
algorithms become astandard,
reliable part of MLS toolkits, the
condition will remain endemic
Stereophile's reviews John Atkinson goes some way to
addressing this issue by measuring the output of an
accelerometer attached to one of the speaker's panels).
If measurements tell us relatively little about how
speakers actually sound — a common criticism — then
this is an important part of the reason why.
Trouble is, the disease is easy to diagnose, much
more difficult to cure. Unless reflection elimination
algorithms become a standard, reliable part of MLS
toolkits, the condition will remain endemic. Ironically,
it will remain those with access to large anechoic
chambers who are uniquely equipped to assess this
important aspect of performance — a realisation that
rather dilutes the image of MLS-based measurement
systems as the great clemocratisers.
1) DELShorter, BBC Quarterly, October 1946
2) PFryer, ' Loudspeaker Distortions: can we hear them?', HiFi News,
July 1977, p51
3) W RStevens, ` Loudspeakers — cabinet effects', HiFi News,
September 1976, p87
4) AFarina, Aurora plug- ins for Cool Edit,

Figure 9. Equivalent response as Fig 5, 23ms window

http://pcfarina.eng.unipr.it/aurora/home.htm

5) DBKeele, ' Low frequency loudspeaker assessment by nearfield
sound- pressure measurements', iAudio Eng Soc, vol 22, no 3, 1974
6) PDBauman, SPLipshitz, ACScott and 1Vanderkooy, ' Cepstral
Techniques for Transducer Measurement: Part II', Preprint 2302, Audio
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Taking the Tivoli to task
Ken Kessler's notice of the Tivoli Combo System
[March ' 04] made arefreshing change from
your usual diet of esoteric reviews. His
conclusions were sound but there were afew
other things he could have mentioned:
1. The radio drifts off tune until it has
warmed up for at least half an hour.
2. The variable output of the CD player, and
the recommendation to set it at half volume

preventing its replacement) lead to the extension

when used with the radio.

speaker and the transformer plug awkwardly

3. The substitution of ' intro' for the more
useful ' programme' facility.
4. The unneccesarrilly long ( and hardwired,

located halfway along the player's mains read.
Ken did mention the Pass quality, for which
with anyone with different musical tastes from his

More nun enough bas!.? ei,th Tivoli's Combo
system, you night not even need the sJbwoodfer
own would make the supwoofer an unnecessary
expense.
GAParish London

Less power into 4 ohm?

or recordable CD ( provided there is abit- rate

pre-recorded tapes will only result in glorious

I'm alittle perplexed on the 8ohm power rating for

convertor built in - most of them do, these days)

mono! SCART leads are the the order of the day, to

the Croft Integrated amp reviewed in the January

There also seems to be some confusion between

get everything in proper stereo and surround, and

2004 issue. Normally asolid-state output amplifier

the ideas of splitting the RF feed from the output

wil; give better picture quality to boot! ( especially

will have twice the wattage at 4ohm as at 8ohm

of areceiver to feed extra TVs and Funning extra

in RGB, but how many SiFy installers know tnis?)

unless it is protection limited or has current

satellite receivers. There was mention of a ' splitter'

limitations in the power supply. But all the amps I

at the dish end. If extra satellite receivers are

general, of Sky installers and the attitude of the

However. Idigress. i'ni afraid the ignorance, in

have seen have at least the same output at 4ohm

envisaged, asplitter cannot be used, as the

company is one of my soap- box subjects!

as at 8ohm even under the worst conditions. It's

receivers will be fighting each other for control of

David Perriman, e-mail

the nature, the technology of the solid state beast.

the low- noise block, due to the differing voltages

Yet the Croft amp you reviewed is listed as 40-50

being applied to switch the polarisation. The

watt at 8ohm and only 30 watt at 4ohm! I'm

correct thing to use is an LNB with multi* outlets

Pernman complained that 1didn't mention the

curious for an explanation for this phenomenon.

-either twin, quad or, if you're really wealttry. an

fixed charge for an instarlation, for free radio and

Allen Edelstein, New Jersey, USA

eight-outlet version is now on the market! This

free TV stations at afixed Jee, as Istated tnat this

ensures that each receiver can be operated

was available at acost of around £ 120. As far as

• Croft comments: the figures were erroneously
transmitted or transcribed, here are the correct ones:

completely independently.
If the RF output of areceiver sfed va a

Angus McKenzie responds:' am surprised that Mr

splitting is concerned, Iused the words used by
senior Sky engineers to me, when my first

45W into 8 ohm and 50W into 4 ohm. This is

distribution amplifier to other televisions, then the

installation was unsatisfactory. My main problem

because of the relatively high output impedance of

resulting sound will be in mono. There is no answer

with writing the review was the difficulty of

the MOSFET - and the use of no negative feedback,

to this. As well as being severely limited in having

obtaining technical info from automatic

rather than any artificial limitations.

to watch ; or listen) to whatever cflanrel the main

switchboards, and the d;fficulty in finding ahuman

receiver is tuned to, there is, at present, no way for

engineer to talk to who knew sufficient to discuss
the set up. 1now have two separate feeds to

Free-to-air satellite radio

areceiver to encode astereo audio signal (as Or

Iwas interested to read the article by Angus

NICAM) to send along acoax cable to produce

McKenzie on receiving radio by satellite [' Sky's the

different rooms, both of which may independently

stereo sound at the far end, as is the case with

control stations without affecting the other.

Limit', March '041, as Ihave been doing this for

current broadcast analogue transmissions. A

some time now. In fact Imix and match between

conventonal stereo pair is required, either through

satellite, Freeview and DAB. However, there are

aSCART lead, or hard-wired connections.

points in the text that Ifeel could be misleading.

As amatter of interest, this is atrap that many a

Sounds freshly cooked
It's always interesting to read in your magazine
about efforts to improve sound quality. The

He seems to imply that aSky subscription is

Sky installer has fallen into, by advisirg acustomer

impression Iget from what Iread and from my own

needed to enjoy satellite radio, but the majority of

to 'tune in aspare channel' on their videos and TV

efforts to upgrade my system is that the ultimate

stations are free-to-air and any standard free-to-air

to receive satellite, or actual:y doing it themselves

digital receiver will get them ( with the added bonus

goal is always elusive. Ihad been wondering why

while installing. This is adouble (or is it treble?)

this was unte arecent venture Imade into the

now, of course, that it will also receive, completely

whammy. Ft the set has Pro- Logic surround sound,

black art or recording. Ifound results from my own

unscrambled, BBC TV and certain other channels).

this will then work only on off-air broaacast

recordings to be fresher and more airy than some

There are some amazingly good value FTA receivers

analogue transmissions from the aerial. There will

commercial recordings. This is my biased opinion

around now, but Ihave found that one with a

be no stereo or surround sound from either satellite

digital output is asound move ( pardon the pun!) as

of course but I'm afraid Ican corroborate. Ihad

or VCR ( if astereo unit), and any satellite

recorded aguitar quartet that contained alively

recordings can then be made directly to MiniDisc

recordings will be in mono. Even the playback of

percussion section in the middle of the piece. On
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Views

my recording Ifound levels in the percussive

painfully obvious, at least for much of the time, on

letter on the subject was sent in to the Dutch hi-fi

section three times higher than the rest of the

the national FM channels. My little Denon, feeding

magazine HVT. Iwill highlight the most interesting

piece. Iduly set level so that the peaks would not

Klipsch Forte II loudspeakers, is quick to expose

parts, which are undoubtedly valuable for your

clip ( as you do) and set all levels equally. The

the ' hash and daze' of current transmission routes.

readers as well. An example was given of the

quartet then asked me if Icould lift the levels to

However, Mr Gascoigne then — Ithought rather

equal those of acommercial recording of the same

unfairly — criticised AG's review of the Magnum

piece because they were entering the recording

Dynalab MD102 FM tuner. The fact is, here in the

into an international competition and feared that

North Midlands, that we enjoy excellent quality on

the lower recording level would sound weaker

the local BBC channels.

against their competitors. To my horror the
commercial recording, recorded at asimilar

Perhaps Ihave a ' hobby horse' here, as Ioften
local radio meetings. Irefer to the good old days,

section 50% higher than the average. How come?

around the mid- 1950s, when Ifirst had access to
BBC FM broadcasts and have enough ammunition

recordings suffer from the same problem as our

in terms of software to prove my points when any

food. It's processed so that it's no longer freshly

of ' the lads' doubt my ( failing) memory!

cooked and the subtle flavours are sterilised out or

To me, there are afew tell-tale ' landmarks' in

masked by artificial ingredients. The commercial

the demise of the stunning sound quality that our

guitar quartet recording Ijust mentioned had been

current FM system is really capable of. One was

'limited', aprocess where normal dynamics are

the arrival of two-channel stereo. For those of us

retained until the extreme peaks, which are highly

with tape recorders, the use of sub-carrier filtering

compressed. This takes the guts out of the

became amust, even if we didn't wish to aecode

recording for the sake of apparent loudness.
These days all Ihear are multiple microphones,

Virgin Classics. This CD cannot be played on

discuss the subject with like-minded friends at

distance, only showed peaks in the problem
Isubsequently found that commercial

recent CD of Purcell's opera Dido and Aeneas on

into stereo channels. When the Japanese flooded

Philips ( SA)CD and DVD players without alot of

our market with stereo cassette recorders, Idid

digital disturbance, or will not start at all.
The Dutch arm of EMINirgin remained silent on

dynamics processing, and artificial balances. All

note that their MPX filters made little degradation

totally unnecessary and in the way of the musical

to my tapes and the full bandwith to 16KHz was

the issue. On its website EMI simply states that if

experience. On the pop side, it's alost cause.

still achieved with excellent overall sound quality.

the CD does not play, try another machine! Or, to

Around 1978-9, Ibegan to experience some

the question, 'Why is the Compact Disc logo not

Bands arrive at the studio, disappear into
individual booths, get as close to the microphones

serious degradation to the quality of, in particular,

on the CD?', it replies: ' We have introduced anew

as possible and deliver sterile recordings with

live concerts on BBC Radio 2and 3. Iblamed my

standard on the market which differs from the

maximum levels but zero atmosphere.

own equipment, to the extent that Iwent out and

Philips/Sony standard. That is the reason why we

purchased anew tuner-amp, aWharfedale SXP,

do not use that logo'. With this, they admit that

levels but Iwas wrong. Is it that the more astudio

with its phase- locked loop stereo decoder I/C. With

EMINirgin no longer comply with the technical

resembles the bridge of the Enterprise, the better

Commercial recordings suffer from the
same problem as our food. It's processed
so that it's no longer freshly cooked

Ithought classical stuff did not stoop to such

the recordings? The damage seems to be done by
multiple mics in an effort to ' bring out' something.
The problem is that the next thing is swamped by
the first which in turn has to be ' spotlit' and so on,
until screening has to be resorted to, further
degrading the freshness of the recording.

this receiver, the sound became noticeably poorer.

requirements set by Philips/Sony in the Red Book

that, we need aserious culture change in the

The Beeb made all manner of excuses, for

of 1980. Copy Control may also surface later when

recording business. So here Iissue my 'crossed

example, multipath distortion (which it most

anew CD player is purchased that doesn't play

pair challenge'. If anybody is planning arecording

certainly was not!). The ' creeping lurgy' was finally

these Copy Protected CDs! However, the writer to

and doubts my opinion, just find me acorner and

admitted to be various digital aspects, if not of the

HVT also suggests that Copy Control can be beaten

apower socket — if you dare.

BBC, or BT or Mercury in providing the 0/B links.

Ithink that before we get into SACD and all

Paul Williamson, e-mail

FM is not the only medium to bite the dust due

by afree program — Easy CDDA Extractor—
downloadable from the net. Using this, CC-

to original sources. Ihave many excellent

protected CDs can be played without interference

End of (analogue) world

examples of most acceptable sound quality on

and can even be copied amillion times!

While browsing through past years' issues of HiFi

pre-recorded cassettes, but acouple of recent

News, Ire-read the letter by ETJackson in Views

purchases have atrocious distortion products too.

the well known CD logo should be clearly marked —

of December 2002. The appreciation of subjective

Perhaps aploy to see the final demise cf another

in the same manner that cigarette packets carry a

sound quality has taken on anew meaning to me

'quality capable' system?

health warning. These CDs are adanger to CD

since the purchase of the little Denon M31 mini

Brian M Sandal!, Alfreton, Notts

system, recently reviewed by Ken Kessler. Mr
Gascoigne was referring to the limitations of the

When is aCD not aCD?

Copy Protected CDs that are not eligible to use

players and music lovers who want a ' virgin' CD.
We pay with proper money and wish in return to
have CDs marked with the correct CD logo and

various aspects of the BBC's transmission links to

Iread with interest the letter from Neil Bloomer

without Copy Protection, which destroys the music

the transmitter sites and Iagree the results are

about over- protected CDs ['Views', Feb ' 041. A

Bob van der Wardt, Antoniuslaan, Holland

MI We reserve the right to edit or shorten letters for publication, which should be

published). Letters seeking advice will be answered, resources permitting, and at our

addressed to The Editor' and should contain no other material or enquiries. Cor-

discretion, but we regret that we're unable to answer questions on buying specific
items of hi-fi. We regret that we cannot answer hi-fi queries over the telephone.

respondents using e-mail are asked to give their full postal address ( which won't be
www.hifinews.co.uk
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essential hi-fi
buyer's shortlist

Welcome to HFIV's listing of the finest components that we've
reviewed, updated every month. The emphasis is on real value for
money — though this doesn't just mean that we've always gone for
the lowest-cost options. On the contrary, we've taken pains to
highlight those more expensive — sometimes very expensive —
components that genuinely justify their sometimes frightening price
tags, by offering atrue advance in sound quality for the audiophile.
Listed are the issue date ( month/year) where you can track down
the original review, and the author's initials. If you want the full story,
there's no substitute for the full-length review, so you might want to
contact our Back Issues service to catch up on the whole story. Call
0870 756 0000 or find the order form on page 86 of this issue.

CD players
Make/model

Price

Tested

Arcam CD33T

___
£1300

08/03
AH

Arcam DiVA
CD72

FAN

200i
Awards

Chord DAC 64

£1960

07/02
AH

07/0.3

How we rate it
An improvement on the CD23, but now using multiple Wolfson DACs. St rength s are detail, insight and agood grip on rhythm. While
multi-format machines struggle to be ajack of all trades-this player is master of one.
Based on 24-bit Burr-Brown delta sigma DAC and Sony mechanism, with achasÈsrlausped by sound-deadening material. Optical and
coaxial digital outputs are provided. This is alively yet truly civileed player, offering aweili-bala nced performance at the right price.
Chord's now fully-sorted 96kHz-capable DAC features abuffer memory and reclockingtystem that theoretically eliminates jiter. AH
concluded, ' It's not its lushness and smooth ride that make tawinner, but the way ti ¡at ittreads the route of musicalityand natural timing.'
We've come to expect bargains from Mike Creek. This one wipes the floor with most budget players and some w;th much higher once tags.

Creek CD50

£100

dCS Purcell/
Delius

mow
6500

12/99
AH

L
inn lkemi

£1950

04/01

Midi-size, with all-metal three-motor mechanism, 24/96 Burr- Brown PCM 1732 DAC, switch-mode power supply. Allows focus on individual

AH

instruments easily, with good articulation of fine detail, yet a 'relaxed' treble focus. XLR balanced analogue and XLR AES/EBU digital outputs.

Linn So ri dek
CD12

DB

£12 , 000

Musical Fidelity
308CR

£2000

Naim CD5

£1200

Naim CDS3

£7050

Perpetual
P-1A/P-3A

$110W
$800

Primare 030.2

£1500

Rotel RCD-02

£380

Unison
Research Unico

£1100

extracting incredible precision from recordings. Compare it with some expensive players and you'll ask, why pay more?
Purcell is aDID converter tharupsamples' to 24/96 or 24/192, for analogue conversion by Delius. An impressive input array, upgradable
firmware, pro-grade electronics. Makes CDs sound wholly believable at last. Provision ter DSD conversion via proprietary use of FireWire link

07/99

The CD12 has apparently changed since our review, when CB fee 'asense of disappointment', reinforced by going back to his Meridian

08 /
99

508.24. SH, though, found it ' more like analogue' than most, in the positive sense that it ikiemed to present more information.

ono
DA

DA was mesmerised by the sound from this 24-bit upsampling player. It is all solid-state, but comes so close to matching its Nu-Vista sibling's
sound quality that you'd swear there were valves in the equation somewhere: 'neural a nat'unforcecr.

12/00
AG

and life that CD frequently lacks. Asolid, 3D quality, superb dynamics, and, naturally, amagic sense of timing.

10/0.3

Top-of the-range two-box CD replay from Naim. Physically unassming but sonicaliy anval for anyother player- het-resolution format or

MC

11/01
DA

116/99
AD
,002
,,,, d
,
'

07/03
KK

It can't play CD-RW discs or give adigital output, and loading is ' manual' — but musically, in aclass of itsown atone price, imbuinga richness

otherwise- according to Martin Colloms. Sweeter treble, backer teckgrounds andgreater al-round ability than its predecessor the worthy CDS2.
Diminutive DSP ( P- 1A) and DAC ( P-3A) units that do something special. The con Ibination transforms CD, comrnunicaling the illusion of real
musicians. The P- 1A is the killer, used as an interpolating upsarrpler, but with capabi:ity kv room or soeaker ECtcorrection. Mail orderonly in UK
Uses the classic Philips CDM12.4 mechanism, with Pnmare-tweaked software for lower noise, plus decoupling and amagnek clamp. 8-times
oversam pled Burr-Brown 1702 20-bit D/Aconverters.The balance between ability and smoothness in theD30.2 is aboui: as good as it gets.
Rotai has long been respected for its UK-designed, Far East- built budget players. Alttiougft the company now makes DVD playe rs and AV
receivers, it hasn't forsaken CD/two-channel users. If you're on atignt budget this one is well worth auditioning.
Using atriode valve output stage this CD player aims to comoine the best of both worlds, with asound, as KK noted, that comes 'scarily closet()
resembling adecent moving-coil, playing mint vinyl through atube pnono stage.'

'

DVD-Video, DVD-Audio & SACD players
Make/model

Price

Tested

How we rate it

I

Arcam
DV88 Plus

£1000

(1,/03
AG

Cambridge
Audio DVD57

£200

0/03
PM

£1500

1/02
PM

Onkyo
DV-SP800

£1200

1
,1 03
PM

Pioneer
DV- 656A

£400

10/02
PM

It took amanufacturer with no vested interests to produce the first universal player, the DV- 747A. Pioneer then followed up witf the lower-cost

Pioneer
DV- 757A1

£800

12/02
PM

This model plays DVD-A, SACO, standard DVD-V and CD. It alsohas an i
Link digital interface ( EEE 1394 or FireWire), adigital output for highres

Yamaha
DVD-S2300

£900

04/03
PM

Ma ra ntz
DV8300

82

Ergonomically satisfying DVD-V and CD player features painstaking audio circuit design: separate clocks and power supplies for audio and

video, dual Wolfson 24-bit/192kHz WM8716 DACs.Excellent picture quality and sound on DVD-V, plus CD sound equalling Arcani's Alpha 7SE.
Made an excellent impression against some heavyweight cortenders ir our DVD-A player Group Test Elegant styling and an extremely competent

1

performance for not alot of cash. Don'texpectthe Earth at this price, out this player is tneought.
4musical with abit of bite too.

Afine player based on the chassis of the earliest universal player, P'ioneer's DV-747A, out with added Marantz touches such as ' HDAM' output
stages and heavier build. An EISA Award winner in 2002; but now there are other players with more sparkle and clarity.
Based on atried-and-tested Pioneer chassis, the On kyo offers DVD-A, SACD and CD playback, stacks cf connectivity options, remote control

and an on-screen display. PM said, 'The Onkyo carves out apowerful and atmospheric performance... the oest of the first-generation models.'
DV-656A, which delivers every format to astandard that many singe-format players costing twice as much can't achieve.
data, allowing secure connection to asuitable amplifier (currentfy only Pbneer'sVSA-AX1Di receiver). Now updated with PAL Progresave capability
Using Panasonic and Sony technology, this DVD-NSACD/CD player is among the best of the lew breed. Multichannel DVI)-A was fire, though
two-channel PCM could sound plummy and dynamically restraineo, hut multichanneliSACD sound was outstanding.
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Quad QC 24/II-forty
£4000
The Quad QC 24/II-forty is actually aretro recreation of the
classic Quad 22/11 valve amplifiers. It's larger than the
originals were, and it also comes without the original's
filters and tilt/tone controls. The setup is only available as
apair, and now uses KT-88 valves (able to output twice the
power of the KT-66 used previously) allowing it to be rated
conservatively at 40 watts per channel. The pre-amplifier
lacks the noise floor of the original, and also has a new
smoothness and precision.

Turntables & cartridges
Price

Tested

Bluenote Bellavista
Signature

07/03

Clearaudio
Champion

03/01

AHI

AH
10/97

Kit

Linn LP12
Michell Gyro
SE SP800

05/99
AH

Pro-Ject Debut

07/00
TB
06/01
TB
12/99

se

11/03
AH

£2550

How we rate it
Kahan design, suspended platter weights àla GyroDec, but adual-aeck rectangular plinth. Agood blend of acry he , br or ,
Le, alt..,

rir unl, ter ior

Tspoqs s‘JaÁnq

Make/model

and polyvinyl combined in avery clean, fast and musicakleck. Borrurnec un, pivot amn (£ 1000) completes high-perfonnance combination.
Arich, colourful sound and excellent 3D image stability, the mid alithe recessed; but afete rhythmic 'groove' and pace. With back acrylic base
and translucent platter (no dust cover), the outboard AC motor hasa stepped pulley; manual speed change to 45.
Classic three-point suspended chassis design, based on AR and Ariston models b..it with tighter engineering. Simple AC motor drive leaves
room for improvement with better power supplies; now only available with Lingo power supply, and witn either Ake° or Ekos tonea rms.
Updates 1980s GyroDec, itself descended from class bTranscriptorsand Hydraulic Reference, hence the merry-gc-round appearance. A
neutral deck, great sound ata reasonable price. Optional upgrades include QC PSU (£440) and aclamp - the latest version uses aDC motor.
Simple but effective: price includes tonearm and Ortoton re-m cartridge. ' No nasty top or flaccid bass, just clean, rater crisp and lively sound,
commented TB. If you need aphono stage, go for Debut Phono or Debut Phoro SB With fine epeedcontrot, £ 160).
Two great-value moving-coil cartridges, combining detail, well-defined musical cobur and rhythmic bass, no britte edges to the music and low
surface noise. Kontrapunkt Bwith nude Fritz Gyger 80 styLs on sold rut:1y cantile),er, offers more space anddetail. Seriously recommended.
Price quoted includes asimplified version of the classic Series Vtonea rm. 'So eerily quiet and uncoloL red' said if K, 'one of the best
ambassadors yet for the greatness of analogue replayvia vinyl... The Model 10 lets you hear the music and nothing else'.
Price quoted includes athe Nima tonearm. This Roksan deck offers alisten-all-day characte- that plays rn.isic guilelessly'. Expect'real
dynamic contrast and timbral colouring, with naturally-saunding frequency response without treble Ifft or heavy bass'. Anabsolute bargain!

12/02

It's difficult to define atonal character for this cartridge; wore accurate todescn be .t
as musical and tra nsparent: ' inordinately articulate, able to

AH

enunciate the trickiest of vocal lines.., or to show off etnereel sound effects' with the greatest ease. Challenges some canridgesat twice its price.

Tuners
Make/model

Price

Arcam DT81

£650

Creek T43

£400

Magnum
Dynalab MD102
Marantz ST- 17

£2200
£600

PURE Digital
DRX-702ES

£330

TAG McLaren
T32R

£2300

Tested

How we rate it

1/02

With better controls than

AH

engineering mode for interested enthusiasts. Its clear, distinct way of ooening up abroadcast makes this arelatively impartial bur accurate rece!ver.

9/01
111
'101

previous models, the DT81 isargkably superior bthe more expensive l-MJ D1-26. Comprehensive user features include

Asimple fuss-free tuner with excellent FM sound quality, with atotal of 54 presets for FM, MW and LW. Signal strength and multi-path
distortion are displayed. IH found it had 'afull-bodied sound that's nicedy articulated ano stable... excellent vaiue.'
Toronto-based specialist Magnum Dynalab still makes all-analogue eM-onlytuner;. This one has optional rer note corer for fine-tuning and

AG

switching between five presets. AG thought it ' musically superior teeny other tuner that I've heeid... I
nevery respect it's nothing less than stunring'.

rvoi

Three wavebands and ROS; for I
Hthe sound was detaired and solid, projectinga coherent soundstage with excellent depth of image' if Willie

1H

bright. It lacks independent remote control but 'sounds superb, makes the best of weak sigrals and exudes aquiet confidence'.

1103

Winner of our three-way group test, this model brings you DAB, yet has ausable FM tuner in the same paokage. USB connectivity for

AH

upgrading via aPC; dark, attractive, contoured presentation ano the cont-ois are s.mplicity themselves — atop-drawer product.

7/00

TAG's high-quality £1603 AM/FM analogue tuner with °Mona' £700 DAB modue offers uxuricus finish and clear display. TteT32R has more

AH

warmth and body through the midband than Arcam's DRT10, and aless digital-sounchng treble. Ah called it '
The be way to near DAB right nDw.'

Michell Gyro SE

£870

The Michell Gyro SE is an update to the
acclaimed Gyro turntable of the 1980s,
which itself was an evolution from classic
Transcriptor and Hydraulic Reference
machines. This SE version has less
Perspex, alower price and ( most critically)
abetter sound. The Unique merry-go-round
www.hifinews.co.uk

appearance can distract the eye but the ear
isn't fooled — this is aneutral deck capable
of great sound at a reasonable price. The
Gyro SE can even be upgraded by the
addition of aQC power supply (£440) and
aclamp. The latest version also uses aDC
motor for an even clearer sound.
HI-FINews MAY 2004
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Amplifiers
Make/model

Price

Tested

Arcam FM1 A32

£1100

C3/0'

Arcam A85

£700

05/01

£4000

03/03

Audio Research
VS110
Audio Research
Ref Two

£10,000

AG

AH

DB
/00
MC

AS Passion
Ultimate

£1300

BAT VK-50SE/
VK-60

£6125

Bryston 3B-SST

£1725

I
0/03

Chord CPA 3200/
SPM 1200C

£4040

11/99

£3000

01/03

£4900

11/01

Creek
P43R/A52SE

£350/
£600

05/00

Creek 5350

£700

Conrad-Johnson
MV6OSE
Conrad-Johnson
Premier 17L

Croft Vitale

£350

18/01
MC
)7/00
AG

DA

AH

MC
MC

TB
/01
AH
0/ 00
KO
!I /01

ESLab DX- S4

£2500

EAR 864

£1500

Krell KAV-300iL

£3900

Linn Kolektor

£10111E1

McCormack
pre-/power

£2590

iii
1/00
H
11/01
AK

I
L/00
AG

How we rate it
This top-of-the-range integrated offers 100W/ch, thanks to an uprated power supply. AG found it sounding confidently in charge, making the
most of speakers it was used with, reproducing the life and vitality of aperformance. It also offers tone controls.
Remote-control 85W/ch amplifier, using bi-polar output devices (not MOSFETs). Its clean and detailed sound nimbly communicates music.
Microprocessor-controlled source switching, tone controls and input trim facility (to equalise source levels). Finest integrated amplifier at the price.
With eight 6550 output tubes (four per channel in push-pull pairs) this higher- power version of the VS50 gives the sound of classic valves in
spades. DB reported 'warmth, texture, muscularity and deep bass aplenty... brawn, brain and heart in one glowing package'.
Despite broadband noise from this valve-fuelled lab-handled design, sound quality was top notch as well. ' It comes close to being astate-afthe-art piece of audio engineering,' said MC.
Remote-control version of classic passive attenuator. Control of volume and source is via optical linkage, asingle Vishay resistor leading to
light-controlled shunt resistor. The Ultimate is still top of the class, rivalling active pre-amps that cost four times as much.
Full remote control pre-amp and 60W/ch stereo push-pull valve power amplifier, combine the dynamics and load tolerance of solid-state with
the finesse, inner complexity and poise of tubes. Sweet-sounding, without the audible severity of some solid-state counterparts.
David Allcock was already an owner of apair of 14B-SST power amps, this model's big brothers, when he reviewed this one so it was interesting to
see if he rated 150W/ch (8ohms) model so highly- he did! Fantastic sonic balance and stereo imaging, along with lashings of controlled power.
Audio meets aerospace engineering. The fully-balanced SPM1200C uses aswitched-mode power supply, yet sounds dynamic and
transparent. ' Has the disconcerting ability to create real sound pressure levels with ease,' said AH, with 'transparency to music's inner workings.'
Originally using two pairs of Svetlana EL34 output valves, uprated to 'SE' status with 6550 tubes, this 55W stereo power amp shows avein of
the excellence of C-J's Premier range. Anicely tuned upbeat delivery, equally rewarding on ajazz or classical programme.
Aspects of C-J's megabucks ART have trickled down to this line-level pre-amp: inside are four 6992 triodes plus ahuge bank of tremendousW
expensive capacitors. Although C-J's'MV' prefix designates lower cost, the MV60 power amp is aworthy partner.
Creek's remote-control pre gives easy-to-listen-to sound, encouraging involvement with the music, with fast and deep bass. Add m-m or m-c
.otages (£50 to £80) for vinyl replay. With bi-wirable speakers, asecond A52SE power amp gives even better results.
Creek's 75W/ch integrated sounds good enough to worry more expensive combinations. All the right elements in place, in tune, in time.
Imaging held instruments rock-steady in awide believable space. Remote control of source and volume: phono stage an optional extra.
Classic hard-wired pre-amp, true to the minimalist ideal: 'vintage' in its warmth and preclusion of edginess and grain, yet big, palpable and
commanding. With some low-level noise and fuzziness, it's still quieter than ever amint Quad valve pre-amp.
Not so much an amplifier as a200W digital speaker driver, based on Tri path's Class Tcircuit. IH praised the tangibility it can bring to music,
and 'surrounding ambience beautifully articulated and stable, regardless of volume or transient requirements'.
Aphonoinclusive pre-amplifier to satisfy audiophiles and studio professionals, with its XLR balanced input and output. Balanced operator')
offers improved dynamic contrasts, slam, overall control and coherence, as well as virtually noise-free operation.
A300W/ch integrated. Hooking up 1ohm Apogee Scintilla speakers, KK found it ' produced the very best sound I
have ever heard from the
Scintillas... I
would take the KAV-300iL over any solid-state amp I
can name south of the Theta Dreadnaught'.
Awell-equipped partner for LK85 or LK140 power amps. Includes m-m phono, one of 10 inputs which can be tailored to suit the user, remote
control, headphone socket and tone controls. There is alittle 'grain' and constriction, but overall it sounds fine.
Power amp uses an unusual 'distributed-node' power supply; the unity-gain pre-amp offers passive or buffered output, the latter preferred.
Despite adryish balance and atouch of'grey', this combination is bold and transparent, combining real solidity with fine detal.

Musical
Fidelity A32

£1000

Nagra VPA

£9350

Naim NAC 552

£11,750

06r 03

Naim NAC
112/NAP 150

£625/
£750

03/02

Naim NAIT 5

£800

Naim NAP 500

£10,000

08/00
MC

Pass Labs
X350

£9950

02/C0

Pathos TT RR

£3250

08.199

Primare A30.1

£1500

06/99
AG

Primare's A30.1 bi-polar amplifier, rated at 100W/channel but seems more powerful, looks like amillion dollars, and is remote-controllaole. The
volume control is afine 100-step- ladder type, with extremely low distortion and accurate channel balance throughout its range.

Quad QC
24/II-forty

£4000

11/00
OK

Retro recreation of the classic Quad 22/1I valve pre-/power combination, using KTf38s to give twice the power (40W/ch) of the KT-66 original.

Ratel
RA-01/RA-02

£250/
£350

04/03

Quality needn't break the bank. Rotel's remote-control RA-02 and otherwise- identical RA-01 share the same 40W/ch (8ohm) output, six line

TAG McLaren
DPA32R
Unison
Research Una
84

£1500
£775

MAY 2004

15/03
DA

DA felt that the 3.2 pre-amp offered sound quality well beyond its price tag, and the 130W/ch-rated power amp is claimed to drive any
domestic speaker. Concluded DA, ' At this price point I
can think of nothing I'd rather build asystem around.'
Built around apair of 845 output tubes, this push-pJll monoblock power-amp is rated at 50W into 4, 8or 16 ohm loads, with zero negative
feedback. KK praised its commanding and authoritative presentation and abass control of which Ongaku owners can only dream.

1G

AH

This is Naim's current flagship pre-amplifier and according to Jonathan Gorse, It gets closer, by adramatic margin, to that " live" experience than
any other amplifier'. Don't expect it to make music sound 'comfortable', instead you get ' bombastic majesty and delicate beauty'. Awesome!
This 150W combination delivers the ' Naim sound' with an obvious freedom from artifice, 'with little of that unnatural glare and haze that afflict
products that try to give too much in terms of detail and clarity' (AH). Difficult to trump for unflustered sound and musical satisfaction.
Rated at only 30W (we measured 36W), but adynamic performer. With avery convincing decay to treble notes and harmonics, an easy-going
amp that didn't fatigue after continued listening. Stereo detail not as explicit as some, rhythm and timing its real strengths.

Ab
019

IB

10/00
MC
07/02

An impressive outboard power supply and Semelab output devices so powerful that protection circuitry isn't required. The circuit is bridged to
give 140W/8 ohm (doubling into 4), with prodigious current. Sound quality is thrillirs, and driving Naim NBLs there's real synergy.
Rated at 350W/ch, the X350 eschews feedback, giving it alower than normal damping factor, and is biased strongly towards Class Aso runs
very warm. The level of detail, authority and naturalness places it among the finest at any price.
MOSFET output stage fed by asingle-ended, zero NFB tube driver stage: downside is relative inefficiency and high heat dissipation. Loads
below about 5ohm 'make it cry', said KK, who still called this 'one of the finest amplifiers I've heard, regardless of price'.

Pre-amp lacks the 22's filters, but is also free of noise, and has anew smoothness and precision.

inpLts, and asound that TB called 'smooth and fatigue free'. Don't expect the earth at this price but you will be pleasantly surprised.
This pre-amp can operate both as adigital encoder and as DIA for digital sources, ard connects to other TAG components via asystem bus.
TAGS DAB radio module can be added. Solid performance at afair price, and above-average sound.
Hybrid integrated, valves in the pre- stage and 80W/ch MOSFET output stages, plus remote volume control. Its midband, said KK, is 'alush
and warm region' replicated only by all-tube amps unlikely to match its generous power delivery. There's a £50 phono option.

Hi-FiNews
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essential hi-fi buyer's shortlist
Loudspeakers

Make/model

Price

Tested

How we rate it
Avantgarde's smallest loudspeaker at 44cm high, has horn-loaded midrange and tweeter, and aself-powered subwoofer, with aclaimed system

van gar e
Uno

£7350

CIAO
sa

sensitivity of 100dB/W. SH said it gave immediacy, impact, emotional communication, without the coloration that spoils other horn loudspeakers.

AVI Neutron Ill

£500

Cl 01

With its 5litre volume, this miniature (265 x140x 205mm) update of the Neutron uses aScanSpeak fabric dome tweeter and 127mm Vita

£260

ONO

Though small, the Kevlar-coned bass/mid unit in this moulded speaker produces acertain bass weiret, ever erring on the warm side. Overall

B&W DM303

£180

11/01

B&W
Nautilus 802

£6000

Castle Acoustic
Stirling 3

£730

Blueroom
Mmipod

Dynaudio
Contour T2.5

pulp cone mid/bass, crossover 2.8kHz. Easy to drive, if insensitive, it builds on its predecessors' stable imagery, tonal accuracy and detail.

AH

G

orvoi

In AG's group test of £200 models, the 303 sounded powerful, authoritative and had amore 'grown-up' quality than the rest. Treble can get
harder when pushed. Overall, it rias atight, fast ami slightly overdamped sound that makes ir keep control at higher volumes.
One of B&W's finest ever loudspeakers, it carries Me authority and finesse of the big Nautilus 801, but will work in room spaces where the 801
simply won't. First class stereo i
naging, bass, midrange clarity and smooth, transparent extended treble, not to mention killer looks.

0+, 02

£2460

vividness and more precise imaging. Afine speaket and worthy winner of a2002 Editors' Choice Award. ( Special finishes available at extra cost.)

8100

The Contour T2.5 put KK in mind of the larger classic British speakers of the 1970s, but with far greater power handling and speed. Has the

KB

capacity to sound huge, but with holographic imaging, 'deliriously wide' soundstaging, and above average depth.

.2/00

£340

Energy
Encore 2

£750

08/01

Epos M12

£500

7001

Harbeth
Compact 7ES

£1300

Jamo 0830

£1500

AG

AG

408ards

Li

£860

TB described the Stirling 3's predecessor, Severn 2,as 'detailed but gentlemanly': the Stirling 3builds on these strengths and gives greater

TB

Elac CL82 Mk II

JMIab
Cobalt 816

resolution is not especially high, and treble occasionally stood out, but there was arefreshing lack of woody coloration.

05/02
AG
05/01
AG

Elac's aluminium composite bass unit ( in awood cabinet rather than ametal one, and with dome rattler than ribbon tweeter) can deliver hie
volume levels with negligible compression or distortion. Basslines are particularly well projected; overall sound is very well integrated.
Satellites use aluminium dome tweeters and syntnetic cone bass/mids, the sub a150W amp and 200mm reflex-loaded driver. Well able to
reproduce subtle solo instrumental playing or full -scale orchestra at realistic volumes. All in all, simply agreat find
An enthusiast's hi-fi music speaker, but also adaptable for home theatre use, the M12 uses the well- tried Epos bans/mid driver and asimple
crossover. With an open, lively and exciting sound, this is avery fine speaker for the money.
'Compact' only by bam-dcor standards, the thin-wall enclosure is viscoelastically damped to BBC standards using composite counterlayers, wtr
the boundaries between main shell and screwed-on panels damped. Balanced, articulate, transparent sounds; easy to recommend.
Somethingof abenchmark. SEAS Excel drivers in awell-braced cabinet provide crisp, detailed and thoroughly musical sounds, with little
strain even when pushed. Bass is competent and extended, although higher up the sound can be atouch forward.
Inverted-dome Focal tweeter plus two 160mm drivers (one bass, one bass/mid), in afront-ported cabinet. It had asomewhat bright treble, but
the sound starts and stops when it should. Everything hung together, and it excelled on all kinds of music.
Versatile descendant of Kan and Tukan features non-parallel sides to reduce standing waves and clever lock-down crossover board which,

Linn Katan

when reversed, switches to bi-wire-/bi-amp-ready mode. Sound proved very stable, with unusual tfor Linn) 'airy'audiophile quality to boot.

MartinLogan
Prodigy

Abig hybrid electrostatic, and arguably MCs most successful, musically. MC found it had 'stature, presence and tonal accuracy... exceptional

MartinLogan
Clarity

This is another ML hydrid, capable of running in pure electrostatic mode, but also featuring arear- mounted 25mFn tweeter - for better off-axis

spatial qualities and fine sense of air'. If subtlety/refinement matter more than impact, this MartinLogan may be the one for you.
sound dispersion - and a200mm aluminium bass driver. Needs careful amp matching but afantastic loudspeaker!

Mirage MRM-1

£2200

Mission m53

£550

04/00
AG
11/02

low-frequencies. Asuperblybalanced all-rounder that'll work just as well with pumping rock or subtle jazz.
The mostcredible audio apOication so far for NXT flat panel technology. An AV system (it's also availa ble as atwo-channel sub-sat system), the

AG

fs2-AV consists of acorner subwoofer and five identical satellites on detachable, rotatable stands. Sound is smooth, easy and mellifluous.

Quad ESL- 989

£4000

Ruark Etude

£500

.15/02

Ruark
Prologue R

£950

10/00

Sonus Faber
Cremona

£5000

Totem Arro
Wharfedale
Diamond 8.1

£6500
£840
£120

Larger, wider-bandwidth take on the ESL-63 electrostatic (which itself replaced the classic ' 57') with an additional bass panel. Audiophile
components and more rigid construction. Speaker needs room to breathe, but still does the 'disappearing act' so beloved of the originals.

AG

issue. You shouldni expect the ultimate refinement of the even more expensive Amati, but this speaker is extraordinarily good.
04/01

With a12in (305mm) Dual Concentric ( horn- loaded dome tweeter built into the centre of the main bass/mid unit), the TD12 also has
Tannoy's Supertweeter mounted on top. MC was won over by the speaker's dynamics and expression, and high sound levels.

07/99
AH
59/01 &
12/01

£320

Wilson
Benesch ACT 2

£9000

10/99

Wilson Benesch
Discovery

£5500

www.hifinews.co.uk

presentation, but one that many prefer for long-term comfort, not entirely un-LS3/5A-like, with similar lean bass and open mid band.
Asymmetric 905mm-high enclosure (supplied in mirror-image pairs) using two 140mm paper pulp bass/m ids and a28mm silk dome that
Another oeautiful 'boat-tailed' floorstander from the Italian masters. The sound has soul: it's vibrant and bold,' as we said in our 2002 Awards

06/03

I

Compact bookshelf speake, an easy 8ohm load and reasonably sensitive (86dB), and aclean and neutral sound: amildly laid-back

takes over at 1.8kHz. Slightly drooping frequency response, but its consistency of voicing and musical expressiveness are out of the ordinary.

Wharfedale
EVO10

Wilson WATT/
Puppy System 7 £22,500

2A real fird in our Nov'02 Group Test, this Mission m53 floorstander sounds just like its little brother but with much more extension to the

1/00

£800

Dimension TD12

but free o' the usual box coloration artefacts. Its precision and detail are difficult to match, but It really needs asubwoofer.

AG

Mission fs2-AV

Tannoy

Heavyweight miniature two-way: the two-layer enclosure has steel lining and aCorlan machinable- polymer baffle. Demands alot of power.

AH

AG
08/01
AH
I
7/02

Thin enough to slip into the smallest listening room, the Arro has an outstanding ability to cast astereo image across, behind and around the
speakers. Integration between the two small drivers is excellent, the seamlessness helping draw the listener irto the fluid midband.
An opinion divider. KK found 'asoundstage so wide and so deep that one listener thought he was hearing the massive Apogee Scintillas'
AG and his panel thought Its 'strengths subsumed by an uneven balance'. Probably best suitecf to lowish volumes in smaller rcoms.
Exceptional finish, real wood veneer over anon-square box, and the icing on the cake is the excEllent sound — weighty bass, open nidband
and smooth treble from aKevlar cone bass/mid and soft-dome tweeter. One of the best at the price.
High-tech carbon-loaded WB Tactic drivers ' aplace the Scan drivers used by the otherwise similar ACT One. Listening results suggested a
rather bright balance withsuperb articulation and class-leading resolution. Magic in the right system, analytical and controlled to afault.

A15Ornm Tactic bass/mid and 28mm soft-dome tweeter face forward: underneath are two bass drivers in ai' isobaric clamshell arrangement.
Choir voices were awonder to behold, and the Discovery stayed clean and unflustered on testing techno and dance.
Even compared with the excellent System 6, the re-engineered System 7was thought substantially more transparent, with faster and more
dynamic bass. The '6was afairly tough load, and the '7is alittle more demanding still, so avery good amplifier is anecessity.
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Hi-FiNews
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(including P&P)
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UK

Issues required

£5
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Accessories Club
EXCLUSIVE TO 111-F1 NEWS
HEN 001 FLUXDUMPER Magic Brick' for valve amps

£30

HEN 002 TEST LP The Producer's Cut'

£25

L

HEN 004 BLACKHEAD: Moving- coil transformer

£80 H

HEN 005 SPIKE SET 8 xM6 spikes for wood/steel

£12 H

HEN 012 STACK STORAGE Black MDF 465mm-wide

Talking Tannoy: the inside story
From its beginning in West

are now used

Norwood in the early 1920s,

throughout the

LP Store: 120- LP, 2- divider, 360(h) x340(d)

£85 E

Tannoy has always been at the

recording

CD Store: 160- CD, 4- shelf, 720(h) x 165(0)

£99 D

forefront in the development of

industry.

CD Base: 160- CD, 4- shelf, 720(h) x 165(d)

£99 D

HEN 017 WALLNUT II Wall- mounting 2- shelf table
HEN 022 SORBOTHANE Damping sheet 150x150x3mm

£75 D
£1311

01 234
741152

The founder

both sound amplifying

and

equipment and public address

of Tannoy, Guy

his family in

HEN 023 LP INNER SLEEVES per 50

£10 O

systems. Today Tannoy systems

Fountain,

HEN 026 LP DIVIDERS Set of 25, tabbed

£12 D

are installed in legislative

helped by a

childhood. A

HEN 027 CD DIVIDERS Set of 25, tabbed

£12 I:

assemblies throughout the

chance

£18

team of

HEN 028 SOFTSHOES Isolation feet, pack of 12

£10 D

dedicated

conversation at

HEN 030 4MM BANANA PLUGS Set of 4

world, including the United
Nations Assemblies in New

professionals,

the Vintage

York, the House of Commons
and the House of Lords — where

took an idea

Wireless

£8

HEN 031 IEC PLUG

BEN DUNCAN'S PURE SERIES
PURE POWER MAINS CONDITIONERS

and developed

Museum
triggered his

2kVA 230/230V

£800 D

the original Tannoy speakers,

acompany

lkVA 230/230V

£450 h

installed in 1953, are still in

IkVA Adjustable output

£530 D

use and can be seen on

whose
innovations and commitment to

record the fascinating account

television programmes from the

the highest quality of

which became known,

debating chambers protected by

workmanship made Tannoy into

universey, as ' The Tannoy
Story'. Packed with nearly
60 black-and-white pictures

IkVA Int'l 120/230V, 230/120V

£500 D

500VA 230/230V

£345 D

500VA Intl 120/230V, 230/120V

£395

RADEX EARTH CABLE Standard, per metre

£4.50 O

bronze grilles let into the backs

aname that is now listed in the

RADEX EARTH CABLE H/D, per metre

£6.50 O

of the members' benches.

Oxford English Dictionary.

RADEX RF EXTERMINATOR EARTH SPIKE 1.2 metre

£45 E

PURE HENRY RF INDUCTOR per pair

£60

EARTH HENRY RF earth choke

£50 O

EARTH HENRY RF earth choke, kit

£35 h

SUPER SPUR MAINS CONSUMER UNIT 2- way

£99 LI

SUPER SPUR MAINS CONSUMER UNIT 6-way

Concentric drivers, developed by

Story, Jim Alderton, was born in

Story costs £ 19 in this

the company over 50 years ago,

1930, and knew Guy Fountain

hardback edition.

£199 .

PURE HARDWIRE Mains distribution unit, 12- way

£145

MISCELLANEOUS ACCESSORIES

CD CARE & PROTECTION

£99 EH

SUPER SPUR LIGHTNING PROTECTOR

MICHELL 4mm oanana plugs

CD 'JEWEL' CASES

METAL CLAD 32A mains distribution, 10-way

£95 ,

METAL CLAD 32A mains distribution, 6- way

£85 Li

METAL CLAD 324 mains distribution, 4- way

£70 LI

SUPRA LO RAD Mains chord, per metre

£15 VI

'AUDIO QUALITY MAINS SUPPLY' Booklet

£24

and illustrations, The Tannoy

The author of The Tannoy

Meanwhile, Tannoy's Dual

desire to set on

£6.50 I

«KELL Tendedeet Large, per 3

£ 14 Li

Maxi- single slimline

pack of 10

£6.50

MICHELL Tends- flee , Small, per 3

£ 10

Slim double

pack of 5

£6.50 h

FERRITE NOISE ABSCRBERS

Standard double

pack of 3

£6.50

Small, 6rnm

per pair £ 12 Li

£6.50

Large ( 12mm)

per pair £ 1.4

PURE CYCLE TURNTABLE PSU Kit

£330

PURE CYCLE TURNTABLE PSU Assembled

£399 .

DENSEN DMAGIC CO demagnetiser

£10
£30

KONTAK Contact cleaner

£15 LI

0E- 0X11 Contact clearer

£14 O

PHONES 01 HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER Kit

£218 I]

STEROPHILE Test CD1/2/3 Set of 3

PHONES 01 HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER Assembled

£299 Li

CHESKY ULTIMATE Test CO

£15

PRO- GOLD Golf cchtact cleaner

XLO/REFERENCE Test and burn- in CD

£24

RELAXA 3+ Isolation rlatform

£5 [1
£15

'BLACK BOX' REPRINTS VOLUME 1

n

VINYL CARE .14 PROTECTION

SID Sound improvement disc
£400

MOTH RECORD- CLEANING MACHINE Mkt Kit

£225

MOTH RECORD-CLEANING MACHINE Mk11

£450

MOTH RECORD- CLEANING MACHINE Mk11 Kit

£255

MOTH RECORD-CLEANING MACHINE

£500

MO Pro

MOTH RECORD- CLEANING FLUID 1litre

£17.50

MOTH RECORD- CLEANING FLUID 5 litres

£35 E

OUTER SLEEVES Heavy duty PVC, per 50

£20

LP STORAGE BAGS 12" sealed, per 50
DECCA Mk III Record- cleaning brush
ZEROSTAT Antistatic pistol
SHORE SFG-2 Stylus pressure gauge

£5

£37.50 El

£220 E
£220 E

RINGMAT 200/250 Ringmat

£35 D

RINGMAT 330Mk11 XLR Ringmat

£50
£70 D
£145 Ill

NAD PP- 2Phono stage, m- elm- c

£50 D

DISCWASHER Vinyl care system

£30 D

LAST Power clean LP cleaner

£27.50 E

LAST LP preservative

£27.50 D

LAST Record cleaner
LAST Stylast stylus treatment
LAST Stylus cleaner

£15 D
£22.50 D

£115 El

INCOGNITO ARM REWIRE LOOM ( Regal 1.2m installed

£129 O

AESTHETIX ABCD-1 cartridge demagnitiser

£165 D
£200 O

KAB Speedstrobe, includes LED light source

£75 D

MICHELL Unicover

£44 O

www.hifinews.co.uk

ROTH WELL Attenualor

£18

CICABLE L535#11 c:ossover

per pair £39
£790

RINGMAT Statmat Mk11 CDi

£18.45

AUDIO ONE XLP/phono adaptor ( specify in or out), per pair £45 .

RINGMAT Statmat CDi, blue

£37.50

Ol.WI THE Cl0i,EST rPNOACH Ken Kessler's definitive book £50 '

isit www.hifi accessoriesclub corn — email orders welcome

accessories club order form
Name
Address

Post ccde
Tel ephone
Cheque/postal order enclosed for

'HFN

Accessories Club'

or

£

( pounds sterling) made payable to:

please charge my AccessNisaiDiners/Arnex ( delete)*

Card Number

IL
Expires ( date)

1LJI 11

U

Signature

£15

INCOGNITO ARM REWIRE LOOM ( Regal 1.2m kit

INCOGNITO ARM REWIRE LOOM ( Universal) 1.2m installed

£16

AYRF System Enhancement CD

£15

£22

CARTRIDGE MAN Digital level

RINGMAT Support system full spacer set, blue

£14 H
£500 H

£13 Ill

CARTRIDGE MAN Digital stylus balance, 0.002g

RINGMAT Anniversary 330 Ringmat

£12.50 '

BIB CD CARE KIT Lens cleaner and CD restorer
BIB DVD CARE KIT Lens cleaner kit

MOTH RECORD-CLEANING MACHINE MkI

£ 12 O

pack of 10

5" PVC protective sleeves pack of 30

PURE TERMINATOR RF line cap

per 4

Standard 5" complete

TO ORDER Please send completed order form (or aphotocopy) to:
HFN Accessories Club & CD Service
PO
OR
OR
OR
OR

Box 200. Bedford MK40 1TH, UK
Fax your order form to: 01234 742028
Telephone: 01234 741152
E-mail: sales@hifiaccessoriesclub.com
Visit the secure order facility at wwvi.hifiaccessoriesclub.com

UK SALES All prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices
include postage and packing for all items, whatever their size,
anywhere in Me United Kingdom.
EXPORT SALES Export sales are always very welcome.
Where applicable they wil; be free of VAT ( Sales Tax), but will
be subject to Aditionai shipping at cost. Please contact
us for quotation. Delivery subject to availability. E&OE.
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the best just got

better!

Gil = Next Generation of IsoTek products
Our new exclusive GII range heralds a new era in
mains filters and regenerators. For your nearest
stockist call Activ Distribution on 01635 291357.
Accept nothing less than the best.

IsciTek

Award Winnin_g Mains Filter & Regeneration Systems

audio research

coustic
rts
Acoustic Arts is an independent audio consultancy. With over 23 years of experience,
we can offer you the exceptional service our long standing customer have come to enjoy.
Rotel manufactures cinema
equipment that woLld
delight any home cinema
addict.
Rotel is also one of the
few who manufacture
home cinema equipment
that would also delight
even the most discerning
audiophile. Sounds interesting!
For further information on
our extensive range of
equipment and our ex-demo
and second hand please
see our website.

audioquest
b&w(inc. nautilus)
beyer
blue room
boston
cit-ar audio
copland
densen
denon
gamot
grado
harman kardon
hutter
jm labs
kef
keotsu
krell
rtart n logan
michell
nordost
ortofon
project
primare
quadraspire
qed
roksan
rotel
sennheiser
sor neteer
sonus faber
sumiko
theta
transparent audio
vibe
vertex aq
Wilson audio
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YES!

IWOULD LIKE TO SUBSCRIBE TO H,F1 NEWS:

Direct Debit ( UK only). Pay only £ 16.65 every six
months, saving 25% off full price of £22.20
Aone-year subscription, saving up to 20%
(See price panel above;

Si".ving

677.7778
PAYMENT DETAILS: DIRECT DEBIT

Lait
DIEU c I

(
No stamp needed,

For office use only. Originator's reference — 764 221
(
Please atta -.
11 correct postage

,

PAYMENT ) ETAILS:

Name of Bank:

Ienclose acheque/international money order made
payable to IPC Media Ltd

Address:

for the amount of C/e/$
(see price panel above)

'CODE: 25Q

YOUR DETAILS:
Mr/Mrs/Ms/Miss:

Focal-JMIab, Mission, Monitor Audio,
Mirage, Opera, Revel, Ruark, Tarim/

Forename:

L, ONLY)

Please debe my:

Visa

MasterCard

Zip/Postcode:

Switch

Postcode:

Card Noi

Surname:
Address:

Amex

MD Din
No. nu

Expiry date:

Card issue

Signature:

Date:

(lemony 18)

Account name:
Sort code:

Account nc.

ELilu

Please coy IPC Meoia Ltd. Direct Debits from the account detailed
or this :nstraction subject to the safeguards assured by the Direct
Debit Guarantee. Irinderstand that tkis insbuctior reap remain with
IPC Media Ltd. and if so, dEsails will 5e passed electronically to my
Bank or Budding Society.

It you would like to receive emaile 'rom HiFi News and IPC containing news,
special offers and product and serace information and take part in our

HiFi News LndIPC would Ike to contact yon by oust or teleohone to promote and

magazine research via email please include your email below.

ask your opinion on car magazres ano senaces

Home tel:
(inc. country / area code)

Date of Birth:

Please tick here if yoe prefer not to

hear from IPC
IPC may occasignally pass your details to carefully selected organisations so that
they can contaot you by telepnotae or cast with regards to promoting and researching

Signature:
(I.am over le

their products and sevices. Reese tick here if you prefer not to be contacted

Closing date: 12th May 2004

Date:

LIFIPS'Pnera BORING HI-FI
Acoustic Arts
Watford
Tel. 01923 245250
Audio Counsel
Cheadle
Tel. 01614 916090
Audio Counsel
Olcham
Tel. 01616 332602
HI-Fi Studios
Doncaster
Tel. 01302 725550
Kevin Galloway
Audio
Kilmarnock
Tel. 01563 574185
Midland Audio
Exchange
Kidderminster
Tel. 01562 822236
Mike Manning
Taunton
Tel. 01823 ,?. 26688
Mike Manning
Yeovl
Tel. 01935 479361
New Audio Frontie
Loughborough
Tel. 01509 264002
GIZMO

Lifetime warranty??

Phonograpny
Ringwood
Tel. 01425 461230

IGt§

4

Progressive Audio
Gillingham
Tel. 01634 389004

My name is Morten Nielsen. Ihave been responsible for sales and marketing

Zen Audio

here at Densen for a couple of years now. Being in contact with customers
worldwide, Iam constantly asked why we don't have a cheap plastic remote,

Hull
Tel. 01482 587'i

obviously Ipopped this question to our Head Honcho Thomas Sillesen, who furiously
replied "a plastic remote ??? You must be out of your f

head Morten!!! We don't

make plastic remotes, we only make what we can take pride in! For me a plastic remote is a total turnoff, no matter what other
people might say... The next thing people would suggest would be that we should give up on our life long warranty just because
we could earn more money! Let me make this clear once and for all; we are not here to become the richest or the biggest
audio manufacturer in the world, but we do intend to be the best." After that statement Ithough it might be the perfect chance
to finally get him to approve that Iused the lifetime warranty as a statement in our ads, so Ipopped the magic question, but he
just replied: "That's nothing to market. If you believe in your product, it is just one of those things you do out of pride of your workmanship, not something to write ads about, but if it can stop your persistent nagging of me, go ahead and make my day... Even
though Idon't understand why it is so important news, after all it has been like that since day one in 1992 here at Densen! And
when that is said, please leave me alone, so Ican develop some new products...!"
Having finally gotten Thomas' permission, Ican now make it official what has been an official secret for years, We stand by our
products, and give a lifetime warranty to the first purchaser of each of our products.You can read more about our warranty and
Densen on our website www.densen.com

Densen • Lundevej 10 • 6705 Esbjerg 0 • Denmark
Phone: (+ 45) 75 18 12 14 • www.densen.com

Sevenoaks

SOUND & VISION
BEDFORD

Sevenoaks Sound & Vision stocks a wide

BIRMINGHAM

range of Hi Fi separates, DVD players,
amplifiers, speakers, plasma screens, LCD
televisions and projection systems from all

BRIGHTON
BRISTOL
BROMLEY

the leading manufacturers.

CAMBRIDGE

From starter systems to custom designed multi- room and

CARDIFF

home cinema installations, our friendly staff are available
in all stores to advise, demonstrate and guide you through

CHELSEA

the home entertainment jungle. If you're interested in

CHELTENHAM

home entertainment and want to avoid the corr`usion,

CRAWLEY

contact your local Sevenoaks Sound & Vision store and

CROYDON

experience more.

EDINBURGH

0% interest free option* is availaole on most products.
'Written details on request. Licensed credit brokers.
Minanuto balance £ 400. Subject to status.

EPSOM
EXETER
MUSICAL FIDELITY INTRODUCES

GLASGOW

NEW X- SERIES PRODUCTS

GUILDFORD

The X-150 and X- Ray .'

The X-Rar CD player„ is

are the first products from

the replacement for the

Musical Fidelity's NEW

legendary X- Ray. Design

X-Series.

features include 24- bit 96k

Rated at 75wpc,
the X-150 has low
distortion, low feedback,
wide bancwidth, low noise
and excellent stereo
separation plus a

upsampling, very low jitter
and is, from atechnical
standpoint, the equal of
some of the most
expenswe players on
the maiket.

Are you looking to neatly and seamlessly integrate a
Home Cinema or Hi Fi System into your home? Our

does it look great, its

Custom Installation experts are fully trained in al , areas

wonderful - Musical
Fidelity having paid
close attention

dedicated home cinema installation with a retractable

the design to
maximise reliability.

screen and built-in speakers or an integrated contool

LIVERPOOL

NORWICH
NOTTINGHAM

built qualizy is

Whether you're looking for lighting control systems, a

LEEDS
LINCOLN

NEWCASTLE

amplifier. Not only

and provide a prompt, reliable and professional service.

KINGSTON
LEICESTER

MANCHESTER

stage. All Ifie
hallmarks of agreat

HULL
IPSWICH

MAIDSTONE

good quaJty phono

CUSTOM INSTALLATION

HOLBORN

OXFORD
PETERBOROUGH
PLYMOUTH

MUSICAL FIDELITY

POOLE
PRESTON
READING

system, Sevenoaks Sound & Vision has the solution.

SEVENOAKS
SHEFFIELD
SOLIHULL

harman kardon
,
I

SOUTHAMPTON

Kr,

SOUTHGATE
STAINES

For over 50 years, Harman Kardon has been at the forefront of musical invention and innovation - it was Harman Ka-don
that introduced the world's first stereo receiver back in 1958. This unique pedigree : snow represerOted in aNEW range

This NEW range includes both DVD and DVD-Audio players, AN receivers and aDAB Tuner. Witht amusical heritage
that is second to none, you can trust Harman Karoor to deliver stunning, ground tyeaking and uncompromising
demanding expectations. Across the

WATFORD
WITHAM ( ESSEX)

world, professional musicians, sound

why, audition Harman Kardon today.

TUNBRIDGE WELLS
WEYBRIDGE

products that live up to the most

brand above all others. To find out

SWINDON
SWISS COTTAGE

of sleek, beautifully engineered Harman Kardon products available at Sevenoaks Sound & Vision.

engineers and producers choose this

SWANSEA

WOLVERHAMPTON
•

I•1

10970 AMTNI,DAL TUNER

PLEASE SEE PAGE 7
FOR ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE
NUMBER DETAILS

www.sevenoakssoundandVsion.co.uk

Seven oaks

SOUND & VISION

PRO-JECT 1XPRESSION
TURNTABLE (BLACK) £209.95

[11111101111
111111' !I
dill
HI-FI SEPARATES

"Compared with a £ 00 CD player this deck

Best Buy

sounds remarkable: dig out your vinyl and
give the Xpressbn aspin."

2003

A,

e

THE PROJECT RANGE STARTS AT ONLY £ 119.95

TURNTABLE IRB300 TONEARM

ARCAM CD73T CD PLAYER

CALL

,
Best
200Bu3
y
,
The Gyrpd&,• SE sounds great, combining the best sonic characteristics of
rivals... arte simply, the Michell Gyrodec SE is terrific. Nothing compares at this
price point - it's well deservng another Best Buy"

TOWARDS TH

FANTASTIC OFFERS ON ARCAM D'VA AMPS & CDS

RIDGE OF YOUR CHOICE*

Best Buy

ROTFI_

22

RCD-02 CD PLAYER
RA- 02 AMPLIFIER

B&W

FRFr

PRO-JECT DEBUT II TURNTABLE*

DM601 S3 SPEAKERS
Rote& electronics and B&W speakers are natural

partners far each other, giving excellent sound quality
and stunning looks. So what better than this
combination cf class- leading detail with an even and
robust sound.

SYSTEM PRICE

£949.95
PRCE EXCLUDES CAL...

BU at Sevenoak:; we always aim to offer you more and
this means What HiFi? Sound and Vision's Award—rain

winning Project Debut l turntable is thrown in FREE.
HI-R SYSTEM 1- NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER OR PROMOTION

HI-FI SYSTEM 2
MUSICAL FIDELITY
A3 CD PLAYER & AMPLIFIER

MARANTZ

MONITOR AUDIO

CD5400 CD PLAYER

£119.95

SILVER S8 SPEAKERS

SAVE £30

One of our most popular systems at an
amazing price Full-scale dynamics with a
lightness of touch makes this
combination stand out

SYSTEM PRICE

MARANTZ
PM7200 AMPLIFIER

£249.95

SAVE £80

This is one of the most poweful amps in its class, at 95w per
channel, and it sounds it with anything from dance to abig orchestral
wort', offering adelicious combination of poise and impact. Siick with
fast, dynamic speakers such as B8iW DM601 S3s or KEF's equally
capable Ois and the results wia amaze."

£2399.95

nSAVE £379

HI- Ft SYSTElof 2
NOT IN CCOUJNCIION MAN ANY 0 TEIER OFFER OR PROMOTION

MISSION
780 SE SPEAKERS

£349.95
"The revamped Mission 780s are hugely
err,oyabla anyone witn uo to £400 to spend
should conGider diese standmounters Mission's
clever inove f
las paid off"
I4ATlUR?

PURE DIGITAL
DRX-702ES ANALOGUE/DAB TUNER

£279.95

Feb

*****

FREE

INCLUDES
SPEAKER CABLE WORTH £60

MISSION

SAVE £50

782 SE SPEAKERS

£899.95

PRICING POLICY
We always try to ensure our prices are
highly competitive.
In the e‘,ent yoL can find tie same products
and excellent sennce at a tower price, please
bring it to our store managers' attention.

0%

FINANCE OPTION*
Spread the cost of buying..
CD% firance option is available
on the vast majority of products.
we stock.
'Writer details on request Licensed crest
probes Minimum balance 0400. Subject to stabs.

Please Note: Some products may not be available at all stores.
Please call before travelling. *Cable Offer - From range available in-store.
Not in conjunction with any other after.
Advertisement valid until at least 07 04 04. E&OE.

"Well, with the exception of
the alderwood-veneer

engineers have excelled ut
this area these elegant
floorstandeis sound

finish, these floorstancers
look identical to the

beautifully balanced and

standard model, although
there's anew tweeter and

few rivals under £ 1000 can
match their wonderful

crossover design One of

levels of clarity

the advantages of the

The ' special edition' tag is

three-way configuration is

overused but these

that each driver deals with

talented floorstanders are

only anarrow section of
the frequency range and

bona fide sonic stars"

the designers optimise
each unit to perform its
respective task Mission's

wHATIMM "g
*****

INCLUDES

FREE

SPEAKER CABLE WORTH £80*

Seven oaks

SOUND

& VISION

ROKSAN KANDY
KD1/11I CD PLAYER £594.95
KA1/III AMPLIFIER £594.95

QUAD

"As with most Roksan products,

11L SPEAKERS £379.95

the Kandy integrated amplifier
has been regularly refined over
its lifetime. The

e

MKIII version builds
on the strengths of
its predecessors
and successfully
wipes out their
(mostly minor)
weaknesses...
Timing and rhythm
are excellent. DJ
Shadow is delivered

E77
Product
of [Wye«
Its 2003

with clarity and a

Be

'The Kandy KD1/III CD player offers agreat

2003

array of talents - team it with its amp
stablemate and you have something close to

*****

the ideal visual and sonic combination.'

.e'
a
qeegateu

usg
"These world beating

tight bass, while at

speakers are at home with laid-

the other extreme

back trip- hop, for example, as they are are with large-scale

the treble is sweet

symphonies or banging rock.

and detailed, getting

The -e'.3 very little more we could ask for!

the most from Wagners's Ride of

One year or the Quads are still amazing value for money -

the Valkyries. The result is a

no rival speakers corne close.

breathtaking Best Buy amplifier

INTERCONNECT CABLE WORTH £ 60

WHEN KANDY CD & AMP PURCHASED TOGETHER*

that betters its competition
with ease."
KANDY KA1/III AMPLJFIER - AWARDS 2003

FREE SPEAKER CABLE

WORTH

WITH ALL HI-FI SPEAKER
PAIRS OVER £
299*

£60
£80

WITH SPEMERS OM
Wffil SPEA.KERS OVER

'CARLE OFFER - FROM RUM AVIWABLE IN-STURE. NOT IN commcnox WITH ANY OTHER OFRNI

KEF Q4 SPEAKERS
£399.95

HI-FI SYSTEM 3

The 04 is one of the
latest additions to

SAVE £299

CYRUS CD8 CD PLAYER & 8AMPLIFIER
MONITOR AUDIO GR10 SPEAKERS

KEF's acclaimed CI
Series. At the heart of
this floorstander lies
the UniQ driver array

Another very popular combination that's more than the sum of its already talented parts - and that's

-a 130mm die-cast

before you \ie examined the upgrade options. The 008 is amagnificent player (Best Buy - What HiFi?

chassis housing a

Sound and Vision Awards 2003) and like most Cyrus products its performance can be maximised with

long throw cone and

the addition of aCyrus PSX-R power supply.

coincident mounted

The beautifully crafted, compact, Gold

19mm aluminium
dome HF unit. This

Rererence GR10 speakers (***** -

driver arrangement

What HiFi'? Sound and Vision August

makes the speaker

2001) from British speaker specialists

much easier to place

Monitor Audio complete the package.

in the room and
alleviates the ' sweet

HI-FI SYSTEM 3 • NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY
OTHER OFFER OR PROMOTION

spot' found on
'ordinary' speakers
This has been
combined with a
dedicated 130mm LF
unit for extended
bass output which
belies the size of its
diminutive cabinet

INCLUDES

FREE SPEAKER CABLE WORTH

Please Note: Some products may not be available at all stores.
Please call before travelling, Cable Offer - From range available in-store.
Not in conjunction with any other offer.
Advertisement valid until at least 07 04'04. EWE

£299
£499

£60«

SYSTEM PRICE

£2299.95

experience, mcr
(,
9j \\
/
K

;se

2

SAVE £ 169

LINN CLASSIK v
MUSIC SYSTEM

:
EX SPEAKERS)

£799.95

SAVE £ 50

CD73T CD PLAYER & A65 PLUS AMPLIFIER
R

"The Classik sounds simply nardeilous. Boasting fine impact and drive,
it retains its grip even as it thumos out rock and dance tracks. Ask it to

eN

—r

in

A I

tr-Nv

. BRONZE B2 SPEAKERS

play quiet acoustic music and its smooth, licuid prtesentaticer impresses
still further. The Classik reefs Ole perfornname you'd expect from high
quality separates in one lovely package - Mis i
savery superior product."

Product
•MIR

:7)

a

0
e.

YAMAHA CDR-HD1300
CD-RW/HC RECORDER

£479.95

SAVE £50

SYSTEM PRICE

£799.95

Arcam and Monitor Audio both have an
enviable reputation for producing great
sounding kit without breaking the bank This
system shows why with awell balanced sound
that sboth musically involving and enjoyable

At the front of this package is Arcam's upgradeable CD73T CD player - aWhat HiFi? Sound
and Vision ' Product of the Year 2003' We've cpupled this with Arc,am's complementary A65
Rus integrated amprfier and Monitor Audio's peautifu4 balanced ' Best Buy' Bronze B2
speakers According to What HiFi? Sound and Vision (Awards 2CO3), these compact
speakers " Sound superb

PIONEER PDR-609
CD-RW RECORDER

£159.95

Pr iuct
Ye.

oftheyear
2002

iECORDEPS

DENON DM31
UD-M3 CD RECEI,\JER

£199.95

SAVE £30

"The D-M30 was exemp'ary. as its three WI-at HiFi? Sound and Vision
Awards clearly show. The D- M31 is even better, making it phemomena
value for money. -

OPTIONAL RECORDER: DMS M31 MINIDIEC RECOFDER • 3RR-M31 CASSErr
E DECK
N3 - PRICE EXCLUDES SPEME1S

Speakers dcn't get much better than the B2s"

Cyrus Mono XPower
Denon 771355
Linn Kolector Pre
Linn LK85 Power

( L2f: £ 1199.95
£ 179.95
£ 574.95
£ 544.95

Maran1z PM4400
Marantz PM7200
Musical Fidelity X-150
Musical Fidelity 13.2
Musical Fidelity 13.2 Pre

PRODUCT RANGE

£ 149.95
£ 249.95
£ 799.95
£ CALL
fCALL

Musical Fidelity 132 Power
£ CALL
Musical Fidelity 1308
fCALL
Musical Fidelity Ai-Vista 300
£3994.95
Quad . •
A
£ 549.95
Roksan • , 1y M1A1 MKIll
£ 594.95
Roksan spian M
£ 999.95
Autel EA- 01
£ 249.95
Autel RA-02
£ 349.95
Rotel RA- 1062
£ 594.95

SPEAKERS

An outstanding selection of products
are on display and available for
demonstration at all Sevenoaks
Sound & Vision stores. However.
some products may not be available
at all stores.
Please call to check availabifry
before t-avellinc.

Goldring
£ 139.95
Michell
5."/1113300 en TOWARDS CARTRIDGE' £1049.95
Michell
Cec
£ 599.95
Project
Phono SO
Project Debi& E (Black)

£169.95
£119.95

Project Debut II (Colours)
Project 1Xpnessicn

1134.95
£209.95
&

£ 319.95

TUNERS
'JONI DIVA T61
Cyrus FM X

£219.95
£ 499.95

Don« TU2605 Mel
Mcrae Kariba TIJ970 DABAVAeld
MaranI2ST4000

£99.95
1299.95
£99.95

Pere Evoke 1DAB
Pin DRX-7011S DAB
Pure ORS-702ES Analogue/DAB

£ 89.95
£199.95
£279.95

CD PLAYERS
Arc am DiVA C073T
Arcam DiVA CDT

fCALI.
CALL

Arcam DiVA CC93T
Arcam FMJ CD337
Cyrus CD6
Cyrus [ 38
Denon DC0485
Linn xxiki
Linn ),) mi
Marantz CD5400
Marantz
79 M

ECALL
£1299.95
£599.95
£999.95
£ 119.95
£1099.95
£2199.95
£ 119.95
£ 799.95

Meridian
•
£ 1194.95
Musical Fidelity A 'lay
£899.95
Musical Fidelity • • ?
£ C4Li
Musical Fidelity • • &
£ CuLt
Musical Fidelity • Vista SAGO
£3994.95
Quad ) sir P
£999.95
Roksan Kandy 01 MKIII
£594.95
Roksan Caspian Ter
£1099.95
Autel " 5002 ................
£379.95
Ratel &C01072
£ 594_95

RFCORDERS
Pioneer PDR609 CO-RW
Yamaha GDR-HC1300 CD-RW

£159.95
£479.95

AMPLIFIERS
Arcam
Arcam
Arcam
Arcam

DIVA 165 Pius
DIVA A80
DIVA A85
DIVA A90

Arcam fMJ A32
Cyrus 6
Cyrus 8
Cyrus Pre XPre
.

o

KEF
CEE < 31

£399.95
£999.95

Linn ,', itun
Linn
'

TURNTABLES

Project RPM

Acoustic Energy Aegis Evo One
£ 129.95
Acoustic Energy Aegis Evo Three
£ 249.95
Acoustic Energy AE1 MKIII ( From)
£ 1699.95
B&W DM303
£ 179.95
B&W DM601 S3
£249.95
BOW DM602 S3
£299.95
BOW 704
£ 1399.95
BOW 705
£899.95
KEF Al
£ 199.95

£ CA I
17

£1141.95
£599.95
£799.95
£999.95

•

Mission
Mission • . SE
Mission •.'SE
Monitor Audio Bronze 02

•

£649.95
£ 1099.95
£ 119.95
£349.95
£ 899.95
£ 199.95

Monitor Audio Silver S1
£299.95
Monitor Audio Silver S6
£ 599.95
Monitor Audio Silver S8
£799.95
Monitor Audio Gold Reference 10
£ 799.95
Monitor Audio Gold Reference 20
£ 1499.95
Quad • • L
£ 379.95
Quad 121
£499.95
Quad ?I
£894.95
Roark
lue It
£344.95
Wharfedale Pacific Evolution 30
£649.95

"FI SYSTEMS
Denon 201 Ex Speakers
Denon DF101 Ex Speakers
Denon DM31 Ex Speakers
Linn . 12ssik Music Ex Speakers
On kyo CS210 Ex Speakers
Teac Legacy E^^
Speakers
Teac Reference ) Ex Speakers
Teac Reference sU0 Ex Speakers

£499.95
£299.95
£ 199.95
£799.95
£199.95
£ 199.95
£ 449.95
£ 569.95

DVD SYSTEMS
Denon ADV-M71 Inc Speakers
£499.95
Jamo AVR50/A305PDD Inc Speakers £ 549.95
Jamo AVR50/A355PDD Inc Speakers
£699.95
CEE •
Linn
Sony
Teac

• 100 Inc Speakers
ussik Movie Di Ex Speakers
AV-SC6 Inc Speakers
lacy 700/LS-L800 Inc Speakers .

£ 1199.95
£2199.95
£ 549.95
£849.95

'11/D PLAYERS
rave & MODEL
Arcam DIVA DV78
Arcam DiVA 0608 Plus
Arcam DiVA DV89

£ CALL
£ CALL
£1799.95 £1849.95

Harman Cardon nVD25
£279.95 £279.95
Harman Cardon )22
£299.95 £299.95
Harman Cardon
131
£399.95 £399.95
Pioneer .
£59.95 £89.95
Pioneer
du4
£89.95 £109.95
Pioneer DV565A Universal
£169.95 £ CALL
Pioneer PV668Av Universal . £ CALL
£ CALL
Pioneer . PAvi Universal .
CALL
£ CALL
Tag McLaren DVD32FLR £ CALL
£ CALL
Teas - V50
£3999.95 £3999.95
Toshiba SD330E
Yamaha DVD-S540
£69.95 £ CALL
£119.95 £ 119.95

Monitor Audio
Ruark
£269.95 £299.95

Panasonic DMA-E60 DVD-R £ CALL
Panasonic DMR-E100 DVD-R
CALL
Panasonic DMR-FiS2 DVD-R
fCALL
Philips /0R70 DVD+RW
CALL

£ CALL
£ CALL
fCALL
£ CALL

Philips /AR80 DVD+RW

£ CALL

fCALL

Pioneer /93100S DVD-R/RW
fCALL
£ CALL
Pioneer • JR5100HS DVD-FVRW £ CALL
£ CALL
Toshiba ) XS30 DVD Recorder £529.95 £ TBA

'nCEIVERS & PROCES5"-Arcam AVR200 AN Receiver
Arcam AV8/P7 AN Pre/Processor/Power
Cyrus AV8 AN Processor

£ 599.95
£5499.95
£ 1099.95

Denon AVC-A11SR AN Amplifier
Denon AVC-Al SR AN Amplifier
Denon VR1604 AN Receiver

£ 1199.95
£2199.95
£ 229.95

Denon • ) 804 AN Receiver
£ 299.95
Denon • . Eq? AN Receiver
£ 449.95
Denon ••
AV Receiver
£649.95
Harman Cardon •••"/R2550 AN Receiver £ CALL
Harman
Harman
Harman
Harman
Marantz

£999.95
£1699.95

REGION 2 MULTI REGION

Panasonic DMR-E50 DVD-R

Cardon A.
JR5550 AN Receiver
Cardon AVR8500 AN Receiver
Cardon AVR330 AN Receiver
Cardon AVR630 AN Receiver
•••1400 AN Receiver

Marantz , P5400 AN Receiver
Onkyo TX-SR501E AN Receiver

£CALL
£1299A1.951.
£599.95
£ 999.95
£289.95
£349.95

Onkyo TX-50601E AN Receiver
Onkyo TX-NR801E AN Receiver
Onkyo D(-NR900E AN Receiver
Pioneer 'ISX-C301 AN Receiver
Pioneer . ,
GC501 AN Receiver
Pioneer . X-0812 AN Receiver
Pioneer • -XAX3i AN Receiver
Pioneer .' SX AX5i AN Receiver
Pioneer VSA-AX10i AN Amplifier

£CALL
£ CAL
L
£1
££9
CC
9
7
A9
1.5
1.
£ 329.95
£ 319.95
£649.95
£ 949.95
£ 2199.95

Rotel RSX1065 AN Receiver
£ 1799.95
Rotel RSP1066/F1MB1075 AN Pre/Power £ 1799.95
Autel PSP1098 AN Processor
£2294.95
TAG McLaren •• . OR AN PIOCeSSED
£CALL
TAG McLaren •,, 928 AN Processor (From)
£ CALLL
Yamaha DSP-AX640SE AN Amplifier
£299.95
Yamaha DSP-29 AN Amplifier
Yamaha RX-V44ORDS AN
Yamaha RX-V64ORDS AN Receiver
£2
£1C
9A
9
L
5
L
£349.95
Yamaha RX-V140ORDS AN Receiver
£ CALL
Yamaha RX-V240ORDS AN Receiver
fCALL

A/V SPEAKER PACKAGES
Acoustic Energy •. is P5
Acoustic Energy . r() 313
BOW . MI/AS1
BOW 2M300 AV
BOW ' PM Series

£369.95
£699.95
£ 849.95
£899.95
£ CALL

Castle Compact CC3
Energy Take 5.1
Energy Encore

£999.95
£399.95
£999.95

Jamo 06 PTO
Jamo 07 THX
'
•
KEF HT1006 £100 FREE CABLE'
KEF KHT200
£150 FREE CARP
IEEE KFIT500' £200 FREE CABLE"
KEF 0 •
f300 FREE CARP

MOB
REMOK 2 mum REGION
fCALL
£
£ CALL
£
£ CALL
£

Cyrus DVD8
£1199.95
£1199.95
Denon DVD-1400 Universal £ CALL
£
LI
Denon AVD-2200 Universal
fCALL
E LL
Denon DVD-2900 Universal
CALL •. 11.
Denon DVD-A11
Denso ..)VD-A1

DVD RECORDERS
MAKE A. MODEL

f250 FREE CABLE.

M&K ,
MAC unan 25
MAC
•
'
Monitor Audio :eB2 AV
Monitor Audio Bronze 04 AV

£1499.95
£3249.95
£499.95
£799.95
£1199.95
£2199.95
£1699.95
£1894.95
£2249.95
£3899.95
£799.95
£949.95

SUB WOOFERS
BOW ' .
7675
BOW •
50
MJ Acoustics s'A 50 (Black)

£ 649.95
£ 1199.95
£ 299.95

MJ Acoustics • ) 100 (Black) £ 599.95
MJ Acoustics - El 100 (Blk) tso FREE CABLE"
£349.95
MJ Acoustics •Lel 1 (Black) .. £699.95
REL ,[ 150E MKII (Brines Black) Eloo FREE CABLE' £499.95
REL 0201E (Brinex Black) ... £ 724.95
REL 3400E (Britten Black)
£999.95
REL Quake (Brittex Black)
£ 349.95
REL Strata Ill
£ 549.95
REL Storm III
£ 699.95

PLASMA
Fujitsu • 1,'VHA20 42" (
FM
Fujitsu : 2VHA30 42"
Fujitsu •,'HI-IA10 42" (ED)
Fujitsu •?)-)
HA30 42"

£2799.95
£3299.95
£ 2999.95
£ 3599.95

Fujitsu •12HHS10 42'' (
ED)
Fujitsu P50011A10 50" (ED)
Fujitsu P50X1-1A30 50"
Hitachi 32PD3003P 32" (ED)
Hitachi T2PD3000E 42"
Hitachi • PD5000E 42"

£3999.95
£ 5699.95
£ 5999.95
£ 2199.95
£2899.95
£ CALL

Hitachi "MA400E 42" (ED)
Panasonic TH37PA200 37"
Panasonic TH42PA20B 42"

£2499.95
£ CALL
£3299.95

Panasonic TH42PW613 42"
Philips - ' 9965 37" (ED)
Philips • • ) 9965 42" (ED)

£2999.95
£2699.95
£3499.95

Pioneer ') P434HDE 43"
Pioneer •"503HDE 50" (E0)
Pioneer R504HDE 50"
Toshiba :.?wP36P 42"

£ CALL
£4499.95
£5499.95
CALL

LCD TV
Panasonic TX15LT2 15"
Panasonic TX22LT3 22"
Philips 17PF9945 17"
Philips 30PF9975 30"
Sharp Aquos LC-13B4E 13"
Sharp Aquos LC-13S1E 13"
Sharp Aquos LC-1504E 15"
Sharp Aquos LC-1551E 15"
Sharp Aquas LC-2084E 20"

£749.95
£1499.95
£ CALL
fCALL
£ CALL
ECALL
£ CALL
fCALL
£899.95

Sharp Aquos LC-20S1E 20"
Sharp Aquos LC-22SV2E 22"
Sharp Aquos LC-30AD1 30"

£ CALL
£1099.95
CALL

Sharp Aquos LC-30HV4E 30"
Sharp Aquas LC-37AD1 37"
Sharp Aquos LC-37HV4E 37"
Toshiba • A/L36P 26"
Toshiba X2WL36P 32"

£2399.95
fCALL
f3699.95
£ CALL
£ CALL

IJECTORS
NEC eiT1000 DIP
Sanyo PLVZ1 LCD
Sanyo PLVZ2 LCD
Screenplay SP4800 DLP
Screenplay SP5700 DLP

£ 3199.95
£ 999.95
£ 1449.95
£1199.95
fCALL

Sharp v /9IE DIP
Sharp XVZ200 DIP
Sim 2Domino 20 DIP
Sim 201300 Plus DIP (ED)
Sim 2 •• -"
M Xtra DLP
ThemeScene H30 Cinema DLP

£1699.95
£ CALL
£3499.95
£5999.95
f7999.95
£ 1199.95

ThemeScene I-150 Cinema DLP (ED)
ThemeScene H56 Cinema DLP
Yamaha
500 LCD

£ 1499.95
£ 2299.95

Yamaha

E1000 DLP (ED)

£ 5999.95

CALL
CONTACT YOUR LOCAL STORE OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR
OUR UP-TO-DATE PRICES

f PRICING POLICY
SEVENOAKS SOUND & VISION OPERATES APRICING POLICY
SEE OPPOSITE PAGE FOR DETAILS
Please Note: Some products may not be available at all stores. Please call before travelling.
'Cable Offer - From range available in-store. Not in conjunction with any other offer.
(ED) - Limited stock, some could be ex-display. Advertisement valid until at least 07 04 04. E&OE

SEVENOAKS STORES NATIONWIDE
e BROMLEY
el: •
9.

CHELSEA

e" •
CD
3

39A EAST STREET

• 01784

020 7352 9466
369-37: LONDON ROAD

1.3
c.n • 020 8665 1203 OPEN SUNDAY

EPSOM

SUMACS

12 UPPER HIGH STREET

460777 OPEN swum

SWISS COTTAGE 21

WATFORD 478 S- ALBANS
• 01923

HOLBORN

WEYBRIDGE

144-144 GRAYS INN ROAD

NOR -I
WAYS POE FINCHLD RD

•020 7722 9777 OPEN SUNDAY

•01372 720720 OPEN SUNDAY

'30b,D

213533 OPEN SUNDAY
43 CHURCH STREET THE QUADRANT

•01932 828525

•020 7837 7540

KINGSTON

CHASE SIDE

STAINES 4THAMES STREET

403 KINGS ROAD

CROYDON

SOUTHGATE 79-61

•020 8886 2777

020 8290 1988

43 FIFE ROAD

•020 8547 0717 OPEN SUNDAY

BED FORD 29-31 ST PETERS STREET
o

a.
CD

01234 272779

BRIGHTON

57 WESTERN ROAD, HOVE

ARCH 12, LIVERY STREET

928 WHITELADIES ROAD, CLIFTON

1- BURLEIGH STREET

01223 304770

CARDIFF 104 106 ALBAN' ROAD
029 2047 2899

CHELTENHAM

14 PITIVILLE STREET

32 THE BOULEVARD

01293 510777

EDINBURGH

5THE GRASSMARKET

0131 229'7267

EXETER

28 CO WICK STREET

88 GREAT WESTERN ROAD

GUILDFORD ;38 NORTH STREET
1SAVILE ROW, SAVILE STREET

12-14 DOGS HEAD STREET

62 NORTH STREET

0113 245 2775 OPEN SUNDAY
LANE

0116 253 6567

LINCOLN

20-22 CORPORATION STREET

01522 527397 (
OFF HIGH STREET)

LIVERPOOL

16 LORD STREET

0151 707 8417

MAIDSTONE

96 WEEK STREET

01622 686366

597-599 MA>JSFIELD ROAD

POOLE

36-34 PARK ROAD

entertainment, from Hi Fi separates and
to

DVD

players

widescreen

Friendly staff are available * nall stores to
advise, demonstrate and guide you through

01772 825777 OPEN SUNDAY
3-4 KINGS WALK SHOPPING CENTRE

SEVENOAKS

109-113 LONDON ROAD

SHEFFIELD 635 QUEENS ROAD.
SOLIHULL 149-151
SOUTHAMPTON

HEELEY

OPEN SUNDAY

STFAT:'ORD ROAD

33 LONDON ROAD

The Sevenoaks Sound & Vision website

Sevenoaks Sound & Vision's Custom

has

news

ane

information

on

the

Sevenoaks group and its stores

of a home cinema or hi-fi system into your

There are

home

possible. All electronics can be hidden

offer and stock clearance lists with
hundreds of products available and

away, speakers discreetly niounted either

detailed pages to help you locate your

as

neatly

and

seamlessly

as

regularly updated

special

in the wall or ceiling and the complete

nearest store To find out more, click on

system operated via remote control.

www.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk

Our instal'ation experts are fully traiined to

STOCK CLEARANCE

the highest standards h all areas and

VV:th 49 stores nationwide, the Sevenoaks

provide aprompt, reliable arid professional

Sound & Vision group stock and display a

service. Whether you're looking for a multi-

wide range cf products. As models and

room system, a dedicated home cinema

product

installation with a retractable screen and

superseded the preceding models are

built-in speakers or an iiiteg:ated control or

made available at a reduced price. for

lighting system, Sevenoaks Sound & Vision

clearance.

has adiverse range of p-oducts available tc

date list of the clearance stock

cater for all your requkenents.

SWANSEA 24 MANSEL STREET
01792 465777

SEVENOAKS WEBSITE

CUSTOM
INSTALLATION
Installation Service enables the integration

40-41 LUNE SfREET

SWINDON

covering all categories of specialist home

137 CORNWALL STREET

LATIMER HOUSE, 44-46 HIGH STREET

READING

con -plying with trill THX specificalions.

the home entertainment jungle.

01202 671677

PRESTON

among the finest in the county, many

in the country.

all at highly competitive prices.

01733 897697 OPEN SUNDAY

PLYMOUTH

Our comfortable demonstration rooms are

successful hi-fi and home cinema retailes

plasma televisions and projeK..tior systems,

01865 241773

PETERBOROUGH

Vision is one of the largest and most

systems

41 ST CLEMENTS STREET

023 8033 7770

01473 286977

LEICESTER 10 LOSEB`f

OXFORD

DEMONSTRATION
FA:1LITIES

Each Sevenoaks Sound & Vision store

0121 733 3727

01482 587171

LEEDS

NOTTINGHAM

Founded in 1972, Sevenoaks Sound &

WHO ARE SEVENOAKS?

stocks a wide range of quality products,

0114 255 5861

01483 536666

IPSWICH

29-29A ST GILES STREET

01732 459555

0141 332 9655

HULL

NORWICH

0118 959 7768

01392 218895

GLASGOW

99 NEWGATE STREET

01752 226011

01242 241171

CRAWLEY

0161 831 7969

NEWCASTLE

0115 911 2121

0117 974 3727

CAMBRIDGE

c;Irr CENTRE

01603 767605

0121 233 2977

BRISTOL

69 HIGH ST,

0191 221 2320

01273 733338

BIRMINGHAM

MANCHESTER

ranges

Visit

are

changed

or

our VVebste for an up-to-

PRICING POLICY

OPEN SUNDAY

Whilst we do not claim always to be the

8-9 COMMERCIAL ROAD

cheapest, we try to ensure our prices are
highly competitNe. Take irlo account the

01793 610992

TUNBRIDGE WELLS

expert advice, unrivalled product selection.
28-30 ST JOHNS ROAD

01892 531543

WITHAM (
ESSEX) .) THE GROVE

CENTRE

01376 501733

WOLVERHAMPTON

demonstration facilities and excellent ore,
during and after sales service and :he dower
price might not -ook such good value_
In the event you can find the same products
and excellent service at a lower price,

29-30 CLEVELAND STREET

01902 312225 OPEN SUNDAY

OPENING HOURS: PLEASE TELEPHONE OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE
E-MAIL: [
insert store nameesevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk

please bring it to our store managers'
attention. We will always endeavour to offer
you the best deai.

www.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk

FREE HiFi Upgrade
hififorsale.com ltd's AudiophileCandy
104 nr-r
rx7r.nrin.-. rntrInnitn
Our NEW Edition Features:
•A
of class leading
audio accessories front manufacturers
throughout the world
•
leading

and

front

•The latest world-wide products
•

tips, advice 8. F.A.O.

•Over
pages
featuring over ; pioauw

d r

i

AudiophileCandy 200 ,1 is your FREE
essential guide to the very best in audio accessories.

Grab Your Copy NOW
For your FREE copy of our latest catalogue visit
and fill in our contact form or call;

9c)t—)S

Worlds 1st Audio Cables
designed purely for Vacuum
Tube HiFi equipment.

)ohilecandy.com

0870 241 246 9
Advertise your old HiFi for FREE on-line at www.hififorsole.com,
or pick up an audio bargain. Every month we have ove -50,000
visits and 4.8 million hits! - What are you waiting for'

Scotland's premier hi-fi and home
cinema retailer and installer
• Outlets in Glasgow and Edinburgh
• Nine Demonstration rooms across three locatioqs
• Vinyl, CD and DVD replay specialists

...more details @ wwm.tube-shop.com

NEWARRIVALS@THESHOP

Nixie

dill

Tube Clock.
The Ultimate Vintage Timepiece
Atomic clock - time adjusts automatically.

• Turntable service and set up facilities
• Video projectors and
plasma screen installers

Engineered in Germany.
...more details @ www.tube-shop.com

• Dedicated in-house
installation team

For all your vacuum tube needs

www.tube-shop.com
Main Dealers for Naim, Denon, Copland, Moon, Krell, Rego, Musical Fidelity,
Primare, Pioneer, Sugden, Artison, Sonus Faber, Totem, Martin Logan, ProAc,
Living Voice, Ruark, Monitor Audio, KEF, PMC, Velodyne, Guadraspire etc etc.

or call us on:

0870 9220404
520 St Vincent Street,
Finrueston, Glasgow
Tel- 0141.221 0221
Fax 0141-221 0111

26 Hamilton Place,
Stocklxidge, Edinburgh
Tel: 0131-226 6500
Fax. 0131-226 2893

www loud-clear co.uk

infoOloud-clearco uk
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Loud
eClear
h -fi & home cnema

www. hif i
news.co. uk

MM.

227 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD ,LONDON W 17 7H)(
TELEPHONE: 020 7580 3535 FACSIMILE: 020 7436 4733
EMAIL: sales@hifilondon.co.uk
W EB PAGE: www.hifilondon.co.uk
BANG & OLUFSEN and British Hi Fi Specialists
Denon DAD-A1 ( gold) ( Ex- Demo)

£2,500.00 £1,999.00 Rork M0 ( cherry) ( Ex- Demo)
£249.00 Ruork Solstice Reference ( oak) ( Ex-Demo)
£45000

£950.00 .. £599.00
£4,500 00 £2,999.00

Denon 5(10-1)00 NOT 5.1 Speaker Package ( Ex-Derno)

PRICE WAS PRICE NOW
Armin Alpha 10 DAVE AV ( Ex- Demo)
Aye Acoustics 03 power Amp ( Used)
B & W (MC Centre Speaker ( maple) ( Ex- Demo)

f1
450.00

. £649.00

RAC fiXT Panels - Subwoofer ( Ex- Demo)

£850.00

£499.00 Ruark VITA 100 6.1 System 5xSots/Centre/Sub. (ExDarne)

Hornean Kardon 111940 Rodio Tuner ( Ex- Demo)

£ 180.00

£139.00 Ruark Vita 200 Subwoofer ( Ex- Demo)
£949.00 Sennheiser HD 265 ( new boxed) ( End of line)

(EF AV- ITHX Subwoofer ( Used)
KEF (i2000T Motorised in Ceiling Speakers ( End of irme)
KIF 03 Speakers x2pairs. ( 131) ( MA). ( Ex- Demo)

£3,800.00 £ 1,499.00 Linn Classik Movie System ( silver) ( Ex- Demo)
(350.00
275.00 Meadowlark Heron Speakers ( Ex-Demo)

Classe CA 401 Power-Amp ( 400w fully balanced) ( Ex-Demo) £6,695.00 £ 5,399.00 Meodowlark Kestrel Hot- Rod ( ebony) ( Ex- Demo)
Classé CAP- I
51 150w Integrated Amp ( Ex- Demo)

£2,195.00 £ 1,749.00 Meridian 568.1 AV Pro«esor ( Used)
£3,195.00 £ 1,999.00 Mirage IRA-512 Subwoofer ( block) ( Ex- Demo)
£ 1,195.00 £ 949.00 Mirage 0M-5 Omni- Polar ¡ cherry) ( Ex- Demo)

Classé CD / DOD- IDOD Player ( Ex-Dema)
Clcssé CP-35 Prelunp ( Fully Balanced) ((s- Demo)
Classé CP47.5 Pre-Amp ( fully balanced) IOx-Demo)

£2,295.00 £ 1,849.00 Mirage CIM-7 Omni-Polar ( gloss black) ( Ex- Demo)

Classé SSP-30 MKII 7.1 AV Processor ( Ex- Demo)

£2,900.00 11,999.00 Mirage OMC2 Centre Speaker ( Ex Demo)

Crimson 610C Pre & 630D Power Amps (( s- Demo)

£ 1,250.00 ... £949.00 Musical Fidelity A3 Pre- Amp ( Ex- Demo)

£2,400.00
£ 525.00

£399.00

(399.00

£299.00

£ 125.00 . £ 75.00

Sennheiser HD-470 ( new boxed) ( End of hne)

£35.00 . £20.00

Sennheiser HD- 570 Symphony ( new boxed) ( Eno of line)

£ 9000 . . £ 70.00
£2,000.00 £1,499.00 Sennheiser HD600s ( new boxed) ( End of line)
£250.00 . £ 179.00
£ 5,995.00 £2,999.00
Sharp Aguas LC1 382E In Television ( End of line)
£799.00 ... £ 349.00
£799.00
£ 1,475.00
Sharp SOX HI System ( Ex- Demo)
£ 60000 £ 349 .
00
£1,849.00
£ 3650.00
Shearne Audio Phase 7 Player ( Ex- Demo)
£1,499.00 £599.00
£249.00
(499.00
Synergistic Research Resolution Reference Speaker Cable 3m.11,99900 . £ 1,195.00
(3.300.00 £1,999.00
Vienna Bach ( Beech) ( Ex- Demo)
£ 1,000.00 .£ 599.00
(2,000.00 . £ 1,399.00
Vienna Bosh ( rosewood) ( Ex- Demo)
£1,10000 ... £699.00
£ 600.00 £ 349.00
00 ... £ 449 .
00
£ 1,000.00 . £ 549.00 Vienna Haydn Speakers ( Beech) ( Ex- Demo) £ 650 .

Cyrus APA7 Mono Amps ( block) x3 ( each) ( Ex- Demo)

£950 00 ... £599.00 Musical Fidelity 03.2 Power Amp ( Ex- Demo)

£ 1,000.00. £ 799.00 Vienna Maestro Centre Speaker ( BI) ( Ex- Demo)

Cyrus AV5 AV Processor ¡ block) ( Ex Denso)

£1000.00 ... £599.00 Musical Fidelity 03.2 Pre Amp ) Es- Demo(

£ 1,000.00 .£ 799.00 Vienna Waltz Centre Speaker ( block) ( Ex Demo)

Cyrus 0.550 (Maple) ( Ex- Demo)

£ 500.00 ... £399.00 Musical Fidelity A308cr 24bit CD ( Es- Demo(

(y.U$

£2,00000 . £ 1,599.00 Wadia 861 CD Player ( block) ( Ex- Demo)

... £ 499 .
00

£ 500 .
00 ... £ 249 .
00
£8000.00 . £6,399.00
£ 1.200.00 ... £749.00

£
1,
201100 - £ 975 .
00 Musical Fidelity E
50 Tuner ( Ex- Demo)

DADS (silver) ( ExDomo)

£60000 • , £ 399 .
00

Cyrus MR3 ( blacx) Multi- Room Controller ( Ex- Demo)

£1,250. 00 ...£899.00

Cyrus Ouonto MJIti Room ( Over) ( E- Demo)

£75000

Del Tech 8P6 Speak. rs ( black) ( Ex- Remo)

. £449.00

Del Tech PowerField Subwoofer 80 xD ( Irlack&white) ( Ex- Demo) £350.00 ... £249.00
(315.00 .. £249.00
De) Tech Pro Monitoi 100 Speakers ( oloek) ( Ex- Demo)
.. £225.00 ... £ 149.00
De) Tech Pro Monitor 80 Speakers ( Nock & white) ( Ex-Demo)
Denon ADO- 1000 DOD system ( new boxed) ( Es-Demo)

£700.00 ... £475.00

Denon AVGAISR ( boak) lEx-Demo)

£3,000.00 . £2,099.00

Denon DMD-FlCIC Agni Disc ( new bowed unit) ( End of line)
Denon DAD 3300 ( Ex-Demo)

(100 .
00

£350.00 £275.00 Musical Fidelity ( D/Pre24 CD/Pre-Amp Combination ( Ex- Demo) £ 2,000.00 £ 1,349.00 Yamaha DSP-0)(3200 AV Amplifier ( Ex- Demo)

Cyrus CLS50( ( maple) ( Ex- Demo).. . .

£ 1,675.00 ... £999.00
£850.00... £649.00

£250.00 . £ 195.00

( 1,000.00 .. £399.00

£200.00 £ 99.00 Yamaha 000S - 530 ( BI) ( Ex Demo)
£200.00 .... f99.00
Musical Fidelity HT600 5Channel Power Amp ( Ex-Demo) £ 2,00000 ... £999.00 Yamaha LPX-500 Projector ( Ex- Demo)
£3.270.00 . £2,199.00
Musical Fidelity M-250 Mono- Amps ( each) ( Ex- Demo)
£850.00 ... £ 599.00
Yamaha PDM-I 50 - Plasma Display ( Ex- Demo(
£ 8,500 00. £7,199.00
Nordost Red Dawn Phono Cable 0.6m pi. ( Ex- Demo)
£ 300.00 £ 199.00
.
£2,249.00
Pass Labs Ale pre-Amp ( Fully Balanced Design) ( Ex- Demo).. ( 3,895.00
h
NY II • A • At • Atlas Coble • Ban & Mufsen • Bowers & Wilkins
Pass Labs 0-1 50 Power- Amp ( Fully Balanced Design) ( Ex-Deme4,550.00. £2,699.00 Ant
G° °
nam 'Kama
g
Pioneer DV- 737 DOD Player Es Demo(
£900.00 ... £349.00 Nautilus • Chord (o • Classé • Crestron • Cyrus • Denon Dolle Eclipse TO Exposure
1,200.00 . £649.00 Finitsu Plasma Futureglass • (redo • In Focus • Isotek • Allah • KEF • Lexicon • Linn
Pioneer DO- 9390 DAD Audio Player ( GI) ( Ex-Demol
£1,699.00 ... £ 749 .00 Classik • Living Control Lutron • Mirage Musimi Fidelity • him • Nordost Optimum
PS Audio Power Plant P-300 Moins Conditioner. ( Ex- Demo)
£625.00 ... £375.00 Ortolan Partington • Pure • NO • OED • Lad Cluadraspire • ROL • Rotel • Roark
Ratel ROV-9135 DOD Ployer ( Ex- Demo)
£395.00 ... £299.0C Sennheiser • SIM-2 • Soundsylle Stands • Tivoli Radio • Unique VuTec • Viola • Yamaha
Ratel RI- 1080 Tuner ( Ex- Demo)

Midland Audio X- change
47 Laboratory
For some its Zen - for others. radical
Call it what you will, but at the end of the track, it's all about
trusting your ears About letting the simplicAy of design, the
energy and flow of the music carry you away.
Small in size, big on sound, and more must than riere audio
Jewels, 47 Lab distills technology down to i
ssimplest, purest
form And when you listen you'll know that tris patb- your path is the one to follow. Why? because designer Junji lximura
preserves the life of the music There are no compromises No
unnecessary flash - no B S, just dynamic, 'unadulterated music
Radical% Maybe.
47 Laboratory is now exclusively available at Midland Audio X't change the Shigaraki Line is the first of many solutions to
musical wellbeing Please call John Roberts to finc out more
about th•s truly wonderful product

www.-nidlandaudiox-change.co.uk
call John Roberts Tel 01562 731100
The Old Chapel • Forge Lane • Belbrpughtc n • DY9 9TD
e-mail sales@midlandaudiox-change.ce.uk
Fax 01562 730228 Mobile 07721 6015966
Suppliers and installers of High Quality Audlo Systems
47 Latoratory • Accuphase • ATC • Audio Physic • Audio Research
Avalon • Accoustics • Avid • bel canto • Benz Micro • Cardas
Clearaudio • Conrad Johnson • dCS • Densen • DNM/Reson
Electrocompaniet • Finite Elemente • Graaf • Gryphon • JM Labs
Krell .. Kuzma • Lavardin • Mark Levinson • Martin Logan • Michell
Nagré • Primare • ProAc • Rega • Siltech • Sonso Faber • Spectral
Nondost • Sugden • Transparent Audio • Verity Audio • Wadta

www.hifinews.co.uk
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buy@hi-fishop.com

sellehi- fi shop.com

i i:

• •
h -f
II

sh op

•
New, Demo, Ex-demo & Used Hi-fi
Our product portfolio:

sell your
hi-fi

art audio
art ou' spea ers
audioso
re acoustics
bow
design

e.a.r

trade-in
hi-fi

jps-labs

audio

mark levinson
obelisk audio
cusgiliu
parasound

7-day
home trial

primare
shanling
sugden
stands unique

can collect
your hi-fi

townshend
•

•
UK (per box)
Next Day Deliver-y: £ 10
Before Noon: £ 15
Saturday Morning: £22
EU
£30+£0.75 per kg, 2-3 days
Export
$85+$3 / lb, 3-5 days
Insurance
1% premium on value

all major
creclit Girds

•

Vi=

MRP
Offer
£745 £375
£279 £199

Ayre CX-7 CD Player
BOW ZZ-EIGHT Ref CD Player 24/196
BOW VV¢ard 2CD Player
Mark Levinson 31.5 CD Transport
Mark Levinson 360S
Shanling CDTl 00
Shanling SCD-T200

new
new
exd
exd
exd
exd
exd

MRP
£2,950
£5,495
£4,495
£9,995
£7,495
£1,650
£2,150

Offer
£2,350
£3250
£2,995
£6,495
£4,995
£call
£call

Audio Research LS2B Pre-amplifier
AVI S2000 pre-amp, with R/C
AVI S2000MM monoblocks (two pairs)
Ayre AX-7Integrated Amplifier
BOW VVazoo XL Integrated Amp
BOW Warlock Pre-amplifier
BOW Walrus Power Amplifier
BOW ZZ-ONE Reference Int Amp
Gryphon Callisto 2100 Int Amp
Mark Levinson 383 Integrad Amp
Mark Levinson 332.5 PowerAmp
Mark Levinson 334 Power Amp
Mark Levinson 32 Ref Pre (inc phono)
Mark Levinson 432 Power Amp
Musical Fidelity A1000 Int Amp
Musical Fidelity M3 Nu Vista IntAmp
Musical Fidelity A3 CR Pre-amp
Musical Fidelity A300 CR Power Amp
Unison Research Absolute 845 Int

s/h
s/h
s/h
new
s/h
new
new
s/h
s/h
exd
s/h
s/h
exd
exd
s/h
s/h
s/h
s/h

MRP
£3,249
£1,100
£2,500
£2,950
£2,999
£3,445
£3,995
£3250
£3,600
£5,995
£7,500
£5,995
£18,444
£7,995
£1,500
£2.995
£995
£2,200
£77,500

Offer
£1,150
£400
£1,100
£2,350
£1,500
£1,695
£1,995
£1,995
£2,495
£4,495
£4,000
£3,500
£call
£6,995
£995
£1,850
£625
£1,195
£10,500

Audio Physic Virgo 3 (cherry)
Audiostabc DCI Wing Electrostatics+Fins
Cura CA21 Loudspeakers
Kef Reference 42 (rosetta Burr)
Kharma Ceramique 12 Ref Monitor
Meadowlark Heron Speakers
Proac Response 2
Revel Studio (rosewood/piano black)
Spendor SP7/1 Speakers

s/h
exd
s/h
s/h
exd
s/h
s/h
exd
s/h

MRP
£4,000
£5,500
£1,300
£4,300
£17,500
£4,000+
£1,700
£9,995
£2,000

Offer
£2,750
£2.250
£575
£2250
£8,500
£1,650
£800
£5,500
£750

Parasound C2 AV Processor
Parasound A52 5x125wpc /230 wpc
Primare SPA20 Digital Controller krip
Primare V25 DVD Player

new
new
new
new

MRP
£3,500
£1,750
£2,000
£1,000

Offer
£call
£call
£call
£call

Tara Labs RSC Air3 XLR 1m pair
Tara Labs RSC 1000 Speaker Cable 18ft

s/h
s/h

MRP
Offer
£380 £195
£525 £295

IMMVIIMITellimerWIROPT

e•

unison research

uk next
day delivery

s/h
new

EARNoshino MC-3MC transformer
Sumiko Bluepoint Special (sealed boxes)

All used equipment guaranteed for
six months. New and ex-dem two
years.
Next Day Delivery, no phantom
products, no fronting, no greyimports, graded or " 13" products.

eire6
CI:21221

Call 0141 333 9700 or visit www.hi-fishop.com

The Hi-fi Shop Ltd is owned and operated by The Audio Salon Ltd.
4Park Circus, Glasgow, G3 6AX. Reg office and showroom.

Brighton Hifi Exchange.
mobile. 077344 36180 tel 01424 201157 / 01273 2393'

Hovland products shown from
RADIA Solidstate Poweramp and the new HP'200 Preamplifier.
PODUCT

RSP

Heybrook Sextets

£1200

£14k £3500
£2350 £ 1250

Hales Revelation 3s

£2500

Eggleston WorksRoms

£9000

£3500

£1100

£ 750

£2000

£900

£1400
£2500
£6000
£2500

£650
£695
£2000
£1100

Burmeater Rciido CD Player
Cello Serafin Active Piano 01k
Gamut CD I
Rmew)

£2950

£1900

Hovland HP100 MC (Wen)

£5750

£3800

Clearatido Insider MC (20 her)

£5700

£111:00

Krell FPB700CX ( 10mths okftiE

£15000 £8995

Krell FPS 250MC Mono's

£14030

£6250

Krell KAV 3001

£2750

£1100

Mark Levinson 360s Dac

£6995

£3250

Medowlark (est al Hotrods

£1‘,00

£650

Quad 988 and 989's (rdem)

£26(Xli

Call

Theil 2.3 (mint boxed°

£3200

£1600

Gryphon S100 Poweramp

£6000

£1800

Sugden Bijou System ( lmth old)

£2850

£2200

£10k+

£6500

NEW IN THIS MONTH

RSP

Mark Levinson 39 CD Player

£5995

Wilson Watt / Puppy 3's
Michell Orb
Michell Gryodec SE / RB300
AtichoNote UK OM SE + phono
Linn Klout Poweramp
Reference 3a I, integral'.
Marantz ML SC22 / MA23 Mono's

£2T00

Apogee Mini grands

NK
NK

Jamo Concert Ils
Haller 220 Poweramp

£2500 £1100
NK
£195

JR 149s Piano Black (mint 8rare)

£295
£1900

PRODUCT
Audio Research LS7 Preamp

£1800

Audio Research Classic 30
BAT VK5 SE CO Player (as new)
Bose 321 OVO AV System

N/A
£996
£5950 £3500

Nakamichi SS12 AV System

16000

£1000

£696

£400
£2000

Fi, end gear urgently required for purchase, will collect.

Revel Studio Ultima

For a full comprehensive product listing call Dave or visit
Boulder 2010 Isolated Preamplifier

£3250

VVVVVV hi tiq I1V . C;()

AGENTS FOR: ADVANTAGE, BAT, BOULDER, CAT, CLEARAUDIO, GAMUT, GRAHAM, TIANSFIGURADON, HOVLAND

allum audio distributors of qualify hi II alfum audio cPsUlbutors of quality hl fl

ALium AuDI

AUDIO

.ItgkitirauS3MI
Engineering with Emotion

,e

AUTHORISED DISTRIBUTORS OF QUALITY HI-FI

consoblance audio
.4
a
E

z

Ref 2.2 CD Player
24/192 UpsamplIng
RCA output
6H30 Supertube
Optional
Solid State XLR
Balanced Output

In future years we are confident that DAX Discrete will come to be regarded as a
milestone design on the road to the perfect audiophile d-to-aconverter. In one sentence.
what it does best, is to connect you with your favourite music like noting on earth has
ever managed to do so before, outside of the live venue.

converter, from first principles, without assumptions or compromise.

o
o

a
r
>

Introducing DAX Discrete - New Reference D/A Converter

Never before has such sheer ability in the required disciplines of high-speed digital, DSP
programming, RF methods, experienced audiophile design and aperfectionist's obsession
been gathered, with the sole objective of creating the world's best digital to analogue

,

o

Ref 8.8 Remote controlled
6850, Integrated Amplifier
Push- Pull - 5C WPC
KT66 versior - PP-25/WPC
300B ve F.ioris -SE-9/18WPC

e

DAX Discrete is the result, and it's aradically new converter. Easily able to handle all
digital audio formats, including DVDATM and SACDTm. through acustom interface and
with stunning resolution. But without doubt its most important ability is its capacity to
convey emotion enthusiastically and convincingly, thereby maintaining atight connection
to your heart. And it will do this especially well with your existing CD collection — many

g.

efewç)ludio gwnika

of which you will simply not recognise
DAX Discrete adopts the established DAX name and is the latest in aseries of converters
which began 10 years ago with the UltraAnalog equipped DAX original, followed by
DAX-2 and the recent DAX Decade. Both DAX-2 and DAX Decade can be entirely
upgraded ( read 'exchanged') to the new DAX Discrete. Please note that although it shares
the same well-respected name as it's predecessors, DAX Discrete shares no common
circuits with them. In fact the electronic design concept and execution of DAX Discrete
is aworld-apart from any other converter in existence today.
Website: audiosynthesis.co.uk or autio-synthesis.com
Location: P.O. Box 50, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1DZ U.K.
Telephone: +44(0)115 922 4138 Fax: +44(0)115 922 9701
Emails: salesinfoeaudiosynthesis.co.uk technical@audios)ntle.k.ro.uk

www.hifinews.co.uk

g_

Quality handbuill
loudspeakers from Italy

-6

High efficiency 92d8 to
94dB floor standing and

'5

standmount

5
-

2
a

01273 32 .
5901 (lai« Lame
01273 60E1332 ( Peler Richa ,ds)
E-IVIatsabs@aliumaudio.c-Dm
Websi'e: www.aliurnaudio.com

g.
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SOUND & VISION
STORAGE
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BLU EN OTE

IF1011441111;01611/
Tidy away your collection of CDs, Videos, DVDs, Audio canes, LPs,
MDs or Talking books into one of our range of lovely cabinets. Styles
from traditional to contemporary, achoice of wood finishes and sizes
to suit the modest and serious collector alike. For abrochure please
phone (
24lirs) write or email to

JOHN AUSTIN FURNITURE LTD.
Gmatworth Park, Barlury, Oxon OX17 2H15

Tel: 01295 760017 Fax: 01295 760177
infoCejohn-austin-furniture.co.uk
www.john-austin-furniture.co.uk

audio flair
tel/fax 0208

LoTi
j,iX))

Music is

an ac of becoming

201 9286

Hendon North London

MI MOO 111S10111401

5mins from Ji, Mi

Elegant Storage
Solutions for
HiFi, Books,
LPs, CDs,
DVDs

4eiriow
....../

•-

Any veneer
supplied

e lf°

tri.".:ea
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ict mins from Golcers Green tube station
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IAN EDWARDS

MAKERS OF FINE HANDMADE FURNITURE

"The Pathos Acoustics Classic One is one of the
finest sounding amps Ihave ever heard, of any
era, from cnywhere... '
Sam Te/hg - Stereophile, Nov 2003

Tel: 01423 500442 Fax: 01423 705200
zvww.iansbespokfurniture.co.uk
The ofd Chapel282 Skipton Road
Harrogate,

N 9brks

HG1 3J-[E

Est.

UKD Ltd
23 Richings Way, Iver, Bucks
Tel: 01 753 652669
www.0 kd.c o.uk
post@ukd.co.uk
102
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New Brochure
now

available
www.hifinews.co.uk
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Stereo 4CO
Awarded Hi Fi News '
Editors Choice'
"Icon Audio offers sensible, well sorted valve amps,
with adequate power for most users and built tc a good
standard. Valve amplifier ownership wilmut taars".

made iii the USA

our choice of cables
Audio cables — something of ajungle and a
minefield — present aunique challenge and
opportunity!
•

•

•
Enter-ea 4k0 EL34 integrated 40+40w ( or 19+19 Triode)
Hi Fi News Feb ' 02 said ..
"I was impressed not only by the almost tangibls threedimensionality of performers but the depth and width of the
sounc'stage."..."ample, deep, rhithmic, lune fu. bass,
underpinning a lucid and effortless midrange and treble".
"I liked the impeccable finish and feeling of bomo-proof
solidarity as well some of the most natural sounding music
that Ihave heard at home". Tond Bo!tor.
We also have many customer testimonials with similar
comments. See our website or contact us for more info.

L./La Line preamp
111%1325 300B Mono Blocks ( 28w x2)
Our range of amplifiers will drive almost any speaker and
offer excellent valve for money.
Stereo 20 EL84 15watts integrated
Stereoø EL34 40watts integrated
Triode Line Level pre amp
IVI1Et 25

300B Mono blocks ( pr)

£649.95*

•

While most audio cables are mere branding
exercises. JPS exclusively uses Alumiloy,
the worlds first metal specifically designed
to conduct signal.
JPS cables are built to maximise signal
detail, not merely change or correct tonal
character, and yield the full performance of
Hi Fi components.
The full range of products is not simply
arranged at price points but designed for
specific components, notably AC mains
cords dedicated for digital, analogue,
amplifiers and video equipment.
Highly specific rejection of RFI and
EMI leaves wide band audio frequency
range, leaves music signal free from harsh
edginess, liberates the harmonic detail.
The more JPS cables consistently used, the
better the system performs, substantially.

•

In USA, they are honestly priced, based on
very low advertising budget; in the UK, they
are sold direct, mail order, from £89, so you
pay the American domestic price, not £=$.

•

At The Audio Salon, they are our cable of
preference and have replaced abewildering
variety of brands we formerly used in our
demonstrations. We depend on them to
make our living! You can depend on them to
make your music.

£899.95*
£649.95*
£1999.95

We will part exchange your old equipment ring us for achat about it!
Features include: All Trode front end. Hand bLilt & w red. ' Point
to Point' wiring. Tape monitor circuit ALPS Volume control. No
printed circuit board. All gold plated terminals. Audiophile
components. 4 & 8ohm speaker matching Stainless steel &
6/10mm alloy plate construction. Attractive stainless steel &
Plexiglas valve cage included. Stunning looks. Upgrade options.
'Try for 30 days. refund if not delighted!

If you would like to discover what JPS can
do for your system. please check our website
wwwjpslabs.com. You may contact us for
suggestions and apossible home trial with no
obligation to purchase!

power cords, speaker interconnect,
digital and video cables

See us at The Heathrow Hi Fidelity Show
Sal 3,4•Ajirll RadIssen Hotel, Bath Road. See: www.custergroup.org
Want to know more? Ring David for achat about your
requirements, or ask for an illustrated leaflet.

Visit our new website at www.iconaudio.co.ult
Auditions by appointment neater Mutinies welcome
Phone 07787 158791 Email sales@iconaudio.co.uk
;_c_cm col-u_dia- 351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA
VIsa and MasterCard accepted

www.hifinews.co.uk

CE marked

cables that lead the way
www.jpslabs.com
available from the Audio Salon
the tow nhouse, 4park circus, glas gow, g3 6ax, scotland, uk
t0141 333 9700 f0141 333 9097
info@audiosalon.co.uk www.audiosalon.co.uk
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call 0208 774 0790 to advertise

West Midlands

ILJ SIC

-r.E.

MI A
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THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS

H

Our extensive range of products includes the very finest hi- ti and home cinema from Arcam. Audioqest.

I-

'

Audio Research, B&W, Castle. Celestion, Chord, Cyrus, Denon, DPA, Dynaudio. Jamo, KEF, Krell, Marantz, Martin Logan,
Meridian, Michell, Mission, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity, Panasonic, Pioneer, Polk, Pro-Ac, Project, Quad, REL, Rotel, Ruark,
Sennheiser, SME, Sonus Faber, Tag MacLaren, Tannoy, TEAC, Technics, Theta, Thorens, Yamaha, Wharfedale and Wilson Benesch.
A wide range of classic CDs is available at our Birmingham branch.

Open Tuesday to Saturday 10.00 - 5.30, late night (not Stourbridge) Thursday till 6.30
363 HAGLEY ROAD,
EDGBASTON,
BIRMINGHAM 1317 8DL
TEL: 0121 429 2811 FAX: 0121 434 3298

INTEREST FREE CREDIT OR SELECTED ITEMS
APR 0% Written details on request.
Licensed Credit Broker.
VISA • ACCESS • SWITCH • AMEX • DINERS

93-95 HOBSMOAT ROAD,
WEST MIDLANDS B92 8JL

9MARKET STREET,
STOURBRIDGE,
WEST MIDLANDS DY8 1AB

TEL: 0121-742 0254 FAX 0121-742 3471

WEST MIDLANDS, B73 5TD

TEL: 01384 444184 FAX: 01384 444968

TEL: 0121 354 2311, FAX:0121 354 1933

SOLIHULL

10 BOLDMERE ROAD,
SUTTON COLDFIELD,

London

(fee
O'Brien
H• CREEKF
E.
•
ANG•
••
ARCAVOIS
•
AUDIO
RESEARCH
•
AUDIO
TECHNICA
•
BEYER
•
CABLETALK
•
CHORD
CABLES
•
GRAOF
•
DENON
• DENS.
• EPOSRESEARCH••EXPOSURE
GUTWIRE
CABLES
•
GOLDRING
•
GRADO
•
JADIS
•
JECKLIN
•
KE
•
MICHELL
•
MONRIO
•
NAD
•
NAIM
•
OPERA
•
ONKYO
• PATHOS
• PROJECT
OED• WILSON
• RESON• FINAL
SENNHEISER • SME • SONNETEER • SOROS FABER • STANDS UNIOUE • SUGDEN • TEAC • THORENS • TRANSPARENT CABLES • TRIANGLE
• UNISON

)
I11 111

I

I

Demonstration Room • Free car parking • Major Credit Cards • Personal Export • Mail Order • Installation Service

•Repair facilities • 5 mins walk Raynes Park BR • 20 mina Waterloo • 5mins from A3 ( Haynes Park B282 exit) • 25 mins M25 Junc 10

Clearance / Second Hand / Ex Dem Equipment • Details on request
Audio Analogue Bellini Pre-amplifiers (
sis)

WAS NOW
£595 £450

Audio Analogue Donizetti Power Amp (
sis)

£595 £450

Audio Analogue Maestro CD(s/TO

£1700

£
850

£495

£
399

Audio Analogue Puccini amplifier (ex dem)

Krell 280CD (ex-dem)

£3999 £2999

Monrio Asty ST (50 Watts ex dem)

£450 £ 350

NAD 1760 AV amp (ex dem)

£650 £ 300

Ontryo MD2521 Minidisc recorder ( ex-dem)

£550 £ 200

Restek Fantasy 11 FIX (el

£1900 £795

Roksan DP1/DA1

£2000 £800

Stands Unique Sound Support (s/ti)
Theta Data 11 CD ( new mechl

COPLAND

£275 £175

Stands Unique CO/OVO Storage (
s/h)

£230 £ 175
£1500 £750

60 Durham Rd, West Wimbledon, London SVV20 OTVV
Open 9.30-5.30 Tues Sat Tel: 020 8946 1528/0331 Web: vvww.obrienhifi.co.uk E-mail: shop@obrienhifi.com
IP , Iwitaid Iinance

Devon

:
Ii1.11)1e

Olen details on reilik1

UK Wide

Audio Destination

M ADISOU ND PROVIDES SPEAKER
PARTS AND ADVICE.
LA\ PA,IYICIN CPU ... JP • •UkletSUP
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Lem Jo'

1.oudspeakers

• HI- Fl • HOME CINEMA • MULTI ROOM
Stockists of) Audio Physic, Audion, Ayre, Bel Canto, Chapter Audio,
Chord, Clear Audio, Isotek, Living Voice, Monitor Audio, Moon,

seas
C

r

•
?

www.soundcinergy.co.uk

sound cinergy

BUILDERS WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY

Devons Audio Specialists

Solen Inductors
Solen Fast Caps

Fostex

Le11223

Totem Acoustics, Trinity Audio, Tube Technology and many more.
FREE ADVICE IN A RELAXED AND FRIENDLY ATMOSPHERE

•HOME DEMONSTRATION
TeL 01884 243584 Mon - Sat 9.00

5.00pm

MIKE + CAROLINE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU
32B Bampton Street, Tiverton, Devon EX166AH

Website www.audiodestination.co.uk
email info@faudiodestination.co.uk

vrfa

c

etritss

A/61Z DOST

37 High Street, Aldridge

01922 457926

Hertfordshire

Hifi / Record fairs
Early Entry 9:30 [10
lit Cuffley Hall, Cuffley, Huts
5minutes 11125 J25

LPG

Early Entry 9:30 110
lit Egham Sports Centre Uicarage Road
Egham, 5minutes 11125 J13

Tel: 07944909209
Stall f.25

scanspeaK

V.1

A V INTERNATIONAL LTD

.
•

UK Wide

MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS ' I
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
PO BOX 44283

REPAIRS & ADVICE

MADISON, WI 53744-4283 U.S.A.
TEL 608-831-3433 FAX 606-831-3771
e-mail: info@madisound CORI
Web Page telp ,wwwmadKound con,

On High- End & Quality Hi -Fi

SOUTH WEST HI-FI

www.avihifi.com

To advertise in this section

free carriage nationwide

TEL:01453 752654

Call 020 8774 orseo

LABORATORY SERIES
HIFI CHOICE " EDITORS CHOICE"
AVIS NEW

"PRODUCT OF THE YEAR"

What HiFi 5 star and best buy

01752 779933

To find out more quickly

104

Infinity, Linn, Marantz, Mordaunt Short,
NAD, Project, Pure, REL, Rokson, Trichord

Sunday 30th May 11:00-3:00 13

k7ON

UK Wide

spermlosts in home entertainment

AE, Creek, Epos, Exposure, Harman Kordon,

Sunday 25th find! 11:00-3:00 13

ACOUSTIC PANELS

Musical Fidelity, Myryad, Nordost, Parasound, Primare, Rel, Ruark,

•o'f& FINANCE AVAILABLE. aDEMONSTRATION ROOMS
•CHILDS PLAY AREA • OUT OF OURS APPOINTMENTS

KNELL

MAY 2004

Hi-FINews

e-mail: southwesthifi@fsbdial.co.uk
Web: www.southwesthifi.co.uk

www.hifinews.co.uk
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tom

lit-in
naim
Cyrus
sugden
rega
krell
audio research
unison research
sonus faber
pathos
baw
spendor
jm lab

tom audio

THE NAIM AUDIO SPECIALISTS
We buy and sell top condition, pre-loved and ex- demo naim
equipment

the audio room
2 george street, hedon, hull, HU12 8JH

All products are tested and carry afull 12 month money back
guarantee

tel 01482 891375
univw.theautlioroom.co.uk
open monsat 9a m -6p m

Stock list at www.tomtomaudio.com
WE COLLECT AND DELIVER
CALL 07971 202742 / 01727 893928 ANYTIME
tunes@tomtomaudio.com

2e4 ,

25 Sto-y Street
Hull, HUI 35A

Classic English HiFi Components

Tel: 01482 587397

Systems
ALSO
Accessories or Literature
or

Stockists of: NAIM, MERIDIAN, DENSEN,
ONKYO, ROKSAN, NAD, MARANTZ,
UNISON RESEARCH, WHARFEDALE, QUAD,
DYNAMO, PROAC, DAL!, JMLAB, JAMO

Good-HiFi

AUD/l)
MAIL ORDER HI FI ACCESSORIES

Prestige

Reference

Goldr ng

QED SW TCHING AND CONTROL UNITS
Full range of QED Switch Boxes,
Cables & Interconnects available

Ortofon

See website for details.
CARTRIDGES
Denon

Grado
Shure

STYLUS
DL 110
DL 160
DL 304
Prestige Black
Prestige Gold
M97 XE
V15 VxMR
V15 VMR
V15 Ill MR
MAIL ORDER

£79
£95
£210
£40
£-,10
£98
£304
N/A
N/A

(
1-10

N/A
N/A
N/A
£27
£73
£58
£213
£158
£112

amplifier at a coisiderable saving or the
beautiful

floorstanding

Sonus

faber

Concerto GP in walnut.

0845 644 3340

EXCHANGE STYLUS
N/A
£28
£280
£330
£62
£76
1006
£76
£95
10 -2OX
£124
£100
1022 OX
£114
£143
1042
£109
£133
Ercica LXJH
£190
£232
Elite
N/A
34
510
£110
£130
MC 15 Super II
£193
£27
MC 25 FL
£258
£304
MC 10 Supreme
£385
£452
MC 30 Supreme
£351
£412
Koltrapunkt a
£451
£530
Ko itrapunkt h
£548
£543
Ko -itrapunkt b
£700
£824
Koitrapunkt c
£742
£837
Rohmann
£237
Blue Point Special £265

CARTRIDGES
Audio
AT 110E
Technica AT OC 9ML

£75
£80
£140
£175
£265
£635
£450

SR- 60
SR- 80
SR- 125
SR 225
SR- 325
RS- 1
RS- 2

A rare opportunity to purchase a mint
almost- new sample of this award- winning

Tel: Pinewood Music 01460 54322
e-mail: brianriv@mac.com
Mobile: 07860 351113

TEL/FAX 01757 288652
www.mantra-audio.co.uk

MANTRA

GRADO HEADPHONE SPECIAL OFFERS

KRELL KAV-400x1 £ 2200
S/F CONCERTO GP £1350

Wanted

Audio & Vision

A
/
V\

a rare opportunity

Sumiko

EX
GEX
GEX
GEX
GEX
GEX
GEX
EX
EX
EX
EX
EX
EX
EX
EX
EX
EX

£16
N/A
£52
£67
£86
£100
N/A
N/A
£22
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

EX - Exchange price for MC from above companies
GEX -Exchange price against any cartridge type
Over 500 replacement styli types stocked

DAYS) PRICES INC P&P ADD £5 EUROPE

AND UP TO £ 15 WORLDWIDE FOR ORDERS OVER £ 50
MANTRA AUDIO ( HFN), 22 GARTH AVENUE, NORTH DUFFIELD,

Absolute Demos
Audiograrn MB2- integrated Amplifier
Audlogram MB1- Amplifier
Apogee Mini Grands - Loudspeakers
Audio Research DAC1-20 - DAC
Audio Research VT50-Valve Amplifier
California Audio Alpha - DAC
California Audio DX1-CD Player
Copland CI3A277 - CD Player HOCD
Copland CDA288 - CD Player HDCD
Copland C3A301 MKI - Valve Preamplifier
Cooland CSA303 - Hybrid Preamplifier
Copland CTA504 - Valve Amplifier Goldnund Mimesis 68 - Amplifier
Jadis Orchestra - CD Player
Krell KAV250P- Preamplifier
Krell KSL - Preamplifier
Krell CD-D3P-Top loader CD Plaver
Martin Logan Cinema - Centre channel
Martin Logan Theatre - Centre channel
Martin Logan Prodigy - Electrostatic
PS Audio Ultralink il - DAC
PS Audio Reference Link - Diglta Preamp
Sonus Faber Concertino Home Loudspeakers

E9400

00
8899.00
£1599.00
9800.00
1E1200.00
£949.00
1499.00

r• i299.00
8989.00
999.00

Sonus Faber Grand Plano Horne Loudipeakers
Theta Digital Dreadnaught - 5 ch amp

5429.00

e 300.00
.
14 739.00

-E2379.00
Theta Diglial Carmen II - CD/DVD Drive
iE2999.00
Theta Olgiial David II -CD/DVD Drive
Wison Audio CUB - Loudspeakers Silver 'tnoo.00
E5999.00
Wilson Audio CUB II w/stands Black
Wrisor Audio Witt II Loudspeakers Black'
2 Systems RDO1- Transparent Digital Equalizer

SELBY, NORTH YORKS YO8 5RP

Dynavector's SuperStereo for a more natural sound.
Simply add an Adp-2 processor to get the best from your CD's and records.
HiFi + Product of the Year 2002 & Editor's Choice Awards

00

no grey imports - all equipment comes
with 1year full warranty

"Extraordinarily convincing".."Simply sounds more natural and right than regular 2-channel stereo"
Paul Messenger, HIFi Choice.
"Indispensable for listening to music"

Stereo Sound, Tokyo.

DV Adp-2 processor £895 & details direct from:
Dynavector (SuperStereo)
Tel/fax: (01202)767873

www.hWinews.co.uk

E-mail: dynavector@onetel.net.uk

To advertise in this section
Call

020

8774 0790

Web:hup://welionetel.net.uk/-dynavector

Hi-FiNem

MAY

2004
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cal, 0208 774 0790 to advertise

Bucks

Cables

High End Cable
N OTEWORTHY

Upgrade your Hi-fi or AV system

A UDIO

with quality new and previously

36 Buckinaham Street. Aylesbury, Bucks, HP20 21.1-1
www.noteworthyaucho.zo.uk

owned cable from some of the

012 P6 4:i 2 2:26

worlds leading manufacturers.

Open

9 .30

Yorkshire

2

Audio Acre. Audio Synthisis, Kora Pre & Power, Pink
Triangle CD/Amp, Martin Logan / Audio Physics-Speakers,
Arciei Equipment Stand, hotels Sub Station P/S

AudioSynthisis Audio Physics - Audio Aero Absolute Sounds
DCS - Kora Plinius - Siltech - Arcici - BDA - Pink Triangle
Avid TunitabIrs - Project - Onefon - Van den Hull - Mirage

Tel

Ifome rùmonstration

website for our current stocklist
s.rrisinseirsvossialisican.

LiDAY-Sialt0190.rarallail
Dcs Eiger, Parcel! & Verdi Transpoi, Photos CD Lad &
250 Power, Verity Fidel° & Sonus Faba Speakers, Silk:eh
Cables, Isotek Sub Station, BDA Equipment Stands

P/X vekorme

Call 01775 761880 or visit the

Vinyl

Premier Audio
'Room

to 5..30 Tuesday Po Saturday

THE DIRECT DISC

www.highendcable.co.uk

VINYL VINYL VINYL
Thousands of records always in stock.
+ afull range of sought after compact discs.
Extensive search service for wanted albums.

Norfolk

Comprehensive 96 page full catalogue
available at £ 1.50

good seferrion of S/kata

Telephone / Fax 01621 810740

We are 10mins J39 - M1
10mins J30 M62
Wakefield 01924 255045 - Colin Grundy

The Old School
School Road, Bracon Ash

Or visit our website on
www.directdisc.demon.co.uk

ti Near Norwich, Norfolk
le
.
Tel: (01508) 570829

Nottingham
Chantry Audio

Basically Sound of Norfolk

London

Rega, Proac, Neat, PML, Bryston, Final, Nairn.
Denon, Epos, U.K.D., Soundstyle,

"No ordinary HiFi Dealer"

Chord Co, Cable Talk, Opera Loudspeakers.

A Fresh approach to the World of Specialist

n

3Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema

e
l
e, ME INNOVATIVE HIFI,
HOME CINEMA &

Martin kogan, Theta, Copeland, Audio Research, Meridian Atdio

M ULTI-ROOM

line full digikrl theatre), 88W speakers inc Nautilus 800 Series, Sim Projection,
Sono Faber, D.N.M, Crimson, Wilson Audio,

NB. MI Ex Dee items are as new, unmarked, and boxed and indude the
manufoctures guarantee! Offering aminimum of 2years and up to 5
years, depending upon tho product.
r

•

•

•

RETAILER/INSTALLER

Epos, Monitor Audio,

Creek, Myryad, Miche8,S.M.E, Rote), Denon, 0.11Product
CHANTRY AUDIO SALE
New
Now
Mericaan 55e 100 watt power amp, boxed (
ex dem) £995 £745
C:reek CD53 CD Player, saver, boxed (ex dens) £ 1,200 £900
Krell KAY 300IL
boxed
(
ex den) £3,698 £2,295
Myryad MOP 500,
pre/AV proccesor-Silver, boxed
(
ex dent) ,800 £1,350
Some lober Cremona Auditors
with dedicated stand's, fuylly boxed in Maple ( s/h) £2,548 £ 1,895
Myryml MDV :100 DVD, Silver, boxed
(
ex den) £900
£675
Please contact es fo. afull list of ex-dem equipment.
To see oir full .1p to dote listings go to www.chantryoudio.com

Mail Order Available r-

*

INTEREST FREE FINANCE

Greater London

SERVING LONDON
FROM BATTERSEA

ORANGES& LEMONS
OUR TENTH TANe YEAR
Friendly and efficient service

0% Finance available

JUICY FRUIT FROM LONDON'S FRESHEST RETAILER
ARCAM

B&W CABLE TALK CASTLE

CHORD CREEK

11/NON EPOS LINN MARAN"FZ NAD NAM NEAT PMC
QED REGA ROKSAN ROTEL RUARK STANDS UNIQUE
SOUNDSTYLE YAMAHA XANTECH and many others

signals

020 7924 2040

.

Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings.
First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.
EASY ACCESS

Stax, Teac, and others

www.basicallysound.com

1111

FREE PARKING

g

61/63 WEBBS ROAD, SW11

website:

www.oandlhifi.cs.sk

HAI

.

Of

nor. rigid

16-18A Eldon Street, Tunford, Nr. Newark, Notts NG22 OLH
Telephone 017771 870372 Facsimile (01777) 870437

1

n iueiit yY
indecently good

Digit Sire,. ilanipion Wick. Kingston upon Tlianic.Sirrey KTI IDA Tel: 020 8943 3530
Open Tues - Fri 16.30am - 7.00pm/Sat 10am - 6pm

655171

,
crnall:encic,3,51gna15.uk.con,

Audio Synthesis
AVI

Front End Problems'?

AUDIO

Atmosphere

then contact:

"The Cartridge Man"

Audion
gsp audio
Sennheiser

SHUNYATA RESEARCH
ZYX . SEEC . HEGEL
ZERODUST. FURUTEll

SME

To advertise in
this section

Call 020 8774 0790
MAY 2004

`4> ( 0,473) 03517:2

www.;ignals.uk.corn

Stockists rif:ARCAM • DENSEN • EPOS • LINN • LOEWE
•MICROMEGA • NAIM AUDIO • NEAT • REGA • ROWE I
•ROYD•SNAHINIAN • TEAC • YAMAHA & MORE
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IpSWIC [1 ( 01473)

Staffordshire

Surrey

gray. r
1- ups

Hi-FINews

Thorens
TEAC

von Schweikert

It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg
to get the best — listen to my Koetsu-and-Deccaeater. Also agents for Croft, Moth, Hadcock,
E.A.R. and others.
'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES
NOW AVAILABLE'

Penkridge StafFardsnire
01785 711232
coi
www.audioatmasphere.coll

plus cartridge re-tipping service
Web Site: listen.to/thecartridgeman

020 8688 6565
www.hifinews.co. uk

The place to buy and sell audio equipment and accessories

The Market1

07970 433803 or 0115 972 6178 [ CD561

Cary CAD 300SE Signature monoblocks ( black

Musical Fidelity Tri Vista SACD player £2700,

chassis) £ 2850, Cary SLP 98 pre-amp ( black

Pathos Logos valve hybrid amplifier £ 1700, both

chassis) oil-filled capacitors stepped volume

Levinson Proceed AVP pre-amp processor £ 1890

5months old with little use, boxed and

£2150, both boxed, immaculate, Tel: 07973

(£4800), Krell KSA 200B balanced power

immaculate. Tel: 07831 855345 ( Surrey)

500274 or 01502 513940 evenings [ DF17]

amplifier £ 1890 (£4500), Audio Synthesis DAX

For sale

[CD14]

Wadia 861 CD player, 10 months old, still in

Ultra Analogue Burr- Brown 20- bit £690, Musical

ProAc Reference 1.5 speakers in yew wood cost

guarantee boxed, mint condition £ 5400 (£8450)

Fidelity Nu-Vista pre-amp £690 (£ 1200), email:

£1800 asking £950, ProAc Centre speaker CC1

Tel: George, Essex 01375 373196 EDF171

harnfield@hotmailcom Tel: 07961 536232

in yew wood, cost £600, asking £ 350, 2ProAc

Audio Research LS15 award-winning remote

[CFFOCI

ER ONE subs cost £ 1100 each, asking £ 650

controlled valve pre- amp (£3000) £ 1550,

Audio Research PH3SE phono stage. 6months

each, Parasound 2205 high current power amp 5

Kimber Bifocal XL speaker cable 2.5m WBTs

old, perfect, boxed £ 1450 ono (£ 2800), Si ltech

x220 watt, cost £ 3000 asking £ 1500, all items

hyper pure copper (£ 1700) £950, Audio

SG180 silver speaker cables 2m, WBT spades

boxed and as new, Tel: 020 529 0863 or 07876

Synthesis Passion pre £ 340, all in perfect

perfect £950 (£ 2700), Si ltech classic SQ110

530078 [ CD301

condition. Tel: 020 8964 9351 or 07717

0.5m XLR-XLR £300 (£ 750) never used, Tel:

Spectral DMC12 pre-amp amp £ 2650 (£4250

464352 [ DE141

01925 656990 ( eves) ECE171

new), option of 15ft pre/power interconnect and

KEF 30B subwoofer for sale in good condition

Red Rose Spirit System, 3months old + 2x15ft

10ft speaker cable available, Lehmann Audio

100W RMS, £ 175 ono, Thorens TD150 Mk 2

cable £ 1100, Bose Acoustic Wave System, 20

Silver Cube phono stage £ 1150 (£ 1800 new),

turntable with base and original arm, no cover

mths, g'teed £450 (£885), Primare A30.1 amp

Red Rose Rosebud in sycamore plus HNE granite

good condition £ 75 ono, Tel: Dave Ritchie on

£725, Tel: 0121 2460486 ECE171

stands £ 2100 (£3600 new), Tel: Jeff on 07970

020 8462 2320 evenings/weekends. [ XFOX1

Pioneer F91 tuner £ 150, Sony ST-SB920 tuner

692736 [ CD221

Revox B215 cassette player £ 700 ono, Revox

£65, Sony MiniDisc JA3 ES £ 160 (£ 700),

Linn LP12 Basic plus arm, Audio Technica

A77 R2R ( with dust cover) £ 300 ono, Fax:

Ecosse MS2.3 speaker cable 2x5m approx.

cartridge £ 500, Myst TMA3 integrated amp

01453 843598 or email: mjcm4p@hotmail.com

£100 (£ 220), Tel: 0121 2460486 [ CE17I

£150, Monitor Audio R300M Dspeakers £ 50,

[DE141

Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista 3D CD No. 73 of 500,

Verwood Dorset, Tel: 01202 821408 or 07719

Quad ESL- 63 speakers, brown with teak wood

totally mint, boxed, future collectors item, cost

902422 ECE171

finish, excellent condition, one owner since new,

£3000, asking £ 1750, Nordost Blue Heaven

Denon DCD-435 £ 70, Yamaha AX392 £80,

£850 ovno, Tel: 01252 874418 ( Hants) DF171

cable lm £ 100, X-Can v2 headphone amp £ 100.

Yamaha tuner TX-480 £ 50, Cambridge Audio Al

Quad 988 vintage finish, bought August 2003,

Tel: 07932 458447 [ CE17I

£30, Thorens 125 MkII, SME Ill £ 100, Tel:

extended warranty, immaculate. £2300, Quattro

Dynavector L200 pre, remote, P50 phono stage,

01932 866930 ECE17]

Fi I
4.5m balanced, original termination and

HX75 power amp. (£4000 new), manuals, wood

Ben Duncan's lkw mains transformer £220,

Nordost box £ 1400, ATC 50AS1 walnut, custom

crates, 3yrs, mint condition, will demo, superb

Kimber purifier block £ 300, Super purifier

stands, £3000, email: S.Hussain@ed.sac.ac.uk

combination £ 1850 ono. Tel: Mark 0131

£190, Kimber Orchid Bal Inter 0.5m £ 140,

Tel: 0131 2259002 EDG171

5380013 ( eve), 0131 3435550 ( day) [ CE17]

Trichord Transport & DAC & power supply & mods

Audio Analogue Puccini dual- mono amplifier,

Conrad-Johnson Premier 140 SA power amp as

£490, Lumley 5TTO power amp £490, Tel:

silver finish, remote and boxed, mint condition,

new £4200 ono (£ 7000), StereophileClass A

01772 31451 or 077514 75062 [ DE14I

latest spec (£825 new) £325, Tel: Mike 01732

rated, rave reviews in HiFi+ and HiFi News, 10ft

Rotel RCD 991 CD player 18 months old, ex cond

461561 ( Kent) [ DE141

pair of Nordost SPM speaker cable £ 1500

£400, Grado RS1 headphones, mint condition

Yamaha NS- 1000 Michell Orbe DC/NC boxed,

(£3000) Tel: + 353 91637745 evenings or +

£450, Ergo Model 2headphones, mint cond

Oracle Delphi- I, ThorensTD 124, SME 3D12- R

353 91708300 work. Eire EAF171

£80, Tel: 01793 490968, Mobile 07941

mint, Garrard 301 SME 3009 imp, excellent AR
VT-100 boxed, Trichord Delphini PSU/NC boxed,

DNM 3B power six, very good condition with

419196 EDF171

original crate and DNM interconnect cable

Audio Note DAC 3 £ 500 ovno, Theta TLC x2 £ 70

Kimber 8TC, Thorens TD- 166 VI, Tel: 0117

£2300. Tel: 07950 022027 [ CE171

each, PURE DAB tuner DRX-701ES £ 100, Tel:

9556555/07979514450 [ DF171

Meridian 200 transport 263 D/Sigma DAC £300.

01724 710547 [ DE14]

Cables as new & boxed: VDH First Ultimate, 0.6m

Linn Axis, Akito, K9, glass platter £ 250, KEF

Audio Synthesis DAX Discrete variable DAC,

(£114), 0.8m (£ 125), 1.0m (£ 136). Red Dawn,

30B 100W sub £ 100, Kenwood processor £ 50,

black, upsamples to 768kHz, SACD/DVD-A

0.6m (£ 170), 1.0m (£ 200, used RD, Quattrofil,

all mint c/w manuals and original boxes, Tel:

capable, 8months old, mint, £3950 (£6000).

Valhalla, AQ Diamond X3, Kimbers, others. Tel:

01457 871622/Mobile 07754 185437 ECE191

NS modified, Pioneer DVD757Ai, dual ST

07960 169644 [ DF171

SME 20/2 with gold SME Vand Kuzma KC ref 1

outputs for DAX Discrete, 8months old, £ 900

Meridian GO8 24- bit CD player, as new £ 1895,

month old, boxed £4950 (£6700) absolutely

(£1600), Tel: Ian on 01204 460585/07941

Meridian 559 power amp £ 1750, ATC SCM 12

incredible with 5years warranty, BAT VK6OSE

424322, email: idbrunt@f2s.com [ CE141

cherry wood £820, Tel: 07730 586005 [ DE141

with spare set of NOS pre and power valves

Copland CTA301 Mk II pre- amp ( remote) £800,

Spectral DMA 100S power amp 200 watt,

(£1950), Bent Audio remote pre-amp, balanced

Copland CTA505 power amp ( new Svetlana

perfect boxed. £ 2950, Tel: Ian 020 7584 5784

and SE, silver-wired transformers £ 1250

6550cs) £ 1000, both boxed, mint, serviced

[DEFOC]

(£2000), stunning Bent Audio pure silver step

2003, no offers unless purchased together

PS Audio HGA 2hybrid class Adigital power

ups, 30 loading settings, amazing £ 900

please. Tel: 020 8543 5531 Chris ( eve) [ CE17I

amplifier £ 1100, perfect condition with

(£1500), Sonus Faber Electa Amator 2with

Rehdeko 115 with matching stands £ 900 ono,

packaging, Nordost SPM 1metre XLR balanced

Ironwood stands £ 1750, Roksan Xerxes DSU 3.5

can deliver, mint condition. Aiwa AF0460 tape

interconnect £400 with wooden case. Tel:

psu with Mk 2 Artemiz and new Shiraz £ 1250

deck, mint £40. Tel: 01246 205834 ( eve)

01245 358381 ( eve) 01245 242321 ( day)

(recent service), Linn Karik 3 £ 500, Kimber

01246 223037 ( day) Mobile 07901 803961

EDF171

Silver Streak lm phono to phono ( 2off) £ 100

[DE141

Arcam CD72 black CD player, under 2years old.

each, numerous balanced and phono and mains

Krell KPS 25S £8995, Wadia 860X £ 3795, Dali

mint condition, boxed. £ 200, no offers, buyer

cables, Definitive Audio arm lead £ 100, all items

Grand Coupe speakers £895 (£ 2500), Sonus

collects. Tel: 01603 744000 [ DE141

boxed and complete with remaining warranty.

Faber Electa Amator 2 £ 1595 (£3000), Audio

Wadia 301 CD player, little used and as new with

Will split or PX genuine reasons for sale- need

Note AN-VZ Kondo lm interconnect £ 695

box and manual £ 2450 (£3650), Tel: 01202

cash, email: graham.scope@ntlworld.com

(£1500), Tel: 07812 084848 [ DF171

767873 ( Dorset) EDF171

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Michell Alecto monoblocks amps £ 1000, Audio

6preset FM stations, CD, turntable, tape & tuner

Copland CTA 401 £ 600, BAT VK3i £ 1000, TacT

Synthesis Passion £350, all immaculate

inputs, 2pairs speakers, aclassic unit, excellent

2.05 £2500, ZSystems upsampler £ 500, Quad

condition. Tel: 01903 815208 West Sussex

working condition. Offers.

ELS-988 £ 2500, Tel: 07791 720 602. [ EF14]

[DF171

Tel: 01597 822837 [ E8]

Best Buys boxed as new, Triangle Antal

Alon VMk Ill as new, very open fast detailed

Wilson Audio Watt Puppy System 6, gloss black,

transparent open baffle loudspeakers £ 5500

floorstanders, valve friendly £ 595. Monarchy

UK spec. £8300, Jeff Rowland model 2power

SM70 Class A, zero feedback amplifier £440,

new, sell for £2750. Tel: 07929 063676

amp plus battery power supply, perfect £2500,

anytime. [ DEFOC]

KEF Q15 Mk II £ 120, Tannoy Mx 2 £ 95, stands

Tel: Ian on 020 7584 5784 or email:

available. Tel: 01243 863371 ( W Sussex) [ E81
Quad 34/306 £300, Quad FM4 £ 200, Sony

B&W Nautilus 804 (£ 2500) with HNE granite

ianbodill@btopenworld.com [ EG17]

stands (£ 300), both for £ 1400 ono (£ 2800),

Music Fidelity Nu-Vista pre- amp, mint condition

speakers are marked, priced for aquick sale. Tel:

SCD-X13940 £ 150, Nakamichi 5812 needs work

£890, Musical Fidelity X-LP2 phono amp £85,

£50, Tel: 01895 625636 [ E81

07786 430400 or 020 7677 3620 ECE171

Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista interconnect lead 0.7m

Michell Gyrodec, brown perspex deep lip with

Synergistic Research, 1pair of 18ft Active 220V

long £45, Tel: 01993 898358 or 07802

ET2 air bearing arm, fitted ART 1m-ccartridge

XLR interconnects for sale, mint and never used

989899 [ E8]

£1450 ono, Tel:07715700346 [ DE14]

and Rega RB300 fitted Technics Mc305

TAG McLaren 250MR amps in mint condition

cartridge, superb performance £ 1950 ovno, Tel:

Spendor SP1/2E speakers, 2years old, boxed

(black) still under warranty and boxed as new with

and in immaculate condition, cherry finish, will

Richard 07710 124262 or 01582 665386 [ E8]

lm pair and 0.5m pair TAG McLaren

Meridian 596 player and DSP5000 speakers, all

include Something Solid speaker stands £ 1495

interconnect included £ 2600 ovno, consider part

with original boxes and manuals plus two remote

ono, Tel: 020 7432 3873 ( day), 020 8951 0676

ex on Quad ESL- 989 Tel: 020 7480

controls, excellent condition £ 3100, Tel: Andy

(evenings) ( London) [ DG17]

7964/07932 063335, email:

020 8306 0246/07801 139584 [ EG17]

Roksan Kandy Ill CD/DVD player £ 650,

amwlondon@tiscali.co.uk [ E8]

Quad 44/405 and FM4 with Chord cables £420,

completely as new & unused, boxed remote, etc.

Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista 3D CD and M3 amp,

surplus to requirements £325 + del. Tel: Mobile

REL Q400 subwoofer £450, Celestion A3

will sell separately. Less than 1year old. Offers

speakers £600, Exposure XXV amp £425, all inc.

07884 334178 ( London) EDF171

around £ 1800 each, Tel: 020 7722 2438

boxes. Tel: 0191 4886737 ( Newcastle) [ EF141

Audio Research D125, mint £ 1495. KEF 105/3,

[EF141

Hi- End cables sale, 4.5 m XLO type 600 speaker
cable ( spades) £ 75 ( Cost £ 150), 7m Madrigal

rosewood, excellent £ 950, Copland CDA 288.

Rogue Audio 88 Magnum power amp, silver,

£795, speaker cables 2.5m pair, MIT 750

boxed, new ElectroHarmon ix KT88s 60 watt UL,

Shotgun - offers. Tel: Mike on 07768 763576

HPC balanced XLR £ 250 ( Cost £ 1400), 2m

30 watt in triode, astonishing, simply superb

Campaign Audio Design mains cable £ 50, 1m

[EFFOC]

sound, £ 1000 (£ 2200), Tel: 020 7221 2738

Kimber mains £ 50, Tel: Arun 020 8868 0369

Nakamichi CR 7E cassette recorder in mint

[E81

[EF141

condition, recently fully serviced, owned from

TEAC P30 VRDS CD transport £ 1100, Trichord

new, for sale with original box, manual and infra-

TEAC VRDS-20 Class one laser product digital

Pulsar One DAC ( 0sCon upgrade) £ 900, pair of

balanced output RCA output 50Hz 22w, optical

red remote £ 795, Tel: Leslie 020 8668 1866,

Graaf GM 20 OTUOCC mono valve power

ST, optical TOS, coaxial, same clamping system

email: leslie.scott@btinternetcom [ EF14]

amplifiers £4000, may split, Impulse Lali horn

as Wada CD, remote control, mint condition,

Sonus Faber Cremona speakers £ 3500, Aloia

loaded loudspeakers in Maple £ 700 pr,

PST 11 Oh ipre-amp + PSU, Aloia 15.0.1i power

private sale. Contact Leslie £495. Tel: 07831

Transparent Reference AES/EBU 1m digital

367766 [ EG17]

amp, 60 + 60 watt + PSU £ 2000, Wanted: KEF

interconnect £ 500, all in excellent condition,

205 speakers in exchange for Sonus Faber

Sonus Faber Amati Homage speakers including

Tel: 01625 434544/07746 637562 ( Cheshire)

granite plinths, £8600, Magnum Dynalab MD90

Cremona speakers. Tel: 020 8531 5970 [ EF14]

or email: miked@hotmail.fsworld.co.uk [ E81

analogue tuner £ 750, Krell FPB600C amplifier,

Pair Quad ELS-63 ( one needs attention)

JMIab Mezzo Utopia speakers, mint, boxed

therefore only £400, sensible offers considered.

£8900, Krell KCT pre-amp £ 7500, Wadia 27ix

£3500 ono (£ 7800). Pass Labs X600

DAC + Wadia 270 Transport, £ 11,900. Tel:

Tel: 01737 761002 ( Reigate, Surrey) [ E81

monoblocks, vgc, boxed, £6500 (£ 14500) dCS

07860 620921 [ EG17]

Audio Classics Model Ccompact loudspeakers

Purcell/Elgar, mint, boxed, warranty, £ 5000

Verbs 20 speakers with stands £ 1000, JBL

93.5dB, HFN Awards 2001 (
RRP £ 1500) £399,

(£12500), email: colindownes@hotmail.com

cherry wood finish, Keswick Aria bookshelf £95,

LX66 speakers £ 350.00, Audio Research Ref 2

[EF14]

Atacama SE 20 stands £35, Tel: 01543 25617

Mk 2pre-amp, as new still boxed unopened

Living Control Room Box 6 £2500, Living Control

£8,500, Meridian 507 CD player £ 750,

(Staffs) [ EF14]

Video Pad AV £ 500, Living Control Display Pad S

Quad 303, Quad 33 ( no leads), best offer

Meridian 501 pre- amp £ 750, Denon POA 3000Z

£200, Linn Malik £400, 3xLinn RCU £450,

power amp £800, Technics 1210 Mk 2 ( two)
£300 each, Vestax PM 50 mixer £650, Denon

secures. Tel: Michael on 01886 833550 [ E8]

Linn Genki £ 400, Linn LK140 £400, Tannoy TD

Opus multi- room audio system, unwanted men's

12 £ 3000, all mint condition, Tel: Clive 0118

425 CD players ( two) £ 50 each, Mass 500 Power

magazine competition prize, top of the range,

9724495 [ EG171

amp £ 300, AE Aegis 1speakers £ 60, Tascam

value £4200, wanted £ 2100 ono. Tel:

Sonus Faber Electa Amator loudspeakers,

Birmingham 0121 454 1893 or mobile 07791

DAT DA45HR £ 950, Marantz CD recorder CDR

adjustable stonewood stands, mint, £ 1495

640 £ 950, discount considered for the LOT

749921 [ EF141

(£3800 new), Apogee Duetta Signatures full

purchase, all above equipment in ' as new/mint'

Resolution Audio Opus 21 two- box CD player.

range ribbon speakers, taupe ( beige) finish, mint,

condition and fully boxed in original packaging.
Rare home usage only. Tel: David Colic on 07770

latest version with DNM design input, variable

boxed £ 1595 (£ 5000 new), Tel: 01449 676335

output, all silver facia, 6months old, boxed, as

[EG17]

785 927 or email: david@pierremarcolini.co.uk

new £ 2000 (£ 2850), Tel: 01242 517669

JMIab 905 stand mounted speakers £ 650 obo

[E40]

(Cheltenham) [ E8.50]

(£1200), Swedish Audio Technology ( SAT.)

Revox B77 stereo open- reel tape recorder, superb

Archiving to digital? Complete recording system,

Cdf ix £800 (£ 1500) and Amplifix £800 (£ 1500)

condition throughout: has just been fully
serviced! Detailed photos available or can

Marantz Professional CD- Rrecorder, Quad pre-

Tel: 07793 230750 IEG171

amp, Technics equaliser, Philips A- Dconverter,

Naim NAC 82 £ 1200, Supercap £ 1400,

Monarchy jitter reduction, great sound £ 1250 or

demonstrate £495 ono, Tel. 07813 960156

NAP140 £350, Linn Keilidhs ( cherry)/stands

will split. Tel: 01932 856592 ( Weybridge)[E8]

email ob.mm@virgin.net [ EG171

£400, Naim ' K' boards £40, all boxed with

Revox B77 parts and service offered, new &

Bang & Olufsen Beomaster 3000 tuner amplifier,

manuals. Tel: 01303 274077 ( SEKent) [ XFOC1

selected used parts available, very competitive
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The place to buy and sell audio equipment and accessories

The Market

service rates, located in Bristol and Southampton

Russ Andrews Super Purifier £ 175, Tel: 01932

bought, sold and exchanged. Akai, Sony, Pioneer,

areas but can also arrange courier, Tel: 07813
960156, email: ob.mm@virgin.net [ EG17]

856592 ( Weybridge) [ E8]
Plinius SA250 Mk IV power amp class A, Plinius

Teac, Tascam, Revox, Technics. Servicing on

REL Stentor Ill subwoofer, awesome for music

14 phono stage £ 1300, both recommended by

Amazing cables! Solid silver interconnects from

and movies, highly praised by Martin Col loms in

Stereophile and HiFi+ Meridian 208 CD pre

£110, with air/Teflon insulation and WBT plugs.

HFN(Aug 02), mint ( unwanted prize), list price

£400 ono. Marc 07801 358102 or 01708

Solid silver/Teflon speaker cables from £ 250,

£2500, sensible offers welcome. Tel: James

471727 [ EG171

fantastic performance, refund guarantee, 0115

07976 8440701EF141

Cyrus XPA power amp in black, 3years old,

982 5772 after 7pm, email:

Audio Note DAC1 Signature ( valve) rich, detailed

perfect condition, boxed £ 125, Cyrus XPA power

bob@skydivers.co.uk [ EG17]

analoguey musically (£ 1150) £ 295, Voyd

amp in black, 4 1/2 years old, perfect condition,

turntable with reference bearing/platter,

boxed £ 100, Tel: 0121 5572406 ( West

rosewood, tri motor, mint (£ 3500) £995, Audio

Midlands) ( EF141

Note gold arm £ 575, Tel/message: John 01865

Roksan Rok-DP1 compact disc transport and

862745 [ E8]

Meridian digital converter 203, both items in

Marantz Professional CDR640 CD- Rrecorder,

superb condition, boxed with original leaflets.

variable start buffer, monitor, full function

£290. Tel: 01743 355383 ( Shropshire) 1E81

selected machines. Tel: 020 7603 0303 EMB171

Wanted
Quad 44-405.2 Tel: 01932 866930 [ CE]

Record Fairs

remote, user friendly and great sound, domestic

Enthusiast's clearout, Audio Note ANE-SP oak

Sunday 25th April, 1lam-3pm, £ 3, Early entry

machines are toys in comparison, mint condition

silver-wired plus stands £ 1000, Audio Note

9:30am £ 10, Cuffley Hall, Cuffley, Herts. 5mins

£395, Tel: 01932 856592 ( Weybridge) ( E81

ANK-B oak £300, Audio Note OTO Split PSU

M25, J25. Sunday 30th May 1lam-3pm, £ 3,

Tannoy Canterbury 15HE ( 62kgs) only pair

£750, NAD C160 pre- amp £350, NAD C270

Early entry 9.30am £ 10, Egham Sports Centre

produced in cherry, brand new, boxed, 5year

power amp 3pieces £350 each, The Head m-c

Vicarage Road, Egham. 5mins M25. J13. Tel:

guarantee, purchased direct from Tannoy

transformer £ 100, Amcron DC300A £ 200.

07944 909209. Stall £ 25

(February) RRP £ 9.5k + 30%, premium finish,

Audio Note silver cables various, Tel: 01892

fEFFOC1

wonderful bargain £ 6.5k, Tel: Kevin 01245

5395111EF141

Record & CD Fair, Friday 9th April, Rivermead,
Reading, 200 stalls, 50% vinyl, 50% specialist

251235 [ E8]

Trade

Mains power conditioners for sale. Isotek
Substation, fully loaded with four 150VA

collectors CDs, 10am-4pm, rock, psychedelia,
blues, folk, progressive, jazz, soundtracks, new

transformers £ 650, Ben Duncan's Pure Power

London Tape Recorders. Open reel to reel

country, reggae, soul, indie etc. Tel: 020 7831

0.5kVA with Russ Andrews sockets £ 175, and

specialists. Established 30 years, machines

8577 www.tvfairs.co.uk fE171

MM.

Classifieds may be submitted by email. Send entries to: hi-fi ads@ipcmedia.com. For your security, do not include acredit card number
in any email. Please call our reader ad department on 020 8774 0631 with your credit card details.

Hi-FiNews

Private ad order form:
do not phone in ads

Rates: £8 ( inc VAT) per 30-word insertion for one Issue. For two months £ 14; three months £ 17. Additional words 50p each. Box numbers £ 3extra.
Note: telephone or product reference numbers count as one word ( eg, Pioneer A400 = two words)
PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS

Please publish the above advertisement for
FOR SALE

-I

WANTED

Box number required

insertions under the heading:

-I
-I
yes

-1
no

Cheque/postal order enclosed for E

Name
( pounds sterling) made payable to

IPC Media or please charge my AccessNisa/Diners/Ameg•

Expires (date)

Card Number

Address _

L

Signature
*Please indicate which

• No reimbursements will be due for cancellation of subsequent insertions
• We are not responsible for clerical errors

www.hifinews.co.uk

Daytime telephone number
Date of sending

Send to, Classified Ads. Hi Fi News, IPC Media. Focus House. Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA.
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THE

QUAD
SPECIALIST
Electronics for those who prefer music...
ESL 57 \ LE 1

SPARES & REPAIRS

Replacement panels for ESL 57, ESL 63 and LE 1
Refurbished Quad speakers, amplifiers and tuner
Restoration of ElectroStatic Loudspeakers
Contact us for our free catalogue

Quad Musilcwiedergabe GmbH
Rhein*. 30, 58069 Koblenz, Germany
Tel: +49-261-38824 • Fax: +49-261-38172
e-mail: quad.ger@t-online.de

audioplay@Otinternet corn

WILMSLOW AUDIO
Loudspeaker specialists for almost 40 years
•

ProAc, Rogers, TDL plus many others.
Comprehensive stock of components, capacitors

•

UK's largest supplier of kit loudspeakers - all on demonstration.

•

New range of Visaton Home Cinema kits.

HIFI

HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIONWIDE DELIVERY

IVIASSI'VE SALE
TRADE IN YOUR OLD MOVING COIL CARTRIDGE & SAVE UP TO 60% OFF THE RRP.
ffAHRAUDIO
i
SHURE
HADCOCK
AUDIO TECHNICA
HIFI FURNITURE
GOLDRING
SUMIKO
ASH DESIGN
TRANSFIGURATION OPTIMUM
LONDON (DECCA)
APOLLO
GRADO
SOUND STYLE
DENONSOUND
ORGANISATION
ORTOFON
VAN DEN NUL
ALPHASON

Range of replacement drive units from Seas, Visaton, Vifa-Scanspeak,
Peerless, Morel etc, for use in AR, Gale, Heybrook, IMF. KEF, Mission.

•

MANI

(Ansar, SCR & Hovland), QED cable, damping and grille materials.

RESON
CLEAR AUDIO
KOETSU
TONEARMS

Phone today for your FREE catalogue or check out our Website.

SOUTHER
GRAHAM

WILMSLOW AUDIO

CABLES

OED
TRANSPARENT
BLACK RHODIUM
ORTOFON
NORDOST
ARGENTO AUDIO

MICHELL
CLEAR AUDIO
HEADPHONES

STAX
BE VER
SENNHEISER
SONY
AKG
GRADO
AUDIO TECHNICA
MINI DISCS
SONY
CD PLAYER

CREEK

Tel: 01455 286603 Fax: 01455 286605

AMPLIFIERS

MONRIO
HALCRO
GRAAF
C.A.T.
GAMUT
ALOIA
EAR
ORELLE

OVO

SONY
PHONO STAGES

CREEK
MOTH
TRICHORD
EAR
TOM EVANS

MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, DE65 600

TEL: 01283 702875

cub. il

9am-9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS.

definitive audio
Definitive Audio creates a quality of musical experience that is irresistible.
We achieve this using some of the world's most splendid contraptions and by
employing a value system that places musical considerations above all
others.

11,-.1 10111
AUDIO VISUAL SPECIALISTS
59 Golders Green Road
London NW11 8EL

Ilellormettry.gpromele.

TUNERS

SONY
CREEK

ESTABLISHED 1986

Website: www.wilmslow-audio.co.uk

_HOSE

VEZEMall
HARBETH
DIAPASON
OPERA
EPOS
ELAC
ORELLE

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE & AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING. ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEW & BOXED WITH FULL U.K GUARANTEES NO ES- OEM OR EX- DISPLAY GOODS. NO GREY IMPORTS.
GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL. SORRY, NO GENERAL CATALOGUES.
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS, BROCHURES OR PRICES.

50 Main Street, Broughton Astley, Leicester LE9 6RD

Te1:020 8731 7665
Fax:020 8731 7616
salesOcubeaudio.cauk

ORELLE
CASSETTE DECKS
PIONEER
TEAC
SONY

MUSICAL FIDELITY

Our inventory includes the tantalising KSL Kondo amplifiers from Japan. We
have the M7 Line, M7 Phono, M77 Ongeku. the Neiro Integrated and of
course the extraordinary Gakuoh. We also have a range of single minded
amplifier designs from, amongst others. Border Patrol. Art Audio and Sugden.
Our Aladdin's cave of analogue treasures includes 12 choices of moving coil
cartridge, the Kuzma Airline, Triplanar 6, and SME Series V tonearrns.
Keeping this company is an enviable selection of turntables that includes the
unequivocal SME Model 30 and Kuzma Stabi Reference.

WwW.CUbgaUdi0.Co.uk

OPENING HOURS
MON - SAT - 10AM - 7PM
SUNDAYS BY APPOINTMENT

•

We have the complete range of Living Voice loudspeakers including the
internationally celebrated Avatar OBX-R2.
More importantly we have an attitude and an intent that breathes new life.
interest and fascination into your relationship with music.
Call us for an Informal chat or to arrange an appointment.
(+44) (0)115 9733222

INTEREST
FREE CREDIT

Sale of part exchanged and ax-dew items

• 6MONTHS DEFERRED

p911!.f
lpdip

PAYMENTS

Nottingham Analogue Space Deck - with Mystic Mat and psu

• 13 MONTHS INTEREST

Wadia 850 CD - very chunky chap - means business
Avid Volvere Sequel - new - boxed - unused

FREE CREDIT

New

£ 900

£ 1500

£ 3200
£ 2500

£5400
£ 3500

Arlston ROI is with Signet low mass arm - old classic - original box - V. tidy £300
Roksan Xerxes Cognesenti - needs service - SME cutout - take It away
£400

A3.2 Series

O

Sale

Voyd turntable - black - reference bearing arid platter - no packaging £ 900 £ 2000
Nottingham Analogue Space Deck - new
£ 750 £ 963
Voycl turntable standard - ash
£ 500 £ 700

MONITOR AUDIO

Wilson Benesch ACT1 tonearm - carbon fibre unipivot
£450 £900
Proac Studio 200 - yew finish - MTM 2 way - very nice
£ 1250 £2150
SME Model 20/2A ( includes Series V tonearm) - serious - no Rim flam
Living Voice Auditorium - cherry
Ruark Crusader - dark cherry - very tidy

£ 3500 £ 5270
£900 £ 1500
£ 900 £2000

Hovland Sapphire - stereo power amp - vgc - give away
£ 3500 £ 7000
SJS Arcadia Model 2 - valve rectified, choke input - boffin stylie line pre-arnp copper casework - interesting, lush and lovely
£ 1000 £ 2000
T.E.A.D. The Groove - phono stage MM
£ 1300 £ 1850
Canary Audio 309 - parallel push-pull - 3008 monos - 45 endless watts of
beefy joy - ex dam - perfect condition- champagne - boxed
£ 6000 £ 10000
Canary Audio 303 push-pull - 300B monos - 22 watts of lovelyness - used
only once at US hi-fi show - a joy and a steal
£4500 £ 7500

FREE LOCAL
DELIVERIES

LSi 15

'Experience the reality of Home Cinema in our premises'
Site survey and consultations.
We specialise in: Multiroorn-Home Cinema installation.
Audusa - Bose - Creston - Denon - Monitor Audio Musical Fidelity - Panasonic - Pioneer - Polk Audio - Samsung
and many more.

_HOSE"
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Hi-FiNews

Audio Innovations P2 phono stage - MM - collectors item (another one!)
Canary Audio 301 push-pull stereo - 22 watts - great amp - champagne
finish - boxed

£ 700

£ 3500

Canary Audio 601 pre- amp - with saucy intestines - beautiful sound - new
Audio Note UK ANJ speakers with Huygens high mass 4 leg stands

£2200
£ 500

SME Series V - with Audio Note silver internal wire - a proper tonearm £900
Living Voice Avatar OBX-R1 - cherry - 2002 - ex Hi -Fi World review pair £2000

£ 5400
£2850
£ 1850
£4000

Revolver 45 speakers - cherry - new
Revolver 45 speakers - standard finish

£ 900 £ 1200
£ 700 £900

Quad 989 ESL - brand-new - black - boxed - big
Revolver R33 - standard finish - new

£4000 £4400
£300 £400

Triplanar VI tonearm - boxed

£2300

Heart Rhythm - 8 watt valve rectified 3006 monos - giveaway
EAR MC3 - moving coil step up transformer

Tel: 0115 973 3222
internet: www.definitiveaudio.co.uk

£3350

£400 £ 1600
£ 300 £ 750

Fax: 0115 973 3666
email: shoutOdefinitiveaudio.co.uk

www.hifinews.co.uk
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"HiFi Exchange - Mail us your requirements Now"

»
HOME

HI-FI

CINEMA

c:? LS A

R

-1
-

E R

@sale items
£2,995.00
[395.00
L395.00
[195.00
£325.00
£195.00

ClaraVox Magnifica ( Final Offer)
McCormak Line Drive
Audio Refinement Pre 5" new "A
Quad 33/ 303
SD Acoustics SDI
Rogers L555 new
"Reduced this month

Choice
f
rouchoose
"he Choice HiFi Exchange- the fastest
tray to find or sell your equipment.
lail us your requirements and you
till be added to our huge and ever
rowing data base where adaily
earch seeks to match the wants and
ale items. Get regular mailings of
atest hot deals and new in items.
Secause we act as middle men you
my with confidence and the the
:hoice HiFi guarantee.

ourchoice
• Acoustic Energy
• Advantage
• ATC
• Audible Illusions
• Audio Physic
• B.A.T
• Boulder
• Bryston
• Cary
• C.A.T.
• Chord
• Clear Audio
• Denon
• DNM
• Egglaston Works
• Electrograph Delphi
• Gamut
• Genelec
• Gryphon
• Graham
• Imerge
• J M Lab
• Krell
• Lexicon
• Linn
• Loewe
• Lutron
• Lyra
• Mark Levinson
• Michell Eng.
• Musical Fidelity
• Naim
• NEC
• Nordost
• Oracle
• Ortofon
• Plinius
• P.M.C.
• Primare
• Project
• Quadraspire
• REL
• Rockport
• Roksan
• Rotel
• Ruark
• Shahinian
• SIM2
• SME
• Straight Wire
• Sugden
• Tara Labs
• Teat
• Totem
• Transfiguration
Trichord
Trilogy
Van den Hul
VPI
Wilson Audio
Wilson Research
YBA

N.J evNe

F'ow

t
-

£3,990.00
£9,030.00
£12.000.00
£2.350.00
(6.435.00
£6,995.00
£6,949.00
£21,500.00
£7.600.00
£4.400.00
£1,000.00
£14.00100
£9.000.00
£5,000.00
£2.950.00
£9,5430.00
£6,500.00
£4.000.00
£2.200.00
[2,890.00
£9,903.00
£2.895.00
£5,275.00
L1,300.00
L1.700.00
£3.500.00
£5,500.00

£3.000.00
£6.000.00

£7.000.00
£3,600.00
£6,500.00
£6.000.00
£608.00
[8.250.00
£3,895.00
£2,250.00
£4,000.00

£5,250.00
£1,395.00
£2,250.00
£4,950.00
£375.00
[4,500.00
[2,895.00
C995.00
[2,795.00
[4995.00'
[On Dom
[On Dent
£3995.00 each
£2,695.00
£2,495.00
£I,395.00
£I,795.00
[On Dent
[On Dom
LI1,995.00
[On Dem
[On Dent
ASK
(On Dent
£2,750.00
£69.00
£4,995.00
£895.00
[On Dom
£1,350.00
£3,995.00
ASK

£6,5C0.00
[4,500.00
£6,030.00
£3,300.00
£5.500.03
£2.000.00
£3,650.00
£895.00
£645.00
£15,000.00
£2,995.00
£1,550.00
£3,750.00
£2.350.00
£6,000.00
£120.00
£12.000.00
£1.030.00
L16,500.00
L1.500.00
L5.995.00
(6.350.00

£1,395.00
£1,750.00
£2,900.00
£795.00
LI , 295 . 00
[1,650.00
[On Dom
[995.00
[4,250.00
L1,295.00
ASK
£3,250.00
£395.00
(On Dotes
£3,995.00
(POA
(On Dom
ASK

(3.300.00
£3,500.00
£5,400.00
£1,997.00
[2,794.1342
£2,250.00
£4.500.00
(1.200.00
£5,995.00
£1,995.00
£2.700.00
£6.500.00
[800.00
£13,000.00
[5.595.00
£30.000.00
£3,200.00
£7,350.00

y

speakers
L995.00
[395.00
L695.00
ASK
£3,000.00
£4,995.00

Shahinian Obelisk
Heybrook Sextet ( new drivers)
JM Lab Sib 8 Cub ( 5.1 spk sys)
JM Lab Micro Utopia BE
JM Lab Mezzo Utopia
Audio Physic Avanti

it ,/:020

ra.1:020
Open from

8392
8392

£3.500.00
LI.200.00
L859.00
£4,400.00
£7.899.00
£7.800.00

1959

1994

£6,995.00
£9,995.00
£1,295.00
£595.00
£595.00
ASK
£7,495.00
£495.00
ASK
£3,750.00
£9,995.00
£1,750.00
£1,150.00
£795.00
£2,995.00
L1,595.00
£995.00
(On Dent
(On Dent
(On Dom
[On Dent
ASK
ASK
ASK
ASK
£225.00
£625.00
£415.00
[On Dent
ASK
[On Dent
£995.00

Wilson Audio System 5.1
Avante Garde Trio
Prom Ref 125 Yew
Proac CC ICentre
2xProue ERI Sub
JM Lab Nova Utopia
Revel Ultima Studio
ATC SCM 10 Passive Black
JM Lab Alto Utopia BE
Wilson Witt rnk 1
JM Lab Utopia
Reference 3A
Audio Physic Spark
Talon Kite Centre & Bracket
Aerial Acoustic SW12 Sub Woofer. Maple/remote
Mirage M3 si
Linn Kabers (Active)
Rol Q 200 E
Rel Q 150 E
Audio Physic Luna Sub ( wood)
Audio Physic Tara
Vienna Acoustics Mahler
Vienna Acoustics Mozart
Vienna Acoustics 5. I
Cubasse io 5.1
Blue Room Minipod (White)
Blue Room Minipod + Sub ( Blue)
Blue Room Minipod Sub
Genelec 205 Active Monitors
Audio Physic Virgo III " new"
Audio Physic Tempo III " new"
Naim SBL's

[19000.00
£17.000.00
(1,700.00
£800.00
£1,000.00
[21.500.00
£13,000.00
[1,100.00
£9,999.00

(9,000.00

[18,000.00
[2.250.00
(1.795.00
[1,750.00
[5,200.00
[4.100.00
[2.500.00
L650.00
[500.00
£1.799.ce
£999.00
[6.000.00
LI.700.00
[3.500.00
[2.170.00
£298.99
[749.00
[468.99
C750.00
[4,000.00
[2,000.00
[2.225.00

DACS
[8.000.00
[2.500.00
[9.000.00
£9.600.00
[6.500.00
[1,295.00
[6.500.00
L12,000.00
£6,500.00
£12.000.00
[1.500.00
£I,400.00
[995.03
[500.00
[5,500.00
L3.250.00
L2.200.00
[1.600.00
LI.000.00
£4.500.00
(1,000.00
£14,000.00
(4,000.00
£1,195.00

EAD DSP9000 Pro Series III
£2,795.00
Micromega Classic Solo
(995.00
Wadia No 27 Dac
£ 3,750.00
Mark Levinson 31.5 Transport
£ 3,995.00
Chord SPM 1600E Dac/ Pre
[ 2,750.00
Theta Pro Geny
£495.00
Acoustic Arts Drive I/Dac 1tek 11
(On Dom
Acuphase DP70
£ 1,595.00
Linn Sondee CDI2
£ 7,995.00
Linn UNIDISK 1.1
[ On Dent
Linn CD12
[ On Dent
Linn Numerik
£ 595.00
Pink Triangle Da Capo 1307
£ 695.00
Roksan Caspian CD
[ On Dom
Trichord PD- S503
£295.00
YBA CD IDelta (Twin psu)
£3,995.00
Audio Synthesis DAX Decade
£ 1,695.00
YBA CD 3Delta
( On Dem
Audiorneca Damnation CD Transport
£750.00
Primare V20 DVD/CD
£ 750.00
Audio Aero 37/192 Capitole CD (Ver. 4)
( On Dent
Primare V25 CD/DVD
[ On Dent
Boulder 2020 dac
IPOA
Theta Data II Transport AT ... link
L1,995.00
YBA CD Integre "
new"
(On Dem

E
1 r .71 lb Ic s

£9.5oo.ce

amplifiers

Audio Research LS2
Boulder L5AE Pre Amp
Klein 7LX 3.58
Audio Research L53
Cary SLP98L Remote Pre x-dern
Conrad Johnson PV 14L
Audia Flight Pre
Musical Fidelity NuVista
Audio Research LS25 tek 11
YBA 2a Line
Tom Evans The Vibe Pre
Chord DSC 1600E ( dan/pm)
AVI 52000 MP remote pre
Boulder 1012 ( pre amp/ 24.96 du/ Phono)
YBA Passion Pre (inc Phono)
Boulder 2010 Pre
Plinlus I
6L " new"
CAT ultimate reference Pre Amp Inc/Phono ' new -

<Z> r_i

[1,650.03
£430.00

amplifiers

Conrad Johnson Premier 140 SA
Krell KSA 808
Krell KSA 250
Mark Levinson 383 Integrated
Naim Nuit 3
Cary 805 C Monoblocks " new"
Bel Canto Evo 4
Cary SLA 70 mk II Silver
Conrad Johnson MF2500
YBA Passion Monoblocks
Audia Flight lee
Audia Flight One Integrated
Linn Klimax 500 Solo (4)
Musical Fidelity NuVista 300
Boulder SOO AS
ES Lab DX- S4
Krell KAV 250A
Roksan Caspian Integrated
Roksan Caspian Power
Krell FPB 700cx
ES. Lab DX- 58
Plinius 8200P
Plinius SA 102 new
Bryston 4BSST
Jadis Defy 7tek III
Linn Bass Active Card
Krell MDA 300
Linn Klassik CD/Amp silver
Boulder 1060 Power " new"
Primare 30.1 tek 11 Integrated
YBA Passion Stereo '' new'
Plinius 250 tek IV " new"

Pt-se

£14.500.00
£995.00
[895.00

thismonth

POWER AMPLIFIERS
(On Dent
Gamut D200 ink 0 " Hi Fi Choice Product of the Year"
[3,990.00
Melos 402 Gold Tiode Plus Monoblocks 400wpc
[4,995.00
Krell FPB 600
£1,895.00
Bryston 4BSST
PRE AMPLIFIERS
£2,495.00
Audio Research LS5 mk II
[4.495.00
Mark Levinson 380 S
(2,750 00
Krell KRC HR
LOUDSPEAKERS
ASK
JM Lab Nova Utopia
ASK
JM Lab Diva Utopia BE Signature Finish
ASK
JM Lab Micro BE Utopia + Stand
Coming
Soon
Revel Studio
Coming Soon
Revel Salon
£395.00
Linn Kielihds (+ Active Cards)
£7,495.00
Talon Chorus X tek 11 ( Upgrade)
£4,995.00
Wilson ACT 2 ( Upgrade)
CD PLAYERS & DACS! DVD PLAYERS
£2,495.00
VVadia 850
Gamut CD I
R tek 11
£4,000.00
Mark Levinson 31 Transport
£4,500.00
Mark Levinson 390S
£1,795.00
Audio Synthesis DAX Decade ( Bal)
£1,395.00
Audio Synthesis DAX
£I,995.00
Acoustic Arts Drive 1
£3,500.00
Mark Levinson 31 Transport
TURNTABLES,ANALOGUE,VARIOUS
£1,195.00
Audio Research PH2 Phonostage
£3,495.00
SME 20/2A
AV COMPONENTS
ASK
Primare A30.3
ASK
Primare A30.5
ASK
Parasound Cl ( Halo)
ASK
Parasound CI ( Halo)
ASK
NAD
ASK
Maranta
PLASMA PROJECTORS
ASK
In Focus 5700
ASK
In Focus 7200

B U Y/SELL

MULTIROOM
INSTALL

.&analoque
[5.000.00
(1.000.00
L3,1300.00
L498.00

(2,000.00
£500.00
£1,300.00
£345.00
ASK
ASK
[On Dent
(On Dent
(On Dent
ASK
(On Dem
(On Dom

Tara Labs 113m Bal The 2Interconnect
Tara Labs Monoblock FGS
Tara Labs The 2Speaker Cable eft
Trichord Dino ( Phono)
Roksan Xerxes 10/D51.5/ Anemia/ Jubilee
Ortofon Jubilee
Roksan Caspian Phono se
SME 20/2A
Roksan TMS2/ Anemia
Michell Orbe/VC/ RB300
Project RPM 6" new"
Project RPM9/ arm
VPI TNT ink IV/ Rockport 6000/ Flywheel/VPI Stand/
Clearauudio Accurate) Pump etc. " new"
Roksan Radius 5 ( Acrylic)/ Nirna arm " new"
Lorricraft record cleaning machine
Earm. Pro
Renon B160Tuner
SME 30/2 A " new"
Moth Record Cleaning rn/c
Project RPM4/ Ortofon 510 " new"
Ortofon Rohrnann
Ortofon Kontrapunkt a/b " new"
Michell Gyro SE/ RB300 " new"
Audio Synthesis Phono Eq min/mc
SME SeriesV Arm " new"
Pink Triangle PT Ext psu
Plinius 14 Phono " new"
Nackamichi DR 3
Tom Evans . The Groove " new"
Clear Audio Reference Mc phono stage X-demo
Rega Planer 3 + Hi Fi News Out Board Power Supply
Clear Audio Syrnphono phono stage X- demo MM/MC

(8,500.00
[On Dent
[On Dent
[On Dent
[450.00
L10,495.00
L395.00
L245.00
[On Dem
[On Dent
ASK
(495.00
£I,350.00
C495.00
[On Dent
(195.00
ASK
£1,695.00
L320.00
£640.00

voca.ca
[1.500.00
L950.00
(5.273.53
L8.500.00
[2,350.00
[500.00
£1,000.00
L16,000.00
(850.00
[1.100.00
[425.00
(995.00
L12.289.00
L [325.00
[1.050.00
[500.00/L750.00
(1,100.00
L (1.650.00
L [2.750.00
£400.00
[1,795.00
L2.065.00
L423.00
[740.00

components
Linn 5103 System Controller
Parasound A52 - 5Channel
Lexicon MCI
Lexicon MC8/ MC8B
Lexicon RTIO DVD Player
SIM 2HT 300
Primare P30 Processor
Linn Klassik DVD
Lexicon MC I
2 / MCI2B
Loewe Xemix DVD " new"
PLASMAS/ LCD/PROJECTORS
From NEC! Panasonic/Pioneer/Sharp
Electrograph Delphi/Seleco/Sony/Sanyo
Panasonic TH 42 PWD6 "
new"

020

[2,395.00 [ 3.285.00
ASK
LI,700.00
(1,995.00 (5,500.00
ASK C5000.00/(5750.00
ASK
( 2.300.00
(7,500.00
(
9,00000
£I,295.00 £2.000.00
(On Dent
[2.000.00
ASK [8100.00/L8900.00
[On Dem
£495.00
from (4000.00

8392

[4,400.00
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-einfo@choice-hifi.corn

10am to 6pm Mon to Sat and other times by appointment.
Buy, sell, exchange quality hi-fi equipment
We accept all major credit cards. Finance available subject to status

POA
POA

The Guide

call 0208 774 0790 to advertise
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2001 Reviewer's
Choke: eVo200.2
Innovation In
Design

1998 Diapason d'or:

DETAILS
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SoundStage!

PERFORMANCE

2001 Editor's Choice
eVo 200.2
Stereophile Class A
Recommended
Component

2001/2002
Reviewer's Choice:
eVo200.2, eVo4, eVo6
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(01563) 574185
www.kevingallowayaudio.co.uk
info@kevingallowayaudio.co.uk
Measurements in Nov 2003 magazine shows £2,500 "
2 way" speakers with
"flat" frequency response and 5- or 6" drive units struggle with 10 watts of
bass and produces a lot of distortion ( 1% to 3%).
Should we limit bass
to 20 watts or 40 watts amplifier , to prevent damage to 6" drive units ?
We use £ 350 or £ 650 of transformers and £ 50 or £ 160 of valves
If we could achieve the same quality of sound with £ 10 volume conti-31,
£10 wires , £ 10 capacitor . we could have saved a lot of money! ! !

HUGE expensive " High End"
"potted" transformers

American
5670
, valves •

Money back guarantee ( less £ 30 UK or £ 100 overseas) that you prefer:£850 or £ 1,000 or £ 1,250 or £ 1,450 " KT88 Triode Connection" amplifiers
to most transistor amplifiers, most transistor / valve hybrid amplifiers,
most Single Ended valve amplifiers, most Ultra Linear valve amplifiers
selling for £2,000 to £ 20,000

expensive
non-magnetic'.
stainless
steel
Chassis

£850 "KT88 Triode Connection" + high quality £ 350 " 3way" speakers
to most "
ultra linear" valve amplifiers + £ 600 " 2way" and " 2.5 way" speakers

£500 EL34 valve amplifiers (
40 watts + 40 watts) to most £700 amplifiers.
Telephone 01634 268662 anytime or 01634 373410 for Mr Andrew Everard's
2or 6
review in Gramophone Magazine and Summary of 21 testimonials from
pieces
satisfied customers.
www.affordablevalvecompany.co.uk
of silver

Buy direct & save £££
Shop prices are expensive
because of rent, rates, wages
Free UK delivery
90% of customer keup
our valve amplifiers
4 years of proven reliability.
2 years guarantee.
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Hi-FiNews

capacitors

Our

Ultra Linear
£ 1,050 £ 1,150

Triode
Connection
£1,250 £ 1,400
KT88 valves
are more
expensive
than
6550
valves

huge
transformer

£700 EL34 valve amplifiers (40 watts + 40 watts) to most transistor
amplifiers and transistor / valve hybrid amplifiers costing £ 1,000 to £ 2,000

www.affordablevalvecompany.com

KT88 valves
are more
expensive
than 6550
valves

"standard"

tralsformers
ar

.
1

American
5670 valves
Triode
Ultra Linear
Connection
£650 £ 750
£ 1,000
Distortion matched
famous Russian
Svetalana
'huge
EL34 valves
transformer
40 y, rs
40 watts

Upgradea ble
to £ 1.000
KT88 Triode Connection
+ £ 50 for carriage
+ £ 50 for used valves

Ultra Linear
£600

£700

www.hifinews.co.uk

AUDUSA EUPEN CSA 2.5 AUDIO AC MAINS CABLE
GNLM 05/04 and GNLM C5/2.5 ( OSA 2.5) Cable with
GNLM 05/2.5 ( CSA2.5)

FERRITE TECHNOLOGY - A polymer material mixed with
a considerable quantity of homogeneously fine high quality
ferrite powderis extruded around the copper conductors. As a
ferromagnetic material, it will go through hysteresis loops
whenever it is under influence of an alternating magnetic
field. Consecutively magnetizing and demagnetizing the

£48 for 1.0m, £ 58 for 1.5m.
£68 for 2.0m. Off the 7eel £30 for
1st meter, fur per m thereafter.
Eupen GNLM 05/2.5 ( OEA 2.5)
shown with Marinco IEC 320 will
be fitted at extra cost.

material will cause considerable losses of high frequency energy.
his energy is absorbed in the ferrite grains and converted into

GNLM 05/04

heat.The GNLM cables which in addition to the above described ferrite
technology is further protected with a foil shield and a drain wire and

£53 for 1.0m, £ 72 for 1.5m,
£86 for 2.0m. Also available
of the reel.

specifically manufactured for High End audio use. Said by some to be the
most neutral sounding audic ac mains cable on the market.

Both GNLM cables are available
for export.

Fitted with IEC ( Martin Kayser) and MK Tough plug Cable
can be supplied fitted to our all steel 4, 6 and 8 way distribution blocks. We can rewire the distribution blocks with
Eupen cable as an extra cost option. Refer to our web site

for details.
- UDUSA - 0131V1 Silverlink OCC balanced
ker cable - stranded, silver on OFHC plus
estrands of OCC ( Ohno Continous Casting - single crystal copper) for improved bass performance.
Mylar infill and with designed in protection against
RF and EMI. conductor of 3mm diameter ( approx 8
gauge). Cable Overall Dimension: 14 72 mm.

SILVER SILVER - upgrade the cable with silver plated contacts on IEC and and MK plug for £6. AUDUSA
-Eupen and LAT AC- 2 mains cabe available with 16 amp IEC (
for certain models of amps by Krell, MF, Levinson etc), Mahnco/Wattgate IEC 320, Figure of eight, Bulgin Hubble,European
Schuko,French, Australian, Swiss, Danish,Neutrik and other plugs

see our web site for IEC's,IVIK plugs RCA and Banana
connectors with silver plate contacts and other audio and
ac mains connectors

LAT International AC 2 AUDIO AC MAINS CABLE
SILVERFUSE

We have developed a cabling ( weaving) pattern along with
an unusual shielding/filtering system that gets rid of the
garbage that contaminates your components. The difference
you hear with our cord is astounding. Our power cord takes

HIIICIIIICE

advantage of silver in its design through use of our proprietary
Silverfuse conductors. The conductors are 10 gauge and with

AC 2
Power cable compare
with products costing
ten times as much,
then decide

PTFE; the best insulation available. Fitted as standard with
IEC / MK Toughplug.. 60cm £ 62, 90cm £ 75, 12m £ 88, 1.5m
£101. 1.8m £ 112 etc Other lengths available and.off the reel.

4,6 and 8way all steel mains distribution blocks fitted with
UK, Schuko or USA sockets.CE tested & approved mains
distribution units manufactured of heavy gauge steel, finished
in black and fitted with high quality 13amp sockets. It has no
filters, circuit breakers, surge protection, transformers, resistors. capacitors. LED's, on/off switches, chokes, regulators.
just fitted with 1m of AC- 2 mains cable.From £ 166 for 4

is a near alloy of silver
and copper. IT IS NOT SILVER PLATED OR SILVER CLAD. Plaing ( or clad, which is the same thing
as plating) causes a dioding effect
when signal is passed through resdting
in brightness and distortion. The S.Iverminim
fuse process starts with seven nines OFHC
*/ copper wire with a diameter that is slightly
larger than the required size. It is then pulfed
through atrough of molten silver. The wire with a silver

113

deposit, is then forced through a comoacting die
where it is subject to tremendous pressure. The silver
and the high purity copper are fused together into a
near alloy. The compacting fusion also reduces the wire
diameter to the desired size. No dioding subsequently occurs with this process. The result provides for the oenefits of silver; which are excellent definition and clarity, with the high purity
copper benefits of warmth and mellowness.

way. £ 198 6 way. £229 for 8 way.

LAT INTERNATIONAL Inc USA - Analogue, Digital and Video interco'Inects and Speaker
cable better than most others at double the price

SUNFIRE CORPORATION -

Snohomish USA

New for 2003 Sunfire Ultimate - world's most powerful home cinema

Receiver. 7x200 watts, Cinema Seven power amps, 7x200 and 7x400
Signature True SubWoofer 13 inch cube True Sub MKIV 11 inch cube and Junior Sub
Woofer 9 inch cube - all with two drivers, to as low as 16hz. 116 SPL and 360 cu ins of a'r
movement, 1200 or 2700 watt patented amp technology. Soiid state power amps 2 channel ( 2 x300 and 2 x600) and 5 channel ( 5 x220 watts and 5 x430 watts patented amp
technology ( no heat sinks), Classic tube preamp and Theatre Grand Ill processor preamp

WWW.AUDUSA.COM
T: 020 8241 9826, 020 8264 0249

F: 020

8241 0999

E: sales@audusa.com

ern

HIGH END AUDIO

Linton. Audio

BOUGHT/SOLD
EXCHANGED
SALE

specialists in audio and video

LIST

£4,995 £ 16,500

Orchid

AND AS CHEAP AS CHIPS@PRICE, S/H £ 12,995 £65.000
LUMLEY LMS 1000 SPEAKERS BEECH WOOD, S/H £3,500 £8.000
BURMESTER 808 MK3 PREAMP.
THIS FULLY MODULAR PREAMP INC MC PHONO
BAL & S/E DESIGN THE ULTIMATE PREAMP &
BI AMPERS DREAM CHROME FINISH. RARE, S/H £3,995 £ 9.000
CELLO ENCORE 1MEG LINE PREAMP, S/H
f3,995 £ 10.000
AUDIO RESEARCH LS5 PREAMP BLACK. S/H £2,500 £ 5,690
AUDIO RESEARCH CD1 CD PLAYER BLACK. S/H £ 1,295 £3,290
AUDIO RESEARCH V140 VALVE MONO AMPS
BLACK S/H
£2,995 £8.8130
PROAC FUTURE 1SPEAKERS BLACK, E/D £2,795 £ 5,875
WADIA 2000 TRANSPORT + DAC + OPTICAL INTERFACE.
ALL UPGRADES DONE, 6BOXES IN ALL
3,500 17.000
ACCUPHASE DF90 DF91 TRANSPORT
+DAC SUPERB
ORACLE CD PLAYER LATEST

3,995

20,000

STUNNING LOOKS
BOW TECHNOLOGIES MODEL 228 CD PLAYER,

3,995

12,300

2,395

4,995

EXCELLENT
CONRAD JOHNSON DR1 TRANSPORT + DA2,
DAC SUPERB OPEN SOUND BARGAIN
WAD1A 3200 CD TRANSPORT
KRELL MD10 SIGNATURE TRANSPORT.RARE
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DAX2 DAC
UPGRADEAVAILABLE
PINK TRIANGLE ORDINAL DAC 1307 CHIP
MERIDIAN 566 20BIT DAC BALANCED
ARCAM BLACK BOX DAC5
GRADO SIGNATURE TONE ARM VERY RARE
SOTA COSMOS TURNTABLE STEAL
CELLO AUDIO SUITE PREAMP
VARIOUS MODULES + MASTER SUPPLY
HOVLAND MP100 VALVE PREAMP SUPER
LOOK - SOUND
AUDIO RESEARCH LS33 REMOTE CONTROL
PREAMP
AUDIO RESEARCH LS2B MK2
PREAMP BARGAIN
MATTISSE REFERENCE 2PREAMP PHONO
ELECTRIC BLUE
AUDIO SYNTHESIS PASSION 8M
REMOTE PREAMP
UNISON RESEARCH MYSTERY
ONE VALVE PREAMP
NAIM 102 PREAMP WITH HICAP, 1WEEK OLD
AUDIO RESEARCH LS1 LINE PREAMP
AUDIO RESEARCH CASE INTEGRATED
REMOTE CONTROL AMPLIFIER JUST SERVICED
KRELL KAV300i INTEGRATED AMP
REMOTE CONTROL
VTL 85 VALVE INTEGRATED LATEST
REMOTE CONTROL
MICHELL 150 HERA PHONE STATE
MICHELL ARGL LINE PRE + SUPPLY
ARAGON 24K IPS PRE AMP & SUPPLY PHONO
KRELL FBP 200C CAST POWER AMP
KRELL FBP 300 POWER AMP
JADIS JA80 MK3 MONO POWER AMPS
GRAAF GM200 OTL VALVE POWER AMPS
GAMMA AEON TRIODE VALVE MONO BARGAIN
CELLO PERFORMANCE 2MONO AMPS
GOLDMUND MINIMIS 2POWER AMP

1,695
995
2,995

3,800
2038
9,000

895
395
395
150
495
995

2200
950
1095
450
1795
46.000

7,995

23,000

3,295

5,750

1,395

3,125

1,295

3,400

1,395

3.500

795

1.695

695
1,295
595

1,750
2,109
1,797
3,945

1,395

2,790

1,295
250
295
495
3,995
4,995
3,995
1,895
1,795
8,995
1,495

2,400
600
866
1.650
8,750
9,450
9,580
3,300
6,995
27,500
5,150

LEVINSON ML11 POWER AMR BARGAIN
LEVINSON ML12A PRE AMP, GREAT COMBO
NAIM NAP 90 POWER AMP
NAIM NAP 180 POWER AMP
ELECTROCOMPANIET ANNIVERSARY

895
895
185
595

2,700
2,700
450
1,220

POWER AMP
NAKAMICHI DRAGON CASSETTE
DARK CLASSIC
STAX LAMBDA PRO HEADPHONES
GENESIS 5MK2 SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD
I
NCLUDES ROLAND BASS AMP ADJUSTABLE
TO ANY ROOM
AVALON ACCENT 2SPEAKERS IN
BURR ASH WITH SEPERATE CROSSOVERS
ATC SCM 70, 25TH ANNIVERSARY ACTIVE
LOUDSPEAKERS BEST ACTIVE WE'VE HEARD
PROAC FUTURE 2LOUDSPEAKERS
ROSEWOOD
MARTIN LOGAN OUEST ELECTROSTATIC OAK
SNELL A3 LOUDSPEAKERS OAK. BARGAIN,
EXCELLENT
DUNLAVY SC4 SPEAKERS LTOAK
STERIOPHILE A
AUDIO PHYSICS TEMPO 2SPEAKERS
CHERRY BARGAIN
WHARFDALE OPTION 1ACTIVE SPEAKERS

895

3.000

895
175

2.800
370

3,995

15,500

3,995

14.800

4,995

12,495

3,995
1,995

11,450
4,995

1,995

5,850

2,995

8,500

795

2,500

995
495
1,795

6.000
1,300
3,500

WANTED QUALITY AUDIO EQUIPMENT BEST PRICES PAID

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

01438 714038
10.00am - 7.00pm MON - SAT 10.00am - 1.00pm SUN
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The North Easts appointed DCS retailer
DCS Purcell upsampler, Elgar plus DAC,
Verona master clock and Verdi SACO / CD transport.
The best CD player available

Call for more details.

Asmall selection of some of our used items
Advantage Pl/A30 pre / Power amps
Arcam A85 amplifier

£2300.00
£500.00

Arcam Alpha 7 tuner

£150.00

Arcam 0181 DAB tuner

£450.00

Arcam DV88 DVD player

£600.00

Arcam FMJA22 amplifier

£700.00

Arcam FMJP25 power amp

£500.00

Arcam P75 power amp

£200.00

ATC 10 loudspeakers

£695.00

Audio Research SP9/2 pre amp
Audiolab 8000PX power amp

1,895

FLAGSHIP MODEL
ATC 10 SPEAKERS + STANDS, BLACK
PROAC FUTURE 5LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK

Oaudio limited

202, FinoIon Road, Worthing, BN14 OEJ
Pre-owned equipment available
with guarantee
Export facilities available
Visit our Web Page www.hiestereo.cotn

ARTEMIS EOS 2SIGNATURE SPEAKERS & EXTERNAL
CROSSOVERS SUBWOOFERS. ROSEWOOD, S/H £ 5,995 £ 15.000
MARK LEVINSON 334 POWER AMP, S/H £2,995 £ 5,500
KRELL KAV 250A POWER AMR S/H
£ 1,695 £3,698
CELLO AMATI PRO SPEAKERS,
PIANO BLACK, S/H
CELLO STRADAVARI GRAND MASTERS
SPEAKERS,PIANO BLACK, STUNNING

Heatherdate

Castle Winchester loudspeakers
Chord SPM800 power amp

£1600.00
£500.00
£495.00
£1100.00

Cyrus 2 amplifier

£195.00

Cyrus 7 amplifier

£450.00

Cyrus XPA power amplifier
DCS Purcell upsampler ( non 1394)
OPA Renaissance amplifier
Exposure XXV amplifier

£200.00
£2000.00
£295.00
£495.00

Linn LP12/Ekos/Troika/Lingo

£1500.00

Lumley ST70 valve power amp

£1000.00

Martin Logan Ascent ex dem
Meridian 201 pre amp

£3200.00
£150.00

Meridian 504 tuner

£450.00

Meridian 508 20 bit CD

£895.00

Meridian 555 power amp

£450.00

Meridian 562v.2 digital pre

£900.00

Meridian 568 digital processor

£2200.00

Meridian 596 DVD

£1200.00

Meridian 598AP DVD

£2000.00

Mission 752 speakers

£195.00

Musical Fidelity A300 CR power

£1500.00

Musical Fidelity A370 power amp

£1200.00

Musical Fidelity El amplifier

£150.00

Musical Fidelity P150 power amp
NAD 414 tuner

£150.00
£140.00

Naim CD5 Cd player

£700.00

Nairn CDi Cd player

£703.00

Naim CDX CO player sealed box
Naim NAC32 pre amp

£1600.00
£100.00

Naim NAC32/ NAP90 pre / power

£300.00

Nairn NAC32/SNAPS/250 pre / power
Naim NAC42 preamp

£950.00
£140.00

Naim NAC92/NAP90.3 power
Naim Halt 3 amplifier

£300.00

Naim NAP135 each

£500.03
£1250.00

Naim NAP180

£750.00

Nakamich Dragon cassette deck
Nakamich ST2 Tuner

£800.00
£200.00

Nakamichi CR7 cassette deck

£750.00

Nakamichi DR2 cassette deck

£300.00

Nakamichi DR8 cassette deck
Pass Labs X150

£275.00
£2200.00

Quad 34/306 pre / power amp
Quad FM4 tuner

£450.00

Rego ELA speakers

£240.00

£280.00

Rega Jura speakers

£300.00

Rega Mira 3 amplifier

£400.00

Rego P3/RB300 turntable

£180.00

Rego Planet CD

£320.00

Rego Radio 3

£250.00

Revox B250 amplifier

£200.00

Revak 8260 Tuner

£450.00

Revak 8261 linear tracking TT
Sony STS770ES tuner

£400.00
£140.00

Thorens TTP/ TTA pre poWei

£495.00

Unison Research Mystery 1pre amp

£995.00

See www.lintone.eader latest stock
Mall order available

Arcam,Atlas,Bowers & VVilkins,Cyrus, Castle
Creek,DCS,KEF,Marantz,Meridian,NAD,
Naim,Monitor Audio,Musical Fidelity
Nautilus 800, Rego Quad and more

Lintone Audio

THE MARK LEVINSON LISTENING
LOUNGE NOW OPEN
sPEA ¡(ERS
Living Voice Auditorium loudspeakers
£ 995
Polk f/x500
£ 150
Revel F50 Speakers ( new)
£4,495
Tsunami Sub Woofer
£ 125
Rd lStorm Ill Sub Woofer
£625
Rocksolid Sounds Satellite Speakers
£50
Warfedaie Diamond II Speakers
£60
8+W CM4 Speakers in Rosenut
£ 695
Martin Logan Odyssey Speakers
£ 5,450
Tannoy Arden Loudspeakers
£ 995
Harheth LS5I2A monitors
£995
Revel Salon Speakers gloss black with Rosewood
sidepanels fully guaranteed
£9 995
Elba Floor Standing Liberty 5+ Speakers
Revel Studio Speakers Ex demo black gloss,
Rosewood side panels ( 00,495) on offer for
£7.995
Orchid LWO Speakers Ex demo
£2,495
Epos ESI2 Speakers
£375
Mission 782 ( Stand Mount Model)
(Black Ash)
Just Reduced From f250
£ 150
Audio Physics tempo speaker
£995
Revel LEI Sub Amp Plus 2Sub 15's
£ 5,995
Ella Symphony floor standing speakers
£99
84V Matrix 1Speakers
£ 295
11+W CDM1 Speakers
£ 350
PRE- AMPS
Trichord Delphini Phono Pre Amp with PSU
f650
Sony 1000 ESO Digital Pre Amp
£ 150
Soundscrattsmen Pre Amp Equalizer PE2217
£ 100
Mark Levinson ML32 Ref Pre Amp
with Balanced Phono Stage
£9,995
Naha SAC 92 Pre Amp
£ 350
Conrad Johnson PU141_ Pre Amp
£1,595
Exposure 11 812 Pm Amp 8
Power Supply
Just Reduced from £900
£650
Adcom GTP 450 Tuner/Pre-Amp
f350
AMPLIFIERS
Parasound HCA 2205A 5Channel Amp
£ 1,195
Parasound HCA 1000A 2Channel Amp
£350
Sugden Audition PAmp
£ 150
Hatter DH- 2W Amp
£ 125
Michell Alecto Amplifier
£ 695
Musical Fidelity Nu Vista M3 Integrated Amp
£ 1,995
Audio Research D200 Power Amp
£1695
f4,495
Mark Levinson 383 integrated amp
Boulder 102 AE Power Amp
£1,595
Mark Levinson Ref 33 Mono Blocks ex demo
£17,995
Chord 1200 Mono Blocks
£2,995
Conrad Johnson MF 2500A Amp
£1.595
Krell KSA 50s Power Amp
£2,195
Lentek Integrated Amp very rare classic
£495
Meridian 605 Mono Blocks
£995
Revel LEI Sub Amp Plus 2Sub 15s
£ 5,995
Nakamichi PA 5Stasis Power Amp
Cost New £ 1150 £ 695
Adcom GFA 5300 Power Amp
£ 350
Audionote News Mono Amps
£ 5.995
Musical Fidelity P180 Power Amps
With MF3A Pre Amp 8 PSU
f695
Naim NAP 90/3 Power Amp
£695
CD PLAYERS & TRANSPORTS
Mark Levinson ML390s CD Player
£4,495
Musical Fideli Nu Vista CD Player
£1,795
Meridian 206 CD Player
£ 195
Philips CDR 765 CD Recorder
£ 125
Pioneer POR 609 CD Recorder
£ 195
Copland CDA 289 CD Player
£ 1,095
Arcam CD93 CO Player
£ 695
Meridian 508 Cd Player
f850
Mark Levinson 37 cd Transport
£2,750
Mark Levinson 36s Dac
£ 1995
Pink Triangle Ordinal Dac
£ 395
CEC DX51 -Mk2 DAC with CEC TL5I Transport
NEW £1,995
CEC DX71 Mk2 DAC
NEW £1.295
DID PLAYERS
Yamaha DVD - S795
£ 145
Pioneer Elite DVD/CDNideo CD Player. Region 1DVD
£695
MISCELLANEOUS
Hitachi AM- FM Radio Tuner FT- 5500 Mk2
£65
Arcam 0181 Digital Radio Tuner
f595
£ 150
Sony Stereo Cassette Deck TC-R502ES
Sennheiser T80 Headphones
£ 60
Sony MDS-JE500 MiniDisc Recorder
£ 125
Lecktropacks CDM-820 Multisystem Converter
£125
Nordost Blue Heaven Interconnect 1'h mtrs
£99
Nordost Bi Wire Blue Heaven 3mtr
£250
Nordost Solar Wind Bi Wire 4mtr pair
£150
Nordost Solar Wed Bi Wire single run 4mtr
£75
£ 50
Chord Chameleon 2Interconnect 1mtr pair
Nakamichi Dragon superb condition
£1,200
£1,650
Audio Note ( Kondo) 2mtr pairinterconnect
Shunyata Ex Demo 1m Aries ma interconnects
with locking connectors normal retail £650 our price
£425
Shunyata Ex Demo 1.5 Aries rca interconnects
with locking connectors normal retail £800 our price
£495
Shunyata ex Demo 3m Lyra Speaker CAN Spades
with locking connectors normal retail £ 1500 our price
£ 995
Transparent 1/2mtr digital interconnect
£ 195
Nakamichi 680 Cassette Deck
£395
Nakamichi 1000 Cassette Deck
£395
Madrigal CZ Gel 1mtr Balanced Interconnect
£275
Stu SR007 omega ref ( SR117 head phone 8
SRM007t dual triode).
Normal Retail £2995 £ 1,995
Audio Note Condo KSL-ACZ Mains cable ( new 8boxed)
£ 350
Audio Note Condo 3mtr pair SPZ speaker cable
£ 1,995
Audio Note Condo KSLL-LP Silver Lit interconnect
1mtr pair
£ 850
Stax 40/40 Headphones
£ 850
1mtr Kendo KSL LP interconnect
normal price £2000 £995
Yamaha CT- 810 AM/FM Tuner
£ 125
Nakamichi BX2 Cassette Deck
£ 195
TURIVTABLES, CARTRIDGES & TONFARMS
Odoton MC7500 Phono Cartridge
£ 500
Michell Gyrodeck Turntable with Linn Ittok-LVII Arm
£ 995
Sony TC377 Reel to Reel Tape Recorder
£ 95
Audio Note ANS7 Transformer
£2,995
Koehn Urushi Gold unused bargain
£ P0A
Koetsu Red unused bargain
£ P0A
Verdier Ebony Wood arm board
Normal Retail £800. £ 425
Ortolan Jubilee Cartridge
( NEW). £ 995
Lumley Stratosphere Turntable ( gold plated)
with dedicated stand and large power supply
f2 995
Michell Gyrodeck with OC Rower Supply
1995
WE NOW OFFER 0°. F1NANCE• (* sub(ect to status)
PLEASE PHONE TO ARRANGE AN AUDITION
MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON THIEL
WE ACCEPT SWITCH - MASTERCARD
VISA - DINERS CLUB - AMERICAN EXPRESS

7-1 IPark Lane Gateshead NE8 3JW

www.lintone.co.uk
info@lintone.co.uk
Tel. UK 0191 4774167

Main dealer for
Speaker's Reli•reme products

Tel: 01903 872288 or
Frl

Evenings 07860 660001
Fax: 01903 872234

Email: heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com

www.hifinews.co.uk
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The North of England Hi Fi Specialists
Quality Hi Fi separates from £ 100 to £ 10,000
Widest choice in the area

Independent advice

Consumers Choice Gold Award Winners
Over 35yrs experience.

Qualified staff

Comfortable dem rooms
Main road location

Superb showrooms

Major car parks nearby

Insurance estimates

Service Dept.

Up to 3years Interest Free Credit*
Carriage Free Mail Order ( inc. credit)
Delivery & installation
Open 10:30am - 5:30pm

only 20% deposit
subject to status

Part Exchange
6days: Mon. to Sat.

Visa, Access, Switch etc.

24 Gillygate, York Y031 7E0
01904-629659
www.Vickers-HiFi.co.uk

alists in high fidelity sound reproduction - since 1967

do you really listen to music?
does your system let you:
0 discern the difference between CD
and LP replay?
0 differentiate between transistor and
vWve amplifiers?
0 distinguish between Joshua Bell's
aid ltzak Perleman's playing?
0 detect the extra sharpness of a
steel string guitar?

-if it doesn't, you need
E3eauhorn speakers
so, why not treat yourself to an
audition now?
website: www.beauhorn.com

e-mail: infon@beauhom.com

Hastings TN35 4N8 England

Telephone: + 44 (0)1424
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Does This Seem Familiar?

0 0

CHOKING
THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work
best in your system.

0

DRIVERS:

Loud
Too Loud
Way too Loud
It's acommon problem. The usable range on the

> ATC

volume control is all down at the bottom end and
fine control at low listening levels is either difficult or
impossible. The noise floor may be audible too.
There is now a simple and effective solution - the
Rothwell In-Line Attenuators. They can be used
with pre/power or integrated amps to cure the
problems of excess gain and bring sonic
benefits, even with the most expensive equipment.

> ETON

> AUDAX

> FOSTEX
> LPG

> VIFA > VISATON

or

> VOLT

wvvw.rothwellaudioproducts.co.uk

SOLEN CAPACITORS AND
INDUCTORS - USED BY THE
MOST DISCRIMINATING
LOUDSPEAKER
MANUFACTURERS.

See the excellent reviews in Hi Fi Choice, Hi Fi World,
Hi Fi Plus and on the web at www.tnt-audio.com

HARDWARE

r
A-1
imlii
COMPONENTS
ACCESSORIES
TUBES

Spares and repairs
See the TAMMY Cones
Hotline at

feet
SOLEN

s4...

sn"

Call for appointment to visit us at Ruislip on
+44(0) 20 8864 8008
or Fax +U(0) 20 8864 3064
\...7
mail: saleselockwoodaudio.co.uk

,01376 521132
07802 483698
E-MAIL: soundstage Q.1.) netl ineuk.net
www.sound-stage.co.uk
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

Chelmsfoi9Essex

PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT
ARCAM ALPHA 7SE CD PLAYER BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£ 249
ARCAM ALPHA 8TUNER NO REMOTE AND MARKED HENCE
£ 149
ATC SCM50A ACTIVE WALNUT WITH STANDS- BUYER COLLECTS- IMMACULATE £3495
AUDIO INNOVATIONS SERIES 800 4-BOX VALVE PRE/POWER
£ 1495
CASTLE HARLECH CHERRY FLOORSTANDERS
£649
COUNTERPOINT SA 100 POWER AMP VALVE/TRANS HYBRID BLACK BOXED
£649
CYRUS PRE PRE AMP NO REMOTE
£299
DEFINITIVE TECHNOLOGY PRO SUB 80
£249
DENON AVC-A ISE BLACK BOXED SUPERB WITH LEARNING REMOTE
£ 1395
DENON DVD1000 BLACK MULTI REGION DVD PLAYER AS NEW
£279
DENON DVD3300 BLACK AND SUPERB-CURRENT MODEL-£ 1000 NEW
£595
EPOS ES12 LIGHT CHERRY BOXED AND SUPERB
£299
KEF 104/2 ROSEWOOD + WALNUT CLASSIC FLOORSTANDERS EACH
£595
LFD PA2 POWERSTAGE POWER AMP MARBLE FRONT LOVELY LOOKS AND SOUND £695
LINN SONDER LP12 NORTON AIR POWER ITTOK TROIKA WALNUT SUPERB
£ 1295
LOEWE ACONDA 32" FLAT WIDESCREEN SILVER + LOEWE GLASS STAND
£ 1495
M & K SS ISO THX TRI POLE SURROUND SPEAKERS-£ 1300 NEW- BLACK
£795
MARANTE CD5000 GOLD BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£ 129
MERIDIAN A500 BLACK ASH LOUDSPEAKERS BOXED LOVELY CONDITION
£399
MERIDIAN 200 TRANSPORT + 209 PANEL REMOTE CONTROL-SUPERB
£349
MERIDIAN 605 MONO BLOCKS BLACK
£995
MICROMEGA STAGE 5CD PLAYER BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£349
NAIM NAP 150 POWER AMP BOXED AND IMMACULATE 2YRS OLD
£629
NAIM INTRO BLACH ASH BOXED AND SUPERB
£ 349
NAIM NAC 112 PRE AMP BOXED AND IMMACULATE 2YRS OLD
£495
NAIM FLATCAP 2AS NEW BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£429
NAIM CD 5BOXED AND IMMACULATE AS NEW
£995
ONIX 0A35/0A1200 PRE/POWER AMP BLACK LOVELY
£795
PRIMARE D.20 24 BIT CD PLAYER
£595
QUAD 77CD BUS/77 PRE/77 TUNER CARBON BOXED AND IMMACUALATE £995
REGA RADIO R REMOTE READY TUNER BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE £249
REGA CURSA LINE LEVEL PRE AMP BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£ 299
REGA MAIA POWER AMP BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£ 299
REGA XEL WALNUT FLOORSTANDING LOUDSPEAKERS- OVER £ 1K NEW
£i
S9
REGA JURA FLOORSTANDING LOUDSPEAKERS CHERRY
£299
REGA PLANET ORIG TOP LOADING CD PLAYER IN BLACK
£299
ROKSAN DPI/ATTESSA DA2/ATTESSA DS5 3- BOX TOP LOADING CD PLAYER £ 1295
ROKSAN XERXES ROSEWOOD TABRIZ Z1 ORTOFON MC20 SUPREME
£995
ROKSAN L1.5/DS1.5/S1.5 PRE/POWER SUPPLY/POWER AMP BLACK
£2495
ROKSAN XERXES BLACK ASH ARTEMIZ LYRA CLAV1S D.C. VDH MODDED
£ 1595
RUARK SCEPTRE NATURAL OAK BOXED AND MINT
£349
RUARK EPILOGUE YEW FINISH
£229
SONY SCD-XE670 SACD MINT BOXED JUST A FEW MONTHS OLD
£ 179
THORENS TD160 BLACK REGA RB250 GOLDRING MM 1006
£ 229
WADIA 3200 CD TRANSPORT WITH REMOTE AND INSTRUCTIONS
£995
PROFESSIONAL RECORD CLEANING SERVICE-KEITH MONKS MACHINE PLEASE RING FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND PRICES.
THREE MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL ITEMS

www.sound-stage.co.uk
Hi-FiNews
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4470 Avenue Thibault
St- Hubert, QC, J3Y 7T9 Canada
Tel: 450.656.2759
Fax: 450 443 4949

www.lockwoodaudio.co.uk

125 Union Square, New Hope PA 18938 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS
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Contact us for the
free Solen CDROM
Catalog.

VINTAGE GEAR
AND RECORDS
FOR SALE AND WANTED
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HOW TO BOOKS

"Lockwood Audio

Call, write, fax or email for details and free consultation
(215) 862-4810 • fax (
215) 862-4811
(
Visit our wpbsito at:
ittp://www.tutwyro.com
tatwyro@fotwyre.com j

e

> SEAS

> SILVER FLUTE

•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

g3L

> PEERLESS

> SCAN- SPEAK

The cost is only £39 per pair delivered. To order, call

Rothwell: 01204 366133

> MAX FIDELITY

> MOREL

Email solenesolen.ca
Web vvvvvv.solen.ca

To advertise in this section
Call

020

Hearing is Believing

UNIFY

8774 0790

Amain
IlfSW
Classé
Copland
((Lavardin
'.

Primare

30 years of Excellence

-

55 Main Street, Blackrock, Dublin.
Tel: ( 0I ) 2889449/2888477
Open: Tues - Sat 10 am to 6 pm Thur - Fri 10 are to 9 pm

Sony

B+W Nautilus

PO Dos 30429. London. NW6

a.

Tel / Fax: +44 ( 0)20 8459 8113
Absolule_Analoguela emailansn.rorn
v.alnoluteanalogue.muk

hifinews

>cartridges
dnm
goldring
lyra

Real
hi-fi

orItofon
stiamiko
cables
chord company
dnm
nordost
headphones
beyer
grado
stax
.stands
something solid
soundstyle
stands unique
hardware
atc

Audio Analogue, Beauhorn Benz Micro,

epos

Clearaudio, Diapason, EAR/Yosàino, Final,

harbeth

Lyra, Monrio, Non:lost, Nottingham Analogue,

imerge

Opera, Pa:hos Ac -mistics, RogLe Audio,

in focus
lexicon

Transfipration, SME, Shun Mix,k,
Unison Research
Demonstrations by appoint

signaleige

michell
naim audio

hi-fi

neat acoustics

It

for grown-up:S

parasound

Alternative
AUDIO
t: 01984 624242

primare
pure digital
sme
tannoy
trichord

ipswi ch ( o 1 4 7 3 )
fax ( 01473

Brompton Ralph, Taunton, Somerset

signals
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)655172

6 55

email:eng®signals.uk.corn

ipsw .ch
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HEATHCOTE AUDIO

TEL: 01992-653999 MOBILE 07860 511111 E-MAIL ADDRESS: FleathcoteAudio@aoLcom
SPECIAL
PERPETLAL TECHNO-OGIES PA-3/PA-1S1GNATURE
DAC/UPSAMPLER & MODRIGHT PSU BRAND
NEW BOXED . £1995
SOUND STYLE XS' 00/105/310 & ST 100/105/310
STATUS RANGE CLEARANCE OF DISPLAY STOCK
FROM £150
BLACK RHODIUM ORATORIA 0.5/1/2
METRES PHONO/XLR 30% OFF
LTD STOCK
BLACK RI-10DIUM 25 MAINS CABLE ( BRAIDED)
MK TOUGHPLUG
BRAND NEW ... £65
BLACK RHODIUM 25 MAINS CABLE(BRAIDED)
RHODIUM PLATED/POLISHED SUPERGRIP PLUG
BRAND NEW £100
BLACK RHODIUM CETYCERTO 0.5/1 METRE
BRAND NEW PACKAGED
£80/100
SYMPHONY 1METRE
£65
3LACK RHODIUM S-' 30X2 Ell-WIRE LOUDSPEAKER CABLE
BRAND NEW LTO QUANTITY (£ 18)
£11 PER METRE
BLACK RHODIUM S-300 BI WIRE LOUDSPEAKER
CABLE BRAND NEW LTD QUANTITY (£40)
£25 PER METRE
AMPS
'vlICHAELSON AUDIO CHRONOS 4BOX
MINT £4000
ROGUE AUDIO TEMPEST
MINT £1350
UNISON RESEARCH S-6 EX DEM
MINT/BOXED £1275
GRAAF GRAFFifi INTEGRATED
MINT. £895
GOLDEN TUBE SE1-50 MK.11
MINT/BOXED £650
JADIS DEFY-7100
EXCLT £3250
AUDIO RESEARCH VT-50 EX DIS/NEW
NEW/BOXED £2750
AUDIO RESEARCH V-70 POWER AMP
MINT £1950
VINTAGE RADIO REST. ADUR MONOS
£
995
AUDIONOTE P2-SE POWER AMP
MINT £650
JADIS PS-2TWO BOX PRE ( £8000)
£3450
AUDIO RESEARCH LS-22 REMOTE
MINT/BOXED £2795
AUDIO RESEARCH LS-2PRE AMP
MINT/BOXED £1395
PINK Ti. INTEGRAL 3MONTHS USE
MINT BOXED £2595
KRELL FPB 600 STEREO AMP
EXCLT £6995
MARK LEVINSON NO 23.X 2
EACH £2795
MARK LEVINSON NO.27
MINT/BOXED £2250
COUNTERPOINT SA-20
EXCLT . £995
DENON POA-6600 MONOS
MINT/BOXED
TBC
MARANTZ SC- 22i MA-22 MONOS
MINT/BOXED £1250
CONRAD JOHNSON PFRREMOTE
MINT/BOXED £1795
CONRAD JOHNSON RF1&.P/ STAGE
MINT £1095
ORELLE SA-10DRX
MINT/BOXED £395

www.hifinews.co.uk

RACKS/STAnDS

COMPACT DISC
PERPETUAL TECHNOLOGIE SSIGNATURE
PA-3,PA-' DAC/UPSAMPLER/MODWRIGHT PSU
BRAND NEW/BOXED
KRELL MD- 1 & SBP-64X TWO BOX DAC
MINT
ACCUPHASE DP-80 TRANSPORT/DAC
EXCLT/BOXED
TECHNICS SL-Z1000/SH-X1000
BOXED
THETA PEARL TRANSPORT
MINT/BOXED
AUD 0SYNTH. TRANSENO
EXCLT
TEATA DS PRO GEN VBAL
MINT/BOXED
THETA DS PRO GEN III
MINT/BOXED
THETA DSPre GEN III
EXCLT/BOXED
THETA DS PRO GEN 11
MINT/BOXED
THETA DS PRO BASIC- 11 MC
MINT/BOXED

£1995
£3750
£2450
£2450
£895
£575
£2550
£2395
£2295
£1295
£1275

LOUDSPEAKERS
SONUS FABER CREMONA AUDITOR
MINT/BOXED £ 1695
BKS 107 MK II SUPREME EX DEM
MINT BOXED £1350
MARTIN LOGAN CLS11-2 &SUBS
MINT/BOXED £5750
SOUNDLA5 MILLENNIUM-3
NEW/BOXED £5995
KLIPSCH CORNER HORNS 104 DB
MINT £3750
WILSON SvSTEM 5.1 BLACK
MINT/CRATED £7500
HARBETH MA-40
MINT/BOXED £2850
3 & W S'LVER SIGS
MINT £ 2450
ALR JORDAN NOTE-5
EX.DIS £ 1250
Mi LOGAN AERIUS i
MINT/BOXED £ 1250
ALIDN 11
MINT £ 1195
L/ VOICE AUDATORIUM . EX DEM
MINT/BOXED £ 1150
CELESTION A-2 FLOORSTANDERS
MINT . f650
REGA XEL ;WALNUT)
MINT £650
KELLY KT-3HIGH 95 DB
MINT/BOXED £795
INFINITv KAPPA-8REF
MINT £ 1450
WHARFPALE OPTION 1
£ 1750
SNELL CMK- 1V
EXCLT £ 1500
PROAC STUDIO 200
TBA
TBA
EPOS ES- 11 MK2
MINTiBOXED £ 295
EPOS ES- 14 WITH STANDS
MINT £375
ROKSAK WAN 3X & 3S SUBS
MINT2OXED RING
BOSE 901 MK.IV
EXCLLBOXED £595
CELESTION A-2 HUGELY CAPABLE
(ROSEWOOD VENEER)
BRAND NEW/BOXED £1250
SD 313S FLOORSTANDERS( OPEN BAFFLE)
SMALLER 8ROTHER TO 501
BOXED RING
£695
CASTLE HOWARD-2PREMIUM BEECH FINISH
MINT

SOUNDSTYLE ST- 105/ SILVER/BLACK
CANCELLED ORDER (£400+)
SOUNDSTYLE XS 105 5SHELF
CANCELLED ORDER 2OFF
SOUNDSTYLE XS 100 4SHELF
CANCELLED ORDER
SOUND ORGANIZATION Z-140

BOXED NEW £275
BRAND NEW BOXED £225
BRAND NEW BOXED £195
EX DIT
£95

LOUDSPEAKER CABLE
TARA LABS PRIME 1800 18 FEET PAIR
BI-WIRE AS NEW BOXED ETC
£ 750
MIT MN- 75012 FT.PAIR BI-WIRE
£ 850
MIT MH-750 8FT. PAIR BI-WIRE
£650
NIRVANA AUDIO SL-SERIES 2.3 METRE PAIR
EX DEM FACTORY TERMINATED
£525
VAN DEN HU REVELATION 2METRE
STEREO PAIR
TERMINATED £575
XL0 REFERENCE 6FT. PNR TERMINATED SPADES/BANANAS £275
QED XT-400 4X3METRES AIRLOCS ONE END
£175
IfITERconflECT
HARMONIC TECH MAGIC LINK ONE 1METRE EX DEM . . £ 65C
SILVER ARROW 1METRE BALANCED XLR EX DEM/AS NEW. £650
SILVER ARROW IMETRE PAIR EXPENSIVE
£650
PHONO POTION EX.DEM
XL0 3METRE PAIR ( PHONO) EX.DEM .......
f225
MUSICAL FIDELITY NUVISTA INTERCONNECT
VARIOUS LENGTHS SOME
BRAND NEW RING
GRYPHON THE GRYPHON GUIDELINE'
1.5 METRES BALANCED XLR
£3011
KIMBER CRYSTAL -AG ULTRA 11DB
AS NEW £ 195
ATTENUATED CABLE 0.5 METRE (£347)
AUDIOQUEST DIAMOND 2X2METRE PAIRS ( MINT) . £5.50 EACH
AUDIOQUEST LAPIS 4METRE PAIR
£450
VAN DEN HJL FIRST UL-IMATE 0.5 METRE PAIR
£150
VAN DEN HUL FIRST 0.8 DIGITAL CABLE
NEW BCXEC.. £99
AUDIOQUEST EMERALD 0.5 METRE
£140
NORDOST RED DAWN 2X1METRE PAIRS BOXED. £195 EACH
EQUIPMENT REQUIRED FOR IMMEDIATE
CASH PURCHASE. PLEASE PHONE GEORGE 10-6PM
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HICAM
ALPHASON AKROS 2SPEAKER STANDS BOXED MINT
AUDIONOTE OTO SE INT AMP LINE LEVEL NEW
AUDIONOTE AN CD 2.1X INT CD PLAYER AS NEW
AUDIONOTE CD2 TRANSPORT
AUDIONOTE ANCD 3.1X CD PLAYER NEW
AUDIONOTE M2 LINE PRE AMP
AUDIONOTE ANVX 1METRE PAIR NEVER USED TERMINATED
AUDIONOTE DAC 2.1X 24/96
AUDIONOTE MEISHU LINE INT AMP
AUDIONOTE OTO PHONO INT AMP 1MONTH OLD
AUDIONOTE ARM 3 WINCH TONE ARM NEW
AUDUSA EUPEN POWER CABLES FULL RANGE
AVI LAB SERIES CD PLAYER SUPERB NEW
AVI BIGGATRONS CHERRY NEW
AVI LAB SERIES INTERGRATED AMP 200 WPC NEW STUNNING
BLACK RHODIIUM ORATORIO 1METRE PAIR NEW
BLACK RHODIUM REQUIEM I IMETRE PAIR NEW
DENSON D30 POWER AMP 200WPC04 OHMS STUNNING
BLACK RHOIUM ORATORIO 1METRE DIGITAL NEW
EAR 324 TRANSISTOR PREAMP NEW
EAR 509 ANNIVERSARY MONO BLOCKS GOLD OR CHROME
EAR 834 INT AMP BOXED 3MONTHS OLD
EAR 834P CHROME DELUXE MM/MC PHONO AS NEW
EAR 834P MM/MC PHONOSTAGE EX DEM
EAR 890 POWER AMP 70 WPC CLASS A EX DEM
EAR 899 INT/PRE AMP 70 WPC CLASS A NEW
EAR 8L6 INTRERGRATED/PRE/MAIN AMP NEW
EAR HEADPHONE AMP HP4 EX DEM
EAR 864 PRE EX DEM
EAR 834L PRE AMP
ELAC 203 ESP ACTIVE SUBWOOFER NEW
ELAC 555 CENTRE 3WAY CENTR SPK CHERRY FINISH
ELAC CL 3301 JET INC STANDS NEW
ELAC F20 CINEMA SPEAKERS FREESTANDING/GLASS BASE
LAT SS800 SPEAKER CABLE 5MTR NEW
LYRA ARGO MC CARTRIDGE NEW
LYRA HELIKON SL MC CARTRIDGE NEW
LYRA DORIAN MC CARTRIDGE NEW
MICHELL OC PSU NEW
MICHELL ALECTO MONOBLOCKS USED
MICHELL GYRO SE/RB300 ARM
MICHELL ORBE SME BOARD EX DEM
MICHELL ORCA PRE AMP + LARGE PSU USED
MICHELL TECNODEC WITH RB 300 ARM NEW
MANLEY M50 SE CLASS A MONOBLOCKS+SPARE VALVES
MYRYAD CAMEO SYSTEM CD/TUNER/AMP NEW
MYRYAD MA 240 POWER AMP AS NEW
MYRYAD MA 500 5CHANNEL AMP 5X100WPC
MYRYAD MT 100 FM TUNER NEW
MYRYAD Z SERIES 24/96 CD PLAYER NEW
NAIM 3.5 CD PLAYER+FLATCAP EXCELLENT CONDITION
NAIM INTRO LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK/BOXED
ORELLE S5 SPEAKER SYSTEM *SUB NEW
ORELLE 100 EVO CD PLAYER NEW
ORELLE SA 100EVO INT AMP 80WPC FVC NEW
ORIGIN LIVE AURORA GOLD TURNTABLE NEW
ORIGIN LIVE ENCOUNTER TONE ARM NEW
ORIGIN LIVE ILLUSTRIOUS TONE ARM NEW
ORIGIN LIVE RESOLUTION TURNTABLE NEW
PROAC RESPONSE 1SE YEW FINISH *TARGET R 4STANDS
PRIMARE A10 INT AMP EXCELLENT CONDITION BOXED
PSB ALPHA 6ACTIVE SUBWOOFER AS NEW
RUARK PROLOUGE ONE SPK R/W FINISH BOXED
RUARK VITA 1005.1 SPK SYSTEM INC RUARK ACTIVE SUB
RUARK VITA 120 5.1 SYSTEM NEW
RUARK PRELUDE 11 NEW
QED FULL RANGE
RUARK PROLOGUE 11 LOUDSPEAKERS NEW
SENNHEISER RS85 WIRELESS HEADPHONES NEW
SME MODEL 10 TURNTABLE NEW
SME SERIES IV ARM BOXED UNUSED
SME SERIES V ARM NEVER USED MINT
SME 20/2A TURNTABLE INC SERIES V ARM
LIVING VOICE CABLE FOR SME V ARM
WIREWORLD ECLIPSE REFFERENCE INT IMTR NEW
SONICLINK SIMPLICITY 1METRE PAIR INTERCONNECT NEW
SOUND ORGANISATION FULL RANGE
STAX SR 007+SRM007 EARSPEAKERS NEW
STAX SRS 2020 MK2 EARSPEAKERS MINT
STAX SRS 4040 SYSTEM SIGNITURE 2 NEW
SUMIKO BLACKBIRD MC CARTRIDGE NEW
SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL MC NEW
WIREWORLD SOLSTICE 5 IMTR INTERCONNECT NEW
WIRE WORLD FULL RANGE OF AWARD WINNING CABLES
TEAC VDRS 7CD PLAYER
TRICHORD 1000 POWERBLOCK NEW
TRICHORD DELPHIN1MK2/NEVER CONNECTED PSU NEW
TRICHORD DINO PSU
NEW
TRICHORD REASEARCH 500 POWERBLOCK NEW
TRICORD RESEARCH DELPHINI MK2 PHONO+ LARGE PSU NEW
TUBE TECHNOLOGY PROHET PRE AMP
VDH THE SOURCE HB 0.8 METRE NEW
VIVANACO DX 400 HEADPHONES NEW
VIVANCO FMH8080 FM HEADPHONES NEW
WIREWORLD SOLSTICE 5SPK CABLE AWARD WINNER
WIRE WORLD EQUINOX 5 INTERCONNECT 1MTR PR

WAS
60
1599
1100
2250
1699
1499
574
1599
3300
1899
599
1299
599
1499
597
1247
1500

2297
867
614
2800
2945
2520
1924
1681
500

206
849
440
2100
1083
2298
1600
2500
999
1699

1400
975
1199
1199
1470
970
1570
1970
1300
500
995
1500
1695
900

2643
1126
1615
5273
250
35
2995
449
1195
279

NOW
30
1400
950
2100
1499
1399
475
1400
3000
1700
599
POA
1199
450
1350
450
950
900
297
1880
POA
1800
695
475
2300
POA
POA
1600
1400
300
799
599
2499
499
175
800
1249
495
399
1300
950
1950
925
700
1200
1599
850
POA
599
499
750
295
975
1199
1199
1470
970
1570
1970
650
275
225
575
750
1500
800
POA
1250
159
2643
1000
1400
4700
125
499
18
POA
2700
375
995
595
250
69

AUDIO REFLECTiONS
AUDIONET
AUDIO SYNTHESIS
ATC
AV1

NEW PRODUCTS ON DEM

AVI - Laboratory Series An

For further details
E-mail patrick@crisp5479.freeserve.co.uk
Website: HICAM.CO.UK
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NORDOST
PRIMARE

CHORD - new Choral system

PS AUDIO

ATC - SCM35

PMC
RED ROSE

FOR SALE - EX DEM.

RU.
REVU.
SHE

GAMUT - 0200
PS ALM - HC,/

(

TAG AV30
TAQ.ZSMX

TAG
TOM EVANS
TRANSFIGLitUt
..ADI

rie

TEL: JOHN lb¡IftEY (
LEEDS) 0113 • é
4.458
TEL: SIMON TRICKETT (LEEDS) 0:113_43873609
MAL infcx,auctioreflections.co.uk
EFAX : 0113 2533098

Haziemere Audio
•
ligilal
dCS
Metronome
Opus 21 (new
from Resolution
Audio)
Oracle
•ttion
Chapter Audio
DNM
Lamm
Nagra
Plinius
Renaissance
Spectral
Power supply
Accuphase
Isotek
Jaya
Loricraft

If you

Vinyi
Avid
Garrard
Oracle
Speakers
ART
Talon
Verity Audio
REF 3A
Cables
Nirvana
Siltech
Spectral
Supports
Clearlight
Kinabalu

value the best

(rather ban just the most expensive)
For an appointment (day or evening)

Open Mon-Sun 10am - 8pm

Tel/Fax 01604 842379

LYRA

and New CI)

TOM EVANS - Pulse - New p/s for Vbe

AGENTS FOR

VISA Switch - Mastercard

LEXICON

TAG Mclaren - AV Products

EAR, TRICHORD, AUDIONOTE, MICHELL, MYRYAD , AVI, STAX, LAT, ELAC, RUARK, SME,
BLACK RHODIUM, LYRA, SUMIKO, QED, POLK, ORELLE, T+A, VIVANICO, WIRE WORLD

Now in Northampton 2minutes off A508

GAMUT

AUDIO SYNTHESIS - NEW DAX Dlsaete

DISCOUNT GIVEN TO MOST NEW PRODUCTS

NAIM,MERIDIAN. KRELL, WADIA, SONUS FABER. MARTIN LOGAN
MARK LEVINSON. COPLAND, QUAD, EAR. AUDIONOTE
SME, MICHELL. AUDIO RESEARCH

CLEARAUDIO

YYLSON BENESCH - Curve

225
425
1270
299
315
285
995
900
1400
600
65
35
29
99
19.97 PER MONO MTR
219

PHONE FOR BEST PRICES

CHORD

CLEARAUDIO - Champion/Unify/Sigma

650
475

CASH WAITING FOR THE FOLLOWING BRANDS

AYRE
BRYSTON

Call High Wycombe

(
01494 865829)
art, oudspeakers

Audio Analogue • Creek • Ecosse • Fanfare
Gamut • Harmonic Technology • Ortofon • Piega
Reference 3A • SME • Sugden • Triangle
www.hifinews.co.uk

teehLdia-Slep Press!
Also agents for
•Advantage • Acoustic Zen
•BAT • Boulder • Burmester
•Egleston • Hovland • Kharma
•Lumley • Pass labs • SME
•Sound lab • VTL • Vincent

CURRENT INVENTORY
DVANTAGE A300 POWERAMP
LOIA PST11 01 WITH PHONO
TC 20ASL TOWER ACTIVE ROSEWOOD
UDIO RESEARCH D130
UDIO RESEARCH VT130 SE
VANTEGARDE SOLO SILVER
ALANCEO AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES 6200/6 CHANNEL NEW
& W CDM 1NT CHERRY
& W NAUTILUS 802 BLACK ASH
OULDER 1012 PRE DAC PHONO
OULDER 1060 POWER
URMESTER 956 MK11
LEARAUDIO REFERENCE,TC/1 ARM
LEARAUDIO SINATURE M/C LOW HOURS
LEARAUDIO SIXSTREAM 1.5 MTR PHONO CABLE
LEARAUDIO MAXIMUM SOLUTION, TQ1 LINEAR ARM
LEARAUDIO MAJIX 4 AVAILABLE
ON RAD JOHNSON EV1 VALVE PHONO
OPLAND CSA 14
ENSEN BX340 NEW
ENSEN B400XS NEW
ENSEN B400 PLUS NEW
ENSEN B200 NEW
YNAVECTOR L200
YNAVECTOR HX75
AMUT D200
ARMONIC TECHNOLOGY MD1 DIGITAL RCA 1MTR
OVLAND HP- 100 + M/C PHONO
OVLAND SAPHIRE POWER AMP
JM LABS MICRO UTOPIA + STANDS
JM LABS ELECTRA 906
KRELL KPS 28C
KRELL FPB 600C
KRELL KPS 25SC CAST 1
KRELL KRC 3
KRELL KAV 300 1
LAVARDIN IS REFERENCE
LUXMAN K-351 CASSETTE DECK
LINN KOLEKTOR PRE
MARANTZ SC12SI SACD DVD CD EX OEM
MARK LEVINSON NO36 DAC
MARK LEVINSON 331
MERIDIAN 588
MERIDIAN 502
MERIDIAN 557
MERIDIAN 562 WITH PHONO BOARDS
MERIDIAN 518
MUSICAL FIDELITY NUVISTA CD
MUSICAL SURRONDINGS PHONOMENA WITH BATTERY P/S
NAIM CD
NAIM FLASH NEW
NAIM SNAIC BLACK 4AND 5 PIN
NAIM 52+PS
NAIM 102
NAIM 180
NAIM 140
NAIM 140
NAIM 62 M/M PHONO OLIVE CASE
NAIM 72
NORDOST SPM REF 1MTR RCA
NORDOST ELDORADO MAINS 2 MTR
ORACLE CD TRANSPORT SPECIAL EDITION
PASS ALEPH P REMOTE
PROAC TABLETE REF 8 CHERRY
SOLILOQUY S10 SUB ROSEWOOD
SOUNDLAB MILLENIUM 3 NEW
SPECTRAL MIT 330 1MTR INTERCONNECT
SPECTRAL MIT 350 MK 11MTR INTERCONNECT
SPECTRAL 770 MK1 2X 10 FT SPEAKER CABLE
SUGDEN MASTERCLASS POWER AMP
TAG MCLAREN DVD32 FLR SILVER
TAG MCLAREN CD2OR
THETA PROGENY
TRANSPARENT REFERENCE XL SS 2.5 MTR
VERITY AUDIO FIDELIO'S

RRP
2600
2765
5600
2000
8500
4700
9450
750
6000
12995
16500
6500
6020
1755
505
7575
175
1700
1500
1850
2500
1250
1000
1500
2300
3995
400
5750
7000
3500
1000
9000
15000
25000
3400
3000
2295
N/A
550
3500
4000
4500
2200
1500
1600
900
900
3000
1200
2500
350
70
4000
1200
1220
750
750
400
N/A
900
400
9500
4750
750
1600
8295
500
1200
3000
3300
3495
1400
1100
7000
8000

NOW
795
1395
2495
995
2995
2395
5495
395
3995
7995
10995
3995
3995
895
295
4795
95
995
695
1250
1795
850
695
995
1495
1795
195
3995
4495
1795
595
4995
6495
11995
1695
1195
1495
150
295
1995
1495
1995
1495
795
895
395
395
1795
695
1495
250
40
2195
695
695
395
295
150
295
395
195
3495
1495
450
495
4295
195
295
495
1995
1995
695
395
3495
4495

KRELL • AUDIO RESEARCH • MARK LEVINSON • NAIM AUDIO • LINN
MERIDIAN • QUAD • AUDIOLAB • WADIA • ACCUPHASE • TAG • CARY
THETA • SONUS FABER • MARTIN LOGAN • COPLAND • CHORD
EAR YOSHINO • DNM • NAKAMICHI • KOETSU • XL0 • MICHELL • SME • ATC
STAX • PROAC • MANA • JEFF ROWLAND • DCS • NAGRA • McINTOSH
ORACLE • ROKSAN • TRANSPARENT • DYNAUDIO • Etc
PLEASE CALL TONY WHEN YOU WANT TO SELL YOUR EQUIPMENT IWILL COLLECT
AND PAY UP FRONT NO MESSING ABOUT WITH COMMISSION SALES.
IAM ESPECIALLY INTERESTED IN THE FOLLOWING.

TEL: 0121 747 4246
5 MINUTES JCN 9 M42/JCN 4 M6.

Open Mon- Sun 10.00 to 8.00
Website: www.centralaudio.co.uk
E-mail: tony@centralaudio.co.uk
www.hifinews.co.uk

Just arrived the amazing new All! Tjoeb '66
hybrid amplifier. Featuring adouble-triode valve
front end atransistor output stage.
Ideal for those who want the silky warm tones of
valves combined with the muscle of solid state!
Features include: 2x 50watts rms. Full remote
control. Built in phono stage Only £649.95
Come and see us at the Heathrow Hi Fi show 3m s, 41"April

The Amazing AH! `NJOE TJOEB'
4000 Value CD player a24bit 192khz 'UPSAMPLER'
1

Optional 192khz 24bit Swiss Upsampler on y £ 249.95

2

Dual power supply with toroidal low noise transformer.

3

Massive 30,000uf of PSU smoothing caps

4

Philips Military spec 6922 valves

5
6

`
Supercrystal clock' for super low jitter

7

Output voltage adjustable from 0.7v to 5v

8

AC ' Noise Killer' fitted

High quality drive mechanism

9

Full remote control with adjustable volume

10

Optional Audiophile mains lead

11

Optional Bun- Brown OP amps

12

All versions upgradeable to ' Reference' model

AH' of Ho/and take a basic CD player and substantially modify it Inc
adding a second power supply, an AC noise killer, a low jitter clock, a
new PCB with valve output stage. Only quality audiophile parts are used
such

as

VVima

and

Vishay.

The

Swiss

technologies uses Analog Devices AD1895 r

Upsampler

by

Anagram

generation 24bit sample

rate converter. gor the upsampling a Wolfson Microelectronics WM8740
DAC chip. 24b1 192khz chip. The result is simply stunning value!

Prices from only £429.95 to £899.95.
Basic
Inc. ' Super Crystal', Digital Transformer £ 429.95
Super
Upgraded version
£ 529.95
Ultra
Inc Burr Brown cp amps & Siemers valves £ 699.95
Reference Inc 24bit 192khz Upsampler & al ,upgrades £ 899.95
Or choose the Basic or Super and add your own upgrades
Rated 4.87 .: ut of 5, with over 110 reviews on audioreview.com'

5 Page rave review in Novembers `Stereophile'
"I cant recall hearing a more musically involving, fulsomely
detailed, three-dimensional presentation from any other CD
player at such a modest price". - Chip Stern.
Order now by phone or ask for our illustrated leaflet.
Auditions by appoirtment. www.iconaudio.co.uk
Phone 07787 158791. Email iconaudioentlworld.com
•
LC-071

/g
•
TlLLW

351 Aylestole Road Leicester LE2 8TA
Visa and MasterCard accepted
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Passionate about music?
Serious about making it? So are we...
For the best product reviews, interviews, buying advice,
tips and features on guitar playing, get Guitar Magazine.

Hi-FiNews
Absolute Analogue
Absolute Sounds
Acoustic Arts
Affordable Valves
Alium Audio
Alternative Audio
Audio Consultants
Audio Reference
Audio Reflections
Audio Salon
Audio Synthesis
Audio T
Audio Venue
.11idioplay
\tidusa
& W Loudspeakers
Ieauhorn
Brighton Hifi Exchange
Central Audio
Choice Hifi
Chord Electronics
Cloney Audio
Cube Audio
Definitive Audio
Densen
Dynamics
Dynaudio
Eminent Audio
GT Audio
Hazlemere Audio
Heatherdale Audio
Heathcote Audio
Hicam Audio
Hifi Experience

116
6 & 26
88
112
101
117
42
60
118
IFC, 100 & 103
101
46
78
110
113
OBC
115
101
119
111
16
116
110
110

AD INDEX

Hifi For sale.com
9
HNE Systems
88
Ian Edwards
102
Ian Harrison
110
Icon Audio
103 & 11
Isotek
John Austin Furniture Ltd
10
Kevin Galloway Audio
112
Leema Acoustics
Linn Audio
Lintone Audio
11
Mantra Audio
Midland Audio X-change
Musical Images
Oxford Audio
7
Pinewood Music
56
Quad Specialist. The
110
Radlett Audio
72
Redline
98
Right Note, The
56
S.M.E.78
Sevenoaks sound & vision
91 — 97
Signals
117
Siltech
12

114
90

Soundstage
Spendor

58
102
60
118
114
117
118
99

Symmetry
TomTom Audio
Tube Shop
UKD Ltd
Usher Audio
Vickers Audio
Walrus Systems
Wilmslow Audio

111
IBC
105
98
102
1
1

next month I
nHiFi News
Hi Fi News exclusive!
Full lab test on the Linn Unidisk, the first British universal
CD/DVD-A/SACD player, plus the Chord Electronics Blu CD
transport with revised DAC64... and a phono stage to
recharge your vinyl experience. Also, see an exclusive lab
test of the awesome Halcro dm38 power amplifier!
1̀11111144k,

WIN A
/£2000 prize
in our exclusiv
free-to- enter
June competition

Don't miss HiFi News, June issue, on sale Friday, 4 May
www.hifinews.(_o.uk
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Opinion

Ken
Kessler
L

ast month's column about test discs skirted past the
issue of the genre's underbelly. Yes, there's asub-genre
even more embarrassingly anorak-ish than adisc full of

test tones and aserious voice telling you to '... listen for a
slight rattle at 1m 31s into the track.'
While all test recordings — tape, LP, CD or otherwise — are
the preserve of the committed ( or should- be-committed),
there's avariety of not-quite-test-disc that falls under the same
umbrella, but which lacks the similar usefulness. It's adisc

could provide in the way of ircreased enjoyment. And when

with no instructions, no discernible method for helping you to

stereo was no longer new', sound effects albums crawled back

set up your system. Even worse, it's asort of disc that appeals
to the type of people who, in this day and age, are computer

under the rock that's lifted orly by the demented and troubled.
Now we have areason as strong as that of stereo merchants

hackers, or play video games in preference to sex.

in the 1950s to unearth afew sound effects. As multi-channel
has been around in viable form for adecade-plus, and its latest

Yes, friends, I'm talking about
sound effects discs.

Interspersed with Quite who they're aimed at, I
never could tell. True, you can
speaker- busting rationalise ownership of such discs
if you happen to run acompany
sound effects are that makes jokey recordings for
answerphones or produces
musical selections downloads for mobile phones, or if
you're agenuine moviemaker. That
that show you what would explain why you have a
complete collection of discs from
the future will offer — the BBC's Radiophonic Workshop,
or whatever they called the division
whether you like it that made the Daleks sound like
constipated ducks. In practice,
or not sound effects albums are coveted
by two types of tragic collector:
those who hoard test discs and those who cherish soundtracks.
'Indiscriminately', Ishould add for the latter, because there's

need for convincing demonstration material for non-enthusiasts
beyond the whizz- bang exaggeration of movies, or the
ambiguity of alive concert's ambience. And as for those who
are golden-ear'd, well, some of them need convincing, too, that
surround sound works.
Chesky Records had already shown its commitment to
multi-channel, musician David and money-man Norman seeing,
respectively, the artistic and commercial potential. To that end,
they have issued both SACDs and DVD-As — one of few labels
to do so — and they produced acracker of atest disc called
The Ultimate DVD Surround Sampler and 5.1 Set- Up Disc
[Chesky CHDVD221]. Now, demonstrating their warped New
York humour to the fullest, they've produced acompanion to it
that's devoid of instruction, bereft of usefulness: asound
effects album for tne modern era.
Dr Chesky's Magnificent, Fabulous, Absurd & Insane Musical
5.1 Surround Show is available as both an SACD [ SACD2731

no shame in enjoying the work of Bernard Herrmann, Henry
Mancini et al. But you probably should seek counselling if you
monitored and then bid on eBay for atape of Looney Tunes

and aDVD-A [CHDVD2721. Immediately, you recognise that

sound effects outtakes.

Interspersed with some truly speaker- busting sound effec:s are
musical selections composed for 5.1 surround — chimes, organ,

What do sound effects have to do with hi-fi enthusiasts? As
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incarnations — CTS- ES, Dolby EX, SACD and DVD-A 5.1
formats, etc — are so truly mature and competent, there's a

here's an opportun ty not just to check out your system and
amuse your friends., but to compare SACD and DVD-A.

we at HFN learned when ' the garage door' and the Harrier

percussion, choral groups — that show you what the future will

appeared on our test CDs, well-recorded, real- life, non-musical

offer whether you I
ke it or not. But there are plenty of musical

sounds can be just as useful for assessing your system's

surround sound discs on the market. What's gonna rock afew

performance as aperfect opera recording or asolo piano. You
know what jackhammers and popcorn popping sound like,

prams are the sound effects. However much Ihate to admit it.
A basketball court, acarousel ride, astorm, aNew YorK

better than you know the sound of Hendrix at Woodstock or

subway, and, yes, even aping-pong game — it may soLnd like a

Sinatra at the Sands. But we used them sparingly.

conventional, even ' retro' listirg to you, but the surround sound

Sound effects' first, real relevance to hi-fi accompanied the

element changes everything. These recordings are mpressive

arrival of stereo. There was some justification for recordings of

as hell. The storm and carousel ride in particular do all that's

trains rushing past and ping-pong balls being volleyed because
stereo was new. It had to be sold to the public. Manufacturers

required to show how a5.1 system can better transport the
listener to the recording's environment. Now, all we need to

and retailers had to demonstrate what an added dimension

make it complete is a5.1 recording of agarage door.
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Maximise your
CD Collection

Ayre

The Astonishing CX-7 CD Player is the second in a new series of
unprecedented, high performance, high value components from Ayre.
To maximise the performance from CD's, the CX-7 incorporates an extremely
sophisticated multi-stage digital filter system. The first filter " upsamples" to
176.4KHz at 24 bits. The second filter " oversamples" to 1.4112MHz at 24 bits.
This coupled with a unique Segmented Architecture, differential current output
DAC and fully balanced, zero feedback analog circuitry. Results in a sound that
combines breathtaking transparency with beguiling musicality.
For the past decade Ayre products have won numerous awards worldwide and
gained an enviable reputation for producing highly musical designs.
The new CX-7 breathes life into CD's.

111111
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To find out more about the CX-7 and the name of your nearest authorised dealer please contact

Symmetry
Suite 5, 17 Holywell Hill,
St Albans, Herts, ALI 1DT
Phone 01727 865488

B&W Rowers&VVilkins
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With every beautiful note
I'm where Iwant to be

www.bw700.com
For your virtual tour of the B&W 703 and 700 Series please visit our site, or call +44 (0)1903 221 500
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